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Abstract. 

An epinician ode is not only praise for a laudandus but also a form of civic discourse in 

which the laudandus conducts a debate inviting the audience to make a judgement. 

This enquiry investigates how the eighteen epinician odes composed by Pindar and 

Bacchylides for Sicilian /audandi accommodate the political and social aspirations of 

the patrons commissioning them. It also investigates how rhetoric contributes to the 

fulfilment of the encomiastic purpose in those odes. This enquiry situates the epinician 

odes in their proper historical context. It contrasts its findings with those of others. It 

concludes that in odes composed for laudandiother than tyrants the purpose of the 

debate is more often than not to counter suspicions which fellow citizens may harbour 

against the laudandus. However, the /audandi concerned appear to have been 

problematic already before they entered Panhellenic competition, and not, as some 

scholars think, because of their newly acquired status as Panhellenic victor. In 

particular, Pindar's fifth and sixth Olympian odes are poems in which the suspicions of 

others are apparently countered as a matter of urgency. At the other end of the 

spectrum is Pindar's first Nemean ode, arguably an ode composed for an 

unproblematic laudandus. This enquiry concludes that the presence of strategies of 

inclusion or exclusion is not determined by the status of the /audandus It further 

concludes that odes composed for tyrants do not necessarily reflect a 

Herrschaftssystem. rather elements of Pol/sideologie are often used in these odes in 

the debate with the audience. Hence the variety of patron message employed in 

epinician odes is much greater than has hitherto been thought. Finally, this enquiry 

makes some observations on the development of odes composed for the Sicilian 
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tyrants over time and links the observations with historical circumstances surrounding 

the Deinomenid and Emmenid tyrannies. 
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 Aims and objectives. 

Both Pindar and Bacchylides composed epinician odes for Sicilian /audandi. The extant 

corpus of their epinician odes contains eighteen odes composed for Sicilian /audandi. ' 

Most of the epinician odes in our corpus were commissioned by aristocratic victors who 

celebrated their achievements at the four Panhellenic athletic festivals: at Olympia, 

Delphi, Nemea and the Isthmus. 2 

The aim of this enquiry is twofold. First, to investigate how the poets who 

composed these odes accommodated the political and social aspirations of the patrons 

who commissioned them. Second, on the assumption that the rhetoric in an ode 

furthers the patron's strategy of self-representation (or Selbstdarstellung) 3 to 

investigate how rhetoric in an epinician ode contributes to the fulfilment of the 

encomiastic purpose. This enquiry into Selbstdarstellung or self-representation of the 

laudandus situates the epinician odes in their proper historical context. 4 

I Pi. O/1,2,3,4,5,6,12, Py. 1,2,3,6,12, Ne. 1,9,107.2, B. 3, BA, B. 5. 
2 Some odes, e. g. Pindar's ninth Nemean ode, celebrate a victory won at a local game, while 

one ode, Pindar's eleventh Nemean, is not an epinician ode but instead celebrates the election 

of Aristagorus of Tenedos to the Prytanis. The laudandus of Pindar's twelfth Pythian may not 

have been an aristocrat. The laudandus celebrated in Pindar's sixth Pythian ode is not the victor 

mentioned in that ode. For the difference between patron, victor and laudandus, see § 1.4. 

3 Arguably, the term Selbstdarstellung, more accurately than self-representation or self- 

expression, reflects the fact that a message of the laudandus is presented before an audience. 

4 This means that, whereas this enquiry concentrates on the odes as literary works, at times the 

historical record has to be scrutinised in a fair amount of detail. An enquiry into self- 

representation must take both the odes and the historical record into consideration. Be that as it 
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These aims are supported by four objectives: 

First, to describe how patron messages in odes composed for tyrants differ from 

patron messages in odes composed for other laudandi 

Second, to investigate differences in patron message between odes composed 

for the tyrant Hieron of Syracuse and those composed for the tyrant Theron of Acragas. 

Third, to investigate how the patron message in a particular ode is tailored to 

different audience types. An ode could be performed for the first time at the games, as 

part of the celebrations of the victory, and thus be tailored to a Panhellenic audience. 

Alternatively, it could be performed before an audience in the victor's home city, 

although, assuming that the odes were almost certainly reperformed later, it would be 

performed before audiences in the wider Greek world as well. 

Fourth, this enquiry contrasts its findings with models and concepts that have 

been have put forward by scholars with regard to self-representation in epinician odes. 

In particular, the models of Po/isideologieand Herrschaftssystem, 4a the contrast 

may, for the Midas of Acragas, Psaumis of Camarina and Chromius of Aetna the scholia appear 
to be our only source of information. 
4a On Po/isideologie, cf. Stenger (2004: 274f. ) 'Gerade im fünften Jahrhundert gingen 

Aristokraten bisweilen noch weiter, wenn sie ihre Stellung innerhalb der Polis behaupten wollen. 
Unter den veränderten Bedingungen bot es sich an, die eigenen Leistungen als Dienst an der 

Gemeinschaft darzustellen und sich so zum vorbildlichen Bürger zu stilisieren. ' Cf. Stenger 

(2004: 275) '... den Sieg im Epinikion als Leistung für die Gemeinschaft... '. Cf. Kurke (1991: 

197-218). Pelling (2000: 178) equates Po/isideologiewith glorifying, unproblematic praise of the 

city. Unproblematic praise in an epinician ode, however, does not imply that the laudandus 

himself is unproblematic. Finally, Whitley (2001: 167) notes that Po/isideologie stresses the 

obligations of citizenship. On Herrschaftsideologie and Herrschaftssystem, cf. Welwei (1967), 

(1981), (1996). Cf. Raaflaub (2004: 8f. ) who defines Herrschaft(power or rule) as a 

complementary concept to freedom. Herrschaftsideologie in an epinician ode will stress that it is 

the laudanduswho is responsible for the well-being of the polis, cf. Mann (2000: 39). Although 

the concepts of Po/is- and Herrschaftsideologie are not in polar opposition, they nevertheless 
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between elitist- and 'middling' ideology4b as well as the notion of the 'home-coming of 

the victor' and the 'reintegration of the victor in his home town'4C will be contrasted with 

the findings of this enquiry. 

Early Greek lyric is to a high degree conventional and many of the forms in the 

epinician odes and much of the language used follow accepted models and are 

inherited. 5 However, every victory ode represents a particular event; it is a celebration 

of the laudandus, and hence, it is by definition occasional and firmly rooted in its 

historical setting. 

This enquiry may further our understanding of the role of epinician odes in a 

strategy of self-representation, while demonstrating the flexibility of a genre which 

could cater for a range of demands for a variety of laudandi 

1.2 Research questions. 

The first objective raises the following questions. While an epinician ode could 

negotiate the reintegration of the victor into his home city, 6 the position of the tyrant 

makes it a priori more probable that he will be portrayed as different from the rest of the 

citizenry. Hence the question could be asked whether in an epinician ode composed for 

reflect fundamentally different attitudes and are useful labels to use in an enquiry into 

Selbstdarstellung in the epinician odes since they reflect the attitude of the laudandus towards 

his community. However, a given epinician ode can present both Polis- as well as 

Herrschaftsideologie in order to persuade an audience. 

4b On the concepts, cf. note 16. 

4c On the concepts, cf. § 1.3. 

5 While this should not be doubted, caution is needed when using the expression ̀ choral-lyrical 

style', cf. Appendix eight. 
6 On which see below § 1.3. 
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a tyrant the laudandus is invariably portrayed as separated from the rest of his fellow 

citizens, or, alternatively, whether attempts are made to present the achievement of the 

/audandus as linked to home city and fellow citizens. 

The second objective raises the following problem. The current state of 

knowledge of the socio-political background of fifth-century Sicily is not perfect, but 

some valid observations have been made as to the relations between the Deinomenid 

and Emmenid clans in the first half of the fifth century. This raises the question whether 

these relations are reflected the epinician odes. Further it could be asked whether the 

patron message in odes composed early in Hieron's career differs from patron 

messages in odes composed at the time when he was apparently at the apex of his 

political power. In other words, while the body of epinician texts is normally looked at 

synchronically, do the odes composed for Hieron of Syracuse allow for valid diachronic 

observations? 

Questions connected with the third objective are: how can we tell which odes 

were performed for the first time during the celebrations of the victory at the games? 7 

and how is the patron message in such odes consistent with, or different from, other 

modes of self-promotion available to the /audandus? 8 

7 Such odes are called in situ odes. Cf. B. 2.11 KaAEI bF Moüa' aCiOiyevrjc. Gelzer (1985: 116) 

'diese Lieder haben die Funktion, gewissermaßen als Dokument die primären Informationen 

über den besungenen Sieg festzuhalten und in der Form einer musisch gestalteten Botschaft 

den damit gewordenen Ruhm und die Ehre des Siegers zu verbreiten. ' Cf. Gelzer (1985: 100- 

102) on the shared characteristics of such in situ odes. 
8 These other options included dedications, cf. e. g. Zambelli (1952); votive offerings at 
Panhellenic shrines, cf. Hyde (1921); athlete hero-cult, of. Currie (2005); victor statues, of. 
Herrmann (1988); the issue of commemorative coins, see e. g. Caltabiano (1993: 61-71); the 
foundation or refoundation of cities, in the case of some tyrants, cf. Malkin (1987), Appendix six. 
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Finally, the fourth objective raises the following question: while models always 

simplify the underlying reality, the question may be asked whether some models and 

concepts with regard to self-representation in epinician odes are perhaps too 

monolithic. In particular, models and concepts that insist on a sharp differentiation 

between odes composed for tyrants and odes composed for others potentially 

overstate differences to the detriment of similarities. 

1.3 Research context. 

To my knowledge, there is as yet no dedicated enquiry into the patron message of the 

laudandus in the epinician odes composed for Sicilians. Some scholars, however, have 

addressed features of the epinician odes which relate to the subject matter of this 

enquiry, suggesting models and concepts with which patron message and patron 

ideology in the odes can be described. 

Some scholars suggest that the odes not only celebrated the victory, but also 

attempted to make that success acceptable to the victor's community. Since a 

Panhellenic victory could potentially be a destabilising factor for the community, 9 the 

victory ode, as an attempt at reintegration, would then perform a stabilising role. In 

other words, in victory, the athlete temporarily steps outside the bounds of conventional 

experience and must be reincorporated into his civic community. This context is 

9 Cf. Zeljin (1962: 21 ff. ). Berve (1967: 10) notes the modi operandi for those aspiring to tyranny, 

and being an Olympic victor and using the authority this would confer on him is one option. 
Alternatively, he could qualify himself in successful military campaigns, or, of course, he would 

be rich enough to afford sufficient mercenaries to stage a successful coup. 
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described as the 'homecoming of the victor', 10 in which the epinician song both 

celebrates the victor as he is welcomed home and orchestrates his reintegration. 11 On 

that interpretation, the strategy of the ode is one of inclusion. Be that as it may, others 

argue that odes composed for Hieron of Syracuse appear not so much an attempt to 

re-integrate him in his home city, as a legitimisation of his tyrannical rule 

(Herrschaftsideologie). 12 On that view such odes actually separate the laudandus from 

the rest of his community. 13 Other scholars stress differences between a laudandus 

who was a tyrant and one who was not, noting that in odes for private citizens 

superiority is expressed in terms of athletic achievements, while in odes for tyrants 

superiority over all others is expressed in terms of his power, generosity or wealth. 14 In 

odes composed for tyrants, it is argued, a more straightforward rhetoric of extremes is 

freely used, more in keeping with the high position of the patron. 15 Others contrast a 

'middling' ideology with a more elitist tradition, 16 locked in a 'contest of paradigms', 17 

1O Cf. Crotty (1982: 104-138), Fitzgerald (1987: 19f. ), Gentili (1988: 62ff. ). Kurke (1991: 224ff. ) 

describes epinician as 'a tool finely calibrated for registering and accommodating the particular 

status of the victor within his civic community. ' 

11 Dougherty (1993: 103). 

12 Mann (2000: 39) In Fall Hierons dienten Epinikien also nicht dazu, die Person des Siegers in 

die Polisgemeinschaft zu integrieren, sondern die Herrschaft des außerhalb, bzw. über der 

Polisordnung stehenden Tyrannen zu untermauern. Sie verkündeten nicht Polis-, sondern 

Herrschaftsideologie. ' 

13 Most recently, Stenger (2004: 275ff, 315) who argues that in odes for Hieron the tyrant seems 

dramatically separated from the rest of humanity while almost no attempt is made to present his 

successes as linked to Syracuse or as models for other citizens. 

14 Race (1987: 38f. ) links the 'superlative vaunt' with praise for tyrants, cf. 0/. 1.104,0/. 2.93-4, 

0/. 13.31, Py. 1.49, Py. 2.60, Ne. 6.25. Kurke (1991: 224n. 53) adds that four instances are for 

tyrants, while one designates a house rather than an individual. 

15 Kurke (1991: 220ff. ). 

16 The term 'middling tradition' (in opposition to elitist tradition) is coined by Morris (1996), who 

argues (1996: 27) that aristocrats who 'deliberately assimilated themselves to the dominant civic 
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with the victory odes as 'an arena of ideological struggle', 18 well suited to moderate in a 

debate between these two opposing traditions. This enquiry takes issue with these 

models. 

1.4 Research methods. 

The methodology followed in this enquiry observes the following principles. 19 

First, using language as an art in order to persuade or influence others was an 

integral part of Greek poetry from Homer onwards, as is now widely accepted. 20 Plato, 

for example, already places the origin and development of rhetoric not within the genus 

values within archaic poleis' forged a 'middling tradition'. This is contrasted with others who 

claimed that their'authority lay outside these middling communities, in an inter-polls aristocracy 

which had privileged links to the gods, the heroes, and the East. ' (1996: 19). Morris finds 

'middling tradition' in Hesiod's Works and Days and in archaic elegy and iambic when linked 

with the rejection of extremes of excessive wealth and aristocratic display. Morris (1996: 27) 

notes that members belonging in the elitist tradition had the money and leisure time to compete 

at the four major Panhellenic festivals, while the former would not be seen displaying wealth 

and power at these occasions. Also cf. Morris (2000: 155-190). 

17 Kurke (1993: 155). 
18 Rose (1992: 151). These phenomena are foreshadowed in the Theognidean corpus, possibly 

predating the first victory odes by half a century. 
19 This is not the place for a resume of the history of modern Pindaric scholarship. Surveys of 
the status quaestionis in Young (1964), Lefkowitz (1976), Stem (1976), Lloyd-Jones (1973), 

Kopff (1981), Burnett (1985), Heath (1986), Race (1986), Currie (2005). Young's (1964: 17) 

summary of the status quaestionis is still valid 'The major part of Pindaric criticism has consisted 

of the development, modification, and combination of Weltanschauung-studies, genre-studies, 

and a distinction between Pindaric'prose' and 'poetry' (Hermann) and of the notion that unity of 
the epinician poems is due to a single vinculum namely, either the Grundgedanke (Dissen) or 
the historical event that was allegorised by the poet (Boeckh). ' 

20 Lohmann (1972: 285) on speeches in the Iliad, We nachgewiesene Bewußtheit der 
Strukturierung führt konsequent zur Bewußtheit in der Anwendung poetischer and rhetorischer 
Mittel', and 'einer vorrhetorischen Rhetorik. ' Also cf. Race (1987: 144). 
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iudicia/e, but in the older epideictic forms. 21 Choral lyricists of the late archaic period 

can thus be understood as immediate predecessors of the first epideictic orators, 22 and 

archaic lyric in general has been described as 'pre-theoretical discursive practice'. 23 

Since an epinician ode contains rhetoric and since that rhetoric must surely have 

benefited the patron (as an epinician ode was a commissioned work) it is valid to 

describe an epinician performance as a 'debate'. 23a This enquiry assumes that the 

rhetoric in epinician odes furthers a strategy of persuasion as well as of praise, and that 

the odes are a form of civic discourse in which the laudandus is conducting a debate 

asking the audience to make a judgement. 24 A string of victories for Sicilian tyrants in 

the early years of the fifth century BCE, 25 testifies to the importance such laudandi 

21 Especially in the Gorgias, also cf. Pl. R. 414b-415d, 382d. 

22 Walker (2000: ix and 140). 

23 Walker (2000: ix). 

23a Cf. Walker (2000: vi-ix) who attacks the traditional opposition between practical rhetoric (as 

the art of argumentation and persuasion suitable for deliberation, debate, discussion, and 

decision in the civic arena) and epideictic, poetic, or literary rhetoric. Cf. note 28 for the notion 

that an epinician ode is a debate between patron and audience, and not between the laudator 

and the audience. 

24 Cf. Walker (2000: 140) 'an epideictic argumentation that can effectively shape communal 
judgements about dike, or what is "right" in various kinds of circumstances, and so can 

effectively intervene in, intensify, or modify prevailing ideological commitments or value 
hierarchies. ' Also cf. Mann (2000: 38), quoting Weber (1976: 124): the legitimacy of a 

charismatic leader is based on 'der außeralltäglichen Hingabe an die Heiligkeit oder die 

Heldenkraft oder die Vorbildlichkeit einer Person and der durch sie offenbarten oder 

geschaffenen Ordnung. ' An epinician ode can promote or advertise such exemplary behaviour 

of a laudandus, with or without regard for the truth. 

25 Gelon of Gela, Anaxilas of Rhegium, Theron of Acragas, Hieron of Syracuse, cf. Moretti 

(1957: 84-93), numbers 185,208,220,221,234,236. 
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apparently attached to competing and winning at Panhellenic games. 26 Epinician song 

was one option for preserving the renown of success and spread the victor's KAtOS. 27 

Second, fundamental to this enquiry is the assumption that in such a debate, 

the epinician ode contains not so much a message from poet to patron, as a message 

from patron to audience. 28 How exactly the odes were commissioned or how contracts 

were arranged is unknown. There is some anecdotal evidence, 28a but that information 

appears to be have been derived from the odes themselves. However, the expenditure 

for participating at Panhellenic games, especially in the equestrian events, must have 

been considerable. Since the perpetuation of the KAioq of a victorious patron could be 

wholly dependent on an epinician ode, it seems unthinkable that the patron would 

leave it to the laudatorto decide upon the content of the ode. Consequently, the debate 

in an epinician ode is conducted by the patron, not by the poet. In other words, in an 

epinician ode a patron represents himself. This does not mean that the poet should be 

considered as a mere mouthpiece of the laudandus. The wisdom, skill and inspiration 

26 Luraghi (1994: 240) 'Ia palestra in cui si cimentano le grandi figuri the mirano a rivendicare o 

giustificare la propria leadershid. Besides the Emmenids and Deinomenids, Periander of 
Corinth (cf. Eph. FGrHisi70 F 178), Cleisthenes of Sicyon (cf. Paus. 6.9.12, Hdt. 6.126.2), the 

Alcmaeonidae (cf. Hönle (1972: 55f., 59-62). Possibly Empedocles of Acragas, the uncle of the 

philosopher, cf. Diog. Laert. 8.52f. 

27 E. g. Pi. O/. 1.82f., O/ 1.95, B. fr. 56. 
28 Mann (2000: 45) 'Epinikien transportieren nicht eine Botschaft des Dichters an den 

Auftraggeber, - das hätte dieser auch billiger haben können -, sondern eine Botschaft des 

Auftraggebers an das Publikum. ' Mann (2000: 46) 'Der Spielraum des Dichters beschränkte 

sich darauf, die vorgegebenen Parameter in eine ästhetische Form zu bringen, in der das zu 

transportierende Gedankengut teils direkt, teils mittels Assoziation mitgeteilt werden sollte. ' Also 

cf. Slater (1979a: 80ff. ), Race (1987: passim) on the encomium of Isocrates, which contains 

advice, but surely advice that was agreed upon beforehand. Such 'advice', has an element of 

cautious self-projection by the patron. 

28a Cf. 7Py. 1incr., ENe. 5.1 a. 
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of the /audator(his aocpia) are extremely important insofar as only they can secure the 

survival of the KAtos of the laudandus. The intimate connection between poet and the 

gods, 28b reflected in the religious nature of epinician poetry, moreover assures that the 

praise for the laudandus in an epinician ode can be accepted as credible. It is important 

to note that most of the alternatives for self-promotion available to a victor were 

confined to one place as stationary objects, whereas the epinician ode had the 

potential to travel, 29 and hence was able to promote the KAsoc of the laudandus before 

a much wider public. 30 If indeed the epinician ode is a vehicle for self-representation, 

this means that the laudandus had a considerable motive for exercising influence on 

the process of composition. 31 

Third, epinician poetry is one of the genres of lyric poetry. 32 It is poetry of praise, 

but that does not mean that it should be the antithesis of 'blame poetry', 33 of the kind 

which we have in the works of abuse by Archilochus or Hipponax. In epinician odes, 

blame, envy and praise coexist and are all put to work in order to praise a victor and 

28b Cf. Hes. Th. 22ff. on which cf. West (1966: 159), Schmid-Stählin (1932: 249f. ). For Pindar in 

particular, cf. vif Pind. Ambr. 1.2.9 Dr. (= Pi. fr. 37), vit. Pind. Ambr 1.2.15f. Dr., Paus. 10.24.5. 

Further cf. Pi. Isth. 2.35, B. 5.14-37. 
29 Commemorative coins, e. g. a tetradrachm and a drachm commemorating Anaxilas' of 

Rhegium Olympic victory of 480 BCE, cf. Caltabiano(1993: 61-71,72-101) could also circulate. 

However, epinician odes surely had the potential to reach a wider public than coins issued by a 

Sicilian tyrant. Cf. Kraay (1976: 204) coinage of Sicily 'remained for the most part within the 

island'. This arguably might have been the case since Sicilian fifth-century trade appears to 

have been inter-local or regional, rather than with the Greeks cities on the mainland. On these 

trade patterns, cf. Rihll (1993: 93), Morel (1983: passim), Hopkins (1983: 92-96). 

30 Something which is noted in epinician odes, e. g. Pi. Ne. 5 /nit. 

31 This, however, does not necessarily mean that the input of the laudandus required direct 

contact between him and /audator all the information needed could have been passed on via 

intermediaries. There is no need to assume a direct contact between laudandus and /audator 

32 For a classification of archaic poetry, cf. Harvey (1955). 
33 On blame and envy in epinician, of. Kirkwood (1984), On 'blame poetry', cf. Rosen (1988). 
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persuade an audience. 34 In other words, envy, blame and praise are part of the 

underlying outlook of an epinician ode. While the language of epinician odes can at 

times be obscure, that underlying outlook is fairly straightforward: man's excellence 

(äpETä), inborn nature ((puä, rö aüyyEvvov), hard work (rrövoc) and expenditure 

(öarrävn) are all prerequisites for success. Yet one will still fail without that divine 

element which is essential for human achievement (AEÖS, rroTpoc). When both human 

endeavour and the favour of the gods concur, the splendour of success (c yAaia) can 

follow, 35 which in turn calls for the joy of celebration (Xdpic). The renown of success 

(KAEOS - ööi; a) depends on song, which in turn depends on the poet's wisdom and skill 

(ao(pia). 36 Although the victory odes were commissioned, epinician customarily 

stresses that the /audatorhas an obligation to praise (XpEoc - XPn) the victor's success. 

In doing so, the /audatorfrequently stresses the bond between good men ((piAia - 

ýcvia). 37 

34 On envy in epinician odes, cf. Bulman (1992), Most (2003); on the politics of envy, cf. D. L. 

Cairns (2003). Bulman (1992: 8) 'cpeövoc is the paradigmatic concept in the odes for emotions 

and behaviour which can be indicted as blameworthy. ' Most (2003: 139) 'envy and slander are 

not only the enemies of praise, but also its perverted, ugly but indispensable ally. ' D. L. Cairns 

(2003: 239) 'the mass feel phthonos towards the wealthy and powerful, and the pre-eminently 

wealthy and powerful, such as tyrants and kings (and, in a similar way, the gods), feel phthonos 

towards any inferior who gives the appearance of rivalry. ' 

35 Success inevitably leads to envy and it is the task of the epinician ode to counter this envy. 

Sometimes, however, envy is not so much an epinician topos of praise but reflects 

circumstances of the laudandus, cf. § 8.3.3. 

36 Apparently more so in Pindar than in Bacchylides, cf. Pi. O/. 2.86 versus B. fr. 5 and Gentili 

(1988: 53 and 62). 

37 On motifs such as e. g. Xptoc-, Xdpic-, cpiAia- Sieg and Lied-, and Verpflichtungsgedanke 

motif, cf. Schadewaldt (1928). 
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That much of early Greek lyric is conventional and follows accepted models is 

already noted. 38 Elroy Bundy, in his influential Studia Pindarica, 39 defines the purpose 

of an epinician ode in terms of conventionality, 40 with praise as the governing principle. 

He argues that the primary intention of the ode is encomiastic, that is, each and every 

element in the ode is there as praise for the iaudandus. 41 The present enquiry shares 

Bundy's conviction that praise is the governing principle of an epinician ode. However, 

it also maintains that the intention to persuade in an ode can be as important as the 

intention to praise, and that recognition of the conventional should not lead to 

minimising the importance of the occasional. Every victory ode is celebration of a 

particular victory, and hence it is by definition occasional. 42 This means that we can 

expect historical events to turn up in the epinician odes. 

Fourth, whereas 'asymmetry of knowledge', 43 hints at the ode's occasionality, it 

does not contradict the assumption that an ode would be reperformed at a later stage 

38 Slater (1979x: 80) argues that much of the inherited formal language is located as tJTrOO(Kai 

in various gnomic collections, well known to poet and audience alike, e. g. the äypacpoi vöpoi, 

the TräTpioi vöpoi, the sayings of the Seven Wise Men, the Delphic precepts, XcIpovoc 

ÜTroenKaI, the Theognidean corpus and possibly the Ionic novella. Stuligrosz (2000) is a recent 

enquiry into gnomae in Pindar, Stenger (2004) studies gnomae in Bacchylides, but also see the 

remarks in Slater (1979b: 69f. ) on gnomic progression and Stenger (2004: 10-14). 
39 Bundy (1962). 

40 Schadewaldt (1928) already determines the character of Greek choral lyric in terms of 

conventionality (das Programm). 

41 Bundy (1962: 3) 'there is no passage in Pindar and Bakkhulides that is not in its primary intent 

encomiastic, that is, designed to enhance the glory of a particular patron. ' 

42 On the performance contexts of early Greek lyric poetry, cf. Rösler (1980), Bowie (1986). 

Where this enquiry refers to a performance as a 'public performance', a contrast is intended 

with more intimate performance contexts a e. g. symposia. No performance was really private. 

43 I. e. the home audience knows more than other audiences. For example, at Pi. Ne. 6.36-41, 

the relationship between Callias and Creontidas would be puzzling to many, as it was to the 

scholiast and is to us. More examples in Pfeijffer (1999: 9,14n. 14-17). On prosopography in 

Pindar cf. Carey (1989b). 
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for a wider audience outside the home city of the patron. In fact, at times the victor is 

promised that the ode will travel throughout the Greek world, to spread his fame, 44 and 

it appears that the chances of the survival of an ode, even into Hellenistic times, would 

have been very small had it never left the home city of the victor. 45 The expression 

'continual re-performance' has been used, 46 to explain the survival of the odes in an 

environment of generally low levels of literacy and without a developed state of book- 

trade. 47 Such scenarios would range from the informal to the semi-formal and more 

formal scenarios of re-performance, each corresponding to ever increasing levels of 

interest of the laudandus. 48 In addition, some form of written diffusion throughout the 

Greek world might have taken place by means of exchange of written copies of the 

44 The locus classicus is Pi. No. 5.1-5. Other examples are O/. 1.116-7. O/. 9.21-26, /sth. 4.40-2, 

B. 13.175ff. 

45 This is especially true for odes like Pindar's fourth Olympian, composed for a relatively 

unknown victor, whose home city, Camarina, was a backwater in the Greek world. Quotations 

and parody demonstrate that by 414 BCE Pindar must have been familiar outside the victors' 

home cities, cf. Aristoph. Av. 637-39. Other examples in Schmid-Stählin (1932: 616n. 1). A very 

early circulation of Pindar's texts, however, follows from the observation that already in the fifth 

century BCE his epinician odes were included in school editions, of. Irigoin (1952: 235). This 

somewhat diminishes the importance of the mechanisms of oral distribution in the survival of the 

epinician odes. 

46 Hubbard (2004: 72). 

47 On ancient literacy see Harris (1989) and Gentili (1988: 169). 

48 Currie (2004: 50-69). Examples of informal scenarios include oral diffusion by anonymous 

travellers present at the first performance, some form of written diffusion, epinician as material 

in schools as well as the symposium. Semi-formal scenarios involved the family of the 

laudandus at events with both a public and private dimension, e. g. a privately trained chorus at 

a festival performance. Formal scenarios would be choral reperformances organised by the 

polis which would have had an interest in such reperformance because it would perpetuate the 

glory of the community itself. Pi. Ne. 4.13-16 shows that odes could be re-performed (solo- 

singing by a member of family) on several occasions. 
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texts, possibly made by the victor's rrp6i; EVOi. 49 This is relevant for the present purpose 

as it strongly suggests that the patron message in an ode could potentially play out 

quite differently at different venues. Whereas there would always be a common 

underlying factor, 50 the patron message might encounter political systems with which it 

was in strong opposition: kingship, oligarchy, tyranny and democracy all co-existed in 

fifth-century Greece. This means that the potential margin of disagreement between 

the patron message in an ode and the beliefs of the audience could be rather large, 51 

and it also means that an epinician ode could potentially engage in political discourse 

with other audiences in the wider Greek world. This enquiry argues that this dual 

perspective was part of a deliberate strategy, in other words, that the patron message 

of an ode would be tailored to meet the demands of the patron before an audience in 

the wider Greek world as well as before a home audience. 52 

Fifth, whereas some argue that reperformance scenarios suggest that epinician 

odes are Panhellenic in character, 53 it is important to distinguish between Panhellenic 

games, 54 and Panhellenic sentiments which can occur in all odes, irrespective of the 

place of performance. 55 

49 Hubbard (2004: 74-75). 

50 A general interest in terms of common Greek values, Greek religion and heroic myth. 

51 Cf. § 8.5. 

52 This is especially relevant to odes composed for Hieron of Syracuse. 
53 Hubbard (2004: 71) 'Pindar's epinicia were from the very beginning designed for a 

Panhellenic audience. ' 

54 The bibliography on the subject is vast, cf. E. Reisch in RE 1, p. 836-67 s. v. Agones, Meuli 

(1968), Weiler (1974), Burkert (1985a: 105-7). 
55 E. g. Pi. 0/. 1.116, /sth. 2.38, which, it is argued, were first performed in Sicily. 
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Sixth, lyric poetry apparently could be performed in many different ways. 56 Be 

that as it may, the question whether the odes were performed chorally or as monody, a 

hotly debated topic, 57 is not particularly relevant to this enquiry since regardless of how 

exactly the odes were performed, they are still vehicles for both praise and persuasion. 

To this should be added that the debate between monody and choral performance has 

been broadened with the introduction of the reperformance scenarios described above. 

Hence the previously perceived sharp distinction between monodic and choral seems 

to have become less important. 58 

Seventh, an epinician ode is a more specialised form of an encomium, 59 and the 

genre has been described as a secularisation of the hymn to the gods, where the 

emphasis shifts from praising the works and powers of the gods (as in the Homeric 

hymns) to glorifying the achievements of men. 60 This shift in emphasis presented 

hazards and pitfalls which had to be carefully negotiated by the poets. The danger was 

56 Lyric poetry could be sung or recited, with or (in spite of the term lyric) without the 

accompaniment of musical instrument(s), dance and mime. It could be a solo performance or be 

performed in ensemble. For a recent overview of the epinician genre, cf. Currie (2004: 21-24). 

57 Recent summaries of the debate in Clay (1999) and Currie (2005: 16-18). Also see Fränkel 

(1976: 488), Maehler (1982a : 2-3). Davies (1988), Heath (1988), Lefkowitz (1988), Burnett 

(1989), Carey (1989a), Bremer (1990), Carey (1991), Heath and Lefkowitz (1991), Kurke (1992: 

107), Morgan (1993,1-15), Gerber (1997), Carey (2001). 
58 Cf. Davies (1988). 

59 An encomium generally praises a person, a thing, or an abstract idea. Its character is 

epideictic, thus oriented to public occasions which called for speech or writing in the hic et nunc, 

cf. Quintilian Inst. 2.4.20, Cic. de Inv. 2.59, Cic. de Or. 2.84.340-2.85.349. An epinician ode, 

more specifically, is linked with a victory. 

60 Race (1986: 24) 'This shift parallels a general trend in Greek thought and art of the period, ... 
and can also be seen in fifth-century comedy, tragedy, and history. ' 
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that potentially the laudandus could be seen as directly compared to a god or hero, 61 

which could lead to accusations of hubris. In other words, in praising a mere mortal 

there was always a danger that proper boundaries were not respected, resulting in 

trespass into a realm which is only appropriate for a god. This could be dangerous for 

the poet as well as for the patron. On the other hand that shift in emphasis offered 

opportunities as well. Much of the rhetoric in the epinician odes appears to be designed 

to implicate the laudandus in high praise, without giving an audience the impression 

that the laudandus is overreaching himself. The laudandus in Pindaric and 

Bacchylidean epinician is often compared to a hero. 62 This might be the result of the 

influence of a type of proto-epinician in the form of a non-personalised praise-hymn for 

Heracles or other heroes, which could be used for any victor. 63 Be that as it may, 

epinician odes acknowledge mortals who became immortal, 64 and there are several 

61 Some think that Hieron of Syracuse sometimes comes dangerously close to being compared 

to a god, cf. the discussion of Bacchylides' fifth ode, cf. § 2.2.3, and the passage O/. 6.92ff., cf. 

§ 3.2.7. 

62 Illig (1932: 82) suggests a tripartite epinician division of actuality: humans, heroes and gods. 

The heroes are dealt with in the myths and the gods in the gnomae. It is important to note that 

the mythical section in an epinician ode is not mere decoration. It is always relevant to the 

laudandus. Cf. Köhnken (1971: 227) '... und daß man nirgendwo von einer funktionslosen 

Digression oder von einem gedichtfremden politischen oder persönlichen Zweck sprechen 

kann. ' 

63 Cf. Lehnus (1981: 154) 'sorta di epinicio standard', 'un urrä onomatopeico', traces of which 

can perhaps be found in Pi. O/. 9.2 (cf. FE adloc. ), /sth. 1.14-31, Archiloch. fr. 324 W. 

64 Cf. Currie (2005: 42f. ) notes Heracles: Ne. 1.69-72, /sth. 4.55-60, Py. 9.87-89. The Dioscuri: 

Ne. 10.55-59,83-88, Py. 11.61-64. Achilles: O/. 2.79, Ne. 4.49f. Peleus: O/. 2.78, /sth. 6.62. 

Cadmus: O/. 2.78. Semele: O/ 2.25-27, Py. 11.1. Ino-Leukothea O/ 2.28-30, Py. 11.2. 

Amphiaraus: Ne. 9.24-47, O/. 6.14, Ne. 10.8f. (vs. Hom. o 247,253). Diomedes: Ne. 10.7. 

Aristaeus: Py. 9.62-65. Tantalus: O/. 1.59-63. Someone raised from the dead by Asclepius: Py. 

3.56f. Bellerophon (attempt): /sth. 7.44-77. Common origin of men and gods: Ne. 6.1-5, of. 
Gerber (1999: 43-45). Croesus in Bacchylides' third ode is a further clear example. 
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references to hero-cult. 65 Modern scholarship often contrasts such explicit, literal, 

immortality and cult with the immortality of the eternal fame (K' toc) which epinician 

song can bestow upon the laudandus. In other words, an analogical relationship 

between the literal immortality of the hero and the KAtos of the laudandus is assumed. 66 

This traditional view has recently been challenged and it is argued that the relationship 

between the dead hero in epinician receiving cult and the living laudandus can at times 

be much closer: a posthumous cult for the /audandus might be anticipated in his 

lifetime. Epinician poetry could reflect such wishes for literal immortality. In other words, 

epinician could portray the laudandus as a hero in the making. 67 Verbal echoes, it is 

argued, signal such a close association between the mythical hero receiving cult and 

the living laudandus aspiring to the same. 68 However, this enquiry argues that the 

presence of such verbal echoes in an ode should not be taken as compelling evidence 

for such intimations, 69 nor need their absence be evidence against such hopes. It 

should further be stressed that reflections of eschatological beliefs in epinician odes 

65 Currie (2005: 47f. ) Pelops: O/. 1.90-96. The Dioscuri: O/. 3.39-41, /sth. 2.39f., Tlepolemus: 0/ 

7.77-80. Ajax, son of Ileus: O/. 9.112. Battus: Py. 5.93-95. Alkmaeon (Amphiaraus? ): Py. 8.58- 

60. Ajax son of Telamon, Achilles, Thetis, Neoptoleomus: Ne. 4.47-53. Aeacidae: Ne. 5.53f. 

Neoptolemus at Delphi: Ne. 7.34-47. Protesilaus: /sth. 1.58f. The sons of Heracles: /sth. 4.65f. 

Oineus, lolaus, Perseus, Dioscuri Aeacidae: Isth. 5.30-35. 

66 This is the traditional view, cf. Nisetich (1988: 15), Nagy (1990: 140), Dougherty (1993: 116f. ). 

67 Currie (2005: 406f. ). 'On the one hand, it conveys the possibility that a posthumous cult might 

be looked forward to while the person was still alive: the subjective aspect of hero-cult. On the 

other hand, it conveys the possibility that a person's posthumous cult might be realized ahead of 

its time, in a partial or a full sense: that a person might receive religious attentions in his own 

lifetime which fell short of a cult; or that he might, exceptionally, receive full cult, heroic or divine, 

while still alive. ' 

68 E. g. Currie (2005: 75) on such echoes in Pindar's first Olympian ode. 
69 Because of such verbal echoes in Pindar's seventh Nemean, Currie (2005: 410) appears 

obliged to assume aspirations to hero-cult for the boy-victor Sogenes. While this cannot be 

disproved, it remains highly problematic. 
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should not be confused with hopes of the /audandus to be worshipped posthumously 

as a hero. This is relevant to the Sicilian epinician odes since fifth-century Sicily 

teemed with eschatological beliefs, Pythagorean, Elysian or Orphic. 70 This enquiry 

argues that the /audandus would decide which type of immortality is expressed in an 

epinician ode: immortality of the eternal fame (KAEoS) or a more literal immortality: 

epinician odes could serve as vehicle for both types of immortality. " For Hieron of 

Syracuse, for example, there is additional evidence outside the odes to support the 

view that the laudandus indeed aspired to literal immortality. 72 That such wishes were 

expressed in a roundabout way in epinician odes is surely a result of a desire to avoid 

trespassing into a realm which is only appropriate for immortals. By resorting to 

indirectness, circuitous expressions, equivocation, ambiguity, allegory or hints, 73 

epinician could circumvent this danger, while still communicating to an intelligent 

audience what the patron would like to advertise. 

Finally, this enquiry will use the terms patron, /audandus and victor somewhat 

indiscriminately. It is, however, worth remembering that there are differences. 74 

70 Cf. Appendix five, §§ 2.6.1,5.2.3. 

71 Every ode composed for Hieron of Syracuse appears to hint at wishes for literal immortality, 

although with different levels of caution. Yet the traditional type, immortality of the eternal fame 

(KAtos), cannot be said to be absent. Something similar can be assumed for Theron of Acragas, 

cf. § 2.6.1, § 5.2.3, Appendix five. 

72 Viz. Hieron was an cecist and seemed to have sought literal immortality by becoming one, cf. 

Appendix five. 

73 All well-known rhetorical techniques, e. g. %vvoia, 661avocTO, ambages, cf. Cic. ad Herennium 

4.32.43, Quintilian 8.2.20,8.6.29-30 and especially Theophrast. fr. 696 noting the pleasure an 

audience could derive from such indirectness. 

74 Cf. Currie (2005: 1 n. 1). Patron-poet implies a relation outside the text, whereas laudandus - 

/audatorimplies one within the text. Patron implies a stable relationship and Auftraggeberin that 

respect is perhaps less misleading. Hieron in Pindar's first Pythian ode is the laudandus, yet he 

appears to be praised for more reasons than simply having been a victor. In Pindar's sixth 
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Note on conventions. 

The text used for Pindar's odes is the Snell-Maehler (1987) edition. For the Pindaric 

fragments the Snell-Maehler (1989) edition is used. The scholia veterato the Pindaric 

odes are collected in Drachmann (1903-1927), the scholia recentia in Abel (1891) and 

Mommsen (1865). For Bacchylides' odes, fragments and scholia the Snell-Maehler 

(1970) edition is used. Journal abbreviations follow the conventions of L'Annee 

Philologique. The names of classical authors are abbreviated as in LSJ. When referring 

to Pindar's epinician odes, the abbreviation Pi. is omitted when there is no ambiguity. 

The abbreviation OC P is used for entries in the Oxford Classical Dictionary, cf. 

Hornblower and Spawforth (1996). The abbreviation RE is used for entries in Paulys 

Rea/encyclopädie der classischen A/tertumswissenschaft. 

Pythian and second Isthmian ode, Thrasybulus is surely the laudandus, yet his father was the 

victor. Finally, 'poet' refers to the historical Pindar or Bacchylides, whereas Iaudatoris the 

person in an ode with a duty to praise. 
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Chapter two - Seven odes composed for Hieron of Syracuse. 

2.1 Pindar's second Pythian ode for Hieron of Syracuse. 

Argument. 

It is argued that in this ode Hieron is praised before his subjects for the first time. When 

Hieron took over from Ge%on as tyrant in Syracuse in 478/7 BCE, he was in effect 

usurping the position: he did not have any legitimate c/aims of rule in Syracuse. This 

might be the reason why the ode portrays Hieron's rule as part of the natural order of 

things, on a par with the all-important divine balance. In other words, the tyrants'rule is 

advertised in this ode as a result of natural law, rather than of mere power with the 

laudandus described as a just, wise ruler rather than a powerful one. The recurrent 

epinician topos of the duty to praise is applied to the relationship between Hieron and 

the Syracusan body politic. Be that as it may, the ode does put Hieron on the map as a 

military man, although not on a scale as grand as in Pindar's first Pythian ode. The 

second Pythian ode, however, does not leave any doubt about what will happen to 

cp9o vepoi and tpo yepoi In the last part of the ode they are prominently present yet 

summarily dealt with. Hence the Ix/on myth becomes a veiled warning for those 

subjects of Hieron who might not agree with his rule or might harbour seditious plans. 

Interestingly, at the end of the ode, the laudandus appears to have the interests of both 

demos and aristocracy at heart. 
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2.1.1 Introduction. 

There are several features of this ode on which scholarly agreement has not been 

reached. The venue where the victory was won is not clearly stated and the ode 

contains many vexed passages which, to the modern student of Pindar, seem obscure 

and difficult to interpret. 75 These difficulties notwithstanding, many have argued that the 

ode is entirely understandable as an epinician ode and that the features which at first 

might seem problematic can readily be explained as praise for the victor. 76 The latter 

approach is followed in this section. It is argued that, first, in this ode, Hieron is 

portrayed as ruler, yet that he appears to lay less strong claims to authority than in 

other odes composed for him. Second, the ode is the first one composed for Hieron 

and might very well have been performed for the first time not long after Hieron 

usurped the tyranny in 478/7 BCE. 77 Third, the first assumption can arguably be linked 

to the second. Fourth, Hieron's rule in this ode, more than in any other, is portrayed as 

a result of the natural order of things and his rule is subtly paralleled with the divine 

balance. The manner in which the laudandus is advertised in this ode suggests that 

neither Herrschaftssystem nor Po/isideologie is an appropriate label to define the 

ideology represented in this ode. Adelsideologie might be a better term. 

75 For Race (1997: 228) e. g. Pindar's second Pythianode is the most difficult Pindaric ode to 

interpret. Be that as it may, I argue here for a fairly straightforward patron message. 

76 Cf. Lloyd-Jones (1973: 125) who notes on the last section of the poem 'The whole concluding 

passage of the poem... is fully understandable if we suppose that Pindar is dilating on a 

common theme of encomiastic poetry, that of the duty of men, and particular poets, to give 

great men proper credit for their benefits to others and to abstain from envy. ' 

77 Cf. § 2.1.3.1.1 use 'usurped' since Hieron did not have any claims on Syracuse. Gelon, 

because of his refoundation of 485 BCE, did have legitimate claims, as cecist. 
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2.1.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

Some scholars have argued that the second Pythian ode is not an epinician ode at all 

and have suggested the expression 'poetic epistle'. 78 The same suggestion has been 

made for other Pindaric odes. 79 Many scholars, however, argue against such a 

suggestion. 80 Indeed, there seems to be no evidence for the existence of such a genre 

as 'poetical letter'. In itself this objection should not be a deciding argument as it 

smacks somewhat of Systemzwang. 81 There are, however, other arguments in favour 

of the ode as an epinician one. Those who link the triadic form with choral performance 

find it hard to believe that Pindar would have composed a poetic letter with such a 

triadic structure. In addition, all the odes for which this genre 'poetic epistle' has been 

suggested appear to contain indications for actual performance. 82 On balance, the 

arguments for the second Pythian as a straightforward epinician ode seem stronger: 

the whole ode is filled with epinician topoi83 while the mention of Hieron 'crowning' 

Syracuse in the first triad strongly suggests there was a particular occasion for this 

ode. 84 This is important as it suggests that the ode contains a message of Hieron and 

not of the poet. 85 

78 Wilamowitz (1922: 287) e. g. thinks the ode is a 'persönliche Brief. Of the same opinion are 

Schadewaldt (1928: 326), Bowra (1937: 23), Gantz (1978: 19). 

79 Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 280) on Pindar's third Pythian and second Isthmian ode. 

80 The arguments are summed up in Carey (1981: 23), Young (1983: 38ff. ). 

81 Fraenkel (1966: 188) on Hor. Od. 1.15 '... it means that no form or setting of a poem can be 

tolerated if there exists only one instance of it. ' Differently F. Cairns (1972: 95f. ) who warns 

against the tendency to imagine genres which did not exist. 

82 Viz. Py. 2.4,2.69, Py. 3.64, Isth. 2.45ff. Cf. Carey (1981: 23). 

83 On which see below. 
84 Py. 2.6 ävt& cEv and Py. 2.8 t. & iaoac both hint at a specific victory, of. Carey (1981: 21), 

Gentili etas (1995: 43). Pace von der Mühl (1958: 220), Oats (1963: 388) who think that the 
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If it can be accepted that the ode did have a specific victory as its occasion, 

then the question remains where that victory was won. Already in antiquity there was 

strong disagreement. 86 Modern scholarship has not reached a consensus and a range 

of venues is proposed. S7 That the second Pythian ode is linked with Hieron's victory at 

Delphi in 470 BCE seems unlikely. On that interpretation, the celebrations in Aetna 

were celebrated with no less than seven poems, 88 which seems excessive. Some have 

argued for Syracuse as the venue on numismatic grounds. 89 Others see the stress on 

Syracuse in the proem as proof for a victory in local games. 90 However, the mention of 

Syracuse must surely imply that Hieron made the city famous by being victorious in 

another city. 91 

ode does not celebrate a specific occasion and consider the ode to have been a gratis 
'introductory ode'. 
85 One could argue that if the ode had been a gratis'introductory ode', the message of the ode 

would be one which Pindar thought Hieron would be comfortable with. 
86 Z Py. 2. incr rtyparrrai ptV 1Epwvi äppaTt vIKrjaavTI, äbnAov bi> EiS Troiov äywva" Irigoin 

(1952: 73ff. ) argues that Didymus is behind this statement, which shows that that doubt was 

early (viz. first century BCE). Timaeus (FGrHist566 F 141) thought the ode was a GuoiaaTlKrl 

wbrj. Callimachus believed it to be a Nemean ode, Ammonius and Callistratus an Olympian ode 

and Apollonius b Ei5oypd(poS a Pythian ode, cf. F Py. 2 metr. 

87 Delphi: Wilamowitz (1922: 287), Olympia: Bowra (1964: 410), Gentili etas. (1995: 45), 

Thebes: Mezger (1880: 49), Fennell (1893: 157), Gildersleeve (1890: 253), Carey (1981: 21), 

Syracuse: Lefkowitz (1976: 164). 

88 As is argued by Wilamowitz (1901: 277f. ), (1922: 286ff. ): Pindar's first and second Pythian 

ode, Bacchylides' fourth ode, an encomium (B. fr. 20), and three poems which were later 

classed as hyporchemata (Pi. fr. 105ab, 106). 

89 Farnell (1932: 119) who notes the 'long series of Syracusan coins with the quadriga or biga 

for symbol. ' Although the quadriga did appear before Gelon's tyranny, the appearance of a Nike 

crowing the quadriga belongs to Gelon's time, possibly commemorating Gelon's Olympic victory 

in 488 BCE, cf. Moretti (1957: 84). 

90 Lefkowitz (1976: 164). 
91 Gentili etas. (1995: 46) who notes that this is the case in all epinician odes for Hieron. 
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The arguments for a further possible candidate, Thebes, seem stronger. 

Thebes is mentioned in the proem, 92 and in that passage a so-called äyyEAia motif is 

used. 93 In Pindar, this is often linked with a reference to the discipline and place of 

victory. In other words, it is more natural for a singer to 'bring news' of a foreign victory 

than of a local victory. 94 Hence the venue where the victory celebrated in the ode was 

won appears to be Thebes. The place where the ode was first performed must have 

been Syracuse. 95 

If the ode really contains an allusion to the Locrian incident, 96 then we have a 

terminus post quem of c. 477 BCE for the composition of the ode. 97 Because the ode 

does not appear to contain any reference to Hieron's battle of Cumae (474 BCE), we 

might have a terminus ante quem in that date. 98 

It should not be excluded that Pindar, before he received commissions from 

Hieron, had already been commissioned by other members of the Deinomenid clan. 99 

Be that as it may, this ode could well have been the first ode Pindar composed for 

92 Py. 2.3f. üppiv T65E T& Airrapäv aTrö ®q av cptpwv ptAos i pXopai äyycAiav Tcrpaopiac 

EAEAiX6ovoc. 

93 Cf. Schadewaldt (1928: 274). 

94 Carey (1981: 21) who notes as parallels 0/. 4.3,0/. 9.27, Py. 9.2, Ne. 4.74, Ne. 5.3ff., Ne. 

6.59b. 
95 Cf. Py. 2.67. 
96 Py. 2.18ff. supposedly refers to Hieron's intervention on behalf of the Epizephyrian Locrians 

when they were threatened by the Rhegians in 477 BCE, cf. EE Py. 2.36c, 2.38, Py. 1.99a, 

Luraghi (1994: 215-17), Currie (2004: 261f. ). 

97 Carey (1981: 21-3) sums up the arguments and concludes that Py. 2.18ff. indeed refers to the 

Locrian incident and not, pace Lloyd-Jones (1973: 120), to the battle of Cumae in 474 BCE. 

98 Carey (1981: 22) argues that this particular argument e si/entio is seen as firmer than most 

because Pindar is often precise in listing Hieron's military achievements. 
99 Gaspar (1900: 76) notes Z Aristid. 178.1-6 Jebb BaKXuAiögc yOP Kai f iv5apoS Itpwva Kai 

rtAwva, roils EIKEAiac äpXovrac, öpvgaavrES. The other passage cited by Gasper, D. S. 11.26.8, 

however, is better not taken as evidence, cf. Haillet (2001: 39). 
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Hieron. 100 An early date of first performance101 also relates well with the patron 

message which is argued here. 

2.1.3 The patron message in the ode. 

In this ode Hieron does not appear to make the strong claims on Syracuse and its 

citizens that can be identified in later odes for the tyrant. In fact, this seems to be the 

only ode for Hieron in which he is not explicitly addressed as ßaaiAEOS, 102 nor 

associated with kingship. Instead, the ode praises Hieron in more general terms, and 

appears to be concerned with proper, or even ideal, relationships between patron, poet 

and citizens. 103 These ideal relationships are often represented as part of the natural 

order of things. The importance of the natural order of things is an important topic in 

this ode and the patron message actively promotes it. As is argued below, the natural 

order of things plays on two levels: the divine and the human and Hieron's rule is 

portrayed as part of both orders. The trustworthiness of the laudandus, his wise 

100 Fraccaroli (1894: 366), Gaspar (1900: 69), Oates (1963: 388), Carey (1981: 23), all arguing 

for late 477, early 476 BCE. 

101 Viz. a first performance around the time Hieron took over from his brother Gelon as tyrant of 

Syracuse in 478/7 BCE. All arguments based on an assumed visit of Pindar to Sicily of ca. 476 

BCE should be avoided as all the information which is contained in the ode could have been 

presented to Pindar via agents. The second Pythian ode is ambiguous: it states that it has been 

sent to Syracuse, cf. Py. 2.67 T66E Pt V Kara (Doiviooav EprroAav pEAoS ürrcp rroAiäc aAöS 

rrtprrcTar, but this should be contrasted with Py. 2.3f. 

102 Gaspar (1900: 75). Cf. 0/. 1.23, Py. 3.70. Pace Wilamowitz (1922: 285). Cf. § 2.1.4. 
103 Döndt (1986: 291) 'Thema dieses in gewisser Weise abstrakten Gedichts, 

... 
ist die Frage 

nach dem einzig angemessenen Gegenstand and der einzig angemessenen Haltung der 

Pindarischen Dichtung. ' This is perhaps too narrowly formulated since the ode deals with more 

than an 'angemessene Haltung' towards poetics, yet propriety is an important ingredient of its 

patron message. 
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counsels and the absence of deception further serve to make the rule for the tyrant 

more acceptable. Throughout, the Xäpic motif is used extensively. 104 Be that as it may, 

enemies of the tyranny are summarily dealt with in the last part of the ode. 

2.1.3.1 Hieron's claims on Syracuse. 

When Hieron took over from Gelon as tyrant in Syracuse in 478/7 BCE, he was in 

effect usurping the position as he did not have any legitimate claims of rule in 

Syracuse. 105 Hieron could not boast of connections with the original foundation in c. 734 

BCE via his ancestors since he was not of Corinthian decent, while the refoundation of 

the city in 485 BCE was Gelon's affair. As is noted above, there is nothing to prevent 

the dating of the first performance of the ode to shortly after 478/7 BCE. Some link the 

content of the ode with troubles which we know existed between Hieron and his brother 

Polyzelus c. 476/5 BCE. 106 However, this enquiry argues for a slightly earlier date of first 

104 Maclachlan (1993) is a recent study of charis but also see Gundert (1935: 30-45,55-58). 

Schadewaldt (1928: 277n. 2) notes that Xapic in the epinician context is 'ein bestimmtes 

Verhältnis von Menschen zueinander, and zwar einen ideaIen Mittelzustand von Freiheit 

and Gebundenheit, von Selbständigkeit and Zugehörigkeit, eine auf irgendwelcher 

Gegenseitigkeit beruhende freie Leistung. ' 

105 The Deinomenids originated from Telos near Rhodes. Cf. Berve (1967: 140). Cf. § 3.2.3 for 

the contrast with Hagesias of Syracuse who might have had legitimate claims and might have 

been perceived as a threat to Hieron. 

106 Gaspar (1900: 69), Gildersleeve (1890: 253), Cowherd (1972: 367-77). The latter argues that 

Hieron asked Pindar to compose a poem that would attack his brother Polyzelus. Ixion then 

would personify Polyzelus, whose name would have inspired the choice of the myth as both 

Ixion and Polyzelus were nurturing improper aspirations. The vscpcEaa, at Py. 3.36, it is further 

argued, would stand for Theron's help and the hope of defeating Hieron. Cf. Luraghi (1994: 328- 

32) on the historical background to these troubles. The sources are D. S. 11.48.3-8, E Pi. 0/. 

2.29c, E Pi. 0/. 2.29d (=Timae. FGrHist566 F 93b). Incidentally, Bacchylides' fifth ode, which 
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performance for Pindar's second Pythian ode. Hence it is argued that the laudandus 

was problematic because of his status as usurper of the tyranny, not because of 

frictions with his brother Polyzelus. This is supported by the manner in which Hieron is 

praised in this ode. I shall come back to this point presently, but first shall examine 

praise for the laudandus in this ode. 

2.1.4 Praise for Hieron. 

Epinician frequently deals with the relationship between the laudandus and his city, his 

subjects or his clan members. The manner in which this is done surely must have been 

a matter for the patron and could hardly have been a topic for the poet himself to 

decide. Such matters must have been agreed upon beforehand as an important part of 

the self-representation of the laudandus. Hence it is significant that the proem of this 

ode primarily addresses and praises Syracuse. 107 Syracuse is praised as the recipient 

of the ode. 108 This praise of Syracuse in the proem invites a comparison with the other 

examples in odes for home consumption where the relationship between Hieron and 

celebrates a victory that is securely dated to 476 BCE (cf. Appendix 2.2), would be another 

candidate to display allusions to those troubles. However, it does not to appear to do so. 

107 Cf. Py. 2.1-2 where Syracuse is pcyaAörroAi, rENEVOs of Ares as well as 'divine nourisher of 

men and horses delighting in steel'. Cf. also Py. 2.6 TnAauytaiv ... cTECpcivois, far-shining 

garlands with which Hieron has now adorned Syracuse. This is another way of saying that 

Syracuse's fame is well-known abroad, sc. throughout the whole Panhellenic world. Pindar 

often uses 'shining' as equivalent to 'glory', cf. 0/. 1.23,1.93f., Py. 8.101, Ne. 3.61. 

108 When asked to receive the song in the opening section of an ode, more often than not, this is 

done by a god or goddess, cf. 0/. 4.7-9: Zeus, 0/. 8.10: the sanctuary of Pisa, 0/. 5.3: 

Camarina, 0/. 14.16: various goddesses, 8.11.9-12: Nike (at8EV b' ¬KaTI). At Py. 5.22: 

Arcelisaus, a legitimate king, receives the komos. 
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Syracuse (or Sicily) is portrayed. In comparable passages, 109 Hieron is either king or 

arparnyöc of Syracuse. Only in this ode does Hieron temporarily take second stage, at 

least in the proem of the ode. Such a stance appears also to be taken in the proem of 

Bacchylides' fourth ode. In that ode, composed for performance at the games at 

Delphi, praise is also first given to the city and only then followed by praise for 

Hieron. 110 Be that as it may, the proem in Pindar's second Pythian ode does, however, 

contain some high praise of Hieron when it is said that Artemis, Hermes and Poseidon 

all had a hand in Hieron's victory. 111 Divine assistance in this passage is indeed very 

explicit, yet it is part of the typical epinician outlook, 112 and appears to be a topos. 

Without divine assistance, victory is not possible, a sentiment which occurs in odes for 

other victors as well. 113 This passage asserts that Hieron, as is the case with other 

victors, is in a special manner blessed by the gods, a sentiment with which the myth is 

concerned as well. 114 

This passage is followed by a Xptoc motif. 115 Although kings are mentioned, this 

passage should not be classed as 'regal terminology'. 116 This is an important point that 

109 0/. 1.24: Syracuse' horse-loving king, Py. 1.73: oia FupaKOaiWV äpXw öapaoetVTES KTA., Py. 

3.70: Hieron who rules as king over Syracuse, B. 5: Hieron is orpaTrly6S of Syracuse, B. 3 init.: 

Hieron, implicitly, rules the whole of Sicily, cf. § 2.5.3. 
110Cf. § 2.4.3, § 2.4.3.1. 

111 Cf. Py. 2.6-12. 

112 Cf. § 1.4 äpETä, cpu6, rrovos and öarrävrl are all prerequisites for success, yet one will still fail 

without that divine element which is essential for human achievement (eE6S, Trörpos). 

113 E. g. 0/. 11.8-10 Tä ptv äpETipa yAwooa Troipaivciv EeEAEI, :K ecoO b' ävnp oocpaTS aveei 

TrpaTri&aaiv öpoiwS. 

114 Cf. § 2.1.5. 

115 Py. 2.13-15 äAAoiS öa Tic tTFAEOOEV äAAoS ävgp EüaXEa I3aoiAE0aiv üpvov ärroiv' öpETOS. 

Carey (1981: 28) notes the contrast between the aid which a man can give with the help of the 

gods in the preceding passage. 
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merits further discussion. The chreos motif itself is part of a priamel, 117 in which the 

rhetorical figure aiius aiiud is used. The priamel becomes progressively more concrete 

and focuses in on Hieron, yet it does not directly link him with the statement in the 

opening gnome. 118 That statement signals to the audience what the next topic will be, 

namely kings. Hereafter Cinyras, the mythical king of Cyprus, is promptly introduced. 

That Cinyras and Hieron are paralleled is indisputable, ' 19 and there appear to be 

straightforward parallels. 120 Cinyras was a man with an important guest-friend, 121 and, 

like Hieron, belonged to a sacerdotal line. 122 Cinyras was famous for his wealth, 123 a 

further characteristic that could be straightforwardly applied to Hieron. 124 Admittedly, 

the opening gnome of this passage mentions kingship, yet Cinyras and Hieron appear 

to be paralleled mainly because of their friendship with the gods, because both are 

wealthy and belong to a priestly clan. The priamel in which they are compared 

culminates with a martial exploit of Hieron, 125 but Cinyras is not known for his martial 

exploits. The statement in lines 13-14 introduces the positive example of the virtuous 

116 Pace Luraghi (1994: 355n. 355), Gentili eta/. (1995: 47). Regal terminology in odes 

composed for Hieron is discussed in § 8.3.2. 

117 Vlz. Py. 2.13-20. A priamel is a focussing device, on which cf. Dornseiff (1921: 97-102), van 

Otterlo (1940: 145-76), Bundy (1962: 4ff. ). 

118 Viz. 'various men pay tribute to various kings as a recompense for their excellence. ' 

119 Cf. Py. 2.15 ... ptv... 2.18 ... br ... 
120 Pace Kirkwood (1982: 148) 'no personal reason is apparent... ' 

121 Cf. Hom. A 20 Agamemnon. 

1221 Py. 2.27b, Ptol. Megalop. FGrHist 161 F 1, Tac. Hist. 2.3.1, Hes. s. v. Kivupd6ai. The ode 

alludes to this Py. 2.17 iEp£a iaiXov Acppoöiras- 

123 Hom. A 20, Tyrt. fr. 12.6 W. rrAouTOirt & MEW icai KivC pcw päAiov, Pi. Ne. 8.18, Pl. Leg. 

660e5-6. 

124 Hieron's wealth, cf. B. 4.1-3, Pi. O/. 1.106 

125 Py. 2.19-20. There is no agreement as to what martial exploit exactly is hinted at here, cf. 

Carey (1981: 30-31). 
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Cinyras who 'did friendly deeds and was consequently remembered with gratitude. ' 

This appears to be the actual point of comparison, which is worked out in the next 

lines, yet now with Hieron as subject; once Cinyras had shown exemplary behaviour 

towards the Cypriots, and Hieron has shown similar worthy behaviour towards Western 

Locri. For such behaviour, both are remembered. 126 If indeed kingship was an issue for 

the laudandus, it is advertised in this ode in a much more roundabout way than in the 

later odes composed for Hieron. In those odes kingship is treated cavalierly, using 

clear'regal terminology'. 127 Comparison with other priamels that use the alius aliud 

motif suggests that reference to kingship in this passage is secondary, at best. 128 

Hieron's military assistance for Locri Epizephyrii around 477 BCE (if this indeed 

is what the ode here is alluding to), is framed in terms of power. The inhabitants are 

now safe because of Hieron's 5üvaplS. 129 

Syracuse is honoured in the proem because of Hieron's victory: 130 Hieron's 

victory adorns his home city Syracuse, 131 while the metaphor itself is the first of many 

126 Currie (2004: 258ff. ) argues that Py. 2.18-20 alludes to 'exceptional treatment which Hieron 

actually enjoyed at Locri during his lifetime, being celebrated in girls' choruses at a festival of 

Aphrodite. ' While this cannot be disproved, this appears to be allusive to the point of being 

incomprehensible, certainly to audiences outside Sicily. Currie (2004: 295) argues that the cult 

extended to the Cyprian hero Cinyras suggests 'a specific claim to heroic stature in Pythian 2' 

and that the comparison is 'a major concern' of the ode. This surely is an exaggeration. 

127 Cf. Appendix four where it is argued that the Deinomenids did not actually carry the royal 

title. 

128 Viz. 017.11 ff., Ne. 4.91 ff. and 7.54ff. They are all three-step priamels and in each case the 

sentiment in the initial gnome seems to have a more direct bearing upon the patron than in our 

passage Py. 2.13-20. 

129 Py. 2.20 bib TE6V öüvapiv öpaKEia' 6acpaAtS They 'have a look of security in their eyes. ' 

(Race). 
130 Py. 2.6f. Trl, \auyeaiv 6v£örlaEV Opruyiav orECp6voiS, rrorapiac iöoS ApTr piboS, ... 
131 A common epinician toposcf. O/. 8.20, O/. 9.21f., Py. 1.31, Py. 9.75f. 
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examples in this ode in which Hieron's munificence and his excellent qualities as ruler 

are stressed. Praise of his munificence is a further way of telling an audience that he is 

not mean-spirited, 132 and hence does not show contempt for his citizens. Since this is 

the case, he deserves not to be the subject of 06voq and hence needs to be 

praised. 133 

Praise of Hieron is temporarily interrupted by the introduction of the myth, to 

which I shall now turn. 

2.1.5 The Ixion Myth. 

The Ixion myth seems to have been well known by the middle of the fifth century-134 In 

art the story is also known from the fifth century. 135 Ixion is linked with tales of the 

underworld. 136 This could have been significant in view of other katabaseis and 

eschatological stories in odes for Hieron, 137 were it not that, on present evidence, the 

Ixion tale seems to have become linked with punishments in the underworld only in 

132 At Py. 2.57f. picked up more explicitly, cf. Gentili et al (1995: 388). 

133 Cf. D. L. Cairns' (2003: 241f. ) discussion of Artist. Pot. 1295b21-3 and 1302a32-33: the 

mean-spirited attitude of the rich (contempt for the poor, leading to hubris) has its counterpart in 

the negative emotional attitude of the poor (envy). He also notes that Aristotle recognises that 

base motives and selfishness on both sides play a role. 

134 Cf. Gantz (1993: 718). Ixion's confused parentage might hint at widespread diffusion: Zeus, 

Antion, Ares, Leonteus, Peision and Phlegyas are all mentioned as Ixion's father. 

135 Cf. two red-figure cup fragments, early fifth century, ARIA 110.7 Athens Agora P26228 and a 

kantharos from the middle of the fifth century, ARIA 832.37 London E155. 

136 Gantz (1993: 721). 
137 E. g. in Bacchylides' third and fifth ode. 
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Hellenistic times. 138 Pindar speaks of two of Ixion's sins, 139 yet deals with one of them, 

Ixion's murder of a blood-relative, only in summary fashion. 140 It is suggested that 

Pindar did so out of piety, 141 but more probably dwelling upon this subject would have 

distracted from the purpose of the myth. 142 

There is no need for supposing that the poem echoes troubles which we know 

existed between Hieron and his brother Polyzelus c. 47615 BCE, 143 and hence the 

significance of the Ixion myth in the second Pythian ode is better explained as an 

example of the dangers of hubris, 144 ingratitude and the need to uphold the natural 

order of things. 145 To this could be added that Ixion was someone who transgressed in 

spite of the fact that he was especially blessed by the gods. 146 This type of sinner 

figures in other odes for Hieron as well. 147 It almost seems as though from their 

extraordinary 'state of grace', follow extraordinary obligations. Isocrates called sinners 

138 Gantz (1993: 721) notes that this process involved the loss of Ixion's function as an 

admonisher of the dangers of ingratitude. 

139 Cf. Py. 2.30. 

140 Py. 2.25 £Op£veaai yäp rrapä Kpoviöais yAUKIJV I\wv (3ioTOV. Van der Kolf (1924: 9) argues 

that this crime was nevertheless well known in the fifth century. Also cf. Py. 2.31. 

141 Van der Kolf (1924: 9). 

142 On which see below. 

143 Cf. § 2.1.3.1. 

144 Gentili et al. (1995: 48n. 2) distinguishes two motifs in the myth: 'la necessitä di riconoscere i 

meriti della divinitä e di astenersi da qualsiasi dismisura (üßpis, v. 28). ' 

145 Cf. Lloyd-Jones (1973: 125). 
146 Cf. Py. 2.25f. EüpMaai yäp Trapä KpoviöaiS y*\uKÜV EAthv ßioTOV, paKpöv oüX IJTTEpEIVEV 

ö1ßov. 

147 Tantalus in 0/. 1, Typhon in Py. 1, Coronis and especially Asclepius in Py. 3, all show 

rebellion, ingratitude or grave deficiencies in their dealing with the gods. Cf. Gentili etal. (1995: 

48n. 2). 
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such as Ixion and Tantalus 'traitors to fortune'. 148 By using this type of transgressor as 

a negative foil in the ode the patron is praised in an extraordinary way: the laudandus 

stands out as extraordinarily blessed by the gods, yet he does not transgress. While it 

cannot be excluded that Hieron might simply have had a preference for 

Gruselgeschichfen, 149 the presence in the odes of such stories seems nevertheless 

better explained as high praise. 

If Ixion in this ode is the foil for not showing proper Xäpic, the laudandus, by 

implication, is someone who does observe proper Xäpic. Improper Xäpic, of the sort 

shown by Ixion, is repaid with punishment. In a similar manner Hieron's subjects have 

a duty to repay Hieron for his benevolence, a consequence of the tyrant's display of 

proper Xäpic. 150 In other words, by observing Hieron's rule, his subjects repay Hieron's 

munificence. Hence both ruler and ruled show proper Xdpic. 

2.1.6 Further praise for Hieron. 

The mythical (or historical) persons in an epinician poem are relevant to the patron as 

exempla, as are the gnomae. 151 In the mythical section of this ode the sentiment of 

148 Race (1987: 155n. 69) notes Isoc. ad Dem. 49.4 DiKaiwS ö' äv ToCS ToioOTOUs ürroAäßotpsv 

pn p6vov sic aOTOOs äuaprävsiv äAAä Kai Tr1S TOXrIS sivai TTpoÖÖTQS the passage continues 'for 

fortune places in their hands wealth and reputation and friends, but they, for their part, make 

themselves unworthy of the blessings which lie within their grasp. ' Isocrates goes on to say 

(50.1) that Zeus made Heracles immortal because of his virtue and inflicted on Tantalus the 

severest punishments because of his evil character. Cf. Isoc. Panath. 2.242. 

149 B. 3: Croesus on the pyre, Py. 3: Coronis on the pyre, 0/. 1: Pelops allegedly being served for 

dinner. 

150 Cf. Arist. EN 1333a3-5 temples of Charis set up in a public place to encourage the 

'repayment of benefits'. 
151 Cf. Köhnken (1971: 227). 
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'natural order' is for the first time explicitly touched upon. 152 A further series of gnomae 

concludes the mythical section. 153 They comment on the preceding myth and are the 

introduction to further praise for the laudandus, who is now advertised for his proper 

use of wealth, his power and courage. 154 The theme of men and gods reaches a climax 

here. This section includes the famous 'Archilochus passage'. 155 This passage, as is 

the Ixion myth, is best understood in general, formal terms and there is no need to look 

for any hidden biographical data. 156 The key lies in the gnome that follows, 157 a vexed 

passage even by Pindaric standards. 158 What Pindar seems to be saying here is that 

wealth deserves praise, but only if it has been dispensed by fate. On that interpretation, 

the gnome comments on the preceding Archilochus passage: it shows that Archilochus' 

slander is an offence against the norm. 159 Hieron's wealth is the result of fate: he 

should not be begrudged (in the envious manner of Archilochus), the more so because 

152 Py. 2.34 Xpn bE KaT' aOT6v aiEi TravTos dpäv NETpov. A very common idea in archaic Greek 

poetry, cf. Theogn. 614, A. Prom. 890, Pi. 0/. 13.47, Py. 3.19-23, Ne. 11.47, /sth. 6.71. The 

sentiment must have been a very commonly felt truth for the audience. 

153 Py. 2.49-52. The effect is solemn, note anadip/osis (or redup/icatio) of BE6q and definition of 

the territory of the god, typical of hymnic style, cf. Norden (1913: 168), Gentili et al. (1995: 339). 

154 Py. 2.52-67. 

155 Py. 2.52-56. 

156 As e. g. in F Py. 2.97 where this passage is interpreted as a personal attack on Bacchylides. 

Carey (1981: 42) rightly argues that this utterance cannot have a strictly personal meaning for 

the chorus or poet. 

157 Py. 2.56 Tö TTÄouTEiv öt aüv TOXg rr6Tpou aocpiaq äpiarov. 

158 Cf. Gerber (1960: 105ff. ), Carey (1981: 43f. ) for a detailed discussion. Both argue for the 

following grouping T6 TrAouTEiv i5E [aüv-TÜXg-rröTpou] [aocpiaq-äpioTov] and translate 'to be rich 

by fortune's grace is wisdom's highest part. ' Cf. Schadewaldt (1928: 330n. 2), Lloyd-Jones 

(1973: 121f. ). 

159 Carey (1981: 45). 
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he spends his wealth appropriately. 160 In other words, displaying cp6ovoc towards 

Hieron would go against the natural order of things and is thus to be avoided. The 

epinician topos of the duty to praise is thus applied to the relationship between Hieron 

and the Syracusan body politic as well; it legitimises Hieron's rule as part of the natural 

order. 161 This sentiment occurs several times in this ode, 162 and appears to be a key 

element in the patron message of the laudandus. The gnome, however, not only picks 

up on the `Archilochus passage', but introduces new praise for Hieron as well. 163 In this 

section, Hieron is first praised as TrpÜTaviS and Küpioc over Syracuse and its military. 164 

It has rightly been noted that Hieron could have been praised as TrpüTavic and Küpioc 

at any time after 478 BCE, 165 yet it seems important that Hieron is not explicitly named 

king here, which would imply a legitimate claim, transferable to his descendants. 166 

160 Py. 2.57 TO öE a6(pa viv EXEIS tAEu6Epg cpp£vi TrETrapEiv, 'you clearly have it [sc. wealth] to 

display with a liberal spirit. ' (Race). 
161 And therefore as somehow lawful, cf. Arist. EN1134b18-20 political justice TO pEv cpuaiKÖv 
tOTI T6 öt VONIKÖV. 

162 Cf. Py. 2.34,2.88,2.94-96, perhaps also 2.72. 

163 Viz. in the whole section of Py. 2.58-67. Rhetorically, the topos used is that of 'abundance', 

on which cf. Bundy (1962: 64), Köhnken (1971: 32n. 51). Hieron is praised as Trpüravis and 

KüpIOS (Py. 2.58), is praised for his wealth and honour (2.58-60), his courage and wisdom (2.64, 

65-67). 
164 Py. 2.58f. TrpüTavl KOPIE Tr0AAav P& EüaTE(pävwv Ctyuläv Kai aTparoü. The translation of 

TrpOTaviq is 'ruler', 'overlord', cf. B. 18.43 (of Zeus), Pi. Py. 6.24, Stesich. PMG 58 (of Poseidon) 

and LSJs. v. Trp6TavIS for more examples. Py. 2.58 KOPIE is not an attribute of TrpCTavl but a 

substantive introducing the following appositive phrase, cf. Gentili et al (1995: 388). 

165 After which he took over the tyranny from Gelon, cf. Carey (1981: 45). Pace Wilamowitz 

(1922: 285) who sees in the use of these terms a 'zwingender Notwendigkeit' for a date of this 

ode's first performance after 472 BCE (viz. after Theron's death). It appears that KOPIE translates 

as 'lord' in Isth. 5.53 ZEcS ö Trccvrwv Küplos. Cf. Gerber (1982: 158) on 0/. 1.104 öüvapis 

KupIwTEpos 'lordly wealth'. 
166 Cf. the dynastic concerns at Py. 1.60 and Py. 1.86 on which see Leschhom (1984: 124), 

Luraghi (1994: 328). 
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Neither is Hieron portrayed as ruler over the whole of Sicily as appears to be the case 

in Bacchylides' third ode. 167 The TTpüiavic as political office in Athens, based on lot and 

rotation, seems to have been introduced there after the Cleisthenic reorganisation of 

508/7 BCE. Outside Athens, TrpüTaviS is attested as a title of a state official, often with 

responsibility of presiding over a council, in Rhodes, Alexandria, the east Aegean and 

western Asia Minor, 168 but not in Sicily. 169 Consequently, we simply cannot tell whether 

for a Syracusan contemporary audience the use of the term TrpüTavlS in this passage 

would have had such resonance. 170 However, the question may be asked whether for a 

home audience TrpüTavis would stand in opposition to absolute power. In other words, 

is this passage an attempt to dissociate the laudandus from tyranny? 171 There are two 

arguments in favour of such an assumption. First, Hieron's praise as military 

commander is carefully balanced in this passage with praise for his wisdom, that is, 

praise for Hieron as counsellor. 172 Second, only in this ode and in Pindar's sixth 

167 Cf. § 2.5.3 on the proem of B. 3. It is worth noting that Py. 2.58 TroMiäv NEv EOarECpävwv 

äyuiäv is metonymy for Syracuse and not for'many cities', pace Wilamowitz (1922: 285), cf. Py. 

8.55,9.83, Gentili et al (1995: 388). 

168 Cf. Pindar's eleventh Nemean ode for Aristagoras of Tenedos. The ode is tentatively dated 

to ca. 442 BCE, cf. Gaspar (1900: 172). flpC Taviq in that ode clearly denotes a political function, 

cf. Ne. 11.9-10 äMä aüv öö:; g TEAos öw&EKäprlvov TrEpäaai viv ärpthTq Kpaöig. 

169 Cf. F. Gschnitzer in REsuppl. XIII, p. 734ff. Dunbabin (1948: 56n. 1) 'perhaps Hieron liked to 

be addressed by the republican title: Cic. Verr ii. 4.119, prytanium... '. The suggestion by Hüttl 

(1929: 43-47) that the constitutional position of Pollis, allegedly the first king of Syracuse, might 

have been TrpCiTavis is refuted by Dunbabin (1948: 94). 

170 Viz. presiding over a council. Arguably the use of rrpüTavis would to some extent have 

dissociated Hieron from tyranny during reperformances of the ode outside Western Greece. 

171 Would a home city audience have interpreted rrpirTaviq as counsellor as well as councillor? 

172 Gentili etas (1995: 390) notes that Py. 2.65a-67 ßoukai & Trpca3CTEpai... TrapEXovTi 

correlates with vE6Tari ... 
epäaoc and creates a polar figure: 'lerone in battaglia ha I'ardire di un 

giovane, nelle decisione la saggezza di un vecchio. ' Cf. Py. 5.108-113 where (the legitimate 

king) Arcesilaus is praised in the same balanced way, namely for his wisdom and courage. 
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Olympian ode is Hieron praised for his wisdom as counsellor. 173 On balance, praise for 

Hieron as rrpbTaviS appears to be of more significance than merely opposing Hieron 

rhetorically to Ixion, the man who 'did not know. '174 

Hieron is praised for his military qualities as well. 175 Assuming that the first 

performance of the ode predates 474 BCE, 176 only the recent battle of Himera in 480 

BCE could be alluded to in this passage. We know, however, that that victory was 

primarily Gelon's and to a lesser extent Theron's. 177 The use here of the plural, 

'fearsome wars' and praise of the laudandus as having 'won boundless fame' might 

thus be construed as a first epinician attempt to put the tyrant on the map as a military 

man. This is be repeated on a much grander scale in the first Pythian ode. 

The importance of the praise passages discussed lies in the aggregate of the 

positive qualities power, wealth properly spent, honour, courage and wisdom. 

Separately, or in isolation, however, such traits will not define a man with true äpETr 
. 1711 

It is precisely because in Hieron all these qualities are combined that he can and must 

173 Viz. Py. 2.65a, O/. 6.94 äpTia pnööpcvoS Hieron devises fitting counsels. ' On the dating of 

Pindar's sixth Olympian ode, cf. § 3.2.2 and § 8.3.1. Other laudandiwho are praised as 

counsellors are Damophilus at Py. 4.282 and Chromius at Ne. 1.27. 

174 Cf. Carey (1981: 47). Whereas Ixion was an äibpis mrrjp (Py. 2.3), Hieron is not. 
175 Py. 2.63-64 and 2.65. 

176 Cf. § 2.1.2. 

177 Cf. § 2.4.4. 

178 Py. 2.56 implies that wealth in itself is insufficient. The same sentiment can be found at O/ 

1.104 prj TIV' äp(p6TCpa KaAwv Tc l6ply täpa Kai &)vapiv Kupici)TCpov. Gerber (1982: 157) notes 

that what is meant by KaAwv is 'all that is noble, honourable, beautiful, refined. Mere knowledge, 

however, of what is KaA6v, is not enough; one must also have the &vapic to put this knowledge 

into practice.. . 
He who possess such knowledge and ability has true äpcTrl. ' Cf. Pl. Men. 77b. 
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be praised without stint. 19 The praise passage at Py. 2.65-67 succeeds, in its brevity, 

in enumerating in quick succession all the qualities which a good and just ruler would 

need. Such praise would be highly welcome in an ode in which the tyrant is praised 

before his subjects for the first time, as a sort of captatio benevoientiae. 18° In addition, 

the ode praises the /audandus as a fair judge, 181 something which would always have 

been desirable for a tyrant since tyranny appears to have been viewed as 661Kia pease 

from the early fifth century onwards. 182 

The song is sent to Hieron as a delightful gift, 183 and the hope is expressed that 

Hieron may look favourably on it. XdpiS is an important concept in Bacchylides' third 

ode as well. 184 There, however, it is linked with the süaEßEia of the /audandus185 

Hieron's Füatßcia is proportional to the amount of gold he donated to Delphi and his 

179 Py. 2.66f. äKiV6UVOV i uoi %rroS at TTOTI rrävTa Aöyov tuaivEiv Trap: Xovr1. Köhnken (1971: 

32n. 51) notes'.. daß man ihn ohne Bedenken loben kann and das Risiko, das sonst jedes 

neues Gedicht enthält, in diesem Sonderfall wegfällt. ' 

180 Such praise as an 'introduction' can be compared with the praise for Hieron at 0/ 6.92-98, 

cf. § 3.2.7. 
181 Cf. Py. 2.73 where the laudandus is paralleled with Radamanthys who was 'allotted the 

blameless fruit of good judgement and within his heart takes no delight in deception. ' 

182 Adkins (1960: 216n. 8). Cf. Hdt. 3.80,3.39-47,3.48-53,3.54-60,3.120-26,3.142.1,4.136-42, 

7.164. 

183 Py. 2.66-68. XaipC- T66E ptv KaTä moiviaaav pTroAäv ptAos l1TTtp rroAiäs dk6q TTEpTrETar 
Lloyd-Jones (1972: 123) argues that Xaipc means 'Fare well! ', not'farewell'. Carey (1981: 47) 

argues that Castoreion at 2.69 is in fact the second Pythian ode. It is puzzling why the ode is 

being sent as 'Phoenician merchandise'. It surely hints at the value of such merchandise, but 

not, pace Gentili eta/. (1995: 391) to underline that Pindar's song is valuable and therefore 

'composto per ottenere un compenso. ' My guess is that Pindar alludes to a pigment derived 

from the mollusc Murex. The dye, cpoiviý, which gave the Phoenicians their name, was indelible 

and for that reason particularly prized, cf. Bartoloni (2001: 96). On that interpretation, 

'Phoenician merchandise' is a kenning for epinician song. The song is indelible, and so will be 

the glory of the patron. 

184 Cf. § 2.5.1. 

185 Cf. 8.3.61 ff. 
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liberality towards the gods implies that he can expect something in return. 186 The 

second Pythian ode mentions Hieron's wealth as superior to any other man in 

Hellas. 187 Since the ode has stressed the liberality of the laudandus, presumably public 

spending is hinted at here. Hence dictated by proper Xäpic, Hieron's citizens show their 

gratitude towards the tyrant. 188 In other words, by observing Hieron's rule, his subjects 

repay Hieron's munificence and show their proper Xäpic. Such praise sections were 

surely welcome for a tyrant. 189 

The concluding section is preceded by a gnome, 190 a further difficult passage, 191 

the sense of which, however, seems clear: 'you know, Hieron, what manner of man you 

are', 192 and Hieron is once more praised for his wisdom. The cp9ovepoi and qjoyEpoi, by 

nature persons who are not inclined to praise, now appear as a negative foil. 193 They 

will occupy most of the remaining part of the ode. 194 While they are prominently present 

186 I. e. de quia dedi, cf. § 2.5.1. 
187 Py. 2.60: TEp6V TN' dv''EAA65a Twv TT6poieE yEVEaea OTrtpTEpov. 

188 Ixion is a foil for this sentiment. 

189 Needless to say that the truth was not a consideration for poet or patron. 
190 Py. 2.72 ytvoi', oios £aai pa96jv. Gentili etat (1995: 393) links with the Delphic yvwOi 

acauT6v but a better parallel is perhaps Py. 3.80 Ei öi A6ywv auvarpEV Kopu(päv, 1Epwv, öpeäv 

ETriaTg, and Hieron's position as Hierophant might be hinted at. 
191 Cf. Carey (1981: 49), Gentili et at. (1995: 393). 

192 We can only guess if passages which the modern student of the ode finds difficult (e. g. Py. 

2.56,2.72,2.80,2.90) were so for a contemporary audience. While all rhetoric to some extent 

tries to obscure the meaning, it can be argued that these passages might be deliberately 

unclear: appropriately, in an ode which stresses the patron's wisdom, the audience's 

understanding of such splendid tours-de-force might have increased the pleasure which they 

would have received from the performance. On such purposeful obscurity (aKÖTiaov), cf. 

Quintilian 8.2.7. 

193 Cf. Race (1990: 42ff. ) on such negative examples. 
194 Py. 2.72-96. 
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they are summarily dealt with. 195 Notwithstanding such unveiled threats, time and 

again, Hieron is portrayed as a just, wise ruler rather than a powerful one. 196 Most of 

the first-person statements in this concluding section are examples of the generalising 

use of the first person, hinting at internal Syracusan politics. 197 The gnomic section 

describes the court of Hieron and the sentiments expressed in that section are his. 198 In 

this respect, the small 'political passage' deserves attention, 199 if only because it is our 

earliest source for the three fundamentally different forms of political government (or 

vöpoi): tyranny, oligarchy and democracy. 200 Democracy in this passage does not 

195 Viz. Py. 2.84: 'as enemies they will be run down as the wolf does'. Py. 2.90f.: 'envious people 

will cause their own ruin' (cf. the fate of Ixion, who also caused his own ruin). In any case, the 
dyaOoi, Py. 2.80, are immune to the effect of slander: cf. Py. 2.81 and probably also 2.79f. 
196 This of course does not mean that Hieron ruled by being just. The Deinomenid tyranny was 

to all intents and purposes a military dictatorship, cf. § 2.4.4. With regard to the (pOovepoi and 

gioyepoi in this ode, Asheri (1992b: 153), Catenacci (1991: 92) notes Aristot. Pol. 1313b13-5, 

D. S. 11.67, Plut. Mor. 68a: Hieron's secret police, female spies (ai Troraywyiöcc) and other 

eavesdroppers in Syracuse. Luraghi (1994: 370n. 41 6), however, notes that such instruments of 

control are typical of oriental monarchies and notes Plut. de curios. 16 (Mor. 522 F), Dio 28.1, 

where Trpooaywyi ES occur in connection with Dionysius the first (early fourth century). This 

means that such anecdotes could very well be wrongly attributed to Hieron. 

197 Cf. Carey (1981: 52f. ) 'Pindar is thinking of internal Syracusan politics, not his own dealings 

with Hieron and his court ... What Pindar says is applicable to all present.. . the sentiments 

expressed are especially those of Hieron. ' 

198 Carey (1981: 64) 'there is no place for lies and slanders. Hieron's court is an honest, open 

aristocratic group, with Hieron in his wisdom unmoved by lies, protecting decent men. ' Better, 

however, to assume that Hieron presents his court as an honest and open aristocratic group. 
While we do not know of which persons this court consisted, we can safely assume that it 

included the members of the Syracusan aristocracy as well as Hieron's trusted friends. Cf. § 8.3 

and note 1432. 

199 Py. 2.86-88 iv Trävra & vbpov eüeüvAwaaos ävr p Trpo(ps pei, Trapd Tupawibl, X6jTr6TT v6 
Xäßpoq orrpaT6q, XWTav TrÖAiv of QO(poi TflptWVTI. 

200 Theogn. 39-52 omits democracy. 
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seem to get a good press, 201 while oligarchy and tyranny are portrayed as neutral. 202 

The straight-talking man (the Eü8üyAwaaoc 6vrjp, 203 meaning the dyaeös and here, by 

extension, all the äyaeoi)204, will fare well, whether the vöpoc of the day is tyranny or 

oligarchy. There are two things which seem implied here. First, the fact of being well- 

governed is more important than the form the vöpoq takes, yet democracy is the least 

preferable form of government. Second, Hieron finds himself on the crossroads 

between both forms of vöpoi which are described in neutral terms in the 'political 

passage'. He is the tyrant, yet a member of the cya8oi as well. Hence this passage 

subtly legitimises Hieron's rule and a gnome following this passage expands this 

theme: oligarchy and tyranny are equally beneficial for men who do not deceive 

because of the natural order of things. 205 The concluding section of the first Pythian ode 

deals with envy and slander as well. 206 There Hieron is being addressed and 'advised' 

on how to counter slanderers and envious men. 207 In Pindar's second Pythian ode, 

however, it is the laudandus himself who seems to address the audience. 208 On the 

view taken that an epinician ode is a debate between patron and audience in which the 

201 Because of the pejorative meaning of kaßp6S, cf. Pi. Of. 2.86f., Horn 9) 474,479, Theogn. 

634,988, A. P. V. 327,600. It is unclear in how far the use of aTpaT6q should be linked with the 

militaristic nature of the Deinomenid tyranny since o-rpar6q is generally used to denote 'people' 

as a synonym for Aa6q or M pos, cf. Pi. Of. 5.12, A. Eum. 683,762, S. E/. 749. 

202 Cf. Py. 2.87f. rrapä Tupawibi KTA. 

203 Cf. Py. 1.86 6y1EU& & rrp6S 6KNoVt XC lKEUE yW aaav. Hieron must 'straighten out' his 

tongue on the anvil, i. e. make it Eü6üyAwaaoS. 

204 Most (1985: 117f. ) notes that EDAu- compounds in Pindar are always positive. Cf. Of. 13.1, 

Ne. 1.25, fr. 108a. 2. 

205 Cf. Py. 2.88 Xpý U Trp6q eEÖV o1K ipit; EIV. 

206 Cf. Py. 1.84-100, cf. § 2.4.4.5. 

207 Cf. Py. 1.84-86. Cf. § 2.2.3, note 409 on such 'advice'. 
208 Because of the generalising use of the first person in this passage, cf. note 197. A similar 
rhetorical stance at Py. 3.107ff., cf. § 2.6.3. 
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audience is asked to take a position, this passage surely is an example where such a 

debate appears to take place. This will turn out to be relevant in the final passage of 

the ode. Before the ode comes to an end, however, the idea of the natural order of 

things is touched upon once more with the advice to 'avoid going ä contrepoi/: 209 

Pindar appears to use a common topos. It seems to have been proverbial, 210 and can 

be found in epic, tragic and elegiac contexts. 211 Metaphorically the focus of the simile is 

the futility of rebellion against a superior, a divinity or a mortal. 212 In this ode, however, 

the sentiment appears to be applied to the human level, 213 since the wish to 'find favour 

with the good and keep their company', 214 shifts the focus to Hieron's court, the 

members of which are the äyaüoi. 214a Hence in this ode the natural order of things 

applies to two levels. First, the ode stresses the importance of the divine balance, 

something with which few in the audience would argue. Second, the ode applies this 

sentiment to the human level, as an example of a proper relationship between ruler and 

ruled. Not only is the tyrant's rule presented as part of the ideal divine balance, but the 

myth, in which Ixion's behaviour clearly was an offence against the divine order of 

things, now becomes a veiled warning for those who might not agree with Hieron's rule 

or might harbour seditious plans. 215 

209 Py. 2.94-96 Trori KEVTpoV U Tot AaKTIt; EpEV TEMOEi &MuO ipös oipoS Cf. Py. 2.88. 

210 Cf. Priscian. 3.356.13 (= Frag. Adesp. 13 D. ) The proverb was originally applied to animals, 

cf. I Py. 2.173. 

211 Cf. Hom. fl 658, Theogn. 155ff, A. Pers. 346, S. Ai. 131, B. 17.25. 

212 Cf. A. Ag. 1624, Pr. 323, E. Ba. 795, fr 604 N., Lib. Or. 1.47.5, Catenacci (1991: 86). 

213 Cf. Gentili eta/. (1995: 405) Py. 2.96 'un invito a riconoscere it potere di lerone. ' 

214 Py. 2.96f.... 656vTa U &I PE TOTS äyaOoiS öpiA . Tv. 
214a We can only guess as to the make-up of 'Hieron's court'. However, the audience of an 

epinician ode would surely include the members of the educated Syracusan aristocracy as well 
Hieron's trusted associates, as were e. g. the military men Hagesias and Chromius. 

215 Cf. § 8.3.3 on human envy in odes for Hieron. 
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Finally, on the view that in the concluding section of this ode the views of 

laudandus and laudator are subtly blended, the statement Py. 2.96f.... ä56vra b' Ein PE 

ToIS äyaeo% opiWiv is support for observation that the Deinomenid tyrants were not 

wholly champions of the aristocracy nor altogether cpiA6önpoi. 216 

216 Cf. § 8.3. 
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2.2 Bacchylides' fifth ode for Hieron of Syracuse. 

Argument. 

This ode was first performed in Syracuse, probably In 476 BCE. In the proem, the 

laudandus appears compared to a god, albeit indirectly. This c/early defines a 

hierarchical relationship between tyrant and audience. Be that as it may, the sentiment 

of the vicissitudes of life and the inevitability of the gods' designs seems developed 

throughout the ode in order to bring the laudandus in close proximity with his subjects. 

This means that a part of the ode attempts to incorporate and include the laudandus in 

his community. In other words, this is a further ode in which the autarchy of the tyrant is 

not yet presented as somehow unmitigated Some other observations lend support to 

this suggestion: the military victories of the laudandus are praised as achievements of 

the clan and Syracuse is portrayed as a Deinomenid city, not yet as Hieron's personal 

fiefdom. Finally, the ode does not contain any overt regal terminology. A number of 

elements in the ode deftly touch on eschatological beliefs which were arguably relevant 

to a Sicilian audience as well as to Hieron: the leaves ofgood fortune, a sentiment of 

'L ebensbejahung' in the myth and allusions to the apotheosis of Heracles all serve this 

purpose. There is, however, no reason to suggest that the laudandus in this ode 

expresses wishes for literal immortality. 

2.2.1 Introduction. 
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Assuming that the ode celebrates a victory won in 476 BCE, it must have been first 

performed not too long after Hieron took over from Gelon as tyrant in Syracuse in 478/7 

BCE. 217 This appears to be a further ode in which the autarchy of the laudandus is not 

yet advertised as somehow unmitigated, something that can be clearly observed in the 

later odes composed for Hieron. 2'8 

The praise for Hieron in the proem distances him from everyone else, 219 yet the 

Meleager myth seems dominated by a sentiment which associates Hieron with the 

audience. This sentiment, the vicissitudes of life and the inevitability of the gods' 

designs, is developed in the myth with much pathos. 220 It defines the psychological 

mode in which the audience is kept for almost four triads. 221 In the mythical section, 

gnomae (sententiae) appear to have equal relevance for Hieron and audience. 222 

Gnomae drive home general truths and are particularly suitable as vehicles for 

instruction. In this ode they appear to stress the vicissitudes of life as well as the 

immovable designs of the gods. This results in a laudandus who is advertised as a 

mortal among his subjects and up to the point where the myth abruptly breaks off, 223 

217 Cf. § 2.1.3.1. 

218 Cf. § 8.3.1. 

219 Cf. §2.2.3. 

220 Carey (1998: 22) discusses Tr6OoS as the emotion of the speaker and the emotion generated 

in the audience. As a rhetorical device, Träeos occurs more often in Pindar than in Bacchylides. 

Aristotle saw pathos as an important device to persuade an audience, cf. Arist. Rh. 1356a2, 

Arist. Rh. 1408a16ff. 

221 125 of the 200 lines of this ode seem to touch on this sentiment. 
222 B. 5 contains about 10 percent gnomic material. Stenger (2004) is a recent study of the 

function of gnomae in Bacchylides. 

223 B. 5.176. 
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the laudandus appears to be included with the rest of mankind and with his subjects in 

the audience. 

Some argue that in odes composed for tyrants, the notion of the 'integration of 

the victor into his home town' is problematic because of the very nature of the position 

of the tyrant. 224 The manner in which the laudandus is portrayed in this ode, however, 

suggests attempts to integrate the laudandus in his home city. This is one of a number 

of features in this ode that sit well with an early first performance date. 225 Other such 

features are avoidance of overtly regal terminology, the manner in which military 

victories are described and the fact that Syracuse is portrayed as a Deinomenid city. 

Be that as it may, towards the end of the ode, when the tension created 

between the joy and festivities of the celebration and the pessimistic tone of the myth is 

resolved, the laudandus is yet again clearly separated from the audience. 

The ideology represented in this ode appears to be a blend of 

Herrschaftssystem and Po/isideolog/e. 

2.2.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

The victory celebrated in the ode was won at Olympia in the racehorse event. 226 The 

place of first performance must have been Syracuse. 227 The majority of modern 

scholars assume that Pindar's first Olympian and Bacchylides' fifth ode celebrate the 

224 Cf. § 1.3. 

225 Cf. §§ 8.3.1-3. 
226 B. 5.182-184 Kai fliaav eve' Ö KAEEvvÖS ETTO]QQi VlKgaaS bpOj [O'AB]£V c£pEViKOS KTA. 

227 8.5.10-13 6Tro 4aOtaq väaou ?; Nos üpETtpav Tutp-rmi KAEtwav tS rr lAty. The sheer length of 
the ode tells against a first performance at the games as well. 
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same victory. However this need not necessarily be true and it is argued that 

Bacchylides' fifth ode was in fact the ode which celebrated Hieron's victory of 476 BCE 

whereas Pindar's first Olympian ode might have celebrated Hieron's Olympic victory of 

472 BCE. 228 

2.2.3 Praise for Hieron. 

This ode shows a clear structure with the myth at its centre and sections of praise for 

Hieron preceding and following the mythical section. 229 The poem opens with the 

mention of the /audandus, 230 something which is rather unusual in our extant epinician 

corpus. 231 This, together with other hymnic features, some argue, has the effect of 

Hieron being compared to a god. 232 It clearly sets up the relationship between 

laudandus and audience as ruler and ruled, although the /audandus is compared to a 

god in a roundabout manner. 233 

228 Cf. Appendix two. 
229 B. 5.1-9: proem & first section of praise, B. 5.56-175: mythical section, B. 5.182-86: second 

section of praise. On the correspondence of form and meaning, cf. D. L. Cairns (1997). 

230 B. 5.1-2 Eüpoipe [F]upaK[oaiw]v 1=061vrjrwv Qrpara[Y]L 
231 Schmid-Stählin (1932: 533n. 9) 'besondere Schmeichelei. ' Pindar only rarely does so, cf. Py. 

9 /nit, Isth. 2 init, /sth. 4 init. 
232 Race (1990: 184) notes that Hieron has an epithet (blessed), a title (commander), while his 

sedes is referred to Syracuse. He compares Pi. O/. 6.69ff. and Py. 2.69-71 which also contain 

hymnic elements, although on a less extensive scale. 
233 Some scholars, however, deny imitation of hymnic address in the proem of B. 5., e. g. Mayer 

(1933: 55n. 30), Kambylis (1964: 146f. ). 
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In the opening of the ode, Hieron is proclaimed Eüpoipoq, 234 and praised as 

QTpaTnyöc of the Syracusans. 235 This raises the question whether oTpaTny6g was a real 

title with political significance. Some scholars allow for the possibility of an official title 

of QTpaTgyös aCTOKpäTwp. 236 Gelon might have held such a title, 237 which could then 

have been passed onto Hieron. Jebb, however, cautiously evaluating all the 

evidence, 238 convincingly argues that QTpaTnyöc must have been 'merely a general 

designation'. To this could be added that Homeric usage seems to add dvrjp to a 

designation of professions, 239 and OTpaTEyiTac, as a description of a function standing 

on its own, seems first to be used in Hellenistic times. 24° While the term oTpaTny6S 

appears to be stronger than the more politically neutral term aaTüecpiS, 241 praise of 

Hieron's justice plays down overtly militaristic tones. 242 The vocabulary used in the 

poem, ElleübuKOS, could be linked with straight talking or 'a judge who gives honest 

verdicts'. It only deftly touches upon Hieron's function as ruler, 243 and seems more in 

234 Notice Bacchylides' preference for praise with Eü- compounds in this ode, cf. B. 5.6 

E6066[K[o]v, 5.184 EiiTrüpyouc, B. 5.186 [EÜÖ]aipoviaq TTETa, \ov. Cf. Regenbogen (1965: 389) on 

the felicitous relationship between the laudandus and his öaipwv (EÜöaipovirl). 

235 B. 5.1-2 Eüpoipc [F]upaK[ooiw]v iTrroöivrjrwv aTpaTa[y]ar, Jebb (1905: 269) translates 'war 

lord', Maehler (1982a: 73) 'Herrscher', Taccone (1923: 45) 'capo, signore'. 
236 Cf. Bury (1898: 12), Taccone (1923: 45). 
237 In view of his role as commander of the forces against the Carthaginians, cf. D. S. 13.94 who 

reports that Dionysius I was made oýrpaTrtyoS a6TOAp6Twp against the Carthaginians. Further cf. 

Polyae. 1.27.1, F 0/. 2.29d. 

238 Jebb (1905: 465-67). 

239 Cf. Maehler (1997: 222) on B. 18.7. Cf. Hom. A 514,0 257,0 485, c r261. 
240 Cf. Sy1l. 3 588.60, GD14985.4, SEG 34.1172,37.984. 

241 Hieron is praised in those terms at B. 4.3. 

242 B. 5.6 (ppa va b' EÜACÖIK[o]V 
243 The ode avoids overt regal terminology. 
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line with the neutral terminology of Bacchylides' fourth ode. 244 The /audandus is 

advertised as someone in whom trust can be placed: he will not deceive. Since almost 

all odes composed for Hieron contain this sentiment, 245 this surely must have been an 

important part of Hieron's self-representation. 

The ode is being sent to üpcTEpav ES KAuTC V... TrÖAiv. 24fi The plural used here 

must refer to the clan, 247 not to Hieron alone; this, importantly, means that Syracuse is 

still presented as a Deinomenid city not yet under Hieron's personal control, something 

that seems implied in other odes. 248 

The eagle simile creates high expectation, 249 and is followed by a proclamation 

of the chorus that there are many ways in which the Deinomenids can be praised, 250 

something for which Victory (personified) and Ares are responsible. 251 It was by the will, 

244 Cf. § 2.4.3. 
245 Cf. Py. 1.86: guide with a rudder of justice, Py. 2.86: the straight talking man excels under 

every form of government', O/. 1.12, B. 4.3, Py. 3.70f.: the king who rules with gentle hand. 

Theron is praised for his trustworthiness at O/. 2.6. On trust and justice see § 8.3.1. 

246 B. 5.11-12. 
247 Cf. B. 5.32 where ÜIETEpav äpETäv refers to the clan. Cf. B. 5.35f. AEivopEV£uS äyEpuXoi 

TraibES- 

248 E. g. Py. 3.70 6S XupaKbaaaiai vtpci ßaatAECis. Likewise, B. 3.1 If. and O/. 1.12f. go much 
further than B. 5.32ff. 
249 B. 5.16-30. Cf. Maehler (2004: 113) the eagle probably is the poet, cf. Pi. O/. 2.86-88, Ne. 

3.80-82,5.19-21, Hom. X 308-11, CD 251-2. Rhetorically, it makes good sense for the poet to 

stress his importance (on which cf. Schmid-Stählin (1932: 525n. 4), as a poet who is not 

worthwhile cannot praise someone who is worth praising. The simile of small birds afraid of the 

eagle occurs at Pi. O/. 2.87-88, Py. 5.112, S. Aj 168-71. 

250 B. 5.31-33 Epoi pupia TräVrg KMEUGOS üpETEpav äpETäv vpvEiv, cf. Pi. /sth. 4.1. Cf. Bundy 

(1962: 64) on the toposof abundance. The praise is directed at the clan, not at Hieron alone, 

pace Maehler (2004: 115) who thinks that B. 5.31-36 expresses the ease with which Hieron can 
be praised. 
251 B. 5.33-34 KuavoTrJ\oKäpou e' ¬Kari NiKas XaAKEoaTEpvou T' Apnos, 
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or by the grace, of those gods that Hieron can now generously be praised. 252 That Nike 

figures in an epinician ode is unsurprising. Here, however, the equestrian victories of 

the clan are singled out, not solely those of Hieron. 253 Ares and the 'noble sons of 

Deinomenes', 254 is surely an allusion to the battle of Himera in 480 BCE. 255 That victory 

was mainly the achievement of Gelon and, to a lesser extent, of Theron of Acragas. 256 

This could be contrasted with an ode composed at least six years after Bacchylides' 

fifth ode, Pindar's first Pythian ode, in which Hieron's military feats appear to be blown 

up out of all proportion. 257 Apparently, by 476 BCE, Hieron did not yet see fit to be 

advertised as a major player in that battle. 

Towards the end of the ode, Hieron is once more praised because of his good 

fortune. 258 Most scholars interpret the 'leaves of good fortune' as referring to the olive 

wreath of victory. That voting leaves might be hinted at (viz. TrcTaliapöc) seems 

unlikely, 259 but the c06]aipoviag Tra TaAoS could arguably hint at the so-called 

252 ! KaTI plus the name of a god in the genitive can be'by the will of, thanks to', cf. Hom. o 319, T 

86, u 42, or, alternatively 'because of, 'for the sake of, cf. Pi. Py. 10.58 (probably first 

performed in 498 BCE). In 8.5.33 ¬KaTi appears to mean 'by the will of (sc. Nike and Ares). 

253 E. g. Gelon's victory in 488 BCE in a chariot event, cf. IvO 143 (= Syll. 3 33), Paus. 9.6.4 and 

Moretti (1957: 84) number 185. Pausanias attributes the victory wrongly to another Gelon, cf. R. 

van Compernolle (1959: 263,295). 

254 6.5.35 dytpwXoi. Taccone (1923: 49) translates 'magnanimi' but notes the meaning of 

'overbearing, proud, arrogant' in Alc. fr 402 LP. 

255 Jebb (1905: 273) 'alluding chiefly to the victory over the Carthaginians. ' 

256 Cf. § 2.4.4. 

257 Cf. Py. 1.71 ff. with Hieron's rather unimpressive victory before Cumae grandiosely portrayed, 

and Py. 1.79ff. where Himera is the culmination of a priamel which contains the victories at 

Salamis and Plataea suggesting that Himera even surpassed those last two these victories. 

258 B. 5.186 [cüb]aipoviac Treralkov. 
259 Viz. peta/ismosand ostracism in Syracse, cf. D. S. 1 1.86f., ca. 454 BCE. However, Jebb 

(1905: 292) rightly notes that on the analogy of q pciv ipP pov suffragium ferre, cf. B. 5.184-86 

ccpEVIKOS.... 1£pwvi cpepwv ... Tr> TaAov, would mean that cDcptVlKOS is the voter. 
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symbola, 260 gold leaves with instructions for the after-life buried together with the 

deceased. On that interpretation, this passage deftly touches upon eschatological 

beliefs of a type to which the laudandus and a Sicilian audience might have subscribed. 

There is no reason, however, to suggest that the laudandus here advertises his wish 

for literal immortality or posthumous hero-worship. 

The adjective which qualifies the walls of Syracuse, cöTrupyoc, 261 might hint at 

the security which the tyrant gives the city. 

Bacchylides often delights in Homeric or epic reminiscences, 262 and this ode 

appears to contain similes or exempla that clearly echo such earlier poetry, 263 whereas 

other passages can be said to be loosely modelled on Homeric epic. 264 It might 

reasonably be assumed that those passages must have been familiar to Hieron as well 

as to members of the educated Syracusan aristocracy, arguably the audience of the 

ode. The ode, in fact, praises the laudandus as someone who is very 

knowledgeable, 265 something that allows him to estimate properly the äyaApa (sc. the 

260 On Orphic gold leaves or symbo/a, cf. Zuntz (1971: 358-370) Tsantsanoglou (1987), 

Pugliese Carratelli (1993). 

261 B. 5.184. 

262 E. g. Hom. a 32 parallels B. 14.51f., Horn. B 484 parallels B. 14.47ff. For a detailed study cf. 

Bull (1913). Examples of instances which might hint at Simonidean influence, cf. Schmid- 

Stählin (1932: 531 n. 8). 

263 B. 16-30 the eagle simile parallels H. Cer 375-83, while B. 65-70 the comparison with the 

falling leaves parallels Hom. Z 146-49. B. 5.162-63 is similar to Horn K 202,568, AIc. 335.2 W., 

Stesich. PMG224, or, according to Maehler (2004: 126) on Hom. II 549 assuming that 

Bacchylides had the encounter of Priam with Achilles in mind. 

264 B. 5.73 seems modelled on Hom. A 505-58, B. 5.94-96 on Hom. y 143-47, B. 5.151-54 on 
Hom. X 337-63. 
265 Cf. B. 5.3f. yvWag ... Tüwv YE vüv ai Tic trnX6oviwv, 6pOcws- Jebb (1905: 269) translates `thou, 

if any mortal, wilt rightly estimate... ', Maehler (1 982a: 73) '... richtig einschätzen, ein Kenner, wie 
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ode) which the Muses have now brought him. B. 5.3-4 might have a twofold relevance, 

rhetorical as well as biographical. First, rhetorically it is praise for laudandus and 

audience since both laudandus and audience understand the allusions and quotes in 

the ode. In other words, when Hieron is advertised for his sapientia, the audience 

seems drawn into such encomium for Hieron, 266 with the result that, at the end of the 

ode, not only Hieron's excellence of mind will have been be praised, but that of the 

audience as well. Second, the fact that the iaudandus'knows' chimes in with Hieron's 

position as Hierophant in the Demeter-Kore religion. 267 

2.2.4 The myth - Heracles' KATABAEIE. 

The question as to the background of the myth and the extent to which Bacchylides 

modified it to serve the patron's purposes is difficult to answer. 268 Some features of the 

kaum einer unter den Menschen heute. ' The whole proem rhetorically praises Hieron in terms of 

fortitudo et sapientia. 

266 'Encomium' in the sense of a figure of speech. 
267 Sources on Hieron's function as hierophant are Hdt. 7.145.2, Pi. Py. 1.58,79,0/. 6.95,10/. 

6.158 (= Tim. FGrHist566 F 96), 7- Pi. Py. 2.27bc, D. S. 11.26.7,14.63. Pi. fr. 105.2 has 

hypocoristic wordplay (Hieron/ Hierophant). Lloyd-Jones (1976: 25f. ) notes that the mystery 

religions with their concept of the puoTaywy6S sits well with a 'guide' in the underworld. On 

guides and knowledge, cf. Burkert (1983: 275). Cf. Orlandini (1968) on the diffusion of the 

Demeter-Kore cult in Sicily. White (1964: 263) notes that the Demeter cult was particularly 

suitable to be grafted upon local chthonic cults, as an effective means of Hellenising the native 

inhabitants and preserving their loyalties. 

268 Cf. Preuß (1902: 23ff. ) with the important observation (1902: 23) 'Poeta cum mortalibus non 

omnia prospere evenire neque semper secundam fortunam favere dicat, eius rei exemplum 
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myth appear to allude to eschatological beliefs of a type which presumably were 

relevant to the iaudandus, 269 as well as to a Sicilian audience. On a more prosaic, 

political level, the Meleager myth can be read as a story of alliances between kings and 

the conflicts between them. 270 Finally, the sentiment of the vicissitudes of life is brought 

out by a network of sententiae in the myth. This sentiment, part of a strategy of 

inclusion, is arguably a relevant part of the patron message. 

A Karäßauig in itself is associated with death and rebirth into a new role; 271 

however, we can only guess whether Bacchylides had introduced Heracles' descent 

with an appeal to any Eleusinian convictions of the laudandus. The descent into Hades 

is already mentioned in Homer, 272 yet Heracles' encounter with Meleager is not 

attested before Bacchylides and Pindar. Pindar's version, which we know only from 

paraphrases, 273 seems to have differed from Bacchylides' version in two important 

aspects: in Pindar, Meleager seems to have suggested to Heracles that he should 

marry his sister, whereas in Bacchylides, the initiative lies with Heracles who asks 

adfert Meleagrum. ' Cf. Maehler (1 982b: 80ff. ), Gentili (1958: 36ff. ). The latter argues that the 

theme, taken up in B. 5, is further developed in Bacchylides' sixteenth dithyramb. 
269 In his capacity of Hierophant in the Demeter-Kore worship. 
270 Thestius was king of the Curetes, Meleager his grandson. The husband of Althaea, Oeneus, 

was king of Aetolian Calydon, cf. Schmid-Stählin (1932: 525) 'Anspielungen auf aktuelle 

Vorgängen des Jahres 476', viz. the so-called crisis of 476 BCE between Hieron and Theron, cf. 

§ 2.1.4, note 106. 

271 Cf. Garner (1992: 50-58) on epinician language as eschatological language, which she 
discerns in Pi. Py. 9.90-105, /sth. 4.1-3,6.66ff., Pae. 7.16ff., 6.57f. She argues that the journeys 

mentioned at Pi. O/. 9.81f., Py. 10.64f. and B. 5.175f. could well be eschatological language. 
272 Cf. Horn. O 364-69, A 621-26. 

273 Cf. FD Gen. Horn. 0 194, Et. Gen. äXcpWT, EM 180.94, FA BT Horn O 368 (= Pi. fr. 249ab). 

These paraphrases possibly refer to Pindar's KATABAiIi HPAKAEOY7- H KEPf1BEPOE (= Pi. 

Dithyr 2, fr 70b). Pindar might have taken the story from Stesichorus' Kerberos, cf. Stesich. 
PMG 206. 
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whether there might be an unmarried sister of Meleager available. 274 The manner in 

which this is done has nothing to do with homoeroticism, 275 and is better understood as 

admiration and Lebensbejahung. Clearly, the myth, as Bacchylides tells it, is full of 

pathos. Meleager's ypuXrj, for example, is yAuKcia and his rjßrl is äyAaä while his last 

breath is a sob with tears, alai ... 
ÖOKpuaa TA6[jrwv. 276 Heracles weeps out of 

compassion'277 an emotion to which he rarely gives way. 278 Portrayal of this emotion, 

however, might be motivated by more than simply a wish for increased pathos of the 

passage. Heracles weeps not of out self-pity, but because he bemoans the fact that a 

man of such outstanding qualities as Meleager should have died the way he did. In 

other words, Heracles' lament should be taken as admiration for Meleager. 279 This is 

why Heracles asks Meleager whether there might be an unmarried sister of Meleager 

available, in particular, someone 'like him', that is, someone with the same outstanding 

qualities as Meleager. It is everything for which Meleager stands which persuades 

Heracles to ask for Meleager's sister and hence Meleager's cpuä in this passage does 

not refer to his outward appearance but rather to his character. Consequently, 

Heracles' wish for Meleager's sister is better understood as Lebensbejahung. a wish 

for the continuation of life, 280 and arguably a further delicate allusion to Hieron's (and 

274 B. 5.165-68'Hp6 Tic av pEyäpoiS Oivnoc 6pnicpiAou ¬criv 6öprjra 6uy6Tpwv, coi cpUOV 6AIyKia; 

275 Pace Maehler (1982b: 119) 'der Hauch von i pwS TraiöixÖs ... ist nicht zu überhören. ' See 

below. 
276 B. 5.151-54. 

277 B. 5.155-58 ... poüvov 5n ToTE TEyýai 3A£cpapov... 

278 Maehler (2004: 125) 'out of character'. Heracles pities others at A. Pr. 397-401, E. HF 1238. 

Hercules' self-pity, cf. S. Tr. 1070-75. 

279 March (1987: 51f. ). 

280 Cf. the growth imagery at the end of the poem, B. 5.197f. T60EV y6[p] rruep> vES 66AA000IV 

Ec6A[wv, ]. Cf. S. Ant. 144f. G. TraTp6q &ös pgTp6S TE piäs cpüvTE Ka9' aCTOIV KTA. Pi. Ne. 8-40ff. 
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the audience's) eschatological beliefs. A Sicilian contemporary audience surely was 

familiar with Heracles' apotheosis, 281 an element of the story that would appeal to the 

Eleusinian beliefs of the audience. It is, however, not entirely clear whether mention of 

Deianeira in this ode would have reminded a contemporary audience of Heracles' 

lamentable end on the pyre. 282 This means that Heracles' weeping in this ode need not 

necessarily have evoked tragic scenes of the Euripidean or Sophoclean type. Hence 

Heracles' lament is best understood as a reaction to Meleager's fate. 

A further feature of the myth that merits attention is the brand. This is linked with 

the concept of the so-called 'external soul'. 283 The brand stands for Meleager's life, 284 

and in Bacchylides' version he is killed by the burning of the log. 285 The story type is 

rare in extant Greek literature; nevertheless it seems to be universal and surely 

represents very old strata of storytelling. 286 Bacchylides might have taken it from a folk 

tale. Homer does not use it, 287 while in the Mynias, 288 as well as in Hesiod'289 Meleager 

is killed by Apollo. The 'external soul' appears to be linked with the concept of 

281 Heracles in heaven with his bride Hebe, cf. Hom. A 602-4, Hes. Th. 950-55, fr. 25.26-33 MW, 

Pi. Ne. 1.69-72,10.17f., Isth. 4.73-78. 

282 Easterling (1982: 23) dates Sophocles' Trachiniae to anywhere between 475 and 430 BCE. 

Whereas the first extant literary evidence of the apotheosis from the pyre is E. Heraci 910-16 

(first performance ca. 430-427 BCE, cf. Easterling (1982: 17)), the scene is attested from the 

middle of the fifth century on vases, cf. ARt'21186.30 Munich 2360. This does not prove that a 

Sicilian audience by 476 BCE would have been familiar with the scene of Heracles on the pyre. 

283 Cf. Nilsson (1955: 21) 'Die Seele, oder wie es zuweilen heißt, das Herz oder der Tod eines 

Menschen kann vom Besitzer getrennt werden und an einer unnahbaren Stelle deponiert 

werden. ' E. g. the myth of Scylla and that of Komaitho. 

284 B. 5.140ff. KCR T£ öaiöa aq £K , \6pvaKOS (bKÜIJOPOV (pITpov ti aIJCfaaaa- KTA. 

285 This detail is also attested in Phryn. Pleuronia TrGF6 F 6. 

286 Preuß (1902: 26). 

287 Cf. Hom. 1.571 where it is unclear how Meleager died. 

288 Paus. 10.31.3 (= fr. 5 PEG p. 138 Barnabe). 

289 Cf. Hes. frr. 25.12,280.2 MW. 
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migrations of souls, 290 and this feature of the myth might be a further allusion to 

eschatological beliefs of laudandus and audience. Finally, Heracles himself appears to 

have been initiated in the Mysteries, something which might have had resonance with 

such an audience as well. 291 

While Pindar seemed to have told the story up to and including Heracles' 

contest with the river god Acheloüs, Bacchylides breaks off the myth long before those 

events, 292 arguably because its purpose has been fulfilled. 

2.2.5 Gnomae (sententiae) in the ode. 

Each passage of praise for Hieron is followed by sententiae. The first two gnomae 

occur in the second strophe, 293 and will turn out to be an important theme in the myth: 

the vicissitudes of life and the limits of human happiness. Importantly, they are directed 

to the laudandus. A further gnome serves as illustration for Meleager's story: 294 the 

gods cannot be assuaged or mitigated; they are immovable in their designs. The ode 

itself is testimony to the design of the gods since an audience would have assumed 

that without the gods' assistance Hieron surely would not have won. A fourth gnome in 

290 Nilsson (1955: 21). 

291 Cf. Lloyd-Jones (1967: 211) who argues that Heracles' initiation was well known from about 

the end of the fifth century, cf. ARV 1446.1 Naples 495, E. Heract 610-13 an account of the 

descent into Hades to Amphitryon where Heracles saw the 6pyia of the initiates, cf. [PI. ] Axioch. 

371 E, Plut. Thes. 33, D. S. 4.25,4.14.4, Apollod. 2.5.12, F Aristoph. Plut. 845. 

292 B. 5.176-78 AEUKUi\EVe KaAAiörra, oTäaov EürroifTOV äppa a(JTOÜ" 
293 B. 5.50-55 two gnomae in succession DA3ioS wrnvi eE6c poipäv TE KaAwv ErropEv GOV T' 

&rii; rjAw TCJ g äcpvc6v [3ioTäv biäyEiv oC, yä[p Tic] arrriXeoviwv Tr[ävT]a y' E66aipwv i cpu. 

294 B. 5.94-96 XaAETröv ecaJv TraparptLpai vöov ävbpEQc v EmXeoviolc. Jebb translates 'it is hard 

for mortal men to turn aside the purpose of the gods. ' Cf. Hom. y 143-47, A. Supp. 385-86, 

Prom. 34,184-85. 
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the myth seems a slight variation on the sentiments which were expressed in earlier 

gnomae. 295 The pathos of the myth culminates in a fifth gnome, rhetorically important 

as the highpoint in the dramatic development. 296 Heracles laments that it is best for 

mortals never to have been born. 297 With the mention of Deianeira the myth breaks off. 

Bacchylides seems to have created a new Heracles, side-stepping the epic tradition in 

which Heracles is unconquered and unconquerable, and clothing him instead with 

more human characteristics. 298 A chreos motif constitutes the sixth gnome. 299 Its 

rhetorical purpose is straightforward: it attempts to secure due recognition for the victor. 

This gnome is moreover a transition to the second praise for Hieron and a summary of 

the first praise. The gnome is attributed to high authority, in this case, to Hesiod. Such 

attribution is a rhetorical device that is quite common in epinician poetry. 30° This 

attribution to Hesiod in itself is yet a further gnome, which informs the audience that the 

consequence of a person's good fortune must be the obligation to praise that person. 301 

295 B. 5.129-35 
... 

eavaTOV TE # PEI Toiaiv äv baipwv 6EAn. Already foreshadowed at 8.129-135, 

a well-known sentiment, cf. Hom. A 535-37, S. fr 838 R. 

296 B. 5.160-62 GvaTOIQI prj cpüvai cpEpiaTov pq6' 6EAiou rrpoaI6ETv cptyyos. Cf. Alcid. in Stob. 

4.52.22 (hexameters), Theogn. 425-28 (elegiacs). Gentili (1988: 120) argues that Bacchylides 

chooses the more dramatic, less heroic of the two traditional versions of the death of Meleager 

and brings out its more strongly pathetic aspects, making the brand the tragic symbol of fate. 

297 The theme is discussed in Regenbogen (1965: 387f. ) e. g. Arist. fr 44 R., Menand. Monostr. 

425 6v yap Ocoi cpiAoüaiv, ärroOvboKEI vEOS. 
298 Gentili (1958: 48). However, whether Heracles mourns both Meleager's as well as his own 

fate is doubtful, cf. § 2.4.4, pace Gentili (1958: 49) 'quasi the quel pianto e quella commozione 

s'addicano alla sua sorte futura non meno the all'altra, non dissimile, di Meleagro. ' 

299 B. 5.187-190 [Xpý] b' äArlAEias Xäpiv aivciv, cpeövov äpcpoTtpaiaiv XEpaiv ärrwaäpcvov, Ei TiS 

EU Trpäaaoi ßpoTwv. 

300 Highlighting important statements by attributing them to famous or wise men, cf. Pi. O/. 6.16- 

17, Py. 6.20-27,9.93-96, Ne. 3.29,9.6-7, lsth. 2.9-12,6.67, fr. 35b. 
301 B. 5.193-94 8v <äv> aeavaror TI[pwar, TOÜTw] Kai ßpOT(ä)V cprjpav i Tr[Eaeai] Jebb translates 

Whomsoever the immortals honour, the good report of men goes with him also. ' 
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This sentiment will be the last gnome in this ode and picks up the first gnome 

mentioned above. 302 The sentiment can be compared to a similar thought in an ode 

composed for Hieron a least eight years later, Bacchylides' third ode, 303 although there 

it is more strongly developed: being a friend of the gods is the result of piety and 

reveals itself to the world as success. The more practical benefits of such an outlook 

are discussed in the section on Bacchylides' third ode. 304 

The ode closes with a wish for the continuation of peace. 305 Some suspect an 

allusion to the victory of Himera in 480 BCE, 306 which is certainly possible, but 

rhetorically a suggestio faisi. 307 The victory in 480 BCE was mostly Gelon's affair and 

apparently Hieron did not see fit to associate himself with that victory too openly in 476 

BCE, something which he certainly does in Pindar's first Pythianode, an ode 

composed in 470 BCE. 308 Be that as it may, it is surely wrong to suggest that either an 

allusion to Himera or an explicit mention of it could have been a matter of choice for 

Bacchylides when he composed the fifth ode. 309 Such matters surely must have been 

302 B. 5.50-53'OAßlog GJTIVI eEos NolpäV TE KQAWV ETTOpEV QÜV T' ETTIt; eGU TIJX9 äcPVEOV ßIOTäV 

ÖläyEly. 

303 B. 3.94-96. 

304 Cf. § 2.5.1. 

305 B. 5.197-200 ... TbeEV yä[p] TrueptvEs eäAAouaiv EaeA[WV, ] ToüS 6 NEYIOTOTTäTwp ZEiis 

äKIVgTOUs Ev Eiprjv[g cpuAäaaol. ] Jebb (1905: 294) compares EaGAwv with B. 4.20, B. 16.132, 

h. Hom Cep 225. 

306 Jebb (1905: 294), Maehler (1982b: 124). 

307 Cf. § 3.1.4.1. 

308 Cf. § 3.1.4.1 and § 8.3.1. 

309 I strongly disagree with Maehler (1982b: 124) 'daß Bakchylides die Segnungen des Friedens 

mehr galten als kriegerischer Ruhm, ist offenkundig sein persönliches Bekenntnis. ' 
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Hieron's decision. Since peace is often linked with prosperity, 310 it seems more likely 

that the wish for peace at the end of the poem is a generic topos of praise. 

310 Cf. Hom. w 485f., Hes. Op. 228, B. fr. 4+22.61-73. 
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2.3 Pindar's first Olympian ode for Hieron of Syracuse. 

Argument. 

In this ode, the laudandus is openly praised as king. The manner in which regal 

terminology is used in this ode favours a first performance date of 472 BCE over the 

traditional date of 476 BCE. There appear to be clear parallels between Hieron and 

Pelops: both were cecists and both conquered powerful enemies. In doing so they 

confronted great dangers. The ode mentions two types of rewards for Pelops' rrö vos, 

namely immortality through renown in song but a more literal immortality in cult as well. 

The ode appears to suggest that both types of reward await Hieran, although the 

prospect of literal immortality is only alluded to. Forrn as well as content of the ode 

suggest that symposia and a proper sympotic ambience are important themes. 

Symposium Imagery in general is particularly suited as a vehicle to express sentiments 

of reticence and propriety. Whereas sympotic language and imagery in the ode could 

certainly hint at an actual performance context, it is perhaps better understood as a 

rhetorical stance which allows high praise for the /audandus without incurring 

accusations of presumptuousness. High praise for the /audandus includes allusions to 

posthumous hero-worship, a status of bliss in the hic et nunc comparable to that of the 

gods and some advertisement of the laudandus as the legitimate ruler over the whole 

of Sicily. 

2.3.1 Introduction. 
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This ode was placed first in the epinician collection by the Alexandrian editors, 

allegedly because it praised the Olympian games and told of Pelops, the founder of 

those games. 311 Later generations reserved high praise for this ode as well. 312 

The ode frankly describes the laudandus as king, 313 and the manner in which 

the ode describes the political status of the laudandus favours a date of first 

performance of 472 BCE. 314 There is apparently only one attempt to qualify such regal 

praise: 315 the adjective used, AEpiarciov, a hapax, appears to be linked with the 

dispensation of 6£pis and thus advertises Hieron's rule as somehow lawful, 316 surely 

something which was useful propaganda when the ode was reperformed outside Sicily. 

The myth takes up a large proportion of the ode. 317 This, admittedly, need not 

necessarily imply that all features in the myth have relevance for the /audandus. 318 

There are two opposing and irreconcilable views on the significance of the myth for 

Hieron's patron message. One view holds that the myth is highly significant for Hieron. 

That view, in its most outspoken form argues that Pindar's heroic depiction of Pelops 

311 Cf. Hypoth. Olympiorum 14-17 p. 7 Dr. 

312 Luc. Ga/. 17. TÖ KäAAI TOV Twv c opOTwv äTrääVTwv. Wilamowitz, however, knows better 

(1922: 237) 'nicht in die erste Reihe seiner Lieder. ' 

313 Viz. O/. 1.22-23 Fupai Oaiov irnToXäppav paaiAfla" 1.113-14 täAAoiai b' äAAot pcyOAoi" Tö b' 

eaXaTOV Kopucpoüral paaiAsüai. 

314 The arguments are set out in Appendix two. 

315 Viz. at O/. 1.12f. ecpioTCiov ös OIJ(pETTEI oKälTTOV EV TTOAUJrjAq FIK£Aigt... 

316 Cf. Horn 198f. Aawv taai ävaý Kai TOl ZtüS iyyuäAiýs OKfITTTpOV T' tjbt: 9tpiaTas, 1va acpiai 

pouAcüpa8a. Cf. Gerber (1982: 33) for other examples of kings dispensing 8tpiaTcc. 

317 O/ 1.36-99, the ode consists of four triads. The myth commences halfway into the second 

strophe and ends almost at the end of the fourth strophe. 

318 In other words, that each and every feature should be paralleled with the laudandus. E. g. in 

Pindar's fourth Pythian ode the patron message seems to reside outside the myth, viz. in the 

last one of the thirteen strophes with the request for reinstallation of Damophilus, cf. Py. 4.293 

ad fin. 
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becomes his depiction of Hieron. 319 The alternative view holds that the myth serves 

mainly to enhance the glory of Olympia. 320 There are good reasons to believe that the 

first view is to be preferred. Clear verbal echoes in the ode appear to link Pelops and 

the laudandus and hence hint that what holds for Pelops equally holds for Hieron. 321 On 

that interpretation, mention of Pelops having conquered powerful enemies in the 

process of which he confronted great dangers322 suggests to the audience that Hieron 

had done the same. 323 Hieron and Pelops were both oecists, 324 and since Pelops' 

rewards explicitly include cult (he appears to be honoured as a hero at Olympia), 325 

there are good reasons to suspect that Hieron in his capacity as cecist had the intention 

319 Gerber (1982: xv) '... it is no doubt implied that after his death Hieron too will receive similar 

worship as a hero... '. Similarly Thummer (1957: 84), Köhnken (1971: 200), Lehnus (1981: 2f. ), 

Sicking (1983: 66) and, most recently, Currie (2005: 346). 

320 Verdenius (1988: 4) '... and hence, indirectly, that of Hieron, but 
... 

from a literary point of 

view it forms a digression which does not have a specific connection with the praise of the 

victor. ' 

321 Cf. Bundy (1962: 91n. 125), Gerber (1982: 117), Currie (2005: 75). 0/. 1.78 KpäTEi ör 

rra Aaaov echoes O/. 1.22 KpäTEI U Trpov£peii; E. O/. 1.84 äEOAoq : O/. 1.99 ä: OAwv. 0/. 1.91 

6yAaaiai : 01 1.14 dyAaii; ETai. O/. 1.91 pa piKTai : O/. 1.22 Trpoa£pciýc. O/. 1.93f. Tö U KM OS 

TnAo6EV ö£öopKE : O/. 1.23 AäpTrEi U Oi KAa os. Finally, Pelops' concern for Td KaAä in the prayer 

O/. 1.75-85 and O/. 1 dTTävrwv KaAwv echoes 01 1.104 prj Tiv' dpcpöTEpa KaAGV TE iöpiv. 

322 Cf. O/. 1.77 Oenomaus' bronze spear, 1.79f.: thirteen suitors already killed, 1.81-85: 

'cowards do not seek out danger', implying that Pelops was no coward and pursued the contest. 

323 On that interpretation, an audience could parallel Hieron's victories at Himera and Cumae 

with the scene at O/. 1.70f.... rrapd rrarpöS E06oýov 1Trrro66pEiav OXEO: p£v. 
324 Pelops: O/. 1.24 sv EIiävopi Auöoo flEAorros 6TrOiKig" On Hieron as eecist, cf. Appendix 6.1. 

325 On Pelops' hero cult at Olympia, of. Burkert (1983: 108-19), Krummen (1990: 158-63). Cf. O/. 

1.90-94 vüv V& v aipaKOUpiais äyAaa? ai p£piKTai, AAcpcoO rröpLp KAheEig, TÜppov äpcpiTroAov i Xwv 

TroAuýEVWTOTw Trapd pwpw" The tomb and bloodsacrifices which continued into the present, O/ 

1.90 vüv 6' KAT. Currie (2005: 75) notes 'an inclusive model of immortality (i. e. immortality 

through renown in conjunction with immortality in cult) would apply to Hieron as well as to 

Pelops', pace Robbins (1997: 258) 'the poet's task is to immortalize this excellence in poetry, 
the only sure form of continuing life after death. ' 
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to be posthumously worshipped as a hero. 326 Hence this ode suggests that the 

traditional survival of KAEOS in song, 327 does not exclude more substantial, literal, 

survival. A similar duality can be observed in Pindar's third Pythian and in Bacchylides' 

third ode. The differences will be found in the degree of reticence or openness with 

which such wishes for literal immortality are expressed. 328 

Banquets and generally sympotic terminology are prominent in the ode, 329 while 

sympotic terminology has been suspected in the opening words of the ode ApiaTov iJEv 

üiwp, apparently alluding to the sympotic game of 'what is best? '330 The priamel 

appears to invert a traditional topos, 331 but right from the beginning sets the tone for a 

sympotic atmosphere. The presence of strange conundrums in the ode, 332 add to a 

sympotic ambience as well. It seems extraordinary how many interpretative difficulties 

the fourth antistrophe and epode present to a modern student of the ode. 333 It must 

remain speculation whether a contemporary audience would struggle in the same way, 

yet is tempting to suggest that this might have been the case. On that interpretation, 

the complexity of these passages might have presented a cultured audience with much 

pleasure in deciphering them. Such passages are best understood as divertissement 

326 Cf. Appendix five. 

327 Cf. O/. 1.82f. and 1.95. 

328 Cf. § 8.3.4. 

329 Cf. O/. 1.14-18 rraii; opcv cpiAav... ccpcpi 
... TpdTrci; av, O/. 1.37-38 Tantalus gives a banquet. 

330 Cf. Fraenkel adA. Ag. 899, Panyass. fr. 21 W., Cypria fr. 18 W., Pi. Ne. 4.1 with Hom. i 5ff. 

On sympotic literature, cf. Martin (1931) and Slater (1991). 
331 Slater (1989: 499n. 71). 

332 On the puzzling implications of O/. 1.26, cf. § 2.3.3. 
333 A cursory comparison of modern translations may prove this point. Gerber (1982: 156-177) 

lists the disagreements. 
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adding to the entertainment during the performance of the ode. They praise the 

iaudandus as well as the audience. 334 

There are many features in the ode that add to a sympotic ambience. The poem 

asserts that Tantalus' banquet was orderly, 335 and when he is punished for being too 

greedy, 336 this is described in symposiastic terms. 337 Tantalus is furthermore to be 

banished from cücppoaJVri, 338 the terminus technicus for the joy and felicity of the 

symposium. 339 Pelops himself, at Olympia, might have been regarded as a symposiast 

participating in a common meal together with the worshippers of his cult. 340 This has 

been called a Totenmahiand has been interpreted as a rebirth ritual (Jungkochen), 341 

something which arguably can be linked with the wishes for literal immortality of the 

334 Hieron was often complimented because of his culture and intellect. Howie (1984: 298) notes 

Pi. 0/. 1.100-108, fr. 105a, B. 3.85, B. 5.3. Py. 4.279ff, Py. 5.109ff. and Ne. 7.58ff. Cf. Plut. aud 

poet. 15c where Simonides jokes about Thessalians being too ignorant to be deceived by him. 

335 0/ 1.37f. 6Tr6T' tKäAEQE Trairjp Töv EüVOIJ6)TQTOV tS ä pavov cpiAav TE EirruAov. Gerber (1982: 

74) notes that EIJVONia is regularly used to describe the proper conduct at symposia. For 

Eüvoiia on Greek vases in a sympotic context, cf. Webster (1972: 68-7 1). 

336 0/ 1.56 Kbpw b' 1, kEV. Some commentators explain in gastronomic terms, cf. E Lyk. 152: 

Tantalus wanted to give the gods the best he had, F O/. 1.40a: Tantalus did not have anything 

else to serve the gods so he killed Pelops, Serv. Aen. 6.603 et quodam tempore defuissent 

epulae (sc. food suitable for a banquet) fi/ium suum Pelopem cecidit. 
337 In litotes, cf. O/. 1.55f. äAAä yap KaTaTrtgJai ptyav öAßov ocK töuväo0n. On KaTaTrtoaw 'to 

digest completely', of. Horn A 81: used of anger. Other gastronomical allusions in this ode are 

O/. 1.53 yaorpipapyov gluttonous and O/. 1.76 Oivopäos whose name is linked with oivopaveK. 

3380/1.58. 

339 Dickie (1984: 90). 

340 Krummen (1990: 164) on O/ 1.92-93 KNOF-is and TroAuýEVOrärwi Trapä ßwpwi, 'vordergründig 

eine Lokalisierung des Grabes ('am Ufer des Alpheios liegend'), ist gleichzeitig auch gut 
bezeugter begriff für 'beim Mahle liegen', wie es charakteristisch für das Symposium ist. ' 

341 Cf. Slater (1989: 49f. ), Krummen (1990: 174-76 and 158-68). The first instance of Totenmahl 

is Alcmaeonis fr. 2 W. 0n the iconology of the Totenmahl in art, cf. 1982: 562ff. ). The 

idea of Jungkochen in the cauldron of rebirth might explain the pure cauldron (O/. 1.26 Ka8ap6s 
Atßgc) and the bloodsacrifices (O/. 1.90 aipaKOUpia). 
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laudandus. Finally, it has been noted that in this ode, more than in any other ode 

composed for Hieron, there is an effect of homiiia (a concept so congenial to the 

symposium) between laudatorand iaudandus. 342 This effect is achieved mainly through 

sustained alternation of first- and second-person deixis. 343 

What might have been the reason for the stress on symposia and sympotic 

language in this ode? Whether the performance context of the ode was indeed a 

symposium is difficult to decide. 344The emphasis on symposia and symposiastic 

language, however, might be relevant because of the association between symposia, 

propriety and reticence. Fifth-century Greeks could see the dining-room as a 

microcosm of the political world, 345 and the dangers of an unruly banquet were well 

known. 346 The well-ordered symposium, as a non-hubristic environment, 347 appears 

well suited as a background against which the laudandus can be praised frankly as 

king and can be advertised as aspiring to posthumous hero-worship without giving the 

impression of being presumptuous. The reticence on the part of the laudandus is 

arguably mirrored Pindar's rhetorical stance. The poet's anxiety to speak well of the 

342 On the relationship between poet and laudandus in this ode, framed in terms of xenia and 
homiiia, cf. Gundert (1935: 94), Athanassaki (2004: 322-27). 

343 Athanassaki (2004: 324f. ). 

344 It is certainly a possibility, yet the ode could have been a choral re-enactment of a 

symposium. 

345 Slater (1981: 206). 

346 E. g. proscription of hubris in the symposium Xenoph. fr 1.13-7 W. and the banquet scene at 

A. Ag. 1596-1611 AOKTiapa beimou ýuvbiKWS riOEiq C päi (Tantalus). 

347 Dickie (1984: 89) 'At the symposium, men are confronted in a very immediate fashion with 

the good things of life and in particular with one blessing, wine, which, if not treated with 

restraint, encourages hubris. It is because hubris is one of the main threats to the well-being of 

the symposium that r auXia assumes the importance that it has in Greek thinking about 

symposiums. ' 
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gods, 348 can be seen as a desire to remain firmly within the boundaries of propriety. 

Reticence and äTrooiwrrgaic are moreover fundamental and very effective rhetorical 

modes, 349 which Pindar uses more than once. 350 

Possibly a parallel was intended between Tantalus' banquet and a concrete 

performance context, namely Hieron's symposium as an orderly affair. Be that as it 

may, symposia and sympotic language in this ode might reflect not so much the 

performance context of the ode, as an intention of the laudandus to be highly praised 

without incurring accusations of presumptuousness. Finally, features of the Pelops 

myth potentially lend themselves to compositions with much pathos, yet in the this ode 

Pindar apparently chose not to highlight such passages, 351 and as persuasive appeal 

the rhetorical technique in this is ode is mainly one of Aöyoc. 352 Tentatively, avoiding 

too much Trä8oS could be explained as yet a further corollary of the need to remain 

within the bounds of propriety of the symposium. 

The ideology in this ode is best described as a toned-down version of a 

Herrschaftssystem. 

348 Cf. O/. 1.35. Gerber (1982: 70) parallels O/. 1.35 with Emped. fr. 3 DK (fr. 2 Wright), X. fr 

1.21-24 W., E. /T386-91, HF1341-46, E. fr 292.7, cf. Gerber (1982: 70). 

349 Cf. the numerous figures of refutation formalised in the classical rhetorical canon, e. g. 

ävTlKaTgyopia, ävripprtalS, äTroöiwýIS, ärr6cpaaiq, expeditio, biaauppöc, biKaiaAoyia, EAeyxoc, 

tpwTgpa, exitatio, AIT6Tq) , NETäOTaais, rrpoKaräAn4)IS. 

350 Cf. O/. 9.35-41, O/. 13.91 (with Isth. 7.44-48), Ne. 5.13-19, fr. 81. This device appears to be 

absent in Bacchylides' epinician odes. 

351 See e. g. the abrupt break between O/. 1.87 (the gift) and O/. 1.88 (the end-result of the 

contest). 
352 An appeal to reason. 
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2.3.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

The place of first performance of the ode seems to have been Syracuse, possibly in or 

near the house of the /audandus. 353 

The majority of modern scholars hold the view that 476 BCE is the date of the 

victory which is celebrated in the ode. 354 However, a later date, namely 472 BCE, is 

suggested as slightly preferable. 355 By that time Hieron's Aetna project had been 

underway for a good four years and Hieron, as oecist, might have had hopes of being 

honoured posthumously as a hero. 356 Since the opening priamel of the ode culminates 

in praise for Olympia, 357 the immediate occasion for the ode surely was Hieron's 

Olympic victory. Be that as it may, it cannot be excluded that a further occasion for the 

first performance of this ode was a marriage, namely one between Hieron and a 

daughter of the Emmenid Xenocrates of Acragas. 358 The authority of fifth-century 

Sicilian tyrannies appears to have been the authority of family groups rather than that 

of individuals, 359 and the Deinomenids and Emmenids appear to have forged restrictive 

matrimonial alliances whereby both families would take their wives from the other 

353 Cf. O/. 1.8 69Ev the ode comes from Olympia and O/. 1.1 Of. .. 
Is cccpvE&V iKONs vows pcKaipav 

1EpwvoS EQriav, cf. Ne. 1.19f., /sth. 8.2f. 

354 The victory was won at Olympia, cf. 0/. 1.7. The event was the single-horse race, cf. 0/. 

1.18. 

355 Cf. Appendix two. 

356 Cf. Appendix five. 
357 0/ 1.7 

358 Sources on this marriage: E Pi. O/. 2.29bcd, E Py. 1.112 (= Philist. FGrHistF556 F 50), 
Timae. FGrHistF 566 F 97. 
359 Wilamowitz (1901: 1277f. ). Cf. Arist. Pol. 1316a COMTEp ý is v rawvoS Ev EupaKOGQais, 
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family. 360 In the event of a link between two houses of tyrants, the clan that provided 

the wife would be in a position of submission to the other clan. 361 A marriage between 

Hieron and a member of the Emmenid clan might have been of such a type. 362 There is 

nothing against dating such a marriage to events after the fall of the Emmenid tyranny 

in 472 BCE. 363 The ode presents Pelops' marriage as a consequence of conquering a 

powerful enemy. If the Pelops myth indeed mirrors Hieron's marriage it advertises the 

authority of the Deinomenids as predominant. 364 

2.3.3 Praise for the laudandus. 

The ode contains explicit and implicit praise for the laudandus. Implicit praise occurs in 

the myth and gnomae, while explicit praise can be found in two sections where the 

360 Cf. Vemant (1973: 65ff. ), Sunseri (1987: 51f. ). On the historical sources of these alliances, 

cf. Miller (1970: 49-59). 

361 Cf. Hdt. 3.50.2, Th. 6.59.3, Gemet (1968: 350ff. ), Sunseri (1987: 51-55), Luraghi (1994: 

256n. 124). Cf. Kraay (1976: 214) for the suggestion that the submission of Anaxilas to Gelon in 

480 BCE could be reflected in the numismatic record. 
362 This would tally with the view that the Emmenids were the junior partner in the Deinomenid- 

Emmenid alliance in the 470s BCE as Kukofka (1992: 71-75) suggests. Cf. Luraghi (1994: 328- 

32) on the historical background and outcome to the so-called 'troubles of 476 BCE' between 

Hieron and Theron. 

363 However, a marriage after the events of 476 BCE cannot be excluded. Hieron appears to 

have married his second wife, a daughter of Anaxilas of Rhegium, around 478 BCE, cf. Hdt. 

7.165, Sunseri (1987: 52), Vallet (1996: 167), but this cannot decide the choice either way. 
364 It is worth noting that some of Pelops' more spurious offspring are not referred to by name. 
At times the poet has to deal with difficult material, and omission of e. g. Thyestes, Atreus or 
Copreus might have been advisable. 
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laudandus is specifically addressed: a section just before the myth is introduced, 365 and 

one towards the end of the ode. 366 

The first time Hieron is explicitly praised is because of his 'rich and blessed 

hearth' and his rightful rule in 'flock-rich' Sicily. 367 This is high praise for two reasons. 

First, it is argued that the attribute used for Hieron's house, päKaipoc, hints at a status 

of bliss which can be compared with that of the gods. 368 Second, whereas praise of the 

homeland or home city of the laudandus early in the ode is common, 369 here an 

association between ruling and Sicily might be hinted at. In other words tv 
... EIKEAig 

might hint at aspirations of rule of the laudandus beyond his home city Syracuse. 370 

This high praise is followed by a sympotic scene, 371 in which it is mentioned that Hieron 

'culls the summit of all achievements'. 372 However, none of Hieron's äpErai are 

specifically mentioned. This can be contrasted with a passage in Pindar's third Pythian 

ode. In that ode Hieron is referred to as king which is followed by an enumeration of his 

365 0/ 1.10-23. 

366 0/ 1.100-108. 

367 0/ 1.10-12 ES äcpvEäv iKOpEVOUS pc Kaipav 1EpwvoS Eariav, eCIIGTE OV öS äpcptTrEi aKärrrov Ev 

rroAuprjAw FIKEAip. 
368 Gerber (1982: 31) Heron approaches the gods in the extent of his wealth and prosperity. ' 

Cf. Hom. A 482f.... GEIO ö', AXIAAEO, oü Tic äVI p rrporrcpoiOc paKdPTEPOc oür' äp' 6TTiaaw', 

h. Herm. 249-51 vEKTapoS EpTrAciouS 
... Kai äpyucpa ETpara vüpcpnS, oia 6cwv paKäpwv iEpoi 

ööpoi Evros iXouaiv. 

369 Schadewaldt (1928: 36n. 1), Thummer (1968: 55ff. ). 
370 Fernandez-Galiano (1956: 124). Cf. B. 3.1-3 with similar allusions to rule beyond Syracuse. 

371 0/. 1.13-23 öpErrwv ... 
ßaaiAna" The language used in this passage adds to the sympotic 

ambience. 0/. 1.14-17 äyAaT cTai öE Kai pouauKaS iv awTw, oia Trai4opEV cpiAav ävöpES äpcpi 

6apä rpärrEi; av... Gerber (1982: 38) notes Ion fr. 27.7f. rrivwpcv, Trai4wpcv" YTw öiä vuKToS 
äoiörj, öpXEiaew TiS" EKwv 6' äpXc cpiAocppoaiivgS. 

372 0/ 1.13 öpETrwv p£v KopucpcäS äpcTäv. 
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qualities, 373 as if such qualifications make the regal terminology more acceptable. In the 

first Olympian ode all qualifications are omitted and, rhetorically, the laudandus' 

achievements are presented as already the stuff of legend, subject of many songs 

performed during symposia. 

A transition to some praise for Hieron's horse, Pherenikos, follows. 374 There is a 

very similar passage in Bacchylides' fifth ode and elsewhere I compare those two 

passages as exempla of what might have been different rhetorical attitudes between 

Bacchylides and Pindar. 375 

Hieron is thereafter explicitly praised as king at a climactic point of the ode, 376 

namely the beginning of an epode with the conclusion of the statement running over in 

that first epode. 377 A short transition to the myth follows: Hieron's fame shines for him in 

Pisa. 378 The verb used, Aälrrw, a standard verb to describe the sun or a fire, 379 might 

hint at more permanent visibility of Hieron's KAMoS than simply during the victory 

celebrations after the games. 380 Pisa was 'a colony of brave men' founded by 

373 Py. 3.71f. rrpaOg daroig, oü cpOovEwv äya9ois, l; Eivois & 6aup=6 Trarrjp. 

374 O/. 1.18-22. 

375 Cf. Appendix eight where this passage is compared with B. 5.43f. 

376 O/. 1.23 EupaKÖaiov iTrroX6ppav ßaaiAiia" and again, by implication at O/. 1.113f. T6 b' 

i aXarov Kopucpoürai ßaaIAEOai. 

377 The topic, or crux, of a Pindaric phrase is often to be found at the end of a sentence and 

sometimes therefore ends up at the beginning of the epode. The pause, preceding the epode 

must have been stylistically important. Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 244n. 4), 'ein Kunstgriff, den er 

liebt', e. g. O/. 2.95, O/. 1.23, Py. 12.17, Ne. 3.17, Isth. 8.11 and cf. Dornseiff (1921: 108f. ). 

Nierhaus (1936: 109ff. ) gives the epic parallels. 

378 O/. 1.23f. AdpTrEl bE of KAEoq iv E66vopi Auboü IIEAo=o 6TroiKig- [sc. Pisa]. 

379 Gerber (1982: 50) notes Pi. Pae. 12.14, fir. 129.1,356,01.1.5f. (sun), Hom. X 134f. 
380 Cf. O/. 1.93-95 T6 at KAEoS Tr)A66Ev WOPKE Täv OAupTrid5wv tv bpöpoic f1EAorroc. This 

could refer to an actual statue, commissioned but not necessarily already erected by the time of 
the first performance. 
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Pelops. 381 Assuming that the ode was first performed in 472 BCE, Hieron's Aetna 

project must have been underway for a good four years and a firm hint at Hieron's 

status as cecist can safely be assumed at this point. 

The mythical section has attracted much scholarly attention yet this is not the 

place to discuss it in detail. 382 Pindar might have innovated, 383 but there is no scholarly 

agreement as to how Pindar's account differs from older versions and where he might 

have changed things, 384 in order to accommodate the interests and demands of the 

laudandus. Some relevant parallels between Pelops and the laudandus have already 

been discussed. With regard to Pelops, the following observations can be added. First, 

Pelops' liaison with Poseidon in the ode is a serene affair and will eventually be to 

Pelops' advantage. This might not seem a startling observation to a modern observer, 

but the literary and pictorial evidence shows that direct contact with a god was more 

often than not a liability for the mortal in question, not a blessing, 385 and hence 

381 O/. 1.24 iv cCiavopi Auboü IIEAoTros c& rOIKig' 
382 For a detailed discussion, cf. Howie (1984). 

383 As he himself tells us at 0/. 1.36 uit TavTOAou, aE 6' ävTia rrpoTEpWV (p6Eyýolai. 
384 E. g. Pindar's version of the chariot race, the first instance of which occurs in this ode, is an 

innovation according to Köhnken (1974: 200), while Gerber (1982: xii) thinks it is not. Cf. Howie 

(1984: 292ff. ). 

385 Cf. Kaempf-Dimitriadou (1979: 55f. ), Roloff (1970: 57ff. ) for the literary and pictorical 

evidence. Cf. Horn. £ 118: Calypso and the 'envy of the gods'. Violence: A. PV645ff, E. Ion 10, 

437,941. Deception: Pi. Ne. 1.36ff, [Hes. ] Sc. 27-56, D. S. 4.9, Apollod. 2.4.1,3.1.1,1 Horn M 

292. Killing: Hom. E 121,125, h. Ven. 239,286, Pi. O/. 2.25-27 (immortality? ), E. Hipp. 556ff, Ba. 

88ff, Apollod. epitom. 3.4.3, Verg. Aen. 2.648f. Hateful old age: h. Ven. 233. The pictorial 

evidence shows many examples of scenes where the Epcwpevoc is seen trying to flee from the 

scene or look back in anguish or both, e. g. ARIA 381.182 Boston 95.36, ARV 553.39 Boston 

10.184. The exceptions to these predicaments are few, e. g. ARV 1570.30 Boston 13.94, ARl 

443.225 Boston 95.31, ARV 1002.15 Gela 22, ARV1973.15 Cambridge, Corp. Chr. College, 

ARV11041.9 Syracuse 44291. Often Ganymedes is the Epwpcvoc, e. g. ARV2435.94 Louvre 

G123. 
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contemporary audiences might not have taken a felicitous outcome of the affair 

between Pelops and Poseidon for granted. Since the laudandus is paralleled with 

Pelops a happy end for the latter might have been more appropriate. Second, the myth 

might imply that Hieron, like Pelops, has divine assistance. 386 Third, when Pelops 

seeks contact with Poseidon he approaches the sea at night and in silence, 387 which 

could have brought to mind the darkness associated with chthonic rituals, as, for 

example, the Eleusinian Mysteries. 388 This might have been relevant to Hieron in his 

capacity of Hierophant in the Demeter-Kore worship. 389 

There are other features of the myth that appear to have been adapted to the 

needs of the laudandus. First, in other versions Demeter had 'a share' of the human 

flesh. 390 That she is written out of the Pindaric version is rather unsurprising, 391 since 

Demeter (and Kore) seem to have been most venerable goddesses in Sicily and the 

/audandusa priest in their service. The Myrtilus-episode, 392 was probably eliminated on 

similar grounds: in an ode which praises a patron on the occasion of an equestrian 

victory any hint of foul play should be avoided. Second, puzzling questions, riddles and 

conundrums were an integral part of the symposium, 393 and this ode surely offers the 

386 Explicitly at O/. 1.106 with mention that a 6E6S is Hieron's $TriTporros. 

387 O/. 1.71 Eyyüc A6wv TroliäS aA6q oioc Ev 6pcpvq ärrusv ßapüKTuTrov. 

388 Cf. Burkert (1983: 257f. ) on the role of the Eleusinian Hierophant in the 'transition from night 

to light. ' 

389 The sources are given in § 2.2.3. 

390 The sources are given in Preller (1894: 2.290-92). E. g. B. fr 42 (= F Pi. O/. 1.40a ) 

PETaAaIEiv Myouai, E. /T386-88, Lyc. 152-55, Apollod. epit 2.3. 

391 Griffith (1989: 172). 

392 Apparently an old layer of the Pelops' story, cf. Gantz (1993: 541). On Myrtilus' foul play, cf. 

A. R. 752-58,1 A. R. 1.752 (= Pherecyd. FGrHist. 3F 37ab), S. fr. 473a, 474 R., S. Elec. 505-15, 

E. Or. 988-96, Hellanic. FGrHist. 4F 19, Paus. 8.14.11, E apudVirgil Georg. 3.7. 

393 Cf. § 2.3.1. 
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audience much intellectual divertissement. One particular conundrum can be singled 

out: the poetical I states that he 'will tell things differently from others', 394 and gives a 

version of events in which Pelops' flesh was distributed around the table and eaten by 

the gods, a version from which he then dissociates himself, 395 by revising the myth. 396 

However, on the view of that revision, the opening section of the myth, which surely 

must still have been in the audience's mind, seems suddenly to have become a 

strange conundrum: if Pelops has not been cut up for dinner, he has no need to be in a 

cauldron, and there is no need for him to posses an ivory shoulder, which clashes with 

the assumption that Poseidon fell in love with Pelops because of the ivory shoulder. 397 

It can be safely assumed that Pindar was aware of the ambiguity thus introduced, yet 

had he thought that a 'solution' was needed he undoubtedly would have supplied one. 

Surely, Pindar could have chosen not to bring up the abhorred story of the cannibalistic 

feast at all. The fact that he does so is clearly some rhetorical conceit. 398 

In the fourth antistrophe the myth reaches its conclusion. The antistrophe and 

epode are dedicated to final praise for Hieron. Pelops' circumstances at Olympia are 

set next to those of 'a victor' but it is a fair assumption that Hieron is meant here. 399 

394 0/ 1.36 C vria TrpoT£pwv cp6Eyi; opai. 
395 0/. 1.52 tpoi b' ärropa yaarpipapyov paKäpwv TIV' £irr£iv" äcpiarapai" Verdenius (1988: 27) 

notes that it is better to translate c cpiarapai as 'I dissociate myself, not 'I reject', or 'I am unable. ' 

Pindar does not deny that some think this true; he, however, cannot be associated with such 

slander. Cf. E. /T386- 

396 0/ 1.36ff. 

397 Gantz (1993: 532) on 0/ 1.24-27. Some solutions are discussed in Gerber (1982: 57-58). 
The crux is the (much disputed) meaning of 0/. 1.26 ETr£i: causal according to Kakridis (1930: 

188-90), temporal according to Gerber (1982: 56), a/ii. Bibliography on this topic in Köhnken 
(1983b: 66-67), Gerber (1982: 55-56). 

398 Currie (2005: 352) '... the poet both has his cake and eats it. ' Cf. 0/. 9.35-41, Ne. 5.14-18. 

399 0/. 1.97-99 6 v1KCuv bE Aotrröv äpcpi ßioTOV ¬X£i p£AiTÖ£ooav £üöiav &OAwv y' iVEK£V. 
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Hieron, as victor, 'for the rest of his life enjoys a honey-sweet calm', eXEi pEAiTÖcaaav 

ECÖiav, 400 which expresses the common epinician topos of deserved rest after the 

necessary TrOVos of the contest, äEOAwv y' EVEKEV. 401 It is worth noting that Hieron's 

victory is described as athletic TTÖVos, something which glosses over the fact that the 

laudandus himself was not involved with the actual race. 

The transmission of the next passage of praise is corrupt, 402 yet it appears that 

this passage merely repeats earlier praise, namely of Hieron as a hospitable, wealthy 

and powerful man. 403 The mention of an (unspecified) AE6g as Hieron's a TrirpoTTOS picks 

up Poseidon's help for Pelops. The scholia to the Pindaric odes mention a festival in 

honour of Zeus Airvaiog. 404 If the ode was performed in the context of that festival, a 

Syracusan audience might be reminded of Hieron's care for the god of Aetna, his 

Errirporroc. 405 On that interpretation, the audience is reminded of Hieron's ElJat4Ela as 

well, 406 while an audience outside Sicily, probably unaware of such links, would be 

informed that a god has concern for Hieron's endeavours. 

400 p/ 1.97f. 

401 The same topos at 0/. 4.22, Ne. 1.69f. 9.44. 

402 0/ 1.103-105. Gerber (1982: 156f. ) gives the emendations. öüvapiv seems to be political or 

military power, cf. Verdenius (1988: 46) who notes Py. 1.47-50. Py. 2.58,63-65. 

403 Cf. wealth at 0/ 1.10 and hospitality at 0/. 1.14-17, both necessary characteristics of a good 

host. 

404 Cf. F Pi. Ne. 1.7b, 7- O/. 6.162a. There is, however, no evidence to support the suggestion 

that it was Hieron who had installed this festival, pace Currie (2005: 17f. ). 

405 This is, however, much disputed. Among the other suggestions for 60s are Poseidon, Zeus 

of Olympia, Demeter or an indefinite 6coS Ti, cf. Gerber (1982: 160). 
406 Paralleled with the cüa£ßcia of the poet, cf. 0/ 1.35f. i oTi b' ävbpi cpäpcv sroiK6s äjcpi 

5aip6vwv KaAd- with the effect of uniting /audatorand laudandus. 
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After a wish for a future chariot victory, 407 the laudandus is once more praised 

using regal terminology, this time indirectly. 408 The ne plus ultra'look no further' is not a 

warning against the dangers of üpplq, 409 but is better understood as high praise for 

Hieron. 410 A prayer concludes the ode with the promise that Hieron's fame will spread 

throughout the Greek world. 411 

407 O/ 1.108-110. Gerber (1982: 165) 'the surface meaning is clearly a reference to victory with 

the four-horse chariot which Pindar hopes Hieron will win. ' Hubbard (1995: 36-7) argues that 

such wishes always refer to the next major äywv. As it happened, Hieron was victorious in 470 

BCE in the chariot event at Pythia. 

408 O/. 1.113f. täAAoiai b' äAAoi NsyäAoi" T6 b' i aXaTov KopucpoOTai I3aoiAcoai. Cf. O/. 1.23. On 

the sentiment that different people excel differently, cf. Bundy (1962: 7). 
409 Cf. Fisher (1992: 243f. ) on such warnings given to successful men '... if a catch-all phrase is 

needed for such motifs, 'forgetting mortal limits' would be greatly preferable to hybris. In the 

context of praise poetry, labelling all such warnings as 'the hubris-motif, or the like, is, I believe, 

positively misleading. ' Fisher extends this remark to Pi. O/ 1.114,3.42, Py. 10.60-63,11.55-58, 

Ne. 3.74f., 9.46f., /sth. 5.14-16. 

410 VIZ. the laudandus has reached the limit and has come close to the gods. He cannot expect 

to achieve more. Such 'advice', however, might have an element of cautious self-projection of 

the patron. In other words, the laudandus readily accepts high praise, yet remains aware of the 

dangers implied in such high praise. On such 'advice', cf. Race (1987: passim), McGlew (1993: 

43n. 54). 

411 O/ 1.115b: among all Hellenes. 
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2.4 Bacchylides' fourth ode and Pindar's first Pythian ode for Hieron of Syracuse. 

Argument 

Whereas both odes celebrate the same victory, the patron message in Bacchylides' 

fourth ode could hardly be more different from the one in Pindars first Pythian. In 

Bacchylides' fourth ode, which was first performed at the Pythian games in 470 BCE, 

the laudandus is advertised as an aristocrat among fellow aristocrats rather than as a 

tyrant The patron message in Pindar's first Pythian ode is much more complicated. It is 

directed at a Sicilian home audience as well as at mainland Greeks. The ode forcefully 

argues for the legitimacy of the tyrants rule, while audiences abroad are targeted in an 

effort to counter negative attitudes towards the Western Greeks which might have 

resulted from certain events during the Persian Wars. The portrayal in the ode of 

Aetna 's refoundation with Sparta as a role model would be helpful in the counter- 

propaganda strategy for such audiences. The Dorian foundation myth in this ode does 

not, as many argue, have an ethnic dimension, but is better understood as a model for 

an ideal relation between new settlers and Hieron as well as a story about newcomers' 

appropriate in the context of newly-founded Aetna. There might bean allusion to the 

wish of the laudandus for posthumous hero-worship. 

2.4.1 Introduction - Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 
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Both these odes celebrated the same victory, namely Hieron's Pythian victory in the 

chariot event in August 470 BCE. 412 The odes are discussed as a pair. 

Bacchylides' fourth ode was first performed at Delphi, during the celebrations 

after the games, 413 and the ode was probably only composed after the victory, in situ. 414 

It is argued that the laudandus is advertised in this ode as an aristocrat among other 

aristocrats. His role as tyrant remains implicit. 

In Pindar's first Pythian, on the other hand, the laudandus is advertised as an 

assertive ruler who takes delight in the honours given to him and to his son. The 

equestrian victory which is the focus of celebration in Bacchylides' fourth ode was, 

however, not the only reason for Pindar's first Pythian ode. The latter ode seems to 

have been first performed in Sicily, most probably in Aetna during the inauguration 

festivities there, 415 possibly indoors during a banquet or symposium. 416 These festivities 

commemorated Hieron's recent equestrian victory, his military successes, the 

consecration of recently founded Aetna as well as the inauguration of Hieron's son as 

its ruler. 417 We cannot tell how much time passed between Hieron's Pythian victory and 

the first performance of the ode in Aetna. The ode must at least have required some 

time for composition. In view of the fact that Hieron won a further victory in 468 BCE 

412 The ode is securely dated since E Pi. Py. 1 incr is consistent with P. Oxy222, F Pi. Py3 
incr., F Pi. O/. 1 inscr, B. 4.4 rpirov yäp Trap' [6pcpa]Aäv tiq ibEipou xeov6s Ilu[9]i6vlKOs 
ä[Eibc]Tai w[KU]rrobwv äp[Eräq aüv iTrrrwv. Cf. Moretti (1957: 90,92f. ) numbers 221 234,246. 

413 Cf. B. 4.4f., pace Brannan (1972: 176). 

414 Snell (1970: xlii). 

415 Py. 1.61 Tr6Aiv KEivav. This does not mean that the ode was performed at Syracuse, pace 
Gildersleeve (1890: 248). Cf. Gentili et al (1995: 349) who notes that KEivav, instead of rävbc, 

anaphorically takes up Py. 1.60, just as KEIVOV in v. 42 picks up Hieron in v. 32. This means that 

the ode was first performed at Aetna. Cf. O/ 1.101, Py. 5.107. 

416 Cf. Py. 1.97ff. a performance by a chorus of boys. 
417 Py. 1.58-59 Moiaa, Kai Träp AEIVop> vEi KEAa6f aai Tri6E6 poi Troiväv TE6piuTIwv- 
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and that he died the year thereafter, it seems safe to assume that the first Pythian ode 

was performed not much later than 470 BCE. 

A victory ode which commemorates such a conglomerate of events seems truly 

remarkable and unparalleled in our epinician corpus. 418 This might be the reason for 

the extraordinary thematic heterogeneity of the ode. 419 The ode contains myth, 420 

historical persons (Croesus, Phalaris), remote historical events (the Dorian foundation), 

as well as recent historical events of Panhellenic and local importance. There is 

extensive ecphrasis (Aetna's eruption), a description of the opposing worlds of Olympia 

and Tartarus while the ode even appears to contain some biographical material 

pertaining to the /audandus. 421 

Some scholars take the inauguration of Hieron's son or the consecration of 

Aetna as the main reason for commissioning and performance of the first Pythian 

ode; 422 however, it is probably wrong to single out one event as the principal occasion 

for the initial performance of this ode. 423 This section argues that the different events 

prompting the commissions all are reflected in the patron message of the laudandus. 

The ideology of the ode is a clear instance of a Herrschaftssystem. 

418 Such inaugurations in itself are remarkable in a fifth-century context. We have to wait till 

Hellenistic times for evidence of similar ceremonies, cf. Plut. Vit. Pyi: 3.5: Pyrrhus of Epirus' 

inauguration in 297 BCE. 

419 Gentili etas. (1995: 19-20). 

420 Py. 1.13ff. Typhon, Py. 1.50-55 Philoctetes. The mythical section is, however, not as 

extensive as in other odes of comparable length. 

421 Py. 1.55, Hieron's illness, cf. §§ 2.4.4.2,2.6.1 and note 1626. 

422 Wilamowitz (1922: 296): 'feierliche Einweihung'. Burton (1962: 91): the first Pythian ode is a 
'hymn for Deinomenes' coronation. ' Cf. Herrington (1967: 91). 
423 E. g. Currie (2005: 17) who argues that a festival of Zeus Airvaios might have been the 

occasion for Pindar's first Nemean and first Pythian ode. 
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2.4.2 Patron message in the odes. 

The patron message in Bacchylides' fourth ode seems straightforward: in this ode the 

laudandus is portrayed before a Panhellenic audience at Delphi as an aristocrat among 

fellow aristocrats rather than as a tyrant. There is a parallel for this strategy in the 

manner in which patrons portray themselves in dedicatory monuments at Panhellenic 

sanctuaries. The patron message in this ode advertises Hieron as someone who 

avoids any extravagant claim of importance. The occasionality of the ode hence 

appears to be limited to the immediate victory which is celebrated in the ode. The 

ideology represented in the ode is perhaps best described as Adelsideologie, rather 

than Polisideologie. 424 

Matters are very different in Pindar's first Pythian ode. To the modern student of 

Pindar, the first Pythian ode appears to be the most overtly political of all the odes in 

the extant epinician corpus. The occasionality of the ode consequently appears to be 

intimately linked with a number of external events about which we seem to be 

reasonably well informed. 425 Consequently, we are particularly well placed to evaluate 

the political statements the ode seems to make. 

After 480/79 BCE, attitudes of the mainland Greeks towards Western Greeks 

might have been negative to the extent that the achievements of the Western Greeks 

against the barbarian might even have been looked upon with disdain by mainland 

424 Cf. Gelzer's (1985: 102) Dokumentationsfunktion of an in situ ode. Praise for the polis of the 

victor is prominent, yet the focus in the ode is squarely on the victor. Hence the ideology in the 

ode is best not described as Polisideologie. 

425 Fifth-century Sicilian military affairs, 'demographic engineering', foundation or refoundation of 

cities, relationship between Western Greek and the Carthaginian 'barbarians' are topics on 

which we now seem better informed than were the Hellenistic commentators. 
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Greeks. 426 Part of the propaganda in the first Pythian ode is directed at mainland 

audiences. Be that as it may, the ode contains extensive propaganda directed at 

Hieron's home audience as well, something which can be demonstrated in a discussion 

of Hieron's military achievements and the Dorian foundation myth. That Hieron's 

military achievements in 480 BCE are overstated in this ode is not at all surprising 

since neither Pindar nor Hieron was interested in strict fidelity to the truth. Such 

embellishments fit in well with the aims of counter-propaganda suggested above, 427 but 

they played a part in the legitimisation of the tyrant's rule at home as well. 

It is often argued that there was an ethnic dimension to Hieron's Aetna 

project, 428 as Dorian settlers would have been introduced into newly-founded Aetna to 

the detriment of the original (Ionian) Chalcidian population who had been displaced 

from the newly-founded colony. That, however, does not appear to have been the 

case. This means that the role of the Dorian foundation myth in the first Pythian ode 

should be understood otherwise. 429 It is argued that on a structural level, the Dorians as 

a religious and linguistic Greek subgroup are held up in this ode as an example for the 

relation between new settlers and Hieron, 430 whereas on a narrative level, the Dorian 

foundation represents a story about 'newcomers' or even 'chosen-people' appropriate 

426 The evidence is given in Appendix three. 

427 By portraying the Carthaginian threat as Panhellenic, Western Greek efforts become more 

consequential, cf. § 2.4.4.4. 

428 VIz. the replacement of Ionians by Dorians, cf. § 2.4.4, Appendix six. 

429 On Py. 1.61-67, cf. § 2.4.4.3. 

430 Here, the key concepts linked with Dorian Sparta are constitutional government, stability, 

rjauXia and cüvopia. For Hieron in particular, establishing links with the Dorians might have 

furthered his claims on (Dorian) Syracuse. The Dorians seem a support for the customs; the 

Spartans are a model for long-lasting constitutional arrangements. 
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in the context of newly-founded Aetna. 431 It is further argued that portrayal of Aetna's 

refoundation with Sparta as a role model would be helpful in the counter-propaganda 

strategy for an audience outside Sicily. Finally, Hieron's wish for posthumous hero- 

worship might be alluded to at the end of the ode. 

2.4.3 Bacchylides' fourth ode for Hieron. 

Athletic victors often competed on behalf of their home City, 432 and, conversely, 

success for their home city reflected back on the polis. 433 A polis bent on international 

glory could even buy a victory, 434 which tells us that not only the athletes but also the 

poleis would be competing between themselves. 435 All this certainly applies for athletic 

victors yet probably held for victors in the equestrian events as well. It is fair to say that 

at the major Panhellenic games, athletics and politics were never sharply 

distinguished. 436 Consequently, the importance of the proclamation of the victor's home 

city should not be underestimated. With this in mind, the starting point for discussion is 

a difference between the first Pythian ode and Bacchylides' fourth ode. In the former 

ode the audience is led to believe that Hieron was proclaimed at Delphi as Aiivaios. 437 

431 Viz. as a god-given right to occupy land. 

432 Cf. Lys. 19.63. 

433 Cf. CEG 1.386, ca. 450 BCE. 

434 As did Ephesus in 384 BCE, cf. Paus. 6.18.6. Alternatively, a victor could transfer his victory 
to another town, cf. Paus. 6.13.1, or to another clan, cf. Hdt. 6.103.5 Cimon to Pisistratus. 

435 Cf. Lys. 33.1-2. Pride of the polis in its athlete, cf. D. S. 13.82.7 Acragas, 412 BCE. 

436 Cf. T. H. Hansen (2004: 108f. ). 

437 Py. 1.29-33 the crucial passage is rr6Aiv Yeirova (sc. Aetnam), flue, 65os 6' Ev 6p6pw Käpuý 
ccvic TTE viv (sc. Aetnam) ciyyEAAwvltpwvos urrEp KTA. Gentili et at. (1995: 340) argues that ürr£p 

shows that the herald acted on Hieron's order and notes Ne. 8.14, Isth. 6.3. 
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The ode describes what actually seems to have taken place at the games: the herald 

proclaimed the name of victor, his gens, as well as his home city. 438 In Bacchylides' 

fourth ode, however, there is nothing that could hint at Hieron being proclaimed as 

'from Aetna'. Instead, Hieron is there strongly identified with Syracuse. 439 Because that 

ode was performed at Delphi, this means that Hieron was most probably proclaimed at 

Delphi as Syracusan. The scholia on the first Pythian ode seem confused by this 

difference as well and offer various explanations, 439a suggesting, for example, that 

Hieron was in fact Syracusan but was proclaimed at Delphi as Aetnaean because he 

had refounded that city. 440 In the scholiast on Pindar's first Olympian ode there is a 

mini-debate on the status of Hieron's citizenship. 441 Commenting on the line in the first 

Olympian ode where Hieron is said to be 'horse-loving king of Syracuse', 442 the 

scholiast first flatly denies that Hieron was of that city when he won at Olympia and that 

in fact he must have been proclaimed there as Aetnaean. 443 This is denounced as 

nonsensical by Didymus, who, on the authority of Apollodorus, says that Hieron was 

Syracusan, not Aetnaean. 444 Finally, a last attempt at reconciliation is given in the 

438 Cf. Paus. 5.5.2. On announcements of the victor at the games, cf. Buhmann (1972: 53ff. ). 

439 13.4.1-YETI FupaKOQiav piAEi Tr6Aiv 6 XpuaoKopas ATr6AAwv, ämü8cpiv O''IEpwva yEpaiper 
439a The scholia should not be dismissed but they should be handled with care. Race (1986: 24) 

notes that the Pindar's poetry had already become strange, if not incomprehensible in 

Hellenistic times and that the scholia consequently contain many assumptions and conjectures 

that are inaccurate, derivative or just idle speculation. On the allegorical method in the scholia, 

cf. Pfeiffer (1968: 226). On the dangers of the biographical date in the scholia, cf. Lefkowitz 

(1991: 147-161). 

44o cf. f Py. 1 incr., f Py. 1.58. 

44,10/ 1.35c. 

4420/1.23. 

443 F 0/ 1.35c ... KTiaavra yäp a6T6y Trjv Karävnv Kai TrpoaayopEÜQavTa AiTvnv &Tr' al1Tfc 
Airvaiov a6T6v A£youaiv... 
444 Apollod. FGrHist244 F 69 Töle yäp 6 1i: pwv'v FupaKOÜVros Kai oübr'v AirvaioS 
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opinion of a certain Aristonicus aa5 Hieron was in fact from Aetna, yet had himself 

proclaimed at Olympia as Syracusan. '6 Whoever was right, this debate seems to 

confirm that the proclamation of citizenship at the Panhellenic games was a serious 

matter indeed. This means that the manner in which that proclamation found its way 

into the ode was unlikely to have been a matter of choice for the poet. Even in the 

event that the ode was composed on the spot, presumably in a short time, 447 the home 

city of the victor would certainly not be mentioned erroneously or even ambiguously. In 

other words, it seems unlikely that the herald could have proclaimed Hieron as AiTVa Oq 

at Delphi and this had not been reflected in Bacchylides' ode. The suggestion that 

Bacchylides had sent the short ode to Delphi beforehand in the hope that Hieron would 

win seems also problematic. 448 His substitute (who would have to train the performers, 

however short the ode) would surely have been able to change the text after Hieron 

had been proclaimed as AiTvaioS? The upshot of this discussion is that Hieron was 

proclaimed at Delphi as FupaKÖQioc, that Bacchylides' fourth ode was executed 

accordingly and that the first Pythias ode reflects an explicit wish of Hieron to be 

thought to have been proclaimed as Aiivaioq before his home audience in Aetna-449 

115 Who might have been a younger contemporary of Didymus, cf. Irigoin (1952: 65). 

446 10/ 1.35c.. 6 & ApiarävlKOS äi; iorrioTws Airvaiov 6vra EupaKOÜaiov 6voiäi; ea8ai... 
447 The term Schubladen-Dichtung has been suggested for in situ odes modelled on existing 

archetypal schemata, cf. Hose (2000: 162-63). 

448 Pace Maehler (1982b: 65). 'Entweder im voraus [... ] oder er erst in Delphi selbst schrieb, ... 
also vermutlich ohne ausdrücklichen Auftrag Hieron's. ' 

449 Further support for this suggestion can be found in P. Oxy. 222 where Hieron is always 

mentioned as EupaKäaioS, yet at least two other Olympic victories after 476/5 BCE (Moretti 

numbers 234 and 246) could have shown Hieron in the official list as Airvaios. 
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Propaganda must lie at the heart of the matter, 450 and the key to the explanation 

appears to lie in what we know was appropriate language to use on monuments at 

Panhellenic sites. A recent investigation into the language of dedicatory monuments at 

Panhellenic sanctuaries has shown that the victor's status would normally remain 

implicit. 451 In other words, there never was any explicit articulation of their status as 

political or military leader and these dedications should be viewed as essentially made 

by private citizens representing their city. 452 At these Panhellenic occasions, the 

interests and reputation of the victor's city were apparently paramount and the 

Deinomenid tyrants seem to have depicted themselves on their monuments in this 

prevailing aristocratic tradition. The expression 'strategy of silence' is used to denote 

such tactics. 453 Such tactics occur in other contemporary examples of dedications in 

our literary sources. 454 1 suggest that in Bacchylides' fourth ode applies the same 

450 It is tempting to regard this confusion as deliberately introduced into the odes so as to 

facilitate a reperformance of Bacchylides' fourth ode in Syracuse, which would have been 

problematic in the event that the odes would openly contradict each other. 
451 On the Deinomenid dedications at Delphi, cf. Jacquemin (1999: 71) and (1999: 353) 

numbers 446-454. The language of these dedicatory monuments is discussed in Harrell (2002: 

450-55). The inscriptions Syl1333 (cf. Paus. 6.9.5) and Syl/. 335e (cf. Paus. 6.12.1,8.42.9) are 

both formulaic, mentioning the name of the victor, father and city. Three helmets dedicated after 

the battle of Cumae, /GDS94a, 94b and SEG23.328 carry the inscriptions (with only slight 

variations), 'the spoils won by Hieron, son of Deinomenes, and the Syracusans from the 

Etruscans, before Cumae. ' Two bases of a Deinomenid tripod offering ML 28 carry the 

inscription 'Gelon, son of Deinomenes, the Syracusans. ' Cf. B. 3.17-19, Gentili (1953: passim). 

Krumeich (1991: 49) links Hieron's dedications at Delphi to the victory at Himera; Zahrnt (1993: 

365) with the one off Cumae. 

452 Harrell (2002: 455). 

453 Harrell (2002: 457). 

454 Paus. 6.19.7: 'Gelon and the Syracusans', Paus. 6.19.4: 'Myron and the Sycyonian people'. 

Cf. Hdt. 6.34-41 and IG 131470 'Hipparchus son (? ) of Pisistratos', without indication of political 

rank. Sometimes dedications 'went wrong' and had to be corrected, cf. Th. 1.132.2-3 with ML 27 

and the suggestion by Harrell (2002: 459) that the so called Polyzelus' inscription' (CEG 397) 
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'strategy of silence' which is used in the dedicatory monuments at Panhellenic 

sanctuaries. 

2.4.3.1 Praise for Hieron in Bacchylides' fourth ode. 

The ode does not seem to contain more than the topoifrom the traditional epinician 

catalogue 455 Possibly as a result, the fourth Bacchylidean ode has disappointed some 

scholars. 456 

The ode opens with praise for Hieron's city, Syracuse: 'Golden-haired Apollo 

still cares for Syracuse and honours Hieron, its lawful ruler. '451 Hence Hieron's position 

at home is only deftly touched upon with the politically neutral term daTOOEP 1S. 458 The 

compound is a hapax legomenon, the first part of which (äcru-) might have been used 

to avoid the political sense of uoAic, 459 while the second part (-Ogiiq) hints at 

with its emendation of ANAEEON by a later hand was possibly such an inscription which 'went 

wrong'. 

455 The city of the victor (B. 4.1 EupaKOaiav), the name of victor (B. 4.21Epwva), the venue 

(B. 4.4f. Trap' 6p(paA6v Ciylibcipou Xeov6s f1y016VIKOq as place of post-agonistic festivities and 

B. 4.14 äyXiäAoiS TE Kippaq puXois as the location where the contests actually had taken place), 

the name of father (B. 4.13 AEivopEvE6q), the event as an equestrian one (B. 4.6 wKUTrMwv 

äpETäi ally ITnTM). 

456 Severyns (1933: 90) 'ä peine un chanson, une vingtaine de vers insignifiants', adding, quite 

rightly, 's'il n'a pas fait davantage, c'est apparemment parce que le tyran de Syracuse en avait 

decide ainsi. ' 

457 B. 4.1-3 "ETi 7-upaKOaiav cpiAc TräAiv KTA. Maehler (1 982b: 69) notes that ETI must be translated 

as 'still'. For the gods' special care for a city with cpiAciv, cf. Hes. fr. 240.5. 

458 B. 4.3. 

459 Cf. Denniston (1957: 76) who notes on A. Ag. 88 Acoi äaTiivopoi 'administering the city, 
having the city under their management. As a rule 'city' in the political sense is TröAiq, not 
äaru... '. 
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dispensation of just rule. 460 The goddess Themis is associated with Zeus' order and 

law, 461 and the mention of her might have been appropriate in a Delphic context since 

she seems to have been involved in the foundation of the oracle there. 462 Syracuse in 

the opening of the poem takes centre stage. In other words, the interests and 

reputation of the victor's city are paramount. 463 There are, however, other features in 

this ode supporting the suggestion that the laudandus is associated with a 'strategy of 

silence'. First, Hieron's pEyaAorrptrrcia (lavish public expenditure of wealth) is often 

mentioned in the epinician odes. 464 This was not simply epinician flattery, 465 and 

Hieron's wealth and spending power must have been well-known throughout the Greek 

world. However, pEyaAorrpErrcia is often associated with attempts to attain the tyranny 

and the inverse seems to hold as well, namely that the tyrant was the perfect 

pEyaAorrpErrrjs. 466 If pcyaAorrpErrEia was indeed associated with tyranny then it should 

not come as a surprise that the mention of the wealth of the laudandus is avoided in an 

ode performed in a Panhellenic context. 467 Second, there is no mention of Hieron's 

460 Cf. Py. 5.28f. the house of the BaTn6av ... 6EpraKpEÖVrwv, B. 5.6-7 cppEva b' ECAüöIKov Hieron 

as dispenser of justice in his capacity of ruler. Cf. §. 8.3.1. 
461 Cf. Hes. Th. 901-2Dpas, EOvopinV TE AiKfV TE Kai EiprVgV TEea%ulav. 

462 Cf. Ephor. FGrHist70 F 31 b, Gantz (1993: 88). 

463 Cf. § 2.4.3. 

464 Cf. Pi. Py. 2.58-61, B. 3.63-66. B. 3.10-17. 

465 Since other sources mention it as well, cf. Theopomp. FGrHist 115 F 193, D. S. 11.25.1,26.7, 

Paus. 6.19.7. Plut. Mor. 397e. 

466 Kurke (1991: 171-81). Cf. Hdt. 3.125.2,6.35.1,6.103.1-3,6.128.1-2, Th. 6.12.2,6.15.2-4, 

6.16.1-3, Arist. Pol. 1309a17, Arist. fr. 88,89 R., Pl. Rep. 560d8-561a8, Plut. Nic. 3.1-3, Lys. 

25.12-13. Kurke (1991: 181) 'from a point of view of the city, mega/oprepeia can be perceived 

as a prelude to tyranny. ' 

467 Contrast with Py. 1.90 prj KäJvs Alav 6arrävaiS 
. 
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political function nor of his military successes; 468 neither is there any explicit 'regal 

terminology' in this ode. 469 Third, Hieron's Aetna project was a venture that carried all 

the hallmarks of a tyrannical project. If this project was known as such outside Sicily, 

and there is no reason to suspect that it should not have been, Aetna's refoundation 

would not figure in an epinician ode performed at Delphi. This is further support for the 

assumption that Hieron indeed was announced as Syracusan at the games. 470 Finally, 

in the second strophe it seems implied that Hieron might have won a fourth time, had 

not a god intervened. 471 The mention of failure is rare, yet not unheard of in 

epinician. 472 Tentatively, the mention of failure could be linked with a remark at the end 

of the ode, 473 where it is said that Hieron's share of blessings is part of his 6AF3oc. 474 In 

other words the sentiment of the healthy alternations of good and bad fortune is alluded 

468 Pace Puech (1949: 142) who argues that B. 4.8 äAEicrwp hints at the battle of Himera since 
the cock figured prominently on Himeran coins. That the cock is prominent on Himeran coins is 

indeed the case, possibly because of the (pseudo-) etymological link between Himera/rjptpa 

and the cock announcing the new day, cf. Pi. 0/. 12.14, Pl. Crat 74a, Kraay (1976: 208), or, 

alternatively, as emblem of a healing god referring to the properties of the thermal springs near 
Himera, cf. Jenkins (1971: 27f. ), (1976: 30), Rutter (2000b: 77). Be that as it may, Maehler 

(1982b: 71f. ) rightly argues that äAEKTwp here refers to the poet,. Cf. Sim. PMG 583 ipEpöcpwv' 

äAEKTwp, dieinuntius, 7- B. 4.10 (= B. fr. 5). 

469 Although äoTü9Epis tactfully hints at Hieron's status as ruler. In odes composed for home 

consumption, Hieron's is frankly praised as king, cf. § 8.3.2. 
470 Proclamation of Hieron as from Aetna might also have drawn attention to the fact that he was 

an cecist and qua cecist might have had aspirations to literal immortality. 

471 B. 4.11-13 Cf. Maehler (1982b: 73-75) rightly argues that Hieron was deprived of his victory 
by a god, not, pace McDevitt (1994: 21), by a mortal, e. g. a judge. 

472 Cf. B. 11.24-39, Ne. 6.61-63. Both odes celebrate boy-victors, and both odes were first 

performed in the home cities of the iaudandi. 

473 Compare with B. 11.24-39. D. L. Cairns (2005: 37) notes that this topos encompasses two 

other topoi, namely 'that of the vicissitudes/alternations and the importance of divine favour in 

success. ' 
474 B. 4.1 9f. Travro[b]arrwv AayXävEiv ärro poipa[v] EoOAwv; 
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to. 475 Use of this topos advertises the laudandus as someone who is aware of that 

healthy balance and as someone who has no aspirations beyond his mortal status. 

All four points, admittedly arguments e silentio, sit well with the above 'strategy 

of silence'. When Hieron is singled out in this ode, 476 he is praised for his &kpoc. 477 This 

is surely high praise, yet it should be contrasted with the manner in which tyrants can 

be praised in epinician: more often than not they are praised for their power, wealth 

and generosity, 478 contrasting with private citizens, whose superiority in odes is 

habitually expressed in terms of their athletic achievements. 479 In this ode, it is fair to 

say that Hieran, in spite of being a tyrant, is largely praised as a private citizen. This 

would be in conformity with the 'strategy of silence' as well. 

2.4.4 Pindar's first Pythian ode. 

Some evidence, external to the ode, is discussed in Appendix six. That evidence allows 

the following conclusions which are used in the next paragraphs. 

First, an important motivation for Hieron's establishment of Aetna was increased 

security for Hieron's home base Syracuse. However, the relationship between newly- 

475 The locus classicus is Hdt. 3.40 with the story of Polycrates' exceeding good fortune and 

Amasis' response. Cf. Sol. fr. 6.3-4 W., Theogn. 153f. Pi. Py. 3.105f., Pi. 0/. 2.53, Py. 5.55, 

7.19-21, Theogn. 398. Arist. fr. 57. R. 

476 B. 4.15f. poüvov ETrIXeoviwv T66E [sc. having won three times] pgaäp£vov o7ECpävois iPtMEiv 

büo T' öAupTnoviK<i>ac äci&Eiv. 

477 6.4.18-20. His öA 3oS consists of being a friend of the gods, having received a full portion of 

blessings, AayX6vEiv ärro poipa[v] iaeAwv. 

478 See § 1.3 on the so-called 'superlative vaunt' in odes for tyrants. Cf. Pi. 0/. 1.104,0/. 2.93- 

94, Py. 1.49, Py. 2.60. 

479 E. g. Py. 11.54 (for a boy-victor): I strive for achievements others share in. 
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founded Aetna and Syracuse might be called symbiotic, in that they depended on each 

other for their security. In other words, Hieron was the guarantor for the safety of the 

settlers. This is relevant since the ode addresses this sentiment. 

Second, by becoming an cecist, Hieron might have been actively seeking 

posthumous hero-worship. This is relevant in the discussion of the end of the poem 

which deals with the survival of men's renown. 

Third, Hieron's Aetna project did not have an ethnic dimension, in the sense 

that Ionians were deliberately replaced by Dorians. Hence the Dorian foundation myth 

in the ode should not be explained in terms of the ethnicity of the settlers. 

Fourth, the victory of Himera was primarily Gelon's affair and to a lesser extent 

that of Theron of Acragas. 480 The first Pythian ode, unsurprisingly, overstates both 

Hieron's role in that battle but also the importance of that battle for the outcome of the 

Persian Wars 481 Assuming that the Punic threat was non-existent by the time of first 

performance of the ode, 482 Himera and military victories in general were needed to 

480 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 258-59) who notes that Theron celebrated Himera in Acragas, not in 

Himera where celebrations were directed at Gelon. Cf. Hdt. 7.166-67 (the only source 

unequivocally linking Theron with Gelon as victor), D. S. 11.20-11.25.1, Polyae. 1.28.1 (the only 

passage recording Theron's participation in the battle). The battle was economically motivated, 

pace the Terillos-Hamilcar episode in Herodotus, cf. Will (1972: 233). 

481 Will (1972: 236) notes that when the battle of Himera is stripped of its value as internal 

political propaganda and military consequences, the comparison with Salamis and Plataea 

becomes less obvious, 'assez peu de chose'. 

482 Whittaker (1978,59-66) convincingly argues that there was no longer any threat by 470 

BCE. E. g. lustin 4.2.6-7: after the defeat of Hamilcar at Himera the Carthaginians aiiquantipser 

quievere victi. D. S. 11.20.3 roils pappäpous äKIV56vws alirwv äpönv ävEAsi Trly öCivapiv. Pace 

7- Pi. Py. 1.137ab and 1142, all surely based on the propaganda in this ode. It is worth noting 

that the Carthaginians and Etruscans were firmly embedded in the economy of the whole of 
Western Greece and relationships between Greeks and non-Greeks in the Mediterranean basin 

around that time were characterised by co-operation, rather than by antagonism. Cf. Andrewes 
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legitimise the use of power which gave the Deinomenids control over Syracuse. There 

were good reasons to do so since there is little doubt as to the militaristic nature of the 

Deinomenid tyranny. 483 Hence the Phoenicians are used in this ode in a rhetorical 

strategy justifying Hieron's tyrannical rule, however far-fetched a renewed Carthaginian 

attack might have been. Something similar happens with regard to the depiction of 

Hieron's role in warding off the attack of 480 BCE. This battle is upgraded and Hieron 

replaces Gelon as guarantor of Sicilian peace. Such overstatement served the 

laudandus well in Sicily, whereas it could have been a powerful piece of counter- 

propaganda for audiences outside Sicily. 

A few sections in this poem seem particularly relevant with regard to Hieron's 

patron message. They are the proem, a section with prayers and gnomae, the section 

containing the Dorian foundation myth, a section containing a priamel of Panhellenic 

battles, a section dealing with the appropriateness of themes in epinician, and finally a 

section holding up Croesus and Phalaris as positive and negative examples for 

Hieron. 484 

2.4.4.1 Praise for the laudandus in the proem of the first Pythian ode. 

(1956: 136), Hahn (1983: 36), Rihll (1993: 93). Tusa (2001: 251) notes that the numismatic 

evidence suggests that after 480 BCE, an accelerated process of Hellenization involved the 

Phoenico-Punic settlements, '... a tendency towards integration with the emergence of new 

socio-political hegemonies. ' 

483 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 364) Aetna a 'cittä-caserma populata di mercenati'. Luraghi (1994: 378f. ): 

the necessity for war and conquest as a means for legitimisation. This remark should probably 
be extended to Syracuse. Cf. note 840 and page 259. 

484 Cf. Py. 1-29,29-60,62ff., 71 ff., 81 ff., 93ff. 
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The extended proem of the ode seems remarkable for an epinician in the sense that 

praise for the victor, his clan or home city is postponed for so long. 485 Instead, the 

audience is offered an extensive narrative which deals with the power of poetry, 486 

order and chaos. The ode slowly focuses in on the hic et nunc only in the second 

antistrophe. 487 There is ecphrasis of what might have been a contemporary eruption of 

Aetna, 488 while the volcano is also the place where Typhon is pinned down. Hence 

Aetna is rhetorically a locus where the spatium historicum meets the spatium 

mythicum. 489 This shows the importance of Aetna and the events that attend it490 for 

this ode. 

Many of the features of this proem need not be discussed here. 491 It will suffice 

to say that this extended narrative, with all its pathos, sets the tone for the rest of the 

poem, especially through its portrayal of cosmic order. That feature could readily be 

construed as praise for Hieron, 492 while the end of the ode is a further powerful 

485 In Pindar's third Pythian ode there is also some postponement, although not as much as in 

this ode. 
486 Py. 1.1-12. Cf. B. fr. 55.2 (= Adesp. PMG 959.2) 6 pa 6uap6XgTa Moioäv. 

487 Py. 1.29-33. 

488 Debiasi (2000: 230) argues for an eruption of relatively small force in 475 BCE, cf. 7- A. PV 

367. There is, however, no need to assume a visit by Pindar to Sicily, since all the information 

needed for such ecphrasis could easily have been gained through agents. Pace Vallet (1985: 

293). 

489 On the terms, cf. Kirk (1974: 106f., 172-75). A similar conjunction occurs at Py. 1.65f.: 

Amyclae (mythical, cf. Py. 11.32 KAuT6s A. ) and Pindus. 

490 Inauguration, coronation and the tyrant's policy of settlement. 

491 Kapsomenos (1972) and Kollmann (1989) are dedicated studies of the proem. 
492 E. g. Py. 1.2ff. TaS 6KOlJEI KTA. obedience of what is subordinate. Gentili et al. (1995: 20,353) 

notes that the power of harmonious music in the proem is paralleled with the aüpcpwvoS rlauXia, 

Py. 1.70, which thanks to Hieron and his son will rule in Aetna. On the political connotations of 

r auXia in this ode, cf. § 2.4.4.2. 
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reminder that Hieron's rule parallels the cosmic order with which the poem began. 493 

The proem arguably sets up a comparison between the laudandus and Zeus, the 

supreme pacificator in political and military conflict. 494 In other words, Zeus' cosmic 

order is held up as an example of the political harmony which Hieron can guarantee for 

Aetna's citizens. 495 The laudandus is quite literally advertised as the guarantor of peace 

and security for Aetna. 

In the proem of the ode, obeying the cosmic order is portrayed as something 

sweet, 496 resulting in peace and splendour. 497 The proem juxtaposes that cosmic order 

with chaos, personified in a powerful enemy of the Olympian gods, Typhon. As a 

negative foil, Typhon often figures in Pindar, 498 and in this ode he is a convenient 

candidate for a foil since he is pinned down under newly-founded Aetna. Whereas 

other authors use a conquered Typhon, 499 pinning him down under Cumae as well as 

under Aetna might have been a Pindaric innovation. 500 It opened up an opportunity for 

a parallel with Hieron's most recent battle at Cumae, some four years before the first 

performance of the ode in 474 BCE. 

ass Cf. the symposium setting of the proem with Py. 1.97f. 0661 viv cpöppiyyES OTrwpöcpiai 

Koivaviav paA6aKäv rraiöwv 66poiai ÖEKOVTai. 

494 Gentili et al (1995: 14). 

495 Kirsten (1941: 36), Fränkel (1966: 279). 

496 Py. 1.8 ä60 KAäiepov, Py. 1.11f. iaivE, Kapöiav KWIaTI. 
497 Py. 1.5f.: peace (thunderbolt quenched, eagle relaxed, Ares' spears inactive). Py. 1.2: 

splendour. 

498 Cf. Py. 8.16, O/. 4.8, fr. 93. He is the one of the archetypal rebellious figures with their 

ingratitude or grave deficiencies in their dealing with the gods. The others are Tantalus in 

Pindar's first Olympian ode, Ixion in the second Pythian, Coronis and Asclepius in the third 

Pythian ode. 

499 Buried under either Cumae or Aetna, of. A. PV363-65, Anton. Lib. 28.4, Apollod. 1.6.3, 

Phercyd. FGrHist3 F 54, Lycophr. 688ff., Str. 5.4.9, E Pi. O/ 4.11c. 
500 Cf. Stesich. PMG239. 
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In conclusion, the proem shows that opposing the cosmic order and Zeus' rule 

had grave consequences. By extension it rather unsubtly implies that opposing the 

tyrant's rule would be imprudent. Although the ode associates such opposition with 

behaviour that surely no Greek would support, 501 the proem conveys a veiled threat. 

2.4.4.2 Further praise for Hieron. 

The first Pythian ode contains an exceptionally high concentration of prayers. 502 A 

prayer in the second antistrophe closes the long proem and contains praise, in rapid 

succession, for Sicily, Aetna, Hieron qua cecist and the current Pythian victory. 503 The 

Sicilian audience was led to believe that Hieron had himself proclaimed as AiTVaioc, 504 

surely praise for that city. A gnome which follows, 505 links Aetna's fortune with Hieron's 

current Pythian victory as an auspicious sign. 508 By extension, Hieron's victory was the 

TTp(JTQ Xdpis for Aetna which allows for hopes of 'Aetna renowned for crowns and 

horses and its name honoured amid tuneful festivals. '507 Praise and prayers from here 

on alternate until the end of the fourth epode at which point the praise for Hieron and 

the Deinomenids reaches a climax. In the process, praise for Hieron becomes 

501 I. e. Typhon's behaviour, that of an archetypal sinner against values shared by all Greeks. 

502 Race (1990: 136). 

503 Py. 1.29-33. With Py. 1.33 äppaaai in climactic position, viz. in enjambment between 

antistrophe and epode, an effective rhetorical device, cf. Nierhaus (1936: 16ff. ). Cf. 0/. 2.95, 

9.29,9.49, Py. 2.73,4.185,4.254,9.51,12.17, B. 5.151. 

504 Cf. § 2.4.3. 

505 Py. 1.33-35: a favourable wind for seafaring men is the first blessing, the trpwTa Xäpic. 
506 The simile of Aetna as a ship occurs also at Py. 1.46,1.89 and 1.91 (staying the course, the 

rudder and sails). 
507 Py. 1.37f. 'horses' stands for material wealth, as only rich men could afford to raise them. 

The festivals hint at an unperturbed peace. 
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progressively more concrete and is linked to events in recent Sicilian history. For 

example, at the end of the second strophe yet a further prayer asks for Hieron to be 

apportioned happiness, riches and forgetfulness of hardships. 508 These hardships are 

rendered concrete with the addition that surely all remember the battles in which Hieron 

was involved. 509 A Sicilian audience would without doubt have identified the first battle 

mentioned as that of Himera in 480 BCE. 510 However, before his home audience, the 

laudandus cautiously aligns himself with the glory of the clan, 511 whereas for an 

audience outside Sicily the Deinomenid clan portrays itself as Panhellenic 

champions. 512 The second battle hinted at, 513 which surely must have been readily 

identifiable for a Sicilian audience, cannot, however, be securely identified by modern 

readers of the ode. The event appears to have been a fairly recent one. 514 Hieron is 

compared to Philoctetes and Pindar might have innovated to make the analogy with a 

sick Hieron on campaign more clear. 515 The comparison with Philoctetes, however, 

508 Py. 1.46. ErnAaaiv. F Py. 1.89a is of the opinion that Hieron's illness is hinted at. 
509 Py. 1.47f. r KEV äpVdOEIEV, oialq Ev Troltpoioi pdXaic TAäpOVI qiuXo rrapEpEiv', dViX' Eüpi- 

aKOVTO BEwv TraAäpatc TIPdV. Pindar's rj KEV äuväoEiEV is Attic dvapvrjaEiEV. E Py. 1.91 b 

supplies d Xpövoc as subject. Rhetorically this could mean that that what follows is well known 

for an audience and will remain well known (KAEos), but see below. 

510 Py. 1.48-50. 

511 Because of the plural of EüpiaKOVTO. The subject of E0piOKOVTO, however, remains 

ambiguous at this point, but cf. Py. 1.79 TTaiöCaaiv ... AEtvoptvEOs. 

512 Cf. Py. 1.49f. oiav oüTis'EAAävwv öptTrEi 1TAOÜTOU aTE(pövwp' äyepwXov... 

513 Py. 1.50-52. 

514 Py. 1.50 VOV yE pay KTA. Jebb (1891: 38) argues that a period of four years seems possible, 

cf. D. 18.13, X. An. 7.1.26. This means that a reference to the battle of Cumae in 474 BCE 

cannot be excluded. 
515 Cf. Py. 1.55 äaOEvci pEV XpwTi ßaivwv, QAAQ poipiöiov 6v. Van der Kolf (1924: 113n. 2) on Py. 

1.51 notes 'per ambages significasse verbo EarpaTEÜerl -. 'This is the only source for Philoctetes 

not yet healed and in battle. Cf. Procl. Chi p. 106 Allen, van der Kolf (1924: 115), Gantz (1993: 
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allows for other ways of praise for Hieron, which are often overlooked. For example, 

without Philoctetes, victory was not possible, 516 while other (admittedly late) sources 

portray Philoctetes even as a Magna Graecia cecist. 517 There have been various 

suggestions as to the identification of that second battle. 518 Be that as it may, what was 

alluded to must surely have been readily identifiable for a contemporary Sicilian 

audience. More important, however, is the statement which precedes the description of 

these two battles-519 That statement argues that both battles are well known and will be 

so in the future. On the view taken earlier that contemporaries outside Western Greece 

might not have been well informed about the battle of Himera, 520 rhetorically that 

statement attempts to convince the home audience that Himera (as well as that other 

battle, unknown to us), were both important and well-known events throughout the 

Greek world. At the same time it might have raised the interest of an audience outside 

Sicily in both battles. 521 

The ode then touches upon dynastic concerns. 522 It appears that the 

Deinomenids did not use the royal title, 523 and the epinician examples of regal 

terminology are better understood as propaganda in which Hieron portrays his rule as 

635). The great effort of Philoctetes, Py. 1.53 VKEiTEIpöpEVOV, might be picked up with Hieron's 

effort of delivery Hellas from slavery, cf. Py. 1.75'EAAo6' £«EAKWVKTA. 

516 Procl. Chi p. 106 Allen. 

517 Str. 6.1.3, Prinz (1979: 59). 

eta Cf. E Py. 1.99ab, F Py. 2.36,2.38, D. S. 11.53, Carey (1978: 21ff. ), Gentili etal. (1995: 346f. ). 

519 Py, 1.47f. 6 KEV äpVdCYEIEV, oiais iv TroAr poiai p6Xais TAdPOVI y)uXp rrapr pciv',... Homeric, cf. 

Hom E 669f. Oöuaasüs TA? pova 8up6v EXwv, H 152, K 231, CD 430. 

520 Cf. Appendix three. A fortiori, the 'Philoctetes battle' might have been as obscure for an 

audience outside Sicily as it is for us today. 

521 The exegesis might have been conducted by e. g. Hieron's Trp6ýEVOi in mainland Greece, cf. 
§ 1.4 on reperformance scenarios. 
522 Py. 1.60 Deinomenes, Py. 1.68 Hieron and his son. 

523 Cf. Appendix four. 
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that of a legitimate king. 524 Suffice to say that Hieron's attempt to have his son installed 

as ruler of Aetna might have been motivated by similar concerns of legitimacy of his 

own rule. While the tyrants' privileges had no limits, their power was not hereditary. 525 

With the installation of his son Deinomenes, Hieron might have attempted to start a 

dynasty, in other words a legitimate line of kings. 526 In other words, while Hieron's 

position in Syracuse was de facto, in Aetna his would be de iure. 527 Finally, kingship is 

touched upon in the proem as well and is represented there as part of the natural 

order. 52s 

The cosmic order, advertised in the proem, is now paralleled in a prayer for the 

future of Aetna. 529 In that prayer, everyone implicated in Aetna's future is mentioned in 

hierarchical order, first Zeus (Tiv), then Hieron (äyrlTrjp ävrjp), his son (uk T') and finally 

Aetna's citizens (5äpov). 530 Important is the mention of (auXio. The term rjauXia in 

524 Cf. Arist. Pol. 1314a: the tyrant should try to approximate his rule to kingship TO rroiciv aCTnV 
(sc. his rule) ßaaIAIKwTapav. Pol. 1315a-b: appear in the eyes of his subjects as a king, not as 

an egoist but as a guardian, a moderate ruler. These are all characteristics of a ruler which are 

stressed in epinician odes composed for Hieron. 

525 Cf. Th. 1.13.1 contrasting hereditary monarchy with tyranny Trp6TEpov bE rjaav s<rri ßrlTd1q 

yipaai TrarplKai ßa0IAEiai, Th. 1.17, Th. 6.54.5 the Pisistratidae. Cf. Andrewes (1956: 28). 

526 Cf. Leschhom (1984: 124), Luraghi (1994: 328). 

527 Hieron's position qua cecist, his son's as the descendent of a legitimate ruler. It is worth 

noting that Gelon's position at Syracuse might have been different because of his refoundation 

in 485 BCE. 

526 Py. 1.7 ... 
apXoc oiwvwv... The king of birds naturally belongs to the king of heaven, Zeus. 

Cf. Py. 1.30 Zeus the ruler. 

529 Py. 1.68f. 

530 Gentili etal. (1995: 17n. 1). Cf. Lefkowitz (1976: 114) who contrasts with the praise sections 

in Pindar's first Olympian ode and Bacchylides' fifth ode where the focus is much more on 
individual achievement. 
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early Greek seems to have had qualities contrary to those associated with hubris. 531 In 

Pindar rjauXia is commonly used for'internal peace'. 532 Since at the time of first 

performance of the ode it appears that there was no longer any Carthaginian threat, 533 

the wish for rauxia in this passage appears to be a wish for 'internal peace' in 

Syracuse and Aetna, 534 or a wish that stasis in Sicily would cease. 535 In other words, 

the notion that it is Hieron (and through him, Deinomenes) who will turn Aetna's 

citizens to harmonious peace. 536 

2.4.4.3 The Dorian foundation myth. 

531 Dickie (1984: 101). He notes (1984: 90) that the importance of the term rjauXia for the 

symposium 'has a significance that goes far beyond the symposium', cf. Sol. fr. 4.7-10 W., 

'rjauXia is a 'virtue that is equally necessary for the well-being and internal harmony of the 

state. ' On the link between oräais and ü(3pic, cf. Fisher (1992: 88-91,223-25,232), D. L. Cairns 

(1996: passim). 
532 Cf. Dickie (1984: 87), Fraenkel (1966: 279). Cf. Pi. O/. 4.16 rrpöc`HauXiav cpiAörroAiv, Py. 

4.294-96 (with the same link between Apollo, lyre and peace), Py. 8.1 with scholia adloc., Pae. 

2.32,4.7. Moreover, Py. 1.70 rpccrroi strongly hints at this meaning of internal peace. 
533 Cf. § 2.4.4. 

534 Pace Kierdorf (1966: 40). 

535 The Typhonomachy at Py. 1.16-28 could then well be a another parallel for the dangers of 

Sicilian stasis. Cf. Py. 1.16-28 with Py. 1.13 prj TrE(piAgKE (a perfect of result) and Py. 1.15 9swv 

rroAtpioc. In the proem, stasis has been overcome with the subjugation of Typhon (Py. 1.15 6q 

TE tv aiv¢ Tapräpw KC1Tai Py. 1.19 6XAai 
... rn£ýei). Tentatively, the imagery of the active 

volcano at Py. 1.19ff. could have the same associations with stasis and the wish to avoid such 

stasis under Hieron's rule and leadership. 

536 Py. 1.70 TpcTroi aüpcpwvov >rc rlouXiav. cf. Theogn. 47f., Pi. fr. 109. Assuming that Zeus' 

subjugation of Typhon is paralleled by Hieron's rule over Sicily, an element of threat might also 

be present. 
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The announcement of a `Hymn for Deinomenes' introduces the Dorian foundation 

myth. 537 Since ethnic cleansing was not part of the motivation for the Aetna project, 538 a 

different explanation for the myth in this ode is needed. 

By the 470s BCE, Sparta and Cyrene were the only cities governed by 

legitimate monarchies. Admittedly, to represent Aetna as a new Sparta would make it 

possible to speak about Lkcuftpia and ßaaiAEÜS at the same time. 539 Be that as it may, 

the Dorian foundation myth seems unlikely to have been a description of Hieron's 

institution of a full-blown Dorian constitution in Aetna. 540 The Dorian foundation myth is 

important, however, in its own terms. The key passage is Py. 1.62-64 with mention of 

oTäepa, vöpos and TEApöc, possibly with undertones of Eüvopia and iaovopia. 541 Pindar 

seems to have borrowed certain recognisable and admired features of the Spartan 

constitution and incorporated them in this ode as praise for Hieron's newly-founded 

537 Py. 1.60-66. 

538 Cf. Appendix six. 
539 Luraghi (1994: 359) 'senza the tra i due termini se inneschi un contrasto stridente. ' Cf. Py. 

1.61 AEOöpäTWi auv EAEUAEpiai in conjunction with Py. 1.60 Aetna's king, Py. 1.68 the two kings 

Hieron and Deinomenes. Cf. Raaflaub (2004: 61f. ) on /sth. 8.15 which is probably the earliest 

extant instance of 1AEu9cpia, '... the Greeks, who regarded the rescue from Xerxes' attack and 

the danger of Persian enslavement as a merciful, essential unexpected deliverance from an 

unbearable fate-'Cf. F /sth. 8.17ab. Raaflaub (2004: 90) notes that FAEUAEpia at Pi. Py. 1.61 

expresses a '... proper distribution of honours and political authority between king and people. ' 

540 Pace Boeckh (1821: 234), Kirsten (1941: 59). Cf. Luraghi (1994: 359n. 374, n. 376). 

541 On Eüvopia ('law and order') and iaovopia, cf. Ostwald (1969: 33ff. ), Andrewes (1938). The 

latter, however, notes (1938: 89) that Eüvopia, appears to have been 'a condition of the state in 

which citizens obey the law, not a condition of the state in which the laws are good. ' Boeckh 

(1821: 234) already compared Py. 1.60-62 with Tyrt. fr. 1-4 W. Cf. § 3.1.4.2 on Ne. 9.28 with a 

similar rhetorical stance in an ode composed for an associate of Hieron. Cf. Carm. Conv. PMG 

893.4,896.4 for the praise for iaovopia bestowed by Harmodius and Artistogeiton on Athens. 
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Aetna. 542 The long-term stability of the Spartan £üvopia was especially admired both by 

contemporaries and later generations. 543 The ode seems to allude to that particular 

feature when it says that the Dorians will remain forever under the rules of Hyllus 

following his precepts. 544 By extension, Aetna's settlers, as did the Dorians, will remain 

in their newly conquered territory as well. 545 Importantly, the Dorian myth appears to be 

a 'chosen-people' type of story, concerned with immigrant colonists. 546 Such 'chosen 

people' typically regard themselves as divinely selected and divine kingship is often the 

way that the covenant is mediated with the gods. Moreover, to regard one's territory as 

a divine 'gift' presumes a climate of contestation and such a 'gift' often requires 

reciprocal obligations which are more often than not presented as the need to conform 

to ancient and ancestral values. 547 Assuming that Aetna was a 'gift' from the tyrant to 

his mercenary settlers, 548 the Dorian foundation myth in the ode strengthens the rights 

and claims of Aetna's settlers on their new territory. 549 It also advertises the laudandus 

542 7 Py. 3.118c e. g. associates the plural in Py. 1.68 Kai Pam, EOoiv biaKpivEiv i rupov A6yov 

ävepwrrwv as an allusion to Spartan double kingship, part of the Great Rhetra. The objection 

that Hieron and Deinomenes could hardly have been diarchons on a Spartan model, as Luraghi 

argues (1994: 359n. 374), misses the point that this Spartan institution could still be a 

rhetorically satisfactory exemplum for the nauXia which only Hieron and Deinomenes could 

guarantee. 

543 Cf. Pi. Py. 10.1 OA(3ia AaKEbaipwv, Hdt. 1.66.1 Oürw lEV pEraßaAbvTcs Eüvoprjegaav, 
(Lycurgus), Pl. Nom. 4,712d, e, Polyb. 6.10, Cicero de Rep. 2.23,2.42. 
544 Py. 1.64 vaioVTEc aiEi itVEiv KrA. 
545 Py. 1.67f. aiEi bE Toiaürav ... aiaav c orois Kai (3aaiAEOaiv biaKpivEiv. Aetna's territory was 

conquered, like that of the Dorians, cf. Py. 1.65f. EaXov 
... 

6pvüpEvoi. 

546 On the notion of 'chosen-people' stories cf. Smith (1999: 137), followed by J. Hall (2002: 88). 

E. g. the Exodus from Egypt, the Anglo-Saxon settlement of Britain, the voyage of the Pilgrim 

fathers to the New World. 

547 J. Hall (2002: 88). Cf. Py. 1.64-65 aid pEVEiv TEepoiaiv iv Aiyipioü Awpicis. 

548 Cf. Appendix six. Cf. Mauss (1990) on the exchange of (concrete) gifts in archaic societies. 
549 In vain, cf. D. S. 11.76.3, Str. 6.2.3 for events after the fall of the tyranny. 
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as the guarantor of peace and stability. Importantly, Hieron would increase his claims 

on (Dorian) Syracuse by aligning himself with Dorian institutions, 550 while as external 

counter-propaganda, the Dorian foundation myth would promote Deinomenid rule as 

constitutional and as a stable affair. Be that as it may, Hieron's strategy of alignment 

with Dorians and Sparta might have been sailing close to the wind because of the 

strong anti-tyrannical credentials of the Spartans. 551 

Finally, it is worthwhile pointing out that Pindar used the Dorian foundation myth 

in another epinician ode of which unfortunately only the first eight verses remain. 552 

That ode contains a similar Dorian narrative, 553 endorsing an Aeginetan claim and 

observance of 'ancient' rules justifying such claims. 5' 

2.4.4.4 Panhellenic battles and praise for Hieron. 

The prayer which starts the fourth antistrophe has Sicily as its focus. 555 This prayer, 

with its wish for good fortune and harmonious peace for Aetna contains two exempla. 

550 Cf. §§ 2.1.3.1,3.2.3 where it is argued that Hieron did not have any legitimate claims on 

Syracuse when he took over the tyranny from Gelon in 478/7 BCE. 

551 Although by the 470s BCE Sparta's removal of tyrannies was past. In 511 BCE Sparta had 

ousted the tyrant Hippias from Athens, cf. Th. 6.53-59. It is worth noting that both Deinomenes 

and Hippias were sons of tyrants, and interestingly, Thucydides, cf. Th. 6.54f., stresses the 

constitutionality of Hippias. 

552 Isth. 9.1-8 composed for an unknown victor from Aegina. Based on what is left, the ode 

cannot be dated, yet the eighth Pythian ode is probably composed around 446 BCE by which 

time Aegina had lost it autonomy. It is widely accepted that Py. 8 deals with political problems 

between Athens and Aegina, cf. Figueira (1993: 112-25). 

553 /sth. 9.1-6. Note the 'strangers' who somehow seem to interfere with the Aeginetans 

upholding their traditions. 
554 Will (1956: 59). 

555 Py. 1.67-80 ZEO TEÄEI', aiEi & TOia6Tav Apt va Trap' übwp KTA. 
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Whereas the prayer, as is argued above, deals with internal peace, the two exempla 

deal with external aggression, serving as a foil for that internal peace. 556 

Geographically, the exempla move away from Sicily: the first exemplum deals with the 

battle of Cumae, 557 followed by an elaborate priamel that culminates in the battle of 

Himera. 558 The Cumae passage, in itself a further prayer with a wish for peace, 

contains some vivid ecphrasis in which Hieron is held up as a guarantor of external 

peace and ends with very strong praise indeed: the poem tells Hieron has 'delivered 

Hellas from grievous slavery. '559 Whereas the topos of liberation from or avoidance of 

slavery in connection with the Persian Wars was a common one, 560 it is not entirely 

clear which Hellas is meant in the praise passage in this ode. On the one hand, since 

Cumae has just been mentioned, 561 the audience might understand 'Hellas' to stand for 

Western Greece. On the other hand, in the priamel which follows Himera even 

surpasses Salamis and Plataea in importance, 562 suggesting that 'Hellas' could be an 

allusion to the whole of the Greek world. The scholiast is in doubt as to whether Hellas 

stands for Western Greece or for the wider Greek world, 563 and it is attractive to think 

that'EAAäÖ' EýEAKwv ßapEiac öouAias is deliberately ambiguous. This would rhetorically 

556 Gentili eta/. (1995: 354): IaUXia (internal peace) versus£iprjvn (external peace). 

557 Py. 1.71-75. 

558 Py. 1.75-80. 

559 Py, 1.75'EAAä611; EAKwv [3apciac öouAiac. However, Etruscan aggression appears to have 

been entirely economically motivated and had very little to do with a wish to 'enslave' Sicily, cf. 

§ 2.4.4, note 482. 

560 Cf. Sim. fr. 10-18 W2, PMG 536, A. Pers. 234, Pi. fr. 76,77, [Sim. ] fr. 20a Page, 88a D. 

561 Py. 1.72 ... rrpö Küpac. 

562 Through comparison the priamel leads up to an idea with which the poet is primarily 

concerned, cf. Gerber (1982: 3). Himera therefore surpasses the other battles because it comes 

last in the priamel. 

563 Py. 1.146ab Evioi p&'EAAäba Thy iv EIKEAig ýKouaav, Evioi öE'EAAOöa rr)v ArrlKrjv. 
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upgrade the role of the /audandus in the battle of Himera beyond what we knew had 

actually happened. Before a Sicilian audience it would upgrade the importance of 

Cumae so as to strengthen Hieron's legitimacy as ruler. 564 The following Plataea- 

Salamis-Himera priamel is high praise for the Deinomenid clan, 565 serving the interests 

of the laudandus at home, but also abroad in the earlier mentioned strategy of counter- 

propaganda. It could be noted that in the passage Py. 1.50-80 three rhetorical devices 

work in unison: prayers, 566 a priamel, 567 as well as ring composition, 568 all work together 

to hammer the message down. Hence it is safe to assume that this passage in the ode 

is an important part of the patron message of the laudandus. 

2.4.4.5 The final section of praise in the ode. 

The end of the fourth epode offers a climax with high rräeoc. 569 A rhetorical pause 

follows with some reflection on the appropriateness of themes in an epinician ode. 570 A 

fine balance needs to be struck, the ode says, between praise which is appropriate and 

564 Py. 1.73 oia FupaKOaiwv ctpX(: W öapaGAEVTEs rr69ov. 
565 Py. 1.79 rraiöwaaiv üpvov AEIVOpEV<EO>S TEAtaaS, sc. the clan. 

566 Py. 1.56,1.67,1.71,1.72. Race (1990: 136) notes that Pindar's first Pythian is the ode with 
the highest concentration of prayers. 
567 Py, 1.76-80. 

568 Py. 1.50 Himera; Py. 1.50ff. an unknown victory; Py. 1.71ff. Cumae; Py. 1.79; back to 

Himera. Cf. van Otterloo (1944: 3) on this device 'Diese Struktur wendet man Vorzugsweise an 

solchen Stellen an, wo es sich darum handelt, einen am Anfang programmatisch 

ausgesprochenen Satz zu beweisen, ... Quod eratdemonstrandum ergänzt man unwillkürlich. ' 

569 Py. 1.80 röv [sc. Himeram] Eötýavr' apcp' äpErp, TToAEpiwv ävöpCoV Kapövrwv. 

570 On Reticentia and ärroaiwrrfaiS, cf. Quint. 9.2.57. On Abruchsforme/in general see Race 

(1990: 41-57). 
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deserved and praise which is excessive (K6poc). 571 Due regard to appropriateness 

(Kaipoc), 572 avoids negative reactions which the ode mentions as KöpoS, Nwpos and 

906VOs. 573 However, the ode appears to imply that due recognition of Hieron's 

excellence demands high praise to such an extent that it is impossible to strike that 

balance between appropriate praise and excess. In other words, the ode tells the 

audience that even when such praise for the laudandus will lead to KöpoS, pi pos and 

cpOovos, it is nevertheless unavoidable. 574 The rhetorical device used in this passage 

appears to be in utramque partem, 575 or auvolKCiWaIs. 576 Hence the passage Py. 1.80- 

85 argues for two, apparently opposing, views, whereby the outcome serves as praise 

for the /audandus a precept of social behaviour, Kaipös b' Erri rraciv dpiaTos, 577 is 

juxtaposed to a further, proverbial, sentiment, namely, 'envy is better than pity'. 578 

The ode continues with 'suggestions' for the laudandus as how to counter such 

unavoidable envy. Hieron should be a just ruler, 579 he should be truthful, 580 he should 

571 Fränkel (1976: 524) '... die überragende Größe eines Fürsten allzu nachdrücklich (KbpoS) 

dem Bewußtsein der Untertanen einprägt... ' 

572 A common topos, cf. Hes. Op. 694 Kaipöc 6' ETri Träaiv äpiarog, Theogn. 401, Pi. Py. 9.78f., 

B. 14.17. Cf. Bundy (1962: 88f. ). 

573 Py. 1.82,1.85. 

574 Cf. Py. 1.85 äAA' öpws, KTK in other words, the envy is unavoidable envy. Cf. Py. 1.86ff. 

575 Cf. Arist. Rhet 1394b7,1395a20-95b. The effect is one of great liveliness and spontaneity. 
576 A coupling of contraries, yet not opposed one to another (which would be ävri6Eaic). 

577 Expressed in Py. 1.80-82. 

578 Py. 1.85 KpEaaov yap oiKTippoü cpGövog. Proverbial, cf. Sept. Sap. 10.3.6.17 p. 64 DK. and 

Hdt. 3.52.5. On conventional moral language in early Greek lyric, cf. Slater (1979a) who notes 

(1979a: 80) that such conglomerates of moral and social advice might in detail be contradictory 

'but that was not a major problem, for we find the contradiction also in Pindar. ' On contradictions 

in Pindar, cf. Young (1964: 637). 

579 py, 1.86 vwpa 6lKaiw Trn6akiw arpaTÖV" Fränkel (1976: 525) 'Sei gerecht (iustitia 

fundamentum regnorum). ' Compare this form of vwpäw with Py. 1.62 iv vöpoiS' KAT. 

58o py, 1.86: the anvil of truth. 
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be aware that everything he says is of great consequence, 581 and finally, he should 

remain munificent. 582 Be that as it may, Hieron surely did not commission an ode to be 

told what to do. Hence, rhetorically this 'advice' is high praise in the sense that it 

portrays the laudandusas already heeding this 'advice'. 583 In other words, it suggests 

that what the laudandus does is governed by good wisdom. 

2.4.4.6 The type of immortality promised to the laudandus. 

The pair of Croesus and Phalaris closes the ode. 584 Croesus' cpiAö ppwv ppETä 

guarantees that he will be remembered, 585 language which surely alludes to Hieron's 

KÄEOS ä9GITOV. 586 Croesus' antithesis, Phalaris, will not be celebrated by lyres in 

banquet halls 'in gentle fellowship with boys' voices', 587 and hence, by extension, 

Croesus will be remembered in song. Since the ode reminds the audience of the 

traditional mode of the survival of the KMOs äcpelTOV of Croesus, namely through 

581 Py. 1.87f. Ei Ti Kai cpAaüpov rrapaietiaaci, ptya Toi (PEpsrai, Träp aE9EV. LSJs. v. rrapaieüaaw 

'fall by chance from a persons lips'. Gentili et al (1995: 359), however, notes that Trapai6üaaEi 

continues the metaphor of the anvil as if from Hieron's mouth spark flashes of light. On that 

interpretation, the Aetna volcano might be alluded to. Cf. Py. 1.23f.... 06ov KaTrvOO aiewv". 
582 Py. 1.91f. EýiEt b' cwaTrEp Ku3EpväTas ävrjp iaT10V ävEp6EV, another nautical metaphor. The 

simile builds on an element of prudence. 

583 On such 'advice' to rulers, cf. Race (1987) on Isoc. ad Nicoclem. On works of exhortation 

(wisdom literature), cf. West (1978: 3-25). 

584 Pairs of opposite characters often occur in odes for Hieron, cf. Pelops vs. Tantalus Pindar's 

first Olympian ode, Cinyras vs. Ixion in Pindar's second Pythian ode, Cadmus vs. Peleus and 

Nestor vs. Sarpedon in Pindar's third Pythian ode. 

585 Py. 1.92-94 ... 
oTrieöpßporov aüXripa 66 as oiov dTroiXopEVwv äv5pG. v biaiTav pavüEi 

Kai Aoyioic Kai äoi5oiS. oü cp9ivEi Kpoiaou cpiAöcppwv äpcTä... 

586 Cf. Gentili etal. (1995: 362). E. g. Hom. 1413, w 196, h. Ap. 156, Hes. fr. 70.5-7 MW, Saph. 

fr. 44.4 Voigt, Ibyc. fr. S151.47 Page, Theogn. 867, [Sim. ) Epigr. 20a. 1 P. 

587 Py. 1.97f. 
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song, 588 it appears that the laudandus is also promised such traditional survival in this 

ode. The ode does not specify for which C(p£rä in particular Croesus will be 

remembered, 589 and the contrast with Bacchylides' third ode is worth noting. In that 

ode, composed probably only two years after Pindar's first Pythias ode, a strong 

parallel is developed between Croesus' and Herons Eüai1Eia to the extent that the 

rewards for Croesus in that ode (literal immortality) clearly are implied for the 

/audandus. 590 Hieron, as an cecist of Aetna, could look forward to posthumous hero- 

worship, yet in Pindar's first Pythian ode the laudandus apparently avoids too explicit 

allusions to wishes for literal immortality. 591 The ode does, however, appear to contain 

vague allusions to literal immortality for the laudandus. First, Philoctetes, with whom 

Hieron is explicitly compared, is referred to as a hero. 592 Second, the allusions to 

Sparta in this ode in conjunction with Deinomenid kingship might have alluded to the 

hero-cult of the kings of Sparta. 593 Be that as it may, the stress on the traditional mode 

of survival at the end of the ode appears to play down such allusions. This means that 

the laudandus probably did not want to draw too much attention to the fact that he had 

588 Cf. § 1.4. 

589 Presumably his kingship, his magnanimity, his wealth and piety. 

590 B. 3.23-66, cf. § 2.5.4. 

591 Pace Köhnken (1970: 13) who compares proem and final of the ode and concludes 'Musik 

and Lied sind die Brücke von der Vergänglichkeit zur göttlichen Unvergänglichkeit. ' See 

Appendix five. 

592 py, 1.53 ýpoac ävTiGtouc Iloiavros uiöv. 

593 Krummen (1990: 147n. 19) discussing the links between Cyrene and Sparta played up in 

Pindar's fifth Pythian ode, argues that the reference to previous kings, now dead, cf. Py. 5.97 

Bola A££s i£poi, together with the preceding reference to the hero-cult of Battus, when taken 

together, look like a way of alluding to the fact that in Sparta all the kings had a hero-cult after 

death. She cites X. De rep. Lac. 15.9 di öE T£A£uTrjaavTI Tlpai ßaoIWl &ÖOVTal, Tnb£ ßoüAovTai 

önAoüv of AuKOl)pYOU vöpol Oil oüX ws äv9pwrrous ä1V\' dis npwac Toils AaK£öalpoviwv ßaolk£is 

TrpOT£TIp6KQQI. 
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wishes for literal immortality. 594 Tentatively, one could argue that including allusions to 

literal immortality would have made the ode less acceptable in the strategy of counter- 

propaganda mentioned above. 

594 Cf. § 8.3.4 for a discussion of wishes for literal immortality in the odes composed for Hieron. 
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2.5 Bacchylides' third ode for Hieron of Syracuse. 

Argument. 

The laudandus is advertised as someone at the apex of his political power and 

portrayed as drawn into the sphere of the gods. Rhetorically, a dense network of 

gnomae in this ode emphasises piety in terms of reciprocity and char/s as part of 

traditional Greek religion: Croesus, the ma/n protagonist in the myth, had given to the 

gods and expects to receive something in return. The /audandus had given to the gods 

and has received in return his political power and his victory. The ode forcefully 

presents the type of charis which is expected from poet and audience. The ode argues 

that proper charis implies the need to abstain from envy towards the laudandus. To a 

certain extent, the ode justifies Hieron's tyrannical rule as well Since the laudandus 

and Croesus and clearly paralleled, the myth as well as the Admetus exemplum 

strongly hint at Hieron 's wish for literal immortality. The absence of the mention of any 

of Hieron 's military affairs in this ode could tentatively be construed as a sign of 

confidence. 

2.5.1 Introduction. 
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Hieron appears to have been a Hierophant in the Demeter Kore cult and as a 

hereditary priest595 he would have been the incumbent holder of the sacred icpd. This 

cult, linked with Eleusinian concepts, offered to all initiates hopes for betterment in the 

after-life. 596 Be that as it may, in this ode, more traditional Apollonian religion appears 

paramount. 597 Sacrifice, the most direct way through which men could communicate 

with the gods, is the most important characteristic of that religion and a prominent 

feature in this ode. Traditional sacrifice597a operates on the premise of a barter 

relationship, in other words it is based on do ut des-598 both parties involved receive (or 

at least expect to receive) something. The relations of reciprocity between humans and 

gods are often unbalanced, yet charis is able to veil these differences, however 

temporarily and partially, so as to pretend that the gap between man and god was not 

too wide to be bridged. 599 Charis, an important concept in this ode, is based on 

reciprocity as well. °°° In the myth, Croesus laments the absence of Apollo's charis. 601 

595 The sources are given in § 2.2.3. Since Hieron shared his name with his father he, and not 
Gelon, might have been the eldest son. 

596 Cf. Parker (1995: 503). 

597 Cf. Nilsson (1955: 652) on Apollo 'Seine Aufgabe war nicht, wie ein Prophet die Gemüter 

aufzurütteln, er war in religiöser Beziehung kein Revolutionär, kaum einmal ein Reformator: er 

baute auf altem Boden.. . 
Seine Begrenzung aber war, daß auch er ein Olympier war, der auf 

demselben Boden wie die alten Göttern stand und daher neue religiöse Werte nicht schaffen 

könnte. ' 

597a On sacrife, cf. Stengel (1910), Eiterm (1915), Meuli (1946), Burkert (1983: 1-12), (1985: 54- 

79). 
598 Or its variants. CEG 326 appears to be the oldest instance (c. 700 BCE) of 'I give so that you 

will give'. It contains civa96Kr), capoi(3äs and Xdpis. There are many variants, e. g. da utdem (give 

so that I will give), da quia dedisti (give because you have given), da quia dedi (give because I 

have given) da quia dedit(give because he gave). Ausfeld (1903: 525ff. ) collects the examples. 

Cf. Burkert (1988: 136f. ), Pulleyn (1997: 16-38). 

599 Parker (1989: 124-25). 

60o Cf note103. 
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Croesus has given in the past and expects now something in return, 6i' £üar ß£iav. 602 

Heron's £üaE13£ia operates on similar premises: da quia dedi, 603 and the ode 

specifically mentions that Hieron's £üaE(3£ia is proportional to the amount of gold he 

donated to Delphi. 604 That such propitiatory sacrifice placates the gods independently 

of the moral character of the sacrificer surely suited a tyrant, 605 yet there is evidence to 

suggest that such a belief could be perceived as problematic. 606 Be that as it may, the 

ode portrays Hieron as the most conspicuous example of a pious man, something to 

which his conduct in Sicily, 607 as well as at Delphi, 606 is testimony. The ode does not 

link Hieron's £üaaß£ia with other moral precepts. 609 Instead, hyperbole and regal 

terminology unreservedly portray the iaudandusas at the apex of his political power. 

In an ode celebrating a victory at Olympia the prominence of Apollo and Delphi 

can be accounted for by the following conjunction of circumstances. First, both 

601 B. 3.35-39. 

602 B. 3.61ff. 

603 Cf. B. 3.63-66. 

604 Incidentally, a claim in itself to which the reproach of hubris might be attached, cf. Porph. 

Abst. 2.17, Nilsson (1955: 648n. 2). 

605 Adkins (1960: 134f. ) calls this type of Cciar3Cia 'proportional to one's pocket book. ' 

606 A. Ag. 67-71 EO'Ti b' orrn vOv ! GTI T£A£ITaI 6' r=c TO TTCTTpWp VOV- 060' 6TrOKaiwv OÖT' hiACißwv 

OÜT£ baKpCWV äirüpwv i£pwv bpyäc [sc. of the gods] äT£v£IC Trapa8aAý£i [sc. anybody]., Pi. fr. 

214, E. fr 946 N. £ü iaO', 6Tav Tic £l1Q£[3WV 66p e£OIc, KQV NIKpä 00n, TUvXäV£I QWTnplac. Cf. Pl. 

R. 330d-331b with Leg. 905d-907b, Ev. Luc. 14.12, Marc. Aur. 7.73. Burkert (1988: 274) notes 

'eu-sebeia avoids the extravagant and excessive'. Cf. Theophr. peri Eus. fr. 7.47ff, Theopomp. 

FGrHist 115 F 344. For the notion that every man should sacrifice according to his means, cf. 

Hes. Op. 336, X. Mem. 1.3.3, Arist. EN 1164b5f. 

607 B. 3.15-16. 

608 8.3.17-19,3.63-6. 

609 But contrast with O/. 2.69f. Hieron, unlike Theron of Acragas, apparently did not seem to 

think it necessary to link moral precepts with rewards, cf. §§ 5.2.1,5.2.4. 
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laudandus and Croesus were famous for their dedications at Delphi. 610 Second, the 

traditional piety of the sort just described, kingship of both laudandus and Croesus as 

well as strong hints at literal immortality all conveniently meet in the myth. 

Surely, claims to piety in this ode are neither wholly insincere nor mere 

propaganda. However, it is worthwhile noting Aristotle's remarks on the more 

straightforward political objectives of piety. He shrewdly remarks that 'a tyrant should 

always show a particular zeal in the cult of the gods because people are less afraid of 

being treated unjustly by those of this sort, that is if they think that the ruler is god- 

fearing and pays some regard to the gods; and they are less ready to conspire against 

him, if they feel that the gods themselves are his friends. '611 In other words, professing 

a close intimacy with the gods had practical benefits for the /audandus. 612 

Bacchylides' treatment of the Croesus myth clearly shows that piety has 

extraordinary rewards. Whereas he does not explicitly suggest that the /audandus will 

be treated exactly like Croesus, the myth nevertheless appears to suggest that what 

610 Croesus: B. 3.61f. Hieron's dedications: B. 3.63-66. Cf. Gentili (1953: passim), (1958: 72-82), 

Jacquemin (1999: 70,353) for the archaeological evidence. Many Greek votive offerings after 
the Persian Wars were made in Delphi, cf. Jacquemin (1999: 72,336), in spite of the fact that 

the oracle had recommended surrender before the war. However, this seemed to have been 

quickly forgotten, cf. Bengston (1958: 85ff. ). Delphi might have been important for Sicilians 

because Apollo was intimately linked with the colonisation of Western Greece, cf. Th. 6.3, 

Burkert (1988: 116). 

611 Arist. Pol 1314b38-1315a3, translation R. F. Stalley. The crucial passage is 1315a1: t6v 

&Eiaiöaipova vopii; woiv Eivai T6v äpXovra Kai cppovTii; Eiv TWV eEG. v. The term ö&iaiöaipovia in the 

bad sense of superstitiousness is relatively late (postTheophrastus). AEiaiöaipwv in the sense 

of pious or religious is older (first in X. Agesii 11.8.4). The sense in Aristotle's passage seems 

clearly 'pious', cf. Nilsson (1955: 720) who notes that although Aristotle must have thought in 

the first place about the tyrants of his own age, 'seine Worte haben aber algemeinere 

Gültigkeit. ' 

612 Possibly also B. 3.69 ecocpi] Afi (Herweden, Jurenka, Blass). Very clearly at B. 4.18-19 Ti 

cpEpTEpov ý eEOIQIV piAov >rövra. 
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holds for Croesus, holds for the laudandus as well. 613 Hence, this ode strongly 

suggests that in an epinician ode poetic immortality in song is compatible with allusions 

to more substantial immortality. 614 

The ideology of this ode appears to be a clear instance of a Herrschaftssystem, 

but with its insistence on traditional Greek religion it uses elements of Po/isideologie to 

underpin Hieron's tyrannical rule. Compared to Pindar's first Pythian ode, the focus of 

the ode is much less on threats and ways to negotiate those threats. 

2.5.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

After Hieron's death in 467/6 BCE, his son Deinomenes set up a votive offering on his 

behalf. 615 Judging by Pausanias' description it appears that Hieron won only once with 

the chariot at Olympia. This must have been in 468 BCE. 616 The length of the ode tells 

against a first performance at Delphi. The invocation of Demeter as ruler over Syracuse 

in the proem likewise strongly suggests a first performance of the ode in Syracuse. 

2.5.3 Praise for the laudandus and patron message. 

613 Maehler's (1982: 37) reservation seems unnecessary 'Vielleicht hatte Hieron ähnliche 

Vorstellungen vom Jenseits, von Totengericht und Wiedergeburt wie Theron, (Pi. O/. 2.68ff. ), 

und hoffte als Heros auf die Inseln der Seligen versetz zu werden. ' Cf. § 2.5.4. 

614 B. 3.90-98 immortality in song, especially B. 3.90-92 ... ApETä[S YE p]EV oll pivüeEi 
ßpoT JV dpa S[wp]aTi cpEyyos, 6AA MoOoä viv Tp[ECpEI. ], versus B. 3.58-62 Croesus being spirited 

away to the land of the Hyperboreans, especially B. 3.58f. TOTE AaAoyEVrj[S ArrO]AAwv cpEpwv ES 

'Yrrsp(3opEo[uc y]Epovra. 
615 Cf. Paus. 6.12.1,8.42.8-9. Ebert (1972: 116) number 17. 

616 Cf. P. Oxy222 under 468 BCE, Moretti (1957: 93). 
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I shall first discuss some features which appear relevant to the patron message of the 

laudandus, after which I shall look at the mythical sections in more detail. 

The ode arguably advertises the laudandus unreservedly as being at the apex 

of his political power. First, each epode in this ode addresses the laudandus or refers 

to Zeus or Apollo. 617 This can hardly be coincidental and more probably was a 

deliberate rhetorical attempt to draw Hieron into the sphere of both gods. This might 

have been brought out even more forcefully through dance and mime during a live 

performance. 618 Second, one of the traditional elements of the epinician catalogue, the 

victor's home city, is absent: Syracuse does not figure but instead the whole of Sicily 

appears to take her place. 619 This has the effect of presenting the laudandus as ruler 

over the whole of the island. 620 Third, there is extensive hyperbole in the ode, ranging 

from strong exaggerations, 621 to the rather unbelievable. 622 Fourth, the ode contains 

regal terminology, 623 yet it appears that the Deinomenids did not carry a royal title. 624 

617 Cf. Maehler (2004: 86). First epode: Hieron owns his rule to Zeus. Second ep.: destruction of 
Sardis by Zeus. Third ep.: Croesus' invocation of Zeus and Apollo. Fourth ep.: Zeus 

extinguishes the flames. Fifth ep.: Hieron's wealth and power due to Zeus, Sixth ep.: Apollo's 

advice. Seventh ep.: a final address to Hieron. 

618 Cf. Mullen (1982) on the element of dance in the performance of an epinician ode. 
619 B. 3.1-3 Apic ro[K]dprroU FIKCAias KpEOUQav A[d]paTpa ioGTEcpavöv Tc Koüpav üpvei,... 

620 B. 3.11 its rrapä Zgv6s AaX(bv TTAEiQTapXov'EAAcvwv y£paS. Cf. § 8.3.1. 

621 B. 3.62f., B. 3.70, B. 3.92f. 

622 8.3.12 8S TTapd Zrlvöc AaXWv TrAsiOTapXov'EAA6vwv y£pas. Jebb (1905: 254) 'over more 

than are subject to any other ruler', cf. Pi. 0/ 1.104 66vajiv KUpuiTCpov. B. 3.12 must have been 

a particularly strong statement when the ode was reperformed outside Sicily. Mann (2000: 

32n. 100) notes that this is the only Greek instance 'wo eine Person das Adjektiv rrWaTapXoS 

zugeordnet ist. ' 

623 B. 3.11-12, B. 3.70. 

624 Cf. Appendix four. 
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Finally, the ode does not contain any overt references to Hieron's military activities, 625 

which presents a sharp contrast to Pindar's first Pythias ode in which mention of an 

external threat arguably serves to justify Hieron's tyrannical rule. 626 Tentatively, by 468 

BCE Hieron was confident enough to abstain from such tactics. 

The concept of reciprocity is an important feature in this ode and the vocabulary 

of giving and gifts is prominent. 627 In the first epode of the ode, for example, Hieron's 

rule appears a gift from Zeus. 628 The use of AayXävw, to obtain something by lot, 629 and 

in particular, something that is one's rightful portion, is relevant since it advertises the 

laudandus as someone who has not usurped his power, 630 and alludes to Hieron's 

destiny as ruler. 631 The following triad contains vivid ecphrasis as proof of Hieron's 

Eüatß£ia, 632 followed by a gnome which sums up the purpose of sacrifice to the 

gods. 633 This gnome is the transition to the myth. The myth will turn out to be an 

illustration of that gnome. 634 

625 At B. 3.69 the laudandus is once referred to as ävöp' äprjiov. 

626 Cf. § 2.4.4.2. 

627 8.3.3 yAuKÜöwpE KAEO% B. 3.11 the laudandus, B. 3.62 Croesus, B. 3.65 the laudandus, 

B. 3.97f. the laudator, or, because of the sphragis, the poet. 
628 8.3.11-12 öS rrapä Zrtv6S AaXwv rrAciOTapXov'EAAävwv ytpas 

629 Cf. LS�s. v. AayXdvw I, c. acc. rei, of spoils, opposed to Ei; aipcIQ6ai. E. g. Hom. 1367, g 233. 

Cf. O/. 6.34, generally 'obtain as one's portion. ' Rumpel (1883: 268) s. v. AayXävw fato v. 
deorum numine nanciscor, adipiscor. 
630 Something which Hieron appears to have done, cf. § 2.1.3.1. 

631 Cf. O/. 6.34 AäXE r' AAcpEÖV OiKEIV" Aepytus was fated to rule the Arcadians. 

632 B. 3.15-21 ßpüouai cpiAoi; cvias äyuiai" Aäprrci ö' tirrö pappapuyais ö Xpuaoc,... AEAcpoi 

öiErrouai. 
633 B. 3.21-22 OF-6v, 6[c6]v Tic äYJ\df E6w yap äpioTOS [6]Aßwv. Cf. E. fr. 12.152 N. oti[öcis 

Käparoc cllacßcTv 6E00S. Cf. Stenger (2004: 67) on the climatic position of this gnome. 
634 Note the link between gnome and myth: B. 3.23 a: rrci rrorc... 
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2.5.4 The mythical sections - Croesus and Admetus. 

Some commentators consider the relevance of the Croesus myth and the Admetus 

exemp/um in the light of some ailment from which Hieron supposedly was suffering. 635 

That, however, is not necessary and myth as well as exemplum can be understood in 

terms of the ode itself. 

The myth is remarkable because it deals with relatively recent events. 636 

Croesus figures in the first Pythian ode, 637 and an allusion to certain 'chroniclers and 

poets', 636 immediately before the mention of Croesus seems to imply that Hieron's 

audience was familiar with the Croesus material. 639 Bacchylides' ode and a red figure 

amphora, 640 are our oldest sources for the story. The other main source is 

Herodotus. 641 Importantly, whereas in Herodotus Croesus is depicted as a barbarian, 642 

on the Myson vase and in Bacchylides' ode is Croesus portrayed as a Greek. 643 This 

635 Jebb (1905: 263) 'at this time it must have been known that he could not live long. ' Most 

recently again Maehler (2004: 79-80), 'aware that he might not have much longer to live. This 

could be relevant to the question why B. choose the story of the Lydian king... ' 

636 Croesus was king from c. 560 - 546 BCE. 

637 Py. 1.94ff. 

638 Py. 1.94 kOyioic Kai doiöois 

639 Reichel (2000: 148), Gentili et al (1995: 362). The audience could have learnt about Croesus 

through encomiastic works in prose and poetry, cf. E Py. 1.181ab, F Ne. 6.50. 

640 ARIA 238.1, Louvre G 197, Myson painter, ca. 490-80 BCE. 

641 Cf. Hdt. 1.86-87. Repeated in later sources, cf. X. 7.2.5f, Ctesias FGrHist688 F 9. Nic. 

Damasc. FGrHist90 F68, D. S. 9.2,9.34, Lucian Jup. Ti-. 23, Gall. 23. 

642 Cf. Lomas (2000: 173) on the opposition barbarian-Greek and the accompanying pejorative 

connotations after the Persian Wars. 

643 Snell (1973: 204). Cf. Regenbogen (1965: 379f. ) 'im Wesen ein halber Grieche 

geworden... und auf den Inseln der Seligen in Ewigkeit seine friedlichen Tage lebt, wie irgenein 

griechischer Heros. ' 
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very well might have furthered the possibility of paralleling Croesus with Hieron. 644 

Croesus is fundamentally a positive example. 

All literary versions seem to veer between two extremes: on the one hand the 

observation in the Armenian Eusebius, 645 and the Babylonian Nabonid Chronicle of 547 

BC, both reporting the capture and death of Croesus at the hands of Cyrus, 646 and, on 

the other hand the description in Xenophon of an encounter between two perfect 

gentlemen. Whereas the Herodotean Croesus, an example of rräOEi pdeoc, 647 has lost 

all the insignia of his power and is forced onto the pyre, in Bacchylides Croesus' action 

is voluntary and Croesus appears to pray to Apollo with an appeal to reciprocity. 648 The 

myth, in typical Bacchylidean manner, is full of pathos. Croesus' lament rä rrpöaOEv 

EXBpd cpiAa- OavEiv yAüKI TOV, 649 occurring as it does at the middle of the myth is 

arguably the dramatic high-point of the whole ode. Although it is difficult to establish the 

way in which Bacchylides was responding to other versions, 650 most scholars agree 

that Croesus and the laudandus are clearly paralleled. 651 Importantly, Croesus after his 

611 This also means that surely no parallels with Hamilcar, known for his self-immolation, cf. Hdt. 

7.167, are intended. Pace Lefkowitz (1976: 131), Reichel (2000: 155). 

645 Eus. PE5.20-22 p. 33 Karst. 

646 Cf. Reichel (2000: 147). 

W Segal (1971: 39). 

648 B. 3.35 [rro]ü BEGJV £ori[V] Xdpic; Ausfeld (1911: 527) mentions this and the Herodotean 

passage as 'summi momenti' of the type da quia dediand parallels with Hom A 39, r 397, 

Aristoph. Pac. 386, Pl. E07.14b, Rep. 3.394a. 

848 B. 3.47. Note the contrasts between Croesus in despair but calmly accepting his fate and the 

cries of the daughters. This effect is rhetorically enforced by the use of enjambment, cf. B. 3.50- 

51. 

650 The problems are discussed in Stern (1970: 300-304), Maehler (1982b: 33-37), Reichel 

(2000: passim). 
651 Maehler (1982b: 37) 'Parallele so deutlich wie in keinem anderen Epinikion', pace 
Wilamowitz (1933: 316). 
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ordeal lives on as friend and counsellor to the barbarian Cyrus in the version of 

Herodotus, whereas in the Bacchylidean version he is taken away to the land of the 

Hyperboreans. 652 Both Croesus and Hieron have been liberal towards the gods. 

Hieron's piety has resulted in his military victories, his rightful rule and now his athletic 

victory. However, Croesus' piety has resulted in his rescue and transfer to the land of 

the Hyperboreans. 653 This raises the question whether this feature of exemption from 

death is relevant to the laudandus. In other words, does this feature of the myth refer to 

a wish for literal immortality of the laudandus? The parallels between Croesus and the 

laudandus are straightforward: both Croesus and Hieron have a special connection 

55 with Apollo, 6 and both have put their munificence to good use in honouring Apollo 

with votive offerings. 655 Both Croesus and the Hieron are powerful rulers, 656 and, 

appropriately in an ode for an equestrian victor, the links between both men and horses 

are mentioned. 657 Hence it seems almost inevitable that Croesus' ultimate reward for 

his piety is something which the /audandus expects as well. 658 The Admetus 

652 B. 3.55-56 Zeus extinguishes the pyre, B. 3.58-59 TOTE AaAoyEVrj[S ATrö]AAWV cptpwv tS 

YrrEpßopto[uc y]tpovTa 

653 Jebb (1905: 196) 'Here, and here alone, the Hyperborean land appears a place to which 

pious mortals are translated without dying'; cf. (1905: 261). 
654 Cf. B. 3.57ff. 

655 Cf. B. 3.61, B. 3.64ff. On these offerings and links with the archaeological evidence, cf. Gentili 

(1953: passim), (1958: 72-82), Jacquemin (1999: 71.353). 

656 Cf. 8.3.11 ff., B. 3.24. 

657 Cf. B. 3.23 Croesus is bapaaiTr[rr]ou Au6iaq ccpXayETav, B. 3.69 cpi, \iTrrrov ävbp' [Hieronem]. 

658 Cf. Jurenka (1900: 313) 'also wird auch König Hieron zu den Hyperboreem kommen. ' Cf. 

Crane (1996: 65,69f. ), Reichel (2000: 150f. ). However, Currie's (2005: 368) attempt to parallel 

the pyre scene in Bacchylides' third ode with the epitaph CEG3.693.1 (=/G XI 11.142) and his 

argument that Hieron's ultimate reward of literal immorality has something to do with voluntary 
death by fire or self-immolation, cf. (2005: 369-382) seems less convincing. There are enough 

other points of comparison between Hieron and Croesus as it is and there is surely no need to 
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exemp/um, 659 supports this view since Admetus, who faces early death, is saved 

because of his piety. 660 However, there might be a further reason why the Admetus 

exemplum and the gnome following that exemplum might be relevant to Hieron's 

patron message. The ode mentions that the life of a man, in comparison with that of the 

gods, is a brief affair. 661 Mortal man should seek to do that which is possible. 662 

However, man, as an ephemeral creature, 663 is susceptible to false hopes. 664 Apollo 

provides Admetus with the solution to this problem. 665 Apollo's advice reiterates the 

ephemeral nature of men and offers EOatßcia as the only right approach to life. 666 

mesh each and every feature of the myth onto the laudandus. Cf. Jurenka (1900: 313) 'Er [sc. 
Hieron] habe als gerechter König, als Sieger in heiligen Spielen and als Stadtgründer ein 
dreifaches Anrecht auf solchen Heroenehren besessen. ' I would argue that especially Hieron's 

status qua cecist is a deciding factor for his claim to posthumous hero-worship, cf. § 8.3.4. 
659 B. 3.77ff. 

660 Cf. E. A/c. 10-11 öoiou yap avöp6S öaioS wv tTüyXavov Traiööc VpnroS, öv eavciv 
1ppuaäpgv, cf. Currie (2005: 367). 

661 B. 3.74 ßpaX[CS EaTiv aiwv] Blass thus restored because of aE ad /oc] oil öAiyoXpo[vios ö 

(3ioS? ]. Alternatively Taccone (1923: 35) ßpaXüs älliv aiwv. Be that as it may, because of the 

strongly adversative ö' in the passage which follows, the meaning is surely that life of mortals is 

short in comparison with that of the gods. 

662 B. 3.74 Kaipi]a QKÖTrci. Cf. F ad/oc. öu]vaTa ipcüva. On the restorations of B. 3.72-74, cf. 
Jebb (1905: 461-63), Lloyd-Jones (1958: 18). The same sentiment occurs at Py. 3.61f. pr , cpiAa 
yjuXa, [3iov äeävarov CTrE05C, TöV ö' ! pTrpaKTOV ävTAci paXaväv, cf. §§ 2.6.1,2.6.3. 
663 Cf. B. 3.76 [ecpap]cpiwv. Fränkel (1976: 149. n6) translates 'dem Tag unterstellt and seinem 
Wechsel preisgegeben'. Pace Jebb (1905: 263) 'a creature which lives one day'. 

664 B. 3.75-76 the passage is damaged, yet the general meaning seems clear: 'winged hope 

undoes the thinking of mortals'. A common motif, cf. A. Ag. 102, S. Ant. 615-66, E. Tr. 862-64, 

Th. 5.103, Opp. H. 1.36, Hermolochus PMG 846.2 

665 B. 3.76-84 oratio recta. Possibly a quote of Epicharmus or part of a collection of Aöprjrou 

A6yoi, well known at the time in Syracuse, of. Maehler (1 982b: 54-55). On such sayings, of. 

Pherecyd. FGrHist3 F 55, scolion PMG749. Such sayings were probably comparable to the 

Xcipwvoc ürroerjKai, cf. [Hes. ] fr. 293-95 MW. The use of wisdom literature in epinician poetry is 

a well-known rhetorical procedure, adding to the credibility of one's arguments. 

666 B. 3.83-48 OQia öpwv Eücppaivc eupöv TOOTO yäp KcpöEwv ürrtpraTOV. 
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Hence the whole passage appears to parallel the Croesus myth, but on a level which 

makes it relevant to everyone, and not solely to the laudandus. The Croesus myth tells 

the audience that even the most powerful are liable to the vicissitudes of fate, and in 

the same manner the Admetus exemplum tells them that the solution suggested in the 

Croesus myth is valid for the audience as well: ultimately only piety can save a man. 

Apollo has expressed his XäpiS saving Croesus, 667 and in a similar manner Hieron's 

current agonistic success and his rule are proof of the gods' charis. The laudandus is 

held up as an ideal example of the pious man, something which is there for everyone to 

see. 668 Since Hieron has shown proper Xdpic because of his outstanding piety, his 

success now demands the same from poet and audience. The poet's charis is 

expressed in the 'farewell' of the peroratio, 669 which promises a celebration of Hieron's 

öA(3oc now and in the future. This posture of a promise of continuous remembrance is a 

well-know hymnic feature, 670 and is a very common epinician topos. 671 In this ode, 

mention of continuous celebrations of the öAI3oc of the laudandus might have been a 

particularly welcome feature since it implies that the tyrant's rule is secured while he 

667 B. 3.38 [Tro]ü AEwv Eoii[v] Xäpic; 

668 Cf. 8.3.93-94'l pwv, aO b' 6Aßou KäAAIaT' ETrE6[EiQao 6vaT6is äveEa" the flowers are the 

manifestations of Hieron's Upoc, presumably they are victory, his rule and his happiness. 

669 B. 3.94-98. In B. 3.97 
... Tic ClJV OEI XäpIV... is not Bacchylidean self-praise but instead Xäpic 

refers to 'das Lied als Freude and Freundesgabe', Fränkel (1976: 530n. 44). The future üpvrjcEi 

points to the glory beyond the current performance, cf. Maehler (1982b: 60-6 1). 

670 Cf. h. Ap. ///545-6. Kai Qü Ns v oüTw XQIpE A16q Kai AnTOOq uiE- aüräp a<ycb Kai QEio Kai ÜAA S 

pvroop' äoibns. Cf. h. Cer. //495, hMerc. /V579-80. h. Ven. V292-3, h. Ven V/58-9, h. Bacch. 
XXV/ 12-13. 

671 The locus class/CUs is Ne. 4 init In the epilogue it occurs at: Py. 3.114, Ne. 6.27-30. Cässola 

(1975: xxi-xxii) 'il poeta si augura di ritomare davanti al suo pubblico negli anni seguenti'. 
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will receive continuous charis from his subjects. Finally, it is remarkable that a wish for 

literal immortality is so clearly expressed in an epinician ode. 672 

672 Cf. § 8.3.4 for a suggestion why this might be the case. Be that as it may, the ode mentions 
the more traditional manner of survival, viz. renown through song, cf. 8.3.90-92. Cf. Bundy 

(1962: 87ff. ). 
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2.6 Pindar's third Pythian ode for Hieron. 

Argument 

There is no scholarly agreement on the date of the victory celebrated in the ode, nor on 

the date of first performance nor on the occasion of the ode. However, it is argued that 

the ode saw its first performance after 470 BCE. This sits well with the observation that 

the laudandus is straightforwardly advertised as king. As is the case in Bacchy/ides' 

third ode, this ode also appears to offer the /audandus more than the traditional survival 

of fame in song. In other words, expressions of poetic immortality do not exclude that 

the wish of the laudandus for a more substantial (literal) immortality is touched upon. 

This ode appears to explore the duality of immortality in song and literal immortality, 

although it does so with more reticence than in Bacchy/ides' third ode. The ode 

emphasises the alternations of fortune, a common topos that signals an absence of 

envy of the gods. However, rhetorically, the ode applies this sentiment to the 

laudandus in an apparently contradictory manner. On the one hand, the exempla in this 

ode that deal with the sentiment of the alternations of fortune portray the laudandus as 

subject to the same conditions as all other men. On the other hand, those exempla hint 

at the position of the laudandus as Hierophant and allude to wishes the /audandus 

might have had for literal immortality. Despite being an ode composed later in Hieron''a 

career, the ideology in Pindar's third Pythian ode resembles the one in Pindar s second 

Pythian ode. 
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2.6.1 Introduction and patron message. 

Some have argued that the ode is a 'poetic epistle', 673 yet we do not seem to have 

other examples of such a genre for this period and so it seems best to consider the 

poem an epinician ode. 674 This is relevant since it implies that the ode was probably 

commissioned and hence contains Hieron's patron message. 

The Pythian victory is mentioned only in passing, 675 which suggests that the 

focus of the ode lies elsewhere. The gnomae, exempla and myth in the ode appear to 

be concerned with the healthy admixture of good and bad fortune, 676 as well as with the 

proper behaviour with which to encounter these vicissitudes of life. 

Encomiastic poetry reveals what is KaA6v, 677 but hides what is KaK6V. 676 Since it 

appears that Hieron was suffering from an illness, 679 it seems only natural to link this 

with the exempla in the ode which deal with healing and sickness. The question must 

673 Wilamowitz (1922: 280) 'Es ist wirklich nichts als ein poetischer Brief. ' 

674 Young (1983: 38ff. ). 

675 Py. 3.74. But see § 2.6.2. 

676 E. g. Py. 3.105f. öApoc ol1K ig paKpöv ävbpwv £pXETaI aäoS, TroAüc EUT' äv ITTlppiaaiS i UnTal. 

The healthy admixture of good and bad fortune is a topos of praise since mere good fortune 

would incur the envy of the gods. Cf. note 475. Py. 3.105 clearly echoes Sol. fr. 6.3-4 W TIKTSI 

yap Köpoc üppIV, 6TaV TroAuS öApoS £TTnTaI with £Trnral in the same position at the end of the 

line. Gentili (1984: 423) notes that the choice of £TrnTal hints at öApoc as a companion of men. 

677 Gerber (1982: 71). Cf. Py. 3.83 äAA' ayaeoi, Tä KaAä TpE4JaVTES i ýW, fr. 42.3-5 KaAwv pEv wv 

poipäv TE TEpTNwv ES pEaov Xplj Travri AUG. ) &IKVÜVaI", B. 3.14 (in litotes). 

678 E. g. O/. 1.35 and especially fr. 42.5-6 Ei iSE TIS ävGp(bTrolal AEÖaöoroS äTAära KaKÖTas 

TrpoaTliXf, Tal1T=V aKOTEI KpürrrEIV £OIKEV. 

679 Py. 1.55. Cf. van der Kolf (1924: 113n. 2) 'per ambages significasse verbo >=aTpaTEO9n". ' 

Probably kidney stones, AiGoupia or buaoupia. Cf. E Pi. Py. 1.87,89b, E Py. 3 incr a, 117, 

141,158b, E Pi. Py. 1.89a (= Arist. fr 587 R. ). 
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then be asked as to what Pindar offers the laudandus in this ode. 680 There are two 

seemingly opposing views. According to the first one, Pindar offers the laudandus the 

traditional mode of survival, namely the perpetuation of his KAEOS äcpeiTOV in song. 681 

This reality which the poem achieves for the laudandus is juxtaposed to an 

impossibility, namely that of defeating death. 682 On that interpretation, the poem 

consists of a recusatio, followed by an encomium proper, with the two parts linked by a 

prayer. 683 The recusatio reflects a utopian wish, in turn serving as a foil for the realistic 

alternative described above. This appears to have been a device which was old and 

well known. 684 The other view takes as a starting point the observation that Hieron was 

Hierophant in a Demeter-Kore mystery cult of the Eleusinian type, 685 and that features 

of Eleusinian eschatology are relevant in this ode. In contrast with mystery cults of the 

Orphic type, the Demeter-Kore cult did not include immortality, nor souls or 

transmigration of souls. 686 Instead death remains a reality, 687 and was possibly even 

680 In other words, what is it that the laudanduswants to communicate to the audience with 

regard to the vicissitudes of life (which arguably include his own illness)? 

681 Prior to the introduction of Orphic-Pythagorean beliefs this was the only option, cf. Bremmer 

(1999: 77). 

682 Py. 3.55f. The failed attempt of Asclepius at resurrection. 
683 Young (1968: 49f. ) The recusatio occurs at Py. 3.1-76, a prayer to the Mater at Py. 3.77-79, 

the encomium at Py. 3.80-115. 

684 Cf. Slater (1988: 51f. ), Hom. M 322ff., Theogn. 432ff., B. 3.88, S. Aj 1192, E. H. F. 655ff. The 

rhetorical strategy is 'if only X were true, then Y........ but, alas, X is not true, therefore Z'. Cf. 

Aristoph. Ran. 866ff., Eccl 151 ff. (parody). Cf. Horace Od. 4.8ff. Donarem pateras grataque 

commodus etc. The rhetoricians call this device rnkaoröv tTriXEiprgpa 1K TOO ivavTiou, cf. Is. 10.1. 
685 Cf. § 2.2.3. 

686 Cf. Burkert (1983: 293-94). 

687 Burkert (1985a: : 289) points out the connection between the necessity of death and new life, 

e. g. Ev. �o. 12.24, Hippocr. Vict 4.92, and notes the ear of corn cut and shown by the 

Hierophant. 
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seen as a necessity. 688 On that interpretation, the positive exempla of literal immortality 

in the ode, 689 are juxtaposed with negative examples. 690 In other words, what the ode 

tells is that all men, including the laudandus, are subject to the vicissitudes of life: 

Hieron will be able to neutralise the KaKÖV of his illness by showing his good 

qualities. 691 Nevertheless, at some point the laudandus, like all men, must die. 692 

Hieron understands the way of truth, 693 namely that a people-guiding ruler awaits a 

great destiny, 694 in spite of the fact that every life consists of an admixture of good and 

evil. 695 The laudandus must not hope to defeat death. 696 Asclepius attempted this 

transgression and inevitably invited disaster. 697 The poet will do what lies within the 

bounds of his capacity: he will ensure that Hieron's excellence endures in glorious 

688 Cf. an inscription on a Hierophant's epitaph, ca. 200 AD, SEG39.1823,41.145 (_ /G112 3661) 

06 pövov Eival Täv eavarov evr)roIs oü KaKÖV, W' äyaeav., E. fr. 757 N. ävayKaiws 6' i: XEI ßiov 

ecpiýEiv JUTE KdpTrIpov oTäXuv. Currie (2005: 404) on Pindar's third Pythian ode notes that 

death was 'a precursor to a glorious afterlife', quoting [Pythag. ] caret. aur: 15 Wdl yvwei p iv, 

ws eavEEiv TT Trpwrai ärraaiv, caret. aur. 71 Eaacai äeävaros ecÖc äißporoc, 0OKETI evrgT6S. The 

Carmen Aureum, however, appears to be Hellenistic and has to be handled with care. It might 

conflate Orphic and Pythagorean ideas, cf. Smid-Stählin (1920: 1056,1065). 

689 Py. 3.86-103 Peleus, Cadmus, Semele and Achilles. 

690 Py. 1.7-76 Coronis and Asclepius. Currie (2005: 403) notes that the first half of the poem 

explores the theme of raising the dead by song or incantation, while the second explores the 

possibilities of the eschatological mystery cults. 

691 Viz. Py. 3.70-71,3.107-111. 

692 Py. 3.61f. urj, cpiAa tpuXä, ßiov äeavcnov aTTE05E, TaV 6' 41rrpaKlov äVTAEI NaXaväv. 
Wilamowitz (1922: 282) '... diese Ethik drückt denn Menschen damit nicht nieder, sondern 

verlangt von ihm nur rä tauroü TrpäTrEiv. ' 

693 Py. 3.80,103-4. 

694 Py. 3.85. On the view taken here, that destiny includes literal immortality. 

695 Py. 3.81f., 86ff. 

696 Py. 3.56,61f. 

697 Py. 3.56-58. 
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song. 698 However, only by the grace of Zeus will Hieron attain his ultimate share of 

happiness. 699 

Importantly, whereas the ode alludes to wishes of literal immorality, there are 

several passages in this ode that reveal a certain reluctance to speak of such wishes 

too openly. 70° 

2.6.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

The ode appears to have been first performed in Sicily. 701 Establishing a date of first 

performance is problematic. The terminus ante quem for the ode's first performance is, 

of course, 467/6 BCE, the date of Hieron's death. Since Hieron is addressed as 

Syracusan, 702 the ode could only have been performed after 478/7 BCE, the date when 

Hieron took over from Gelon as tyrant in Syracuse. The ode mentions Hieron as 

'Aetnaean host', 703 which could hint at 476/5 BCE or even 470 BCE as a terminus post 

quem for the date of first performance. 704 The ode briefly mentions a former Pythian 

698 Py. 3.114f. 

699 Py. 3.95. Aioc öE Xdpiv KTk. There is an important difference with the eschatology as 

presented in Pindar's second Olympian ode, of. §§ 5.2.3,8.3.4. 

700 They are the Achilles exemplum at Py. 3.100-106, the gnomae at Py. 3.107-109 and the 

Nestor and Sarpedon exemplum at Py. 3.110-112. Cf. 2.6.3. 

701 Cf. Pi. Py. 3.69 Apeeoiaav Erri Kpävav Trap' Aiivaiov >; ivov. 

702 Py. 3.70. 

703 Py. 3.69. 

704 Not necessarily so since 'Aetnaean' may refer to the mountain, or generally to Sicily. Cf. 

Luraghi (1994: 339), Aristoph. Pax73, A. fr. 233 R.: a beetle Airvaios, S. OC322: a colt 
AiTvaioc. 
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victory, 705 but it should not be excluded that more Pythian victories of Pherenikos are 

alluded to. 706 We know of two of Hieron's victories in the single-horse race event in 

Delphi, namely in 482 and 478 BCE. 707 At least the second victory was due to 

Pherenikos. 708 It is then habitually argued that the victory mentioned in Pindar's third 

Pythian ode could conceivably have been won in either 482 or in 478 BCE. 709 Be that 

as it may, I argue for a date after 470 BCE as the date of first performance for the third 

Pythian ode. The argument runs as follows. I accept the suggestion by Gallavotti that 

Hieron participated in 470 BCE at Delphi in two events, 710 namely in the single-horse 

race with Pherenikos as well as in the chariot event. Gallavotti argues that 8.4.11-14 

alludes to Hieron's failure to win in that single-horse race event. Hieron's victory in the 

chariot event in 470 BCE resulted in Pindar's first Pythian ode. 711 I further accept that 

mention of Pherenikos at Py. 3.73f. refers to a string of at least four earlier victories by 

705 Py. 3.73f. KWp6V T' &ahwv fu8iwv aiyAav aTecpävois, Toüs äpIOTEOWV mcpevuKOs Acv Kippp 

TTOTt. 

706 Since the horse is mentioned often, cf. 0/. 1.19, Py. 3.74, B. 5.37,5.184, B. fr. 20c. 9. The 

plural used at Py. 3.74, oTecpavoiS, in Pindar normally indicates a single victory, cf. 0/ 6.26, Py. 

2.6, Ne. 9.53, lsth. 3.11. However, it is argued that this might not be the case for this passage, 

cf. Gentili etal. (1995: 417). 

707 Cf. FF Py. 3 inscr ab, f Py. 1 inscr a. 

708 Cf. B. 5.37-41, Maehler (2002: 19f. ). 

709 Differently Cingano (1991 a: 97-104) who argues that B. 4.11-14 refers to Hieron's failure to 

win in 474 BCE and interprets Pindar's third Pythian ode, composed in 474/3 BCE, as a 

consolation for that missed victory. This cannot be disproved, but see below. Cingano (1991b: 

31-34) argues that the encomium B. fr: 20 was also commissioned in response to that failure in 

474 BCE. 

710 Gallavotti _(1944: 
18). 

711 The conglomerate of occasions for Pindar's first Pythian ode strongly suggests that an 

equestrian victory in 470 BCE was very welcome. Hence it would make good sense to 

participate in two events, perhaps even entering more than one chariot, cf. Th. 6.16: Alcibiades 

entering with seven chariots, which admittedly was thought to be excessive. 
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Pherenikos, not just to the victories in 482 and 478 BCE. 712 The main concern of the 

third Pythian ode clearly is not a Pythian victory, but the mention of Pherenikos 

suggests that the commissioning of the ode should be linked to either Delphi, 

Pherenikos' victory or to both. 713 That the ode singles out Pherenikos' Pythian victories 

but fails to mention more recent Olympic victories, 74 can be explained by the 

association between Delphi and Apollo in his capacity as bringer of health and 

healer. 715 The ode is concerned with health and healing and it is a fair assumption that 

the /audanduswas an ailing man. 716 Hence, in this ode Pherenikos is singled out for 

two reasons, first because of the past victories which that (aptly named) horse has 

brought Hieron in Delphi and second, because he has become an exemp/um of the 

healthy admixture of good and bad fortune, a theme with which the ode is very much 

concerned. 717 Moreover, a date of first performance after 470 BCE sits well with the 

manner in which the ode addresses Hieron. 718 On this interpretation 'Aetnaean host' at 

Py. 3.69 alludes to Hieron's recent inauguration of Aetna in 470 BCE. 

712 Hieron's victories in the single-horse event occurred in 482,478,476,472 BCE, cf. Appendix 

two. 

713 I suggest that this was either Hieron's failure to win in 470 BCE or perhaps even Pherenicus' 

recent demise. 

714 E. g. those celebrated in Bacchylides' fifth ode (victory date 476 BCE) and Pindar's first 

Olympian (victory date 472 BCE). That an ode fails to mention earlier victories is not 

uncommon. E. g. Pindar's first Pythian ode of 470 BCE does not mention those Olympic 

victories of 476 and 472 BCE. 

715 On Apollo iarpbg, cf. Nilsson (1955: 538ff. ) 'von dem Übelabwehrer ist es nur ein Schrittzu 

dem Heilbringer, der auch positives Gutes bringt; cpdppaKOS. ' (1955: 542). 

716 Cf. § 2.6.1. 

717 Cf. note 475. Compare with 8.11.24-39 cf. D. L. Cairns (2005: 37) 'The local goddess' 

reversal of fortune of Alexedamus' previous defeat at Olympia.. 
. sets up the argument for the 

rest of the ode. ' 

718 Cf. § 8.3.2. 
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Finally, in this ode the laudandus is straightforwardly advertised as king, yet this 

does not necessarily mean that its ideology should be labelled a Herrschaftssystem. 

The laudandus is placed in proximity with his subjects. Hence, despite being an ode 

composed later in Hieron's career, the ideology in Pindar's third Pythian ode resembles 

the one in Pindar's second Pythian ode. 719 

2.6.3 Praise for the laudandus. 

The introduction of the laudandus is deferred until the end of the third epode. 720 This is 

preceded by a long section of mythical exempla which are linked with death, disease 

and fire. 721 The prominence of fire in this ode has led some scholars to believe that 

death by fire leading to immortality is relevant to the /audandus. 722 However, there is no 

evidence to suggest that this might have been the case, either in the historical sources, 

or in the odes themselves. Hence these exemp/a are better understood as illustrations 

of the gnome which opens the third epode, 723 where it is said that one should not strive 

for the life of the immortals but instead exhaust the practical means which are at one's 

disposal. 

719 Cf. § 8.3.1. 

720 Py. 3.69f. Aps Ooiaav ! rri Kpdvav nap' Airvaiov >; Evov, bg EupaK6aaaiai vtpEi ßacrukcbS, 

721 Py. 3.37ff., 3.43,3.44,3.58: the death of Koronis and her neighbours, Asclepius who came 

close to death on the pyre of his mother, twice fire as a disease itself, then Asclepius' death 

through the fiery thunderbolt. This theme of fire is again used at Py. 3.102 with the death of 

Achilles on the pyre. 

722 Currie (2005: 403). 

723 Py. 3.61f. 
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The laudandus is praised without the mention of his clan, 724 and unreservedly 

advertised as king, almost as a matter of fact. 725 The aggregate of those two features 

can be explained as a sign of confidence on the part of the laudandus and sits well with 

a late date of first performance. This could be contrasted with a much more roundabout 

way of the use of regal terminology in other odes. 726 After this regal terminology an 

enumeration of Hieron's qualities follows: 727 he is gentle to his townsmen, he is an 

extraordinary ý£voc and does not begrudge the cyaOoi, 728 apparently the wealthy upper 

class. 729 This is relevant because it is suggested that the Deinomenids were not wholly 

champions of the aristocracy nor were they altogether cpiA66gpoi. 730 The qualifications 

at Py. 3.71 appear to define Hieron as an unusual sort of tyrant, 731 something which 

might have served the /audandus when the ode was reperformed outside Sicily. 

724 The clan is bracketed in praise for Hieron at B. 5.35, Py. 1.48,79. There is no mention of 
Hieron's clan in B. 4, Py. 2, Py. 3,0/. 1, B. 3. 

725 Py. 3.70 6S EupaKÖaaaiai VtIEI (3aaIAEÜs. Gentili eta/. (1995: 416) 'vENE1 in senso assoluto 
'governa', como ßamk ci in Py. 10.3', ... 

'HpaKAEog ßaaiAcüci. Cf. Appendix four. 

726 Cf. § 8.3.2 on O/. 1.12-13,22-23,113-14, Py. 1.73, Py. 2.13ff., 85,3.70, B. 3.11 f., B. 4.3, 

B. 5.1f. 

727 Py. 3.71 rrpa0c äarois, oi) cp8ovEwv äya9ois, ýEivoiS ö 6aupaaT6s rrarrjp. Cf. 0/. 13.2 with 

similar praise, but for a clan. 

728 Race (1990: 60) on describing things with qualities they do not have. 

729 Adkins (1960: 159f. ) 'If we subtract 'citizen' in some sense of the word [sc. c ya6oi], and 
foreigners, who are left as the agathoiwhom Hiero does not envy, or to whom he does not 

grudge their arete? Surely the wealthy upper classes whom a tyrant might well fear. ' 

730 Cf. § 8.3. Luraghi (1994: 286ff., 371-73). 

731 Adkins (1960: 170n. 8) notes Hdt. 3.80.4 where Otanes expresses the view that the tyrant 

normally shows envy towards the äpiaror cf. Carey (1981: 52f. ) for the traditional characteristics 

of a tyrant; cf. Gentili (1979) on the polemic in Hdt. 3.80f. in relation to Pi. Py. 11.53f. Twv Ydp 

ävä rrö, kiv EüpiaKwv TO pEaa paKpOTEpW 6Aß4) TcOak6Ta, tpTop' aiaav Tupawiöwv.. That 

passage should not be linked with Pindar's personal circumstances, pace Wilamowitz (1922: 

263). Instead it is the /audandus'praise for TO ptaa, whether in relation to the myth or to 

immediate circumstances of the victor's situation, cf. Gentili etat. (1995: 291,661f. ). 
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The gnome which opens the third epode is discussed above. 732 It emphasises 

the inevitability of death for all men and warns against the presumptuousness of men 

such as Asclepius. 

The poet/chorus wishes that Cheiron were still alive since they would have 

persuaded him to provide a healer similar to Asclepius whereas the poet himself would 

even have come to Syracuse bringing two blessings, a golden health and a victory 

revel. 733 These possibilities, however, are abruptly renounced. 734 There are no 

explanations offered as to why the wish for a healer must remain illusory, or why the 

poet could not have come bringing the blessings mentioned. The /audandus, however, 

is not in need of such explanations as he himself already knows the answer, 735 

something which might allude to Hieron's position as Hierophant. 736 The ode does 

suggest, however, what Hieron can and should do, namely that which other äyaOoi do: 

TO KaACI rp£yJavics ¬ßw. 737 Notwithstanding his afflictions the laudandus should be 

aware of the great share of happiness which awaits him. 738 Although the scholiast, 

prosaically, assumes that wealth awaits Hieron, 739 it is a fair assumption that Hieron's 

732 Py. 3.59-62. 

733 Py. 3.1-7,3.72ff. 

734 Py. 3.77-78. Rhetorically ärrooriwTrgais, cf. Quint. 9.2.54-55. 

735 Py. 3.80: Ei b> \ ywv auv> pcV KOPU( V, Itpwv, 6peäv iTriaTg. Viz. life is necessarily a 

compound of good and evil, cf. Hom. 0 527-78. 

736 Sources in § 2.2.3. Cf. B. 5.3-4. Cf. Lloyd-Jones (1976: 25f. ) on the puaTaywy6S as a 'guide' 

and Burkert (1983: 275) on guides and knowledge in the mystery religions. 
737 Py. 3.83 viz. what is KaA6v has to be shown, what is KaKÖV should remain hidden. Cf. Py. 

3.62 TdIV 5' ENTrpaKTOV ävT, \EI paXavav. 

738 Py. 3.84-86 Tiv U poip' E65alpoviaS ETTETai. AaytTaV yäp TOI TOpavvov ö pKETai, ET TIV' 

äv9pWrrwv, 6 pEyas TrolpoS. The laudandus in this passage is addressed in terms that suggest 

strong claims to authority. Cf. Gentili eta/. (1995: 420) AayETav 
... TÜpavvov 'adunatore di populi 

in armi' and 'sovrano assuluto'. 

7391 Py. 3.151 a Tdv yäp EXEIS TTAOOTov. 
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wish for literal immortality is alluded to here. This is followed by a further instance of the 

healthy admixture of good and bad fortune. The exempla used (Peleus and Cadmus) 

more openly hint at Hieron's wishes for literal immortality. 740 Peleus, 741 and Cadmus at 

first sight appear illustrative of the impossibility of perfect happiness for mortal men. 742 

Nevertheless they are both blessed in this ode for two reasons. First, they are 

celebrated in song by the chorus of Muses, 743 and by extension continuous 

reperformance of the ode will guarantee the same happiness for Hieron. 744 Second, 

Peleus and Cadmus now have seen the gods, 745 feast with them and receive their gifts; 

such features of the wedding feast arguably hint at more than immortality in song and 

arguably allude to wishes of /audandusfor a more literal immortality. The ode continues 

with mention of Achilles' death on the pyre and the resulting lament this raised from the 

Danaans. 746 The ode omits, however, the mention of Achilles' subsequent immortality 

after his transportation to the Isles of the Blest, 747 something a Sicilian contemporary 

740 Py. 3.86ff. Peleus, Cadmus and Achilles. The allusive quality of such passages prima facie 

tells us that they must have been familiar. 

741 He is often a paradigm for valour, moral uprighteousness and the rewards that can be 

expected of such behaviour, cf. Ne. 3.35-36,4.62-68,5.34-37, /sth. 8.26-47. 

742 Viz. the fate of his Cadmus' three daughters, Py. 3.96ff. and Peleus' son Achilles, Py. 

3.100ff. 

743 Translating, with Young (1968: 53n. 3), Py. 3.89 OTTE causal, quippe qu/. Hence the non omnis 

moriar topos is used. 
744 I. e. the traditional survival of the KAtos of the /audandus. To note Py. 3.88f. AFyovTai pdv 
RpoTWV öA(3ov OTrtpTaTov oT axETV, the highest happiness of any mortal man. Hieron's öpETrj qua 

mortal will survive in future song. 

745 Py. 3.94 Kai Kpövou TraT6ac ßaaiAr ac Töov KTA. The 'beholding' possibly an allusion to 

tTroTrTEÜEiv of someone, like the /audandus, who has gone through initiations. Cf. Pl. Phd. 250c, 

Smp. 209e. 

746 Py. 3.103-4. 

747 //ias Parva, Proclus Chrest p. 106 Allen, Pi. 0/. 2.79-80 (Achilles lives together with Cadmus 

and Peleus on the Isles of the Blest), Ne. 4.49-50, Ibyc. PMG291, Sim. PMG558, Scol. PMG 
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audience might reasonably have been aware of. This raises the question why this 

feature of the myth is omitted in this ode. The answer may lie in the two gnomae which 

follow: 'be happy with what you have' and 'life is an uncertain thing'. 748 In other words, 

the ode entertains the audience with expectations about Achilles which turn out to be 

delusive. In particular compared to the manner in which such wishes are expressed in 

Bacchylides' third ode, 749 Hieron shows a fair amount of reticence with respect to his 

wishes for literal immorality in Pindar's third Pythian ode. This reticence is absent with 

regard to the manner in which the laudandus advertises himself as an unchallenged 

ruler. 

In the fifth epode a rhetorical device called rrpoawrrorroiia is used whereby the 

lyrical I speaks dramatically in the first person for someone else using language 

appropriate for that person's character. 750 Hence the /audandus advertises himself, 

once more as someone who under all circumstances shows the proper behaviour of 

the äya06g: he will be 'small in small times and great in great ones', 751 and accepts 

whatever fortune sends him. 752 Both gnomae advertise the aspirations of the laudandus 

894, Apollod. epit. 5.6-16. The Homeric Achilles is not immortal, cf. Hom. w 58-73,93-4. Gantz 

(1968: 629) points out that this is logical, as for book A and w, Achilles' shade is like that of any 

other dead mortal. 
748 Cf. Py. 3.103, Py. 3.105-6. 

749 Cf. § 8.3.4. 

750 Cf. Dem. Eloc. 263, [Cic. ] ad Her. 4.52. 

751 Py. 3.107f. aplKpös iv apiKpois, ptyaq tv pEydkois i aaopai. Gentili eta! (1995: 424) 

Noblesse oblige. It is worth noting that Theogn. 213-15 (the norm of the polyp) and Pi. fr 43 are 

not parallels, pace Gentili et al (1995: 424). These examples advertise the opportunist and 

represent an altogether different ideology, one Hieron might possibly have adhered to in 

practice, yet not one for which he is advertised. In this ode the laudandus is consistently 

presented as an cya96s, not as an opportunist, cf. Py. 3.108. 

752 Py. 3.108f.... T6v b' QpcpETTovT aisi cppaaiv baipov' C OKrjOW KaT' ipäv 9EpaTrEüwv paXaväv. 
Cf. Py. 3.62f. 
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as limited to what is possible and hence, they further camouflage the laudandus' 

wishes for literal immortality. 

A final gnome, 753 is preceded by a mythical example that links Nestor and 

Sarpedon. 754 There are, however, no Homeric scenes where Sarpedon and Nestor 

figure at the same time. The audience might have recalled the Homeric dialogue 

between Sarpedon and Glaucus, 755 while Nestor might have reminded the audience 

once more of the distinction between mortal man and immortal gods. 756 Such examples 

praise laudandus and audience alike, 757 but they can also be seen as a further example 

of the reluctance of the laudandus to speak too openly of such wishes for literal 

immortality. 

753 Pi. Py. 3.114-15 'Excellence endures in glorious song fora long time'. 

754 Py. 3.112 NEaTopa Kai MMKIOV Eaprrri66v', dvepwrrwv q äiiS. 

755 Horn. M 310-328, cf. Gentili eta/. (1995: 80) who notes that the dialogue contains, in a 

nutshell, one type of immortality that the poet proposes for Hieron, especially cf. M 326-28 vOv 

5' EpTrrg1 yap KnpEs E(pEaTäaIV eav&oio pupiai, äS OOK EaTI cpuyEiv ßpoT6v o66' ürrah ai, iopev 

?E Tw EUXoc 6pti; opcv ýE Inq ýpiv. 

756 Hom. A 761 rrävTES b' EOXcrbwvro BEwv Aii NEaTOpi T' Qv5pwv. 

757 Since only a cultured audience will be able to appreciate the poem's ingenuity. Cf. Pi. 0/. 

1.100-108, fr. 105a, B. 3.85, B. 5.3. Py. 4.279ff, Py. 5.109ff. 
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CHAPTER THREE - THREE ODES COMPOSED FOR HIERON'S ASSOCIATES. 

3.1 Pindar's first and ninth Nemean odes for Chromius of Aetna. 

Argument. 

Both odes were composed for a laudandus who was intimately linked to the 

Deinomenid c/an. The /audandus was at the end of his career The odes appear to 

have been first performed in Sicily. It is argued that part of the patron message in the 

ninth Nemean ode serves a political programme, namely the wish to attract new 

settlers in newly-founded Aetna. Hence the ode is aimed at main/and audiences as 

well. This might explain why the ode praises Aetna as much as it does Chrom/us. 

Aetna's prosperity and its süvouia are stressed whereas the laudandus is not 

advertised as its viceroy but instead as an ideal citizen of an idea/ town. Features in the 

myth align the interests of laudandus with those of the Sicyonians. This might have 

secured a continuous reperformance of the ode at those local games and consequently 

continuous attention for Chromius' victory. 

In the first Nemean ode, the later ode of the two, praise is more focused on 

Chrom/us. The laudandus wanted to be advertised as an accomplished man enjoying 

rest after exertion. The myth in the first Nemean ode deftly parallels the laudandus and 

Heracles. The ode might hint at eschatological beliefs of the laudandus, yet there is no 

need to suggest that the laudandus had hopes of being posthumously worshipped as a 

hero. Finally, Hieron is noticeably absent from both odes This is explained as a 

consequence of the patron messages in the odes. 
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3.1.1 Introduction. 

All we know of Chromius, son of Hagesidamos, 758 appears in these epinician odes and 

in the scholia on them. 759 He seems to have distinguished himself in a naval battle 

under Hippocrates in 493/2 BCE. 760 After Hippocrates was killed by Sicels near Hybla 

in 491 BCE, 761 Gelon, Hippocrates' former master-of-horses, took over as tyrant of 

Gela. At some point, Chromius had married a sister of Gelon, 762 and had established 

himself at Gelon's court at Syracuse when the latter became tyrant of that city in 485 

BCE. After Gelon's death he remained in the service of the Deinomenids and (probably 

in 477 BCE) was sent by Hieron as ambassador to Anaxilas of Rhegium to arbitrate in 

a conflict that threatened to erupt between Anaxilas and the Epizephyrian Locrians. 763 

At some stage, Chromius had become the guardian to Gelon's or Hieron's son. 764 

Chromius acted pro tempore as Hieron's Errirporros in Aetna, 765 from its foundation in 

476/5 BCE until the young Deinomenes took up the reigns of power himself. 766 It has 

758 Cf. Ne. 1.29, Ne. 9.42. 

759 His prosopography can be found in F Ne. 9.95a (= Tim. FGrH/st566 F 18,21). 

760 The 'battle of the Helorus', cf. Ne. 9.34-42, FF ad /oc.. Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 399ff. ), Luraghi 

(1994: 158). 

761 Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 425f. ). 

762 Cf. Tim. FGrHist566 F 18,21, Hdt. 7.154. The date of the marriage is unknown. 
763 Cf. Justin 21.3.2, F Pi. Py. 1.99a, 2.36c, 2.38. According to the scholia, the mission was 

successful. 

764 Cf. Z Pi. Ne. 9.5a (= Tim. FGrH/st566 F 21). The scholiast leaves room for doubt whether 
the tutelage was of Gelon's or of Hieron's son. Cf. Gaspar (1900: 73), Wilamowitz (1922: 

232n. 2), Luraghi (1994: 333). 

765 Cf. E Pi. Ne. 9, /nscr. Xpb. noc ... KaraaTa9eis ürr' aOTOO i? j Xrvrls >trrirporros" 

766 In 470 BCE or shortly thereafter, of. Py. 1.60. 
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been suggested that Chromius must have been around sixty years old by 470 BCE. 767 

The upshot of this overview is that Chromius appears to have been a most trusted 

associate of Hieron, intimately linked with the Deinomenid tyranny, but at the same 

time a clear subordinate to the tyrant. 

By 469 BCE, the date which is adopted here as the date of first performance of 

the first Nemean ode, he must have been nearing the end of his active career. 768 

In both odes Hieron is noticeably absent, 769 in contrast with another ode 

composed for an associate of Hieron, Hagesias of Stymphalos. In that ode the tyrant is 

extensively praised. 770 Suggestions as to why this might be the case are given below. 

The ideology in both odes appear to one of Poiisideoiogie. 

3.1.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the odes. 

The ninth Nemean ode celebrates a victory won in the Sicyonian games. 771 The ode 

mentions Aetna as 'recently founded', 72 which hints at a date of first performance of 

not much later than 476/5 BCE. The inscription to the ninth Nemean ode mentions that 

Chromius was proclaimed at the games as citizen of Aetna, 773 yet that could be an 

inference from the ode itself. If two passages in the ninth Nemean ode refer to the 

767 Braswell (1998: 128). Cf. Ne. 9.42 Ev äAIKip Trp(Tg" referring to events in 493/2 BCE. 

768 Cf. § 3.1.5.2. 

769 To my knowledge, this point was first made by Bury (1890: 247), yet it seems to have been 

forgotten afterwards. Bury does not suggest why this might have been the case. 

770 Cf. 0/. 6.92-98. 
771 Cf. Ne. 9.9, Ne. 9.53. 

772 Ne. 9.2 TäV vcoKTiaTav $S A Tvav. 

773 X Ne. 9 incr. öOEV Kai AiTvvaios EKgpCXeq. 
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battle of Cumae, 774 then we would have a terminus post quem of 474 BCE. The ode 

appears to allude to a KwpoS at Aetna. 775 However, the opening of the ode, 776 with the 

image of a victory revel from Sicyon to Aetna, suggests performances in both places 

and conceivably at other Peloponnesian localities as well. 777 Some scholars argue that 

this should be linked to Chromius' (and Hieron's) programme of recruiting 

Peloponnesian Dorians to be part of the population of newly founded Aetna. 778 This 

seems an attractive proposition, 779 particularly if the ode was reperformed in other 

Peloponnesian locales. 

The first Nemean ode almost certainly celebrates a Panhellenic Nemean 

victory. 780 Many editors accept Didymos' statement that the ode was written for 

Chromius as citizen of Aetna. 781 Since the ninth Nemean ode does not mention an 

earlier victory, the first Nemean ode appears to have been composed after the ninth 

74 Ne. 9.34,9.43. 

775 Ne. 9.50-53. 

776 Ne. 9.1-3 KwpOQOpEV crap' Arr6AAwvoS FIKuwvoeE, Moioai, Täv VEOKTiOTav t Airvav, i v9' 

ävau rraptvai i; Eivwv veviKavrai eüpai. 

77 Hubbard (1992: 79-82), (2004: 79). 

778 Hubbard (2004: 80). Cf. Horace, AP275-77: Thespis' theatre company. 
779 However, cf. Appendix six where it is argued that not only Dorians were targeted as 

prospective new immigrants. 

780 Pace Lefkowitz (1976: 174) who argues for a local Sicilian event on the basis of 7- 0/. 

13.158b <Tai e' ürr' AiTvas: > TfjS IJKEAiac [rr6AEic]- iKEi yap äVETai aywv Ntpea KakoüpEVOc. Cf. 

Braswell (1992: 38): if the first Nemean ode did not celebrate games in the Argolid, Pindar 

would have qualified this and the ode would later have been catalogued with the other pseudo- 

Nemean events, such as the ninth, tenth and eleventh Nemean odes. 

781 Cf. 7 Ne. I incr a. yEyparrrai b ETTiviKOg Xpopiw AirvaiW Two manuscripts contain the 

inscription Xpopiw Airvaik irr roil, yet this could well have been inferred from the odes 

themselves, cf. Ne. 1.9 and 9.30. Some editors (e. g. Schmidt, Schroeder) delete, however, in 

favour of Xpopiw fupaKOaiW. 
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ode. 782 A passage in Pindar's first Pythian ode, 783 which was performed for the first time 

in 470 BCE or not much Iater, 784 suggests that Chromius would not have acted as 

regent for Deinomenes after that date and might well have retired to Syracuse. Since 

the first Nemean ode deals with the military career of a laudandus who was intimately 

linked with the Deinomenids, the ode surely could not have been composed after the 

fall of the Deinomenid tyranny in 467/6 BCE. This suggests a date of first performance 

for the first Nemean ode in or shortly after 469 or 467 BCE. 785 The ode appears to have 

been performed at Aetna or Syracuse. 786 

3.1.3 Political discourse in the ninth Nemean ode, serving the interests of the 

laudandus. 

The ninth Nemean ode shows an interest in Sicyonian aetiology. The origin of the 

Sicyonian games was ascribed to the sixth-century tyrant Cleisthenes, 787 yet in Pindar's 

ninth Nemean ode Adrastus is presented as the founder of these local games. 788 The 

scholiast is of the opinion that Adrastus was introduced and Cleisthenes removed to 

782 Had Chromius won at the more prestigious Nemean games before his victory at Sicyon this 

feat would surely have been mentioned in the ninth Nemean ode. 
783 Py. 1.60ff. 

784 Cf. § 2.4.1. 

785 With a victory in the fifty-third or fifty-fourth Nemean games. 

786 Ne. 1.19-20. The use of i aiav need not imply that Pindar was actually present. 

787,1 Ne. 9. incr mentions 'the man from Halicarnassus' so presumably refers to the events as 
described in Hdt. 5.67. Cf. I Ne. 9.20,25a, Hubbard (1992: 83n. 10). 

788 Ne. 9.11-12 6s TOTE pEV ßaatAEüwv Kc191 vEalai A' EopTaIS iaXcioc T' bv6pwv äpiAAais äppaci TE 
TröAiv. yAacpupois äpcpaivs Kubaivwv. 
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make the games more prestigious (ivöoýÖTEpov). 789 However, some argue that this 

reattribution reflects Pindar's intervention in a major political dispute. 790 It seems highly 

unlikely, however, that such an important decision as a reattribution of the foundation of 

the games could have been made by a poet. 791 This means that the reattribution most 

probably originated with the Sicyonians themselves. Pindar would, in that case, have 

supported the version of the Sicyonian 'Dorians' against the pro-Athenian 

Cleisthenes'792 as part of the process of suppressing the role of the tyrant and 

replacing him with a mythical founder. 793 In other words, Pindar did not intervene, but 

obliged with a poetical treatment of the local Sicyonian games; he made Adrastus the 

founder in honour of Pythian Apollo, during the hero's exile from Argos and before his 

first expedition to Thebes. 794 In this way, Pindar's 'reattribution' would not have 

789 F Ne. 9.201v' oüv EvöoýöTEpov 6rrocprjvg Töv äyC va, Z 25b Kai dAAws Evöoý6TEpoc b ävrjp. 

(sc. Adrastus). 
790 Hubbard (1992: 82-85) who argues that the choice of Adrastus as the new founder of the 

Sicyonian Pythia may owe something to the influence of the nearby Nemean games, which had 

been recognised as Panhellenic 573 BCE, with Adrastus as the founder. 

791 Therefore it seems best not to speak of 'Pindar's intervention' in this dispute. 

792 Griffin (1982) is the most recent study into Sicyon. She notes (1982: 61 f. ) that there is no 

evidence at all about the nature of the government set up by the Spartans to replace the tyranny 

at Sicyon. However, after Cleisthenes perhaps 'there was an increase in the respect paid to 

Adrastus, probably including a revival of his cult. Pindar's statement (sc. Ne. 9.9ff. ) probably 

reflects the rehabilitation of Adrastus at the end of the sixth century, at the expense of his 

enemy Cleisthenes. ' (1982: 55). 

793 This could be compared with Pindar's tenth Olympian ode in which Heracles is portrayed as 

founder of the Olympian games. Hornblower (2004: 113) suggests that this could have been a 

hit at the pretensions of the Eleans. Possibly we have similar manoeuvres in the first Olympian 

(Pelops as founder). 

794 Pindar appears to have applied the same rhetorical device on a further occasion, cf. /sth. 

4.25 (or lsth. 3/4.44) !V T' AöpaaTEioiS ä£9Aoiq iIKUwvos WTraacv. Gaspar (1900: 80), Privitera 

(1982: 41) argue that the date of the first performance of Ne. 9 is contemporary with that of /sth. 

4. 
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originated with him, but would have been part of a damnatio memoriae of Cleisthenes. 

By exalting the games in this way he would be performing a service to the 

Sicyonians. 795 Furthermore, Pindar would be aligning the interests of the Sicyonians 

with his patron, Chromius; it is a fair assumption that the version with Adrastus as 

founder would have given the Sicyonians a strong incentive for continuous 

reperformance at subsequent Sicyonian games. 796 For Chromius this would imply 

continuous attention for his victory. The propaganda in the ode would in that case have 

been threefold: for the Sicyonians, for Aetna, 797 and for Chromius. It is impossible to tell 

whether Cleisthenes' damnatio was motivated by his hostility to Sicyonian tradition, 798 

or because he was a tyrant. 799 Consequently, it cannot be excluded that Hieron is 

absent in the ninth Nemean ode because he was a (living) tyrant. 

3.1.4 Praise for the laudandus in the ninth Nemean ode. 

It is argued that the ode is part of a political programme to attract new settlers. 800 On 

that interpretation, it is unsurprising that Aetna is highly praised. The mention of 

Füvopia is significant in that respect. Chromius is praised as an exemplary citizen as 

795 Tentatively, Ne. 9.9 irnTiwv at8Awv Kopucpäv, ä TE foißw KTA. might have served a similar 

purpose. The 'very apex of contest' is the chariot event, yet rhetorically the word-order might 

give the impression of an exaggerated status of the Sicyonian games. 
796 Cf. Ne. 9.11-12 (Adrastus) v&aiai e' iopTais iaXlloc T' C vöpwv äiiAAaig äppaai TE yAacpupois 
äpTaivE Kuöaivwv Tröiiv. (sc. Sicyon). 

797 Cf. 3.1.4.1. 

798 As is argued by Griffin (1982: 50-59). 

799 A real possibility, since the Orthagorid tyranny was put down by Sparta and since Sicyon 

appears to have behaved as a faithful ally to Sparta in the Persian wars, cf. Griffin (1982: 61). 

800 Ne. 1.22f., incidentally, notes that foreign guests frequent Chromius' house. 
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well as an exemplary soldier. The final section of the ode deals with the r auxia of the 

symposium. r auxia is relevant to both Aetna (since ýauxia had political implications) 

and to Chromius (since rlauxia is the just reward for his rrovoc, a common epinician 

topos). 801 

3.1.4.1 Praise for Aetna. 

Praise for Chromius is intricately linked with praise for Aetna, 802 and Aetna is 

advertised as a congenial place for mercenaries to settle. 803 Rhetorically, the ode fulfils 

this purpose in a number of ways. Aetna is introduced as well known, 804 and hence 

perhaps as more important than it actually was around 474 BCE. Significant is a 

passage in the sixth and seventh strophe which specifically deals with Aetna. 805 The 

apotropaic prayer with which that passage begins asks for the Phoenician threat to be 

put off, 806 a suggestio fa/si (or suppressio ver4.807 Rhetorically it portrays Chromius cum 

suis as guarantors of peace and as the only persons who will ensure that there will be 

no such threat in future. This further implies that all future inhabitants of Aetna can be 

801 Cf. O/. 4.22, Ne. 1.69f. 9.44. It is also an important theme in Pindar's second Olympian ode, 

cf. § 5.2.4.1. 

802 The ode transfers Chromius' martial values, his guest-friendship and hospitality to Aetna. 

803 The sort of immigrants which Hieron had planned to attract. Ne. 9.2 by veoKTiaTav >ss ATTvav 

might signal to an audience that new settlers were needed. Cf. Appendix six. 

804 Cf. Täv in Ne. 9.2 Täv vEOKTiorav ig Airvav. This is the so-called der Deixis, cf. Schwyzer 

Debrunner 11.1.2 p. 207. There is no discreet reminder of Hieron here, pace Braswell (1998: 47) 

who follows F ad loc. 1a. The scholium, however, seems to be a historical clarification of Ne. 

9.2. Cf. I adloc. 1b which does not mention Hieron. 

805 Ne. 9.28-29 Ei öuvaT6v, Kpoviwv ... KpEaaovas ävbpEs. 

806 Ne. 9.29 äva3OAAopai wS Tröpaiara, dicunturfacere precantes id quod precibus effectum 

vo/unt(Dissen). cws TTäpaiara is not'as far as possible' but indefinitely far. Cf. Bury (1890: 177). 

807 Cf. § 2.4.4 and note 482. 
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honourable defenders of Greece against the barbarian. Second, the prayer asks for the 

dispensation of Eüvopia and the institutions of 'public celebrations'. 808 The term Eüvopia 

was not a neutral one. A contemporary audience arguably associated Eiivopia with the 

Spartan constitution or, alternatively, with written or customary law codes in general, 

limiting arbitrary powers and regulating social conflict. 809 Aetna's citizens receive further 

praise: they are lovers of horses, implying that they are well-to-do. They also have 

souls 'superior to possessions'. 810 Any audience would presumably have recognised 

this topos of praise; 811 it signifies that the citizens of Aetna spend their wealth wisely, 

and that they do not hoard wealth but instead use it to honour the gods, to bestow 

hospitality on friends, or generally to spend their wealth on beneficial works for fellow 

citizens. Hence Chromius chose to be advertised as an Aetnaean, as a citizen amongst 

his fellow citizens and not as its viceroy. 812 

808 Ne. 9.29-32 poTpav b' EOVOpoV airtw as rraiaiv bapöv Airvaiwv 6rr64Eiv, ZEO rrärsp, 
äyAaiaiaiv b' äaruvdpoic Erripsiai Aaöv. 

809 Cf. § 2.4.4.3 on Eüvopia. The symposium imagery at the end of this ode might have 

suggested that Aetna was in fact already governed by Eüvopia. 

810 Ne. 9.32f. KTEOVWV IVuXdq EXovrsc KpEaaovaS. The plural i XoVTEc implies that all Aetnaean 

citizens are meant, not just Chromius alone, pace Bury (1890: 178). 

811 Exactly paralleled at 0/. 4.14f. päAa ptV rpoTa1S troipoV irrrrwv (wealth), XaipoVTä TE >; EViaiS 

rravböKOIS (spending). Cf. Py. 2.58-61, B. 3.63-66,8.3.10-17, Ne. 1.31,0/. 5.23, Py. 8.91f. i Xwv 

Kptaaova TTAOOTOU ptpipvav (the wish to acquire glory is higher than the wish for wealth). 

812 Contrast with the hierarchical relationship at Py. 1.76ff. Zeus is to ruler as ruler is to subjects. 

The passage Ne. 9.28ff., however, seems to hint at a more balanced relationship, appearing to 

offer a programme of civic equality. Cf. Arist. Pol. 1277b14 16v 6yae6v Erriaraaeai Kai büvaaeai 

Kai äpXEaeal Kai 6PXEIV, Kai aürn 6pErr) rrouirou, rb i? v rwv tAEUetpwv äpXr)v trriaraaOai irr' 

äpT6TEpa. Cf. Sol. fr 20 W. 
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3.1.4.2 The myth in the ninth Nemean ode. 

The myth occupies three strophes. 813 Pindar, as often, chooses to narrate only 

particular details from the myth. 814 That Polynices is not mentioned is unsurprising 

since he was Adrastus' brother-in-law and Chromius stood in a similar relationship to 

Hieron. Hence mention of Polynices might have been inappropriate. As exemp/um, the 

myth and the way it is told by Pindar should have relevance for Chromius. 815 For a 

modern reader of the ode, the myth might seem excessively negative and the mention 

of internal strife, 816 the reason for Adrastus' flight from Argos, seems problematic. I 

follow Bury, 817 who argues that the Argive expedition is a negative example of what 

hopefully will not happen to Chromius' Aetna. 

It is unclear whether Amphiaraus' rescue is a Pindaric invention or draws on 

earlier materia1.818 Pindar mentions that Zeus buries Amphiaraus with his horses under 

the ground'819 allowing him to become a redeemed hero for the Theban population. 

This has the advantage of avoiding any connection between a disgraceful wound in the 

back and Chromius as a military man. 820 The embarrassment of running away (clear 

813 From the end of the second strophe and running into the sixth, Ne. 9.10-27. 

814 The absence of a good omen, the ruin of the army and the saving of Amphiaraus. 

815 Cf. Köhnken (1971: 227). Cf. § 1.4. 

818 No. 9.13 (pEOyc yap Apcpiapn TrorE Apaaup oca Kai öEivav aTaaiv, cf. E No. 9.30a 

Menaichmus of Sicyon FGrHist131 F 10), F Ne. 9.30b. 

817 Bury (1890: 166). 

818 Cf. Braswell (1998: 38-40,93,95). 

819 Ne. 9.24ff. 

820 Ne. 9.26-27 Trpiv vwra ruTTEvra paXarav Aupöv aiaXuv9ýiEv, cf. D. L. Cairns (1993: 176n. 10) 

with more epic and lyric examples. 
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from vWTa Turr£vTa) is offset by gnome which effectively eliminates any possible 

suspicion, 821 since the events were inevitable. 

3.1.4.3 Praise for the laudandus. 

The Muses are summoned to go from Sicyon to 'newly-founded Aetna'. 822 This is 

followed, in quick succession, by some conventional epinician elements that identify 

victor and victory. 823 Praise of Chromius concentrates on his martial exploits, 824 and 

deals with his infantry, cavalry and naval career. Possibly there is a faint allusion to his 

role as counsellor. 825 Rhetorically, ävaKOivwais is employed, a device whereby the 

chorus makes the audience informants as though they are themselves witnessing the 

military action of the laudandus. Chromius shows his proper ai& . The audience is 

placed in a hierarchical but close relationship to Chromius, and is invited to picture a 

situation in which they are actually serving under him. 826 A description of the victory at 

821 Ne. 9.27 ... r`v yäp öaipovioiai cpößois cpEüyovri Kai Traiöcc eEWv. F ad loc. 63 (quoting Hom. 

A 574) explains: Zeus was on the side of the Thebans. 

822 Ne. 9.1. 

823 Ne. 9.1 the games, 9.2 the victor's city Aetna, 9.3 name of victor, 9.4 event. The catalogue is 

completed at 9.42 with mention of the name of the father. 

824 Ne. 9.33-37. 

825 Ne. 9.38 XEpai Kai LpuXp öuvaTOI" A combination of physical and intellectual powers, 

portraying the laudandusas a'complete' man. Cf. Race (1990: 36n. 31) for more of such 
Pindaric doublets. 

826 Ne. 9.34 Xpopiw KEV ürraarrii; wv. The dramatic set-up in the ode appears to have been quite 

common in real life. Cf van Wees (2004: 68,271n. 21) on aKEucpöpoi 6K6AOuOoi and 

ürraarriarai. Braswell (1998: 113) on ürraarriarai, formally'acting as attendant to' but probably 

meaning 'serving under the command of, but in a close relationship to'. Cf. E. Heracl. 216, Ph. 

213, Hdt. 5.11, X. An. 420. 
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the Helorus river in 492 BCE follows. 827 Chromius had participated in this battle. 828 The 

exact site where the battle took place is uncertain, 829 but it appears to have taken place 

near the coast. The ode, however, describes the banks of the Helorus river as steep 

and rugged, 831 a further suggestio faisisince the river banks are not steep at all at that 

point. Rhetorically, I3aOüKpnpvoc might have been coined by Pindar, perhaps in view of 

a non-Sicilian audience. Possible epic reminiscences of ßaOCKpnpvos, 831 would result 

in further praise for a military men such as the laudandus. That the laudandus is 

compared to Hector, 832 another exemplary soldier, 833 might be explained by the fact 

that Chromius in the ode is portrayed as a defender of Sicily. 834 That, however, is a 

further suppressio veri since at the battle of the Helorus Syracusans were pitted 

against fellow Greeks. That this is conveniently glossed over is perhaps 

understandable in an ode intended to tempt oversees Greeks to come to Sicily. 

That same political programme could explain why the ode does not contain any 

genealogy. The option of creating an artificial genealogy was a possibility in an 

epinician ode, 835 yet without genealogy (improved or true), 836 there is perhaps a slight 

827 Ne. 9.40-42. Cf. Race (1990: 173-4) on the climactic pair in chiastic structure of Ne. 9.39-42. 

828 Cf. Tim. FGrHist566 F 18. 

829 Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 399f, 425-26). 

830 Ne. 9.40 ßa9uKprjJvoIGI ö' app' äKTais'EAcipou, 

831 Homeric compounds with ßaeu- are plentiful (deep, steep), yet are not used for river-banks. 
832 Ne. 9.39-40. 

833 Ne. 9.38 päv is adversative, hence the translation should be 'few can counsel in matters 

physical and intellectual, yet Hector and Chromius could. ' Be that as it may, Hector discarded 

good advice from Polydamus whereas the latter was in fact known for his sage advice. Cf. Hom. 

1249-52. 

834 Cf. E Ne. 9.93a TÖV öE "EKTopa TrapEiAncpE Kai OOK Aiavra n AXiAAta, T4 Kai T6v "EKTOpa 

pcpaxnaOai l1TrEp Trjs Trarpiöoc, wS Kai Töv XpOpiov. 

835 Cf. § 5.2.4.1 for such manoeuvres in Pindar's second Olympian ode. 
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hint of 'from pauper to millionaire'. This might have suited the laudandus (and Hieron) 

in their quest for new settlers for Aetna. 

The poem announces that it will embark on a summary of Chromius' efforts, 837 

however, that tale has to wait for'other days', 838 implying that Chromius' valiant deeds 

are simply too manifold to relate now; rhetorically, the laudandus is praised using the 

£ürropia motif. 

A gnome introduces the topos of 'rauXia after rrövoc', 839 and draws attention to 

Chromius' rewards. The laudandus has earned rjpEpa (gentleness) as the result of his 

efforts'in his youth and with justice'. 840 While epinician often consoles a person in old 

age with wealth, fame and good repute, 841 Chromius' reward, nptpa, might have been 

chosen to maximise the contrast between the qualities he had to call upon during his 

time in active service, 842 and the extraordinary happiness, the Aaupaaröv öAßov, 843 

836 In any case, Chromius' subordinate relationship with Hieron might have prevented inclusion 

of any fabricated past. Chromius' cpüa (viz. his hereditary and genealogical qualities) are 
touched upon in the first Nemean ode at Ne. 1.25. Cf. § 3.1.5.2. 

837 Ne. 9.42-44 Td ö' äAAaig apEpais TroAAä PtV EV KOVig XEpaw, Tä öE y£iTOVI TTbVTW cpäaopai. 
838 cpäaopai does not refer to a moment later in the ode, pace Pfeijffer (1999: 28f. ). 
839 Ne. 9.44 EK TTOVWV ö', of aüv vc6TaTI ytvwvTal aUV T£ öiKq, T£AEA£i Trpös yýpas aiwv rjptpa. 
Köhnken (1971: 75) 'durch When Sieg, durch Sieg ein glückliches Alter. ' Trpbs yýpas describes 

Chromius' current circumstances as 'the time towards old age'. 

840 Yet it is all too easy to forget that Chromius was a henchman in the service of a tyranny 

which to all intents and purposes was a military dictatorship, cf. § 2.4.4. Almost in all odes 

composed for Hieron is he praised as just, cf. § 8.3.1 and there on the association between 

tyranny and äölKia. 

841 E. g. 0/. 8.70-3, Isth. 6.10-15, Pae. 1.1-4, negatively 0/. 1.82-84, Py. 10.41, Ne. 10.83, Pae. 

1.1. 
842 Cf. the dry pragmatic observation Ne. 9.15 KptaaWV öE Karrraü£I öiKav Täv TrpöaO£v ävrjp 

with which every military man must have been familiar. 

843 Ne. 9.45 ToTw AOX(. JV Trpös baipövwv 9aupaaT6v 6Aßov. 
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which he now has received from the gods. 844 This is all couched in a neplus ultra 

motif, 845 which is best understood as high praise, not as a warning. 846 

Mention of guests partaking of a Symposium , 847 picks up the proem of the poem 

where revellers are on their way to the 'wide-open gates' of the house of the 

laudandus. The symposium has been described as a paradigm of human felicity and 

the dangers attendant upon it. 848 The symposium, however, includes dangers of 

violence, ßia, 849 and hubris. The ode appears to reflect such dangers; voices can 

become over-confident, 850 unadulterated wine should not be taken, 851 since this can 

lead to a lack of restraint. Wine is a 'powerful child of the vine', 852 but restriction is 

needed since a proper symposium is 'loved by peace'. 853 Victory leads to (gentle) 

song, 854 in this case explicitly in a symposium setting. 

844 This can be understood as an extension of the topos'? auXia after rrövoc'. Absence of 
trouble after a life of hardship was surely pleasing to the /audandus. 

845 Na 9.46f. 

846 Cf. note 409 with Fisher's remark. The reading of Ne. 9.47 is disputed, cf. Braswell (1998: 
135). The meaning, however, seems clear enough: the victor as a mortal man has come close 
to the gods: he cannot hope to achieve more. 
847 Ne. 9.48ff. 

848 Dickie (1984: 90) who also notes (1984: 89) that 'in a symposium men are confronted in a 

very immediate fashion with the good things of life and in particular with one blessing, wine, 

which, if not treated with restraint, encourages hybris', cf. Xenoph. fr 1.13-17 W, Aristoph. 

Vesp. 1299-1315. 

849 Cf. Hubbard (1992: 111). 

850 Ne. 9.49 eapaaA: aö Trapä Kparnpa cpwvä yivErai. 
85, Ne. 9.50 £yKipvcirw Tic viv (eyKpivapal misceo). 
852 Ne. 9.51-2 ßiarfty CäprrEAou rraib'. 

853 Ne. 9.48. 

854 Ne. 9.48-9 vEoeaAriS 6' aüýErai paAeaKp viKacpopia aüv doiö41- by virtue of soft lays victory 
buddeth afresh (Bury), cf. Py. 8.31. Compare the 'gentle song' in this ode with the powerful 

persuasive force that music is in Pindar's first Pyth/an ode. 
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Finally, since tyranny appears to have been concomitant with hubris, 855 the 

emphasis on avoidance of hubristic behaviour at the end of the ode is consonant with 

the portrayal of Aetna as a peaceful and hospitable place. Hence, the end of the ode 

severs any link between the laudandus, his home city and hubris. In an ideal city such 

as Aetna, its citizens will not be treated hubristically. 

3.1.5 Praise for the laudandus and Sicily in the first Nemean ode. 

The praise for the laudandus in this ode is inserted between praise for Sicily and the 

Heracles myth. Structurally the first Nemean ode differs from the other odes in our 

epinician corpus in that the narrative part (the myth) is carried through right until the 

end of the ode. 856 Modern debates on the relevance of the myth, as is often the case, 

are reflected in the ancient scholia. 857 The two opposing views centre on the question 

whether the myth refers to the contemporary political situation and in particular portrays 

Hieron as Zeus and Chromius as his Heracles, 858 or whether the myth should be read 

855 Cf. Fisher (1992: 25-31). Cf. S. O. T. 873, PI. Pol. 301C, R. 573B. 

856 Cf. § 8.2 where this feature of the myth is explained by the assumption that the laudandus 

was an unproblematic victor and consequently did not need any recapitulation of praise at the 

end of the ode. This feature the ode shares with the tenth Nemean ode, also composed for an 

accomplished veteran, who lacked only one Olympic victory in order to become a rrepioöoviKgS. 
That victor, Theasius of Argos, is only praised for athletic successes, and not, as is the case for 

Chromius, for any accomplishments in public life and the military. 

857 Cf. E Ne. 1.49. 

858 Slater (1984: 250ff. ). Cf. E Ne. 1.49c ft d XpbpioS rroAAä( auprrovrjaaS i4)1tpwvi Kath Tr v 
äpXrty 6polo EruXEV £ý a6ro0, ware EK rrEpiouaiaS Kai irrTrorpocprlvar cbS oüv oürog Irra9Aov 

TT6vwv EAa1E rriv >`rn(pdvClav, oürw Kai HpaKAfj rrOAAQ raAaIuwprjaaS iiTraOAov. aXE rnv 
aeavaaiav Kai Toy yOpov TýS"HROS. 
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in more general terms. On that last interpretation, Heracles, someone well-known for 

his urovos, is an exemp/um for Chromius and the myth predicts Chromius' future 

victories. 859 It is difficult to decide on either of the two alternatives. The objection 

levelled at the second alternative, namely that the first Nemean ode was performed at 

a time when Chromius' career was drawing to its end and that, consequently, not many 

future victories were to be expected, can be easily met. Nothing would prevent older 

patrons, as the owner of a team of horses, from participating in chariot racing events. 

The objection levelled at the first alternative is more problematic. If Chromius indeed 

was Hieron's Heracles, why is the tyrant not mentioned? Assuming that Chromius was 

a subordinate of the tyrant, absence of the mention of Hieron surely must have been 

agreed upon with the tyrant. In other words, Hieron must have allowed Chromius to 

celebrate his victory on his own, without any mention of his being dependent on the 

tyrant. On that interpretation, this would be something that a contemporary Sicilian 

audience might interpret as high praise for the laudandus. Another objection is levelled 

at both alternatives. Pindar does not mention any marriage of Chromius, 860 but if the 

laudandus is indeed modelled on Heracles, how does this make the hero's marriage to 

Hebe relevant to the /audandus? In answer to this, it could be argued that Heracles' 

reward does seem to include more than a marriage to Hebe. It includes eternal peace 

and tranquillity as recompense for his labours as well, 861 with transfer to Olympus, 

something which implies the hero's apotheosis. 862 

859 Bury (1890: 4n. 4), Braswell (1992: 80f. ). Cf. E Ne. 1.49c: Pindar recalls Heracles' earliest 
feats and parallels them with future victories of Chromius oüTWs aürds d Ilivöapos aTT6 Trj 
TTpci)Tgc TOO XpONiOU ViKrls TrpopavT£ü£TQI, 6TI Kai TWV XOITrWV aTE(paVWV TE61 Val. 

860 Carey (1981: 127). 

861 Ne. 1.69-71. 

862 Ne. 1.72-73.6, kpioic £v 56)paai, 5£OpEvov OakEpccv"Hpav 6KOITIV Kai yäpoV 
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3.1.5.1 Praise for Sicily. 

If it can be accepted that Chromius was allowed to celebrate his victory as his own 

man, not begrudged by his patron Hieron, then this might help to explain why a fair 

amount of praise in this ode is directed at Sicily: 863 Chromius would surely have gone 

too far if he had advertised himself as someone with pretensions to power. Although 

Hieron is absent in the ode, he was Chromius' patron and the laudandus 

consequentially would have been ill advised to go beyond certain limits. 

This ode appears to be less martial than the ninth Nemean ode. Its theme 

seems to be accomplishment, and rest after exertion. 864 The whole mood of the ode is 

one of rest-865 Consequently, Chromius' home in Syracuse is presented as a place of 

rest. 866 

The first epode contains a catalogue of praise for Sicily: its fertility, 867 its lofty 

and prosperous cities, its people 'enamoured of bronze-armoured war and its many 

victories in the Olympian games are mentioned. 868 Since no Olympic victory was 

öaiaavra Trap Ai Kpoviög, aEpvav aivrjaciv vapov. This does not necessarily mean, however, 

that the /audandus is alluding to the same for himself, of. § 3.1.5.2. 

863 Cf. Ne. 1.1-4,13-18. 

864 The theme is introduced in the opening of the ode. Ne. 1.1 Apmrsuja aEpvdv AATEOÜ. 

865 Ne. 1.3 ötpviov ApTtpiöoc. Bury (1890: 10) suggests that ötiviov is used instead of i öos to 

harmonise with the note of rest in the opening of the poem. Cf. Ne. 1.69ff. Chromius' 
866 Cf. Ne. 1.22. 

867 Cf. B. 3.1 Ap: QTO[K]äprrOU DKEAiaS. 

868 Ne. 1.14-18 äpicTEÜoiaav EOKäpTrou X9ovoc ... PIXOEVra. 
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attached to Chromius' name, all Sicilian Olympic victors are bracketed in this praise. 869 

Sicily is mentioned as a congenial place that foreign guests frequently visit. 870 Finally, 

portrayal of Sicily as a gift from Zeus arguably suggests Greek hegemony over the 

whole of the island, 871 a further suggestio fa/s. 

3.1.5.2 Praise for the laudandus. 

The ode mentions Chromius' beginnings as 'his divine abilities'. 872 These abilities 

appear to be paralleled in the myth when it deals with Heracles' prodigious infancy. 873 

The Heracles' myth parallels the life and career of laudandus and hero: both 

/audandus and Heracles have led a life of toil upon which a just reward follows. 874 

Heracles was known for his Trovoc and the efforts of the laudandus are paralleled with 

the TrovoS of the hero, something which is brought out forcefully at the end of the 

869 Cf. I Ne. 1.25a i Qri öE b AöyoS nw flivöäpw oü rrEpi roü Xpopiou pövou, OAAä Kai TTEpi TOO 

rravT6q AaoO, 01 rroAAOS i aXov viKaS OAuprnK6 
. Pace Wilamowitz (1922: 254) 'ein Kompliment 

für Hieron. ' 

870 Cf. Ne. 1.22-24 9apd 6' OAAoöarrwv OOK OMEipaTOI ödpoi EVri" Foreign guests frequenting 

Chromius' home. 

871 Ne. 1.16-17 wrraoc U Kpoviwv rroAEpou pvaoTrjpd of XaAKEVTEOc Aadv imratXpov. Ne. 1.16 

of is ambiguous and could refer to either Sicily or Persephone. On balance, Sicily seems more 
probable, as it seems part of a list. Ne. 1.17 Aaöv imraiXpov are cavalry-men. Cf. F recess 25c1 
irrrröpaXov, 1TOAEIIK6V. 
872 Ne. 1.8-9 äpXai & 3E4Arlvrai eEwv KEiVOU aüv ävöp6g öaipoviais &pEraTq. 

873 Ne. 1.34-47. 

874 This is, in my view, the best internal evidence for a late date of the ode, composed for a 
Chromius who was retired, or in any case not in active service any more. 
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second antistrophe, 875 where the use of TTOAüTrovoq leaves little doubt about the 

intended parallel. The aggregate of Heracles' glorious deeds serves as a parallel to 

Chromius' commendable career. Since the ode describes Heracles' career until the 

end (although in a condensed manner), and specifically mentions Heracles' eternal 

peace and tranquillity as recompense for his Iabours, 876 it appears that the laudandus 

wanted to be advertised as someone who after many years of service is now enjoying 

his well-earned rest. Heracles rests and feasts on Olympus, so likewise Chromius 

enjoys his rest in Syracuse. 877 Chromius is a cpikcvos, 878 someone who naturally 

gathers 'good men', ia%oi, 879 around him. 880 Any envy Chromius encounters he 

disperses with his hospitality. 881 

In climactic order, the ode mentions enemies whom Heracles overthrows: 882 

beasts, men and finally giants. The incident of Heracles' fight against the giants was 

not, however, one of the hero's most popular and well-known feats. The scholia to the 

875 Cf. Ne. 1.32-33 ... Koivai yap i pXovr' EArriöEc TroAuur vwv ävbpwv. iyd. 6''HpaKMOS KTA. The 

passage occurs in a very climactic position, which is reinforced by enjambment. On this 

passage, see below. 

876 Cf. Ne. 1.69-71 and Ne. 1.25 Ts Xvai 6' ETtpwv ETEpai" KTA an al/us a/iudfigure reminding the 

audience in general terms of the laudandus as a military man and adviser. 
877 Bundy (1962: 28) notes Chromius' 'agonistic labours and expenses'. 
878 Ne. 1.20. Cf. Carey (1981: 109) 'the audience bears witness to his generosity. ' Chromius is a 

cpM-rroAis. Cf. Ne. 1.19-24. 

879 In Pindar, this plural always refers to 'the good and noble', not to specific individuals. 

880 Ne. 1.24. Cf. Carey (1981: 111-14) for the interpretation of this difficult verse. 
881 Cf. Ne. 1.24: the pcpcpöp£voi. It is worth noting that Chromius nowhere makes veiled or 

explicit threats with regard to the enviers. Compare with Hieron, cf. § 8.3.3.2. 

882 Ne. 1.62ff. Cf. Carey (1981: 127). 
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first Nemean ode place the incident in the plains of Phlegra in Thrace. 883 However, 

according to some Western-Greek and Italian sources these plains were located near 

Cumae, 884 something which would be appreciated by a local audience. Since Chromius 

had been involved with that battle at Cumae the laudatormight have alluded to this 

locality which stands at the intersection of Heracles' and Chromius' victories. Hence in 

this passage, Chromius is perhaps not paralleled but directly compared with Heracles, 

although in a veiled manner. The /audatorwould have avoided identifying a mere 

mortal, Chromius, with the demi-god. 

Finally, some scholars argue that a passage where the 'hopes of much-toiling 

men' are mentioned885 should be interpreted positively, 886 alluding to wishes for literal 

immortality. 887 Since fifth-century Sicily teemed with eschatological beliefs, reflections 

of such beliefs in epinician odes are not unsurprising. 888 It should be noted that the 

passage stresses that such hopes are common to all men, 889 and consequently that 

this passage does not single out the /audandusas someone with hopes for 

posthumous hero-worship. Hence Heracles' apotheosis is better understood as a 

883 F Ne. 1.101. Phlegra is also the site of the battle between Heracles and Alcyoneus. Cf. Ne. 

4.25, Isth. 631-35. That battle, however, seems to be a different one from the one mentioned in 

this ode. Cf. Gantz (1993: 449). 

884 Cf. D. S. 4.21 (= Tim. FGrHist566 F 89), D. S. 5.71.2-6: Cumae. Str. 5.4.6, Plin. NH3.60: 

Crete, Pallene and Cumae. Possibly Cumae was a source of mercenaries, cf. Th. 8.100.3-4, 

D. S. 7.10.1. 

885 Ne. 1.32-33 ... KOivai yap i pXovT' tATriöcs Tro%uTT6vwv dvöpwv. 

886 Bundy (1962: 87) 'Fame after death. ' 

887 Currie (2005: 2f. ) argues for an implied parallelism between Chromius and Heracles because 

of Ne. 1.8-9 with its conjunction of 6coS, avöpöS and öaipoviais. 

888 Cf. § 1.4. 

889 Ne. 1.32 Koivai ... 
EÄTTiöcS. 
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reflection of Sicilian eschatological beliefs, 890 and as such, the end of the ode appears 

to have relevance for the audience as well as for the laudandus. 

890 Cf. Bury (1890: 160f. ) who argues for Chromius' initiation into the Mysteries on the basis of 
the ninth Nemean ode. 
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3.2 Pindar's sixth Olympian ode for Hagesias of Syracuse. 

Argument 

In this ode, composed for an associate of Hieron, the relationship between laudandus 

and tyrant is clearly portrayed as one of subordination. Hagesias acknowledges 

Hieron's supremacy. The laudandus might very well have been intimately involved in 

Ge%on's refoundation of Syracuse in 485 BCE, and consequently, might have had 

legitimate claims in Syracuse. Hieron, as usurper, had no such c/aims on Syracuse. 

The ode suggests that the laudandus could have been perceived as a threat to Hieron. 

The ode extensive/y praises the tyrant, supposedly In an effort to defuse any 

suspicions Hieron might have harboured against the /audandus. This might explain why 

praise for the /audandus is to a great extent praise for his c/an and home city. The 

/audandus advertises himself as someone who does not have any political aspirations. 

Whereas the ode cannot be securely dated, tentatively a date of first performance 

earlier rather than later in Hieron 's career is argued. 

3.2.1 Introduction. 

It has long been observed that this ode is permeated with doublets: 891 Hagesias is 

connected with both Syracuse and Stymphalos and his victory seems twice celebrated. 

The ode contains two myths. Hagesias is a seer as well as a military man. The ode 

891 Gildersleeve (1890: 172). 
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connects Thebes with Arcadia and Stymphalos with Syracuse and finally tells of the 

advantages of having a 'double anchor on a stormy night', 892 thereby calling attention to 

both fatherlands of the laudandus. Be that as it may, in Syracuse Hagesias 

acknowledges Hieron's supremacy. Apart from extensive praise for Hieron, arguably an 

effort to defuse any suspicions Hieron might have harboured against the laudandus, 

most of the praise in this ode is for the clan of the laudandus a well as for Syracuse 

and Stymphalos. The ideology expressed in the ode is best described as an instance of 

Poiisideoiogie. 

3.2.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

The event celebrated in the ode is without doubt a victory in the mule-cart race at 

Olympia. 893 As such, the ode lacks mention in the Olympic victory lists. 894 The terminus 

post quem of the victory celebrated in the ode must be 476 BCE since Hieron is 

referred to as ruler of Syracuse. 895 Since Hieron is asked to welcome the Kwpos, 896 he 

might even have been the master of ceremonies. This means that he was intimately 

involved with the first performance of the ode. It cannot be excluded that the ode 

alludes to Hieron's Aetna project. 897 However, this need not necessarily be the case 

since the reference to Aetna could be explained in connection with Hagesias' function 

892 O/. 6.100-101. 

893 Cf. 0/. 6.25-27, F 0/. 6.37bc. 

894 Cf. 10/ 6 incr a. The event was removed from the programme in 444 BCE, of. Paus., 
5.9.1. 
895 0/ 6.93-94 lay [Sc. Ortygiam] 1Epwv KaGapw QKE 1 rt) 6I 1TWV, äpTia pg56pcvoq. Hieron 

became tyrant in 478/7 BCE and August 476 BCE is the first available date for the victory. 
8960/6.98. 

897 Cf. 0/ 6.96 Kai Zrlv6s Airvaiou Kpdn*OS. 
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as seer: Aetna was a place for pyromancy where gold, silver and other icpETa were 

lowered into the crater. 898 Alternatively, Airvaiou KpäTOq may refer to the mountain, or 

generally to Sicily. 899 The terminus ante quem must be 467/6 BCE, the date of Hieron's 

death. Consequently, the ode cannot be securely dated. However, this enquiry 

suggests an earlier date of first performance rather than a later one. 900 The ode hints at 

a first performance at Stymphalos. 901 The ode was surely reperformed in Syracuse. 902 

3.2.3 Hagesias' prosopography and consequences for the patron message of the 

/audandus in the ode. 

All we know about Hagesias has to be extracted from the sixth Olympian ode, from 

careful evaluation of the scholia, 903 and from what is known of other military 

prophets. 904 

Hagesias appears to have been connected with both Syracuse and Stymphalos 

and his victory seems twice celebrated. 905 The ode suggests that he was a citizen of 

898 Cf. Paus. 3.23.9: the lava from Aetna inspired the pious. Cf. Paus. 10.28.4. 

899 Cf. § 2.6.2. 

900 For the argumentation, cf. §§ 3.2.2,8.3.1. Some reject the earlier date of 476 BCE, e. g. 

Gaspar (1900: 137), since Pindar was believed to be in Sicily and the ode is a 'travelling song', 

cf. 0/. 6.22-28,87ff. However, since we know nothing about any travels of Pindar to Sicily, 476 

BCE should not be excluded. 

9oß 0/ 6.99. Cf. Race (1997: 100). 

902 Since the ode is to a great extent directed at Hieron. Lehnus' (1981: 84) caution is 

unnecessary 'forse in qualche modo ripetuto a Siracusa: vv. 97-9. ' 

903 The scholiast is, however, much better informed about Chromius' position at Hieron's court 

than about Hagesias' status. 

904 Kett (1996) collects the prosopographical data on Greek mantels. Cf. Malkin (1987: 93-113) 

on the links between divination and foundation. 

905 Cf. 0/. 6.99. 
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Syracuse, but he might have been originally an Elean linked with Stymphalos via his 

mother. 906 Evidently, he was a rich man since he was able to participate in equestrian 

events at Panhellenic games. Since the laudandus is clearly paralleled with 

Amphiaraus, 907 Hagesias seems to have been involved in the military campaigns of the 

Deinomenids. 908 Importantly, the ode claims that Hagesias was a auvolKlaTrjp of 

Syracuse. 909 This passage is important for an understanding of Hagesias' status and 

merits further discussion. 

The title UUVOIKI Trjp occurs in a catalogue of Hagesias' merits: 910 he is an 

Olympic victor, a member of a famous family of seers as well as auvoIKioTrjp of 

Syracuse. The mention of Hagesias as 'fellow-founder' would have been a poetical 

exaggeration if Hagesias' ancestor Archias, allegedly involved in the foundation of 

Syracuse, 911 is alluded to. In that event, however, Hagesias would almost certainly 

have been a member of the Syracusan yapöpoi, the landed aristocracy who were 

descendants of the original settlers, and had considerable social status and rights. 912 

Prior to Gelon's 'refoundation' of Syracuse in 485 BCE these yapdpoi were expelled by 

906 Cf. O/. 6.77. Cf. Berve (1953: 541), Malkin (1987: 93-97). 

907 O/ 6.12-14, O/. 6.16-17 'lo6Ew aTpanaä 69OaAp6v tiäs d(p96Tepov pävnv T' äya9dv Kai 
öoupi pdpvaa6ai. ' The EEO/. 6.30ac note Hagesias' and Amphiaraus' double-role of prophet 
and soldier. 
9os Mantels were regularly members of Greek expeditions. Cf. Horn A 68ff, B 858-59, Z 76, Pi. 

Py. 4.190, Hdt. 1.62,7.288, Sim. VI Page. Cf. Burkert (1985a:: 111-116), Pritchett (1979: 47ff. ) 

on military seers. 

909 O/ 6.4-6 Ei b' Ein NEV OAupmoviKaS, ßwpw TE paVTEigJ Tapiac Diös tv fliag, aUVOIKIGTrjp TE Täv 
KAEiväv EupaKOQaäv. 

910 O/ 6.4 Ei ö' ETn pv obviously refers to Hagesias. 

91 Cf. Th. 6.3.2,10/ 6.6a, 8ab. Cf. Wilamowitz (1886: 170), Kett (1996: 18-19). 
912 Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 55f. ), Asheri (1966: 19n. 1), Luraghi (1994: 285), 'aristocrazia dei primi 
coloni' with inheritance rights (äpXaioi KAMpoi). 
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Hippocrates, 913 but were reintroduced by Gelon. 914 However, Gelon did not reinstate 

the status quo ante and the yapöpoi were not restored to power. 915 

Alternatively, Hagesias could have been a more recent immigrant and 

connected with Gelon's refoundation of Syracuse in 485 BCE. 916 On that interpretation, 

we might have a parallel in Callias, another member of Hagesias' clan of the lamidae 

and attached to Telys the tyrant of Sybaris. 917 These seers seem to have travelled 

widely before settling where conditions were most favourable. 918 While a seer would 

certainly have been involved in the foundation of a city, a refoundation might arguably 

also have used the service of such men. The involvement of an Olympic victor in a 

foundation would have been particularly auspicious. 919 The prosopography of three 

individuals who were probably participants in Gelon's venture in 485 BCE supports this 

view. 920 Two of these men were Olympic victors and two of them, like Hagesias, 

originated in Arcadia. Such men seem to have been eager to stress their new-found 

913 On Syracusan yap6poi, cf. Hdt. 7.155.2, Tim. FGrHist566 F 56, Arist. Pol. 1303b20, Plut. 
Mor 825c. At D. S. 10.28 the TrpoEQTOTES probably are the yapöpoi in Syracuse. Cf. Dunbabin 
(1948: 400,414ff. ). 

914 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 286). 

915 Luraghi (1994: 286ff, 371-73). 

916 Freeman (1891: 503-4), Luraghi (1997: 79-83). 

917 Cf. Hdt. 5.44.2-45.2. The lamidae furnished many states with seers. Cf. Paus. 4.16.1,6.2.5, 
8.10.5. The tradition seems to have been long-lived. Cf. 10/ 6.119 oürwS br: pjXpi vOv of 
lapibai pavrEGovTai icTA. 
918 Kett (1996: 102-3). This seems to have been the case already under the tyrant Hippocrates, 

cf. Hdt. 7.164: Scythus of Cos, who came to Sicily with his son Cadmus, probably after 493 
BCE. Cf. Luraghi (1994: 134-36). 

919 Paus. 3.14.3. Cf. Hdt. 5.47,6.36, Th. 3.92. 

920 The Arcadian Praxitelus of Mantinea, cf. CEG380.1.2.3, /vO266, Luraghi (1994: 161-63). 

Second, the Arcadian Phormis of Menalos, cf. Paus. 5.27.1-7, Luraghi (1994: 271). Third, 

Astilus of Croton, cf. Sim. PMG 506, Tim. FGrHist566 F45, Paus. 6.13.1, Plin. NH34.59, 

Moretti (1957: 82-83), Luraghi (1994: 293n. 90). Both Phormis and Astilus were Olympic victors. 
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homeland: Phormis and Praxiteles, for example, explicitly do so on Olympic 

dedications, 921 while Astylos of Croton had himself twice proclaimed as Syracusan, 

allegedly to please Hieron. 922 It looks as though they were not so much stressing their 

double nationality, as mentioning their old links in a display of their new loyalties. It 

should be noted that survival of these persons in our sources might be due to the fact 

that they were Olympic victors. Be that as it may, we know of no such persons linked to 

the Emmenids in Acragas and arguably Gelon might have actively sought out such 

persons and brought them into his service because of the prestige and appearance of 

legitimacy this would give to his rule. 923 To this could be added that there were 

considerable practical benefits, which the services of an Olympic victor could bring. 924 

While it seems unlikely that Hagesias was already an Olympic victor by 485 BCE and 

celebrated his victory with an epinician ode after 476 BCE, he might have been 

921 Paus. 5.27.2 Döppis ävE9gKEv ApKäc MaiväAioS, vOv U EupaicbaioS. CEG 380,1.2.3. 

'Praxiteles of Arcadia, later of Camarina, then of Syracuse. ' Cf. Jacquemin (1999: 71,351). 
922 Cf. Paus. 6.13.1: as a consequence, the inhabitants of Croton turned his house there into a 

prison and tore down his statue. Luraghi (1994: 293-34) notes, however, that the sources 

probably attributed an anecdote about Gelon to Hieron (who was in fact tyrant of Gela at the 

time) because of the tendency to attach positive traits to the former and negative ones to the 

latter. 

923 Besides the men mentioned above, we also know of Glaucus of Carystus, an Olympic victor 
in 520 BCE who was appointed commander of Camarina by Gelon, cf. F Aeschin in Ctes. 429a 

Dilts, Sim. PMG 509. 

924 Cf. Plut. Quest. Conv. 2.5.2 9 (= Mop 639E), Suet. Nero 25, D. S. 12.9.5-6: Olympic victors 

as protectors of cities; parts of the city-wall could be razed since an Olympic victor would 

guarantee protection. Plut. Quest. Conv. 2.5.2 9 (= Mop 639E), W. Lyc. 22.4: a victor going into 

battle side by side with the ruler to guide the army. 
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valuable to Hieron for such reasons. However, there was another side to the medal: 

being an Olympic victor in itself could be a stepping-stone to political power. 925 

It is difficult to decide exactly in what way Hagesias was a OUVOIKIOTrjp of 

Syracuse. 926 On the first view, we have a powerful member of the Syracusan 

aristocracy, possibly with a grudge. On the second view, Hagesias is someone who 

had arrived relatively recently in search of good fortune, then became a rich man and is 

now an Olympic victor to boot. Importantly, in either case, Hagesias had legitimate 

claims in Syracuse, either as a member of the old aristocracy, the yap6poi, or as a 

member of Gelon's inner circle, as a recently immigrated seer in the tyrant's service. 

Hagesias was thus manifestly connected with a foundation, either through his 

ancestors in 734 BCE or directly in 485 BCE. Because of these circumstances, 

Hagesias could very well be perceived as a potential competitor or threat to Hieron. 

Hieron, on the other hand, could not boast of any ancestral link with the original 

foundation, as he had taken over the tyranny from his brother and thus effectively 

usurped the position. 927 Neither could Hieron claim any connection via the mother-city 

as he was not of Corinthian descent. 928 On that interpretation, the extensive praise 

towards the end of the ode is there to convince the tyrant that Hagesias did not have 

any pretensions or political aspirations. This can be contrasted with Chromius, another 

of Hieron's associates. He was apparently not perceived as a threat or in competition 

with the tyranny and consequently he was able to celebrate a victory without explicit 

925 Cf. § 1.3, note 9 and § 8.5, note 1492. Kurke (1991: 224): athletic victory as stepping stone 
to political power. However, Hagesias was problematic for more than this reason, cf. § 8.2. 

926 Cf. Malkin (1987: 94-7). 

927 Cf. § 2.1.3.1. 

928 The Deinomenids originated from Telos near Rhodes. Cf. Berve (1967: 140) '... ansässige 
Familie die angeblich an der Gründung Gela beteiligt war. ' 
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mention of Hieron. Hagesias, on the other hand, apparently could not afford such 

reticence and included extravagant praise for the tyrant in the sixth Olympian ode. 929 I 

shall revert to praise for laudandus and clan, but first shall discuss the mythical 

sections. 

3.2.4 The two mythical sections in Pindar's sixth Olympian ode. 

The ode contains two myths: A short myth (or exemp/um) in the first epode, which 

relates an episode in the Theban campaign, 930 and the much longer lamus myth. 931 

The former myth defines the relationship between laudandus and tyrant, while the 

lamus myth, a vehicle of praise for Hagesias' ancestry, leads up to praise for the 

contemporary members of the clan. 932 

3.2.4.1 The Adrastus myth 

929 Against this view it could be argued that the laudandus might have omitted any reference to 

himself as aUVOIKOT p of Syracuse so as not to draw undue attention to any legitimate claims 
he might have had in Syracuse. However, his connections with Syracuse would surely have 

been know by a local audience and whether the laudandus was connected with Syracuse 

through remote ancestors or because of more recent events, other members of his clan might 
have wanted to share in the honour of being 'fellow-founders'. It could be argued that, instead of 

glossing over the fact that he was a ouvoIKIcrn p, he tackles the problem head-on. Cf. § 3.2.5 

and 3.2.6 where it is argued that this ode resembles odes for boy-victors in which the interests 

of the clan take precedent over those of the /audandus. Praise for the /audandus in this ode is 

effectively praise for the clan. 

930 p/ 6.13-17. 

931 0/. 6.29-70. 

932 0/. 6.71 ff.: much renowned among Hellenes, their prosperity and virtue, picked up in 0/. 

6.78-80: their piety. 
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After a climactic passage with great pathos, 933 a passage follows in which Adrastus 

regrets having lost Amphiaraus, an outstanding military man as well as his seer. 934 This 

short myth is framed by Hagesias, 935 which forces a parallel between laudandus and 

Amphiaraus, and possibly between Hieron and Adrastus as well. 936 On that 

interpretation, the introduction of a story from the Theban campaign in an Olympian 

ode, perhaps surprising at first sight, is explained as an illustration of the relationship 

between Hagesias and Hieron as one of subordinate to ruler. More importantly, it 

defines the role of the laudandus in real life as limited to that of a seer and military 

man. The ode does not explicitly mention any military campaigns in which Hagesias or 

the Deinomenids were involved and firmly locates strife and disorder in the spatium 

mythicum, 937 whereas the spatium historicum is characterised by order and stability. 938 

It is worth noting that the two passages in this ode that touch on envy, 939 can be 

explained as generic praise for the victor and need not refer to any contemporary 

unrest. 940 The second passage, O/. 6.74f., is a topos of praise, 941 since all victors are 

933 Cf. 0/. 6.15: the corpses of the seven funeral pyres. 10/ 623d notes that this must mean 

one for every army. Stoneman (1981: 28ff. ) argues that Pindar broadly follows the Thebais. 
934 0/ 6.16-17 'floeEw crpariäs &peaApov EpäS äpcp6TEpov pOVTIv T' äyaeöv Kai boupi 

päpvaaeai. ' 

935 0/. 6.12 Aynaia, TiV b' aivoS EToipoc 
... and 0/. 6.17f. T6 Kai ävbpi KWNou 6EaTrorq TräpEOTi 

FupaKOai(J... 

936 Cf. i 0/ 6.30ac. 

937 Cf. Kirk (1974: 106f., 172-5) on the term. Cf. 0/. 6.37-38: Aipytus' adversity and anger at, 0/ 

6.15: the pyres as visible results of discord. 

938 Cf. 0/. 6 init.: order is alluded to through architectural imagery. 0/. 6.63: the association of 
the lamidae with lands that are rräyKOivov. 0/. 6.92-98 the praise for Hieron, on which see 
below. 

939 0/. 6.4-7 and 74-75. 

940 Cf. 8.3.3. 
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envied for their success. The first passage, O/. 6.4-7, presents a more difficult 

problem. 942 The conditions mentioned there which determine whether Hagesias can 

'escape the hymn of praise', 943 are, as Gildersleeve rightly points out, 944 four in number: 

if the laudandus is an Olympic victor, a Tapias, a auvoIKiaTrjp and if he is beloved by his 

people. This type of conditional clause passage, with the optative plus Kt(V) in the 

apodosis, marks the fulfilment of the condition as potential. 945 However, since the first 

three conditions are obviously met, and since the protasis is interrupted by the 

apodosis, rhetorically, the audience is surely led to believe that the fourth condition is 

likewise already met. The actuality of the performance furthermore means that the 

/audandus has not'escaped the hymn of praise. ' Assuming that the aaToi are his 

fellow citizens in Syracuse as well as in Stymphalos, 946 the envy appears to be the type 

of generic envy with which every victor is habitually confronted. 947 This means that the 

second passage need not hint at any civil unrest in Sicily at the time. Likewise, the 

'stormy night' towards the end of the ode need not refer to imminent danger for 

941 0/ 6.74-76 pWpos Eý dAAWV KpEpQTQI (POOV£OVTWV TOTS, OIS TTOTE TrpWTOis TT£pi ÖW&KQTOV 

öpöpov KrA. Cf. 0/. 6.101 the 'stormy nights'. Cf. § 3.2.4.1. 

942 O/ 6.4-7. Ei b' Elrj ptv OAupTnoviKas, ßwpw TE pavTEiW Tapias A16q Ev flag, 
QUVOIKIaTnp TE TEIV KA£IvOv ZupaKOSaäV, TIVa KEV (pÖyos ÜIVOV KEIVOs C Výp, iTTIKIJpaais 6(p96vwv 

äarwv IV ip£prals doibais; 

943 0/ 6.7 Tiva KEV (P(iyol Opvov. 

944 Gildersleeve (1890: 173). 

945 Cf. Rijskbaron (1994: 69). 

946 Cf. Gildersleeve (1890: 173) 'citizens are apt to show envy', äaTwv both Stymphalians and 
Syracusans. Hence generic envy is meant. Cf. Lehnus (1981: 100) 'si tratterebbe pur sempre di 

concittadini siracusani a stinfalii, non dei secondi opposti ai primi. ' 

947 The achievements of the laudandus are such that envy is inevitable. Cf. § 2.4.4.5 on Py. 
1.85. 
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Hagesias or Hieron. 948 More probably, what is meant is that it is advantageous to have 

two places that one can call one's fatherland. 949 

3.2.4.2 The lamus myth. 

This ode is our main source for the tale about lamus. It seems impossible to establish 

which components of the myth are part of older transmissions and where Pindar 

extemporised, if indeed he did so. 950 One feature of the myth is particularly relevant for 

the present purpose, as political discourse has been suspected. 951 The most famous 

living member of Hagesias' clan was Tisamenus of Elis, who as recently as 480 BCE 

had been given Spartan citizenship for services rendered. 952 The sixth Olympian ode 

traces the ancestor of the clan, lamus, back to Poseidon and Spartan Pitana. 953 This is 

not attested anywhere else. This link between the lamidae and Sparta through Pitana 

has been explained as a reflection of the new affiliation between the lamidae and 

948 O/ 6.101. Pace Wilamowitz (1922: 307) 'Offenbar lag in Syrakus Sturm in der Luft. ' Cf. E O/. 

6.170c Xpr cripoi, oürw Kai Trpös Täs yivoJEvaS TapaXäc ai öüo Tr6AEig. Erbse (1999: 17) rightly 

points out that allusions to impending danger in Syracuse would have been highly unflattering 
for Hieron. E O/. 6.165c tells that Hagesias was killed after the fall of the tyranny (the only 

information the scholiast offers on Hagesias) but this is probably a guess based on O/. 6.74-5 

and O/. 6.101. 

949 Cf. 7- O/. 6.170a: T6v Ayrlviav 660 TTEpIEXeoeai TTaTpiai, E 170d: it is profitable to have two 

fatherlands, E 170e: both cities will assists each other. 

950 E. g. O/. 6.32-23: Euadne, Pitana's offspring, is sent to the Arcadian Aipytus. However, a 

scholium tells that Aipytus himself went to Sparta in order to fetch the child, cf. E O/. 6.52f. ö öE 

flivöapoc TroifTIKwc AEYEI TrCTrtpcp9ai TO ßpkpog. 

951 O/. 6.28-30: the genealogy of Pitana. 

952 Hdt. 9.33-36, Paus. 3.11.6-8. 

953 The eponymous nymph of Pitana in Laconia. Pitana was until 190 BCE controlled by the 

Spartans and has been described as their'nuclear territory'. Cf. Cartledge (1979: 90f. ). 
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Sparta through Tisamenus. 954 If this assumption were true, it would mean a swift 

inclusion of some fairly recent family history into the ode. 955 It also means that the clan 

took an interest in the compositional process of the sixth Olympian ode. 

3.2.5 Praise for Hagesias. 

The ode refers to a god as Hagesias' remote ancestor, 956 which surely must have been 

high praise, yet it is as much praise for the clan as it is for the laudandus. In fact most 

praise for the /audandus in this ode appears to be closely linked with that for his clan 

and for Stymphalos. Unsurprisingly in an epinician ode, the laudandus is praised for his 

Olympic victory. In quick succession he is advertised as seer and fellow-founder of 

Syracuse. 957 His military career is alluded to in a comparison with Amphiaraus. 958 

However, after the first triad the laudandus is not singled out for praise until the fifth 

triad. All other praise in this ode is for the clan and Stymphalos. In other words, when 

further praise for Hagesias occurs, is it for the /audandus as member of the clan, not as 

an individual. In this regard, Pindar's sixth Olympian seems more like odes for boy- 

victors, 959 where one would naturally expect the interests of the clan to take 

precedence over the individual. 960 That the sixth Olympian ode plays down praise for 

954 Wilamowitz (1886: 162ff. ). 

955 For a reading of the ode as reflection of new relationships between Sparta and Arcadia, cf. 
Luraghi (1997: 83ff. ). Differently G. Hepding in REIM, p. 686. 

956 0/ 6.29 Poseidon. 

957 0/ 6.3-6. 

958 0/ 6.15ff. 

959 On athletic age categories, cf. Petermandl (1997), Golden (1998: 139ff. ), )Pfeijffer (1998) 

960 Cf. Hornblower (2004: 28n. 95) `... boy-victors were surely not as threatening as equestrian 

victors; they didn't pose any threats to civic order. ' However, even in odes for boy-victors 
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the individual victor is at first sight remarkable. However, it would be in agreement with 

the patron-message here proposed: Hagesias' reticence to claim the centre-stage 

implies an awareness not to be seen as having any threatening aspirations. 

3.2.6 Praise for the clan and for Stymphalos. 

Most praise for the clan occurs in the fourth antistrophe where the mythical example of 

lamus is carried over into present times. 961 The lamidae are said to be much renowned 

among Hellenes, as they are prosperous and virtuous because of their piety. 962 It 

should be noted, however, that rather than 'much renowned among Hellenes', 

Arcadians appear to have been proverbial for their cypOlKia. 963 It appears that the ode 

counters such negative attitudes. A similar rhetorical stance can be surmised in the fifth 

strophe where the poet assimilates with the patron. 964 By dispelling his own 

backwardness the laudatorsaves the patron's clan from being taunted for the same 

reason. 

extensive praise for the individual occurs. Cf. B 1.155-184, Pi. O/. 8.12-20,8.59-60, O/. 10.93- 

105, Py. 11.43-50,11.55ff. 

961 0/ 6.71ff. 

962 0/ 6.71 ff. i oü TroACKAEITOV Ka9`Wavas yevos lapibäv. KTA. The Panhellenic sentiment 

sits well with the efforts to link both Syracuse and Stymphalus at the end of the ode. For a 

similar combination of wealth with piety, cf. O/. 2.53-56. 

963 Cf. Str. 8.1.2: primitive, wild mountaineers, Polyb. 4.20.1ff.: TTaI5Eia the only remedy for their 

rough character and primitive nature, Juv. 7.160: dunces, Philostr. VA 8.7.585ff.: not the 

brightest of the Greeks, in fact swine. 

964 O/. 6.86-90. Pindars self-consciously describes himself in this ode as a 'Boeotian pig', 
Hence 'Boeotian pig' meets 'Arcadian swine'. Cf. Pi. fr. 83, Pl. Symp. 182b, Plut. de esu 

camium 1.6. 
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Stymphalos is subject to encomiastic hyperbole when it is called the 'mother- 

city of Arcadia. '965 In reality it was a city of very modest resources and political 

influence. 966 Upgrading Stymphalos might have been advisable before a Syracusan 

audience, in view of the connections made between Syracuse and Stymphalos at the 

end of the ode, 967 where the destiny of Stymphalians and Syracusans is equalled. 968 In 

other words, the ode puts Arcadia on the map. 

3.2.7 Praise for Hieron. 

The praise for Hieron takes up the entire fifth antistrophe, 969 and ends with the wish 

that Hieron may welcome Hagesias' K(Jpoc. 970 This in fact means that it is the 

laudandus who hopes for a favourable reception. 971 Consequently, the whole of the fifth 

antistrophe can be understood as a captatio benevolentiae in which Hieron is highly 

praised. In fact, Hieron is praised to such an extent that some commentators find this 

problematic, 972 and attempts have been made to interpret this passage, at least in part, 

965 of. 6.100 paT£p' ECprjAoio [.. ] ApKaöiaS, 'flock-rich' seems a stock epithet, cf. B. 11.95. 

966 Cf. J. Roy in OCD? 1449f. s. v. Stymphalus. 

967 of. 6.100ff. 

968 Of. 6.103 TWVbE KEIVWV TE KAUTdV aiaav TrapEXo, cpiAEwv. 
969 O/ 6.92-98: Hieron's unsullied sceptre (implying that he is a just ruler). Hieron devises fitting 

counsels (implying he is a fair judge, not a tyrant, cf. § 2.1.6 on Py. 2.65f. ). Hieron's EüaEIEia. 

970 O/ 6.98 aüv 5: cpiAocppoaüvalS EürlpdToic Ayrlaia &l aITO K@pov. The preceding line O/. 6.97 

... prj epaaaoi Xpövoc 6Aßov icpFprrwv, is arguably a coded wish for continuous patronage. 

971 Friis Johanson (1973: 8) notes that the optative bE?; aiTO indicates that his friendly welcome is 

regarded as something that cannot be regarded as sure. 

972 E. g. Lehnus (1981: 105). 
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as praise for Ortygia, and not for Hieron. 973 However, surely Hieron is mentioned in this 

passage and the ode strongly suggests that because of the qualities of the tyrant as 

ruler, 974 order and stability reign in Syracuse. 975 The manner in which Hieron is praised 

have led some to argue that he is almost compared to a god. 978 

973 E. g. Friis Johanson (1973: 4-9) who argues that O/. 6.96 viv refers to Ortygia (the nymph and 

eponymous for Syracuse) and that following praise (O/. 6.96-98) is for her. Race (1990: 76n. 47) 

however rightly notes 'Ortygia is only mentioned in passing, while Hieron is praised in the 

preceding four lines. To refer vaguely to Ortygia at this point would ruin the carefully constructed 

climax that joins Hieron and Hagesias. ' 

974 O/. 6.93 Ka9apw QKäTrr P, Cf. Py. 3.69-71. 

975 Cf. O/ 6.96-7 66OAoyoi i5E viv Mpai poATrai TE yIVwaKOVTI. See § 2.3.1 proper symposia in 

epinician odes, signalling that üßpiS and Pia are absent. 

976 McGlew (1993: 39) 'characterised as a godlike force, whose potential anger and envy the 

poem acknowledges as its final task. ' However, see the remark in note 1402. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - EXCURSUS. AN ODE COMPOSED FOR A COMMONER. 

4.1 Pindar's twelfth Pythian ode for Midas of Acragas. 

Argument. 

The laudandus, a player of the aOAös, might have been perceived as a, ßävauoos 

rather than as an aristocrat The ode hardly singles out the laudandus for individual 

praise. No political or social aspirations of the laudandus are hinted at. This is 

unsurprising assuming that the ode is merely advertisement for Midas'skill, aimed at 

future patrons who surely were interested in his art rather than in his person. The myth 

praises his art, something which arguably would have served the laudandus well in the 

event of future commissions. 

4.1.1 Introduction. 

The laudandus of the ode is Midas of Acragas, victorious in the auletic event at 

Delphi. 97 This is the only extant epinician ode that celebrates a victory not won in an 

athletic or equestrian contest. 978 The ode was probably first performed at Acragas. 979 

977 AtiArjTrjS and a)A6g should not be translated as flute player and flute. The aCA6g is more akin 
to the modern clarinet (mouthpiece and reed) or oboe (double reed). Cf. C. v. Jan in REII, 

p. 2416ff. s. v. aOAöc, A. D. Barker in OCD3 p. 1005, s. v. Music 3.2. a. 

978 Pindar's eleventh Nemean ode is not an epinician ode and is therefore no exception. 
979 In view of the invocation and praise in the proem of the ode. Cf. O/. 12.1 AiTEw o (Sc. 

Acragam] icTA. 
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The scholia to the ode mention two Pythian victories of Midas, 980 and since the ode 

does not mention a further victory it is often assumed that the victory celebrated in the 

ode was the earlier one of August 490 BCE at the twenty-fourth Pythiad. The ode 

hence is possibly among the earliest which Pindar composed. 981 However, there are 

other odes that fail to mention earlier victories, 982 and it cannot be decided whether the 

ode was first performed before or during the Emmenid tyranny. 983 The fact that the ode 

does not praise or even refer to the Emmenid clan strongly suggests that the 

Emmenids were not involved with this ode and that Midas commissioned the ode 

himself. This means that Midas must have been a wealthy man. 984 Be that as it may, 

the art of aOAös playing was considered a r>rXvn, 985 a trained ability and a profession 

unsuited for aristocrats. 986 Its practitioners were seen as craftsmen, 987 something that 

980 Cf. E Py. 12 inscr: victories at Delphi in 490 BCE and 486 BCE and a further one at the 

Panathenaea. 

981 Pindar's sixth Pythian ode might also have been early, yet it cannot be securely dated, cf. § 

6.1. 

982 E. g. Pindar's first Pythian ode, the victory date of which is securely dated to 470 BCE and 

which does not mention Hieron's earlier victories of 476 and 472 BCE. 

983 The date of the beginning of Theron's rule at Acragas, however, is controversial, but it 

probably belongs to ca. 489 BCE. The dating is based on D. S. 10.28.3,11.53.1, Polyae. 6.51. 

Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 13), Luraghi (1994: 241f., 242n. 52), R. van Compernolle (1959: 359), De 
Waele (1971: 109n. 553). 

984 Absence of any the mention of the clan also makes it unlikely that they had commissioned 
the ode. 
985 The twelfth Pythian ode refers to Midas' art as such. Cf. Py. 12.6 aürdv rE ... viKäaavra 

rtXvp. 

986 Cf. Arist. EN 1140a9-10: a it:; iS. 
987 Cf. Paus. Atticus a. 141.2 Erbse rö rraAaiöv y& p cpaai roils AEUAFpoUc prj pav8ävtiv a6AEiv 
ößä rd pdvauoov (= Suda s. v. Apäßios äyyEAos), Diog. Laert. 6.70.8, Plut. comp. Lyc. etNum. 
2.3.4. On the prejudices against 3c vauaoi, e. g. restriction of their freedom of movement, of. 
Arist. Poi. 1131a31-5, limitation of political rights: SEG9.1. §8 (Hellenistic). 
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was irreconcilable with the aristocratic ethos as well. 988 This, however, did not preclude 

artists and craftsmen from becoming wealthy men with considerable influence. 989 

4.1.2 Praise for the laudandus and patron message in the ode. 

The ode does not mention the name of the father or any other family member of the 

victor, 990 nor does it contain any genealogy. 991 This means that Midas did not set his 

achievement in the context of the achievements of his family or clan and that he 

attempted to glorify neither his family members nor his clan with his victory. 992 This can 

be explained by supposing that Midas' future patrons were primarily interested in his art 

and not so much in his person or his clan. On that interpretation, the ode is 

advertisement for a skilled player of the aCA6S who solicits further employment at the 

best possible price. This might also be the reason why this is the only ode in our corpus 

988 Gentili etal. (1995: 308). 

989 Cf. J. J. Pollitt in OCD3178, s. v. 'art, ancient attitudes to. ' Cf. X. Mem. 1.4.3, Isoc. Antidos. 2: 

appreciated. Plut. Cim. 4.6: influence. 

990 Cf. Pindar's fourth Olympian ode for Psaumis. However, that ode was performed at Olympia 

and the audience would have heard the herald announcing the victor's city and name of the 

father before the performance of the ode. 

991 The odes composed for Hieron also do not contain much genealogy yet the name of his 

father, brothers, son and his clan are mentioned or referred to more than once, cf. Py. 1.48, 

1.79,1.58,2.18, B. 4.13. Cf. Thummer (1968: 53f. ) on praise of the father or clan and position of 
the praise in the ode. 
992 Gentili etas (1995: 672) notes that la famiglia dell' auleta, la sua posizione sociale e il suo 

censo non offrivano probabilmente al poeta sufficienti motivi celebrative. ' However, mention of 
the clan, or the omission of any reference to his family surely was Midas' choice, not the poet's. 
Gentili's assumption that Midas was not wealthy is doubtful as well, as is argued above. 
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in which the myth serves as praise for the discipline in which the victory was won. 993 

The myth tells how the TEXvn of playing the aOAoS was invented by Athena. The 

goddess threw away the flute because it disfigured her face, 994 something which the 

ode, unsurprisingly, does not mention. The myth does not appear to contain much that 

is applicable to the /audandus as a person or as an individual. 995 The laudandus is, 

however, singled out as a distinguished member of the community of players, 996 and 

held up as someone who has defeated 'Hellas' in his art. 997 This certainly looks like 

high praise, yet 'Hellas' here appears to be a pars pro toto for Midas' competitors, 998 

who would come from all over the Greek world. 999 Midas is praised as an outstanding 

representative within the class of professional aüAoc players. His aspirations do not go 

beyond such excellence. 

993 Cf. Thummer (1968: 111) 'Der Mythus und das direkte Lob der Flöte verfolgen das Ziel, die 

Q£NvöTfc der Kunst, in der Midas gesiegt hat, zu erhöhen. ' 

994 Cf. Paus. 1.24.1, Apollod. 1.4.2, Frazer (1921: 29). Athena in other Pindaric odes is known 

as bestower of Ta Xvai. Cf. 0/. 7.50f.: arts in general, 0/ 13.65ff.: the invention of the bridle. 
995 Pace Köhnken (1971: 227) who argues that the myth is always relevant to the laudandus. 

996 Cf. Py. 12.5 £üböl; w Mibg. 

997 Py, 12.6'EAA65a viKduavTa TEXVg. 

998 Cf. Py. 11.50, Ne. 10.25. 

999 Contrast with Py. 1.75 EAAÄ Ö' EýEÄKwv ßap£iaS bouAiaS, admittedly the ancient 

commentators were unclear if Western Greece was meant or the whole Greek world, cf. § 

2.4.4.4. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - TWO ODES COMPOSED FOR THERON OF ACRAGAS. 

5.1 Pindar's third Olympian ode for Theron of Acragas. 

Argument. 

This ode appears to be an in situ' ode. As is the case with such in situ' odes, the 

status of the laudandus remains implicit, in accordance with the so-called strategy of 

silence. Theron and his clan are portrayed as aristocrats among other aristocrats with 

particular, stress on their trustworthiness and piety. The interests and reputation of the 

victor's city are prominent. Be that as it may, this ode was surely reperformed in 

Acragas, possibly in the context of a Theoxenia. The piety for which the laudandus is 

singled out can be associated with the type of eschatology that is described in Pindar's 

second Olympian ode. The appearance of Taugeta in Pindar's third Olympian ode is 

irrelevant to Theron s patron message as she merely provides a. l d yoc for Herac%s' 

foundation myth of Olympia. That foundation myth was obviously relevant to an 

audience at those Panhellenic games, yet it also reflects qualities for which Theron and 

his c/an are praised in the rest of the ode. The relevane of the Dioscur/ and the 

Hyperboreans in this ode consists in the link they provide between laudandus and 

actual cult practice, both at Olympia and in Acragas. 

5.1.1 Introduction. 
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There is disagreement over the occasion for this ode: a Theoxenia at Acragas, 100° or 

the celebrations of Theron's victory at Olympia? There are good reasons to assume 

that the ode was first performed at Olympia and only later at Acragas. First, myths that 

deal with place and type of event appear mostly in odes written for Western Greeks. 

This is not surprising: colonies, for obvious reasons, could not boast of such a rich 

mythological past, as could the mainland. 1001 The myth in this ode relates the 

foundation of Olympia, something with obvious relevance for a Panhellenic 

audience. 1002 Second, the ode seems to celebrate an immediate victory, 1003 and 

appears to have a spatial reference to the actual racecourse at Olympia. 1004 Third, a 

point that is often overlooked, there was an altar dedicated to the Dioscuri at the 

turning post at the hippodrome, 1005 a point in the race which was notoriously 

dangerous, 1006 and hence surely would have elicited much excitement in the audience. 

Finally, that Theron would be celebrating a Theoxenia at Acragas when the news of his 

victory, explained by the Dioscuri in the ode, arrives there seems problematic and tells 

1000 Cf. Nilsson (1955: 135,409) on Theoxenia. 

1001 Schadewaldt (1928: 309). 

1002 Lehnus (1981: 54). 

1003 0/. 3.6-7,3.42-43. Cf. Gaspar (1900: 90n. 1). 

1004 Lee (1986: 165) notes that the ode is particularly appropriate for an audience at Olympia 

noting the olive trees planted round or near the termini, cf. O/. 3.33-4. They would provide 

shade for those watching the race and a wreath for the winner. 

1005 Cf. Paus. 5.15.6: at the starting-point for the chariot race there are the altars of foaEibG.. voS 
1Trrriou Kai "Hpac 

... 
1TnTiac, at the turning point that of the Dioscuri: Trpos bt Ttil KIOVI 

&IOGKOCJPWV. 

1006 Cf. S. El 727ff.: no barrier separating the opposing lanes resulting in a head-on crash. From 

Pi. Py. 5.49 follows that there were at least 41 participants. From Py. 5.50 it follows that many 

attempted to turn the post at the same time. 
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against a first performance at Acragas. 1007 This, however, does not mean that the ode 

could not have been reperformed at Acragas in the context of a Theoxenia during 

which the Emmenids played host to the Dioscuri. 1008 The special relationship between 

the Emmenids and the Dioscuri could date back to a time before the Emmenids came 

to Sicily from Rhodes; 1009 there appears to have been a local cult festival of the 

Dioscureia at Rhodes, 1010 and a family tradition could have been transported to 

Sicily. 1011 Worship of the Dioscuri sits well with the eschatology expressed in Pindar's 

second Olympian ode. 1012 

Assuming that the ode was first performed at Olympia one would expect that its 

ideology would be similar to the one in Bacchylides' fourth ode for Hieron: an 

Adelsideologie as a result of the strategy of silence characteristic of in situodes, 1013 in 

which the status of the tyrant would remain ambiguous. Whereas the plural patronymic 

1007 Frankel (1961: 494n. 18). Hence O/. 3.34 ES TaCTav Eopiäv refers to the Olympic games, not 
to a Theoxenia. Differently, Krummen (1990: 223-24) who, however, allows for the possibility 
that the ode was performed at Olympia (1990: 223n. 1). 

1008 Cf. 10/ 3. incr. AC Tw a6T( 6ppaTI eEOEEvia, BDEQ Ich aOTw clS ecoi; tvia, 10/ 3.61 ab. 
1009 10/ 3.1c explains the Dioscuri via Theron's Argive ancestors. Cf. Pi. fr. 119 äv &'Pböov 

KaTWKia6EV..., Evecv b' äcpoppaeEvTES, üyjr)Adv TröAiv dpcpivENovTai, [sc. Agrigentum]. 
1010 Cf. Pritchett (1979: 184). 

1011 Cf. F O/. 3.1c 5IdI Tiprjc EIVQI Toüc AloaKOÜpouS, but this could be an explanation of O/. 3.39- 

40 and need not be based on independent information. Currie (2005: 58) notes family traditions 

of other clans reflecting local cults of the victor's city. Cf. Hdt. 6.127.3, Pl. Lys. 205c6-d1, Pi. Ne. 

7.86-97. 

1012 On the Dioscuri, cf. Burkert (1985x:: 213) '... this paradox of a life in which immortality and 

death are no longer in opposition... '. Cf. Hom. A 301 ff., Cypria fr. 6 Allen, Alc. PMG7, Pi. Py. 

11.61-64, Ne. 10.49-91. 

1013 Cf. § 2.4.2. 
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used in this ode might allude to the elevated status of the patron, 1014 it would be 

impossible for an audience to infer Theron's status as tyrant in Acragas. 1015 Some have 

argued that this type of patronymic alludes to kingship. 1016 Be that as it may, there is 

extensive praise for the home city of the laudandus, in accordance with the 'strategy of 

silence' and the /audandus and his clan are advertised primarily as trustful and pious. 

5.1.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

Pindar received commissions for four odes after the Olympian games of 476 BCE. 1017 

These games were exceptionally rich in victories for Western Greece. 1018 It is tempting 

to link those eagerly participating Sicilians in the first Olympiad after the Persian defeat 

with attempts to counter negative attitudes of mainland Greeks towards Western 

Greeks after 480 BCE. 1019 Theron's victory in the chariot event at Olympia was his first 

1014 Cf. 0/ 3.38 Emmenidae. Such plural patronymics in -ALAI or -IAAI would point to a group 

which was linked through common ancestry to the cult of a hero, cf. Brelich (1958: 150). The 

term 'Deinomenidae' is a modern construct. 

1015 In Bacchylides' fourth ode, another in situ ode, Hieron status was not denied completely, of. 

B. 4.3 äarüecpiv, B. 4.19f. 

1016 Nagy (1990: 122). E. g. The Ayibai or the EüpurrovTibaI (The royal houses of Sparta with 

ancestors Agis and Eurypontos, not their respective fathers Eurysthenes and Procles). The 

McbovTibai, linked with Medon, king of Athens, of. Paus. 4.5.10 (not with the father Codrus or 

his grandfather Melanthus, cf. Hdt. 5.65.3). The lapibai, cf. D. S. 7.9.4, Paus. 2.4.4,5.20.4, the 

flcveiAibai of Lesbos, cf. Paus. 2.18.5-6, Arist. Pol. 1311 b27). The IleiaiaTpabibai, cf. Hdt 

5.65.4. 

1017 Resulting in the second, third, tenth and eleventh Olympian odes. I date the victory 

celebrated in the first Olympian to 472 BCE, cf. Appendix two. 

1018 Cf. Moretti (1957: 89-90). Six out of thirteen victors were Sicilian, while it should be noted 

that victories in the mule-cart race, a Sicilian speciality, are not mentioned in P. Oxy. 222. 

1019 Cf. Appendix three. 
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victory, 1020 and since there is no trace in our sources of another Olympic victory of 

Theron, Pindar's second and third O/ympian odes must celebrate his victory of 476 

BCE. 

5.1.3 Praise for the laudandus, his clan and Acragas. 

In the proem of the ode praise for Acragas precedes praise for the laudandus, 1021 as is 

the case in the in situ ode composed for Hieron, Bacchylides' fourth ode. 1022 The 

scholiast appears puzzled by such an 'inversion of the expected order', 1023 yet such an 

order appears to be the normal one for in situ odes. A description of the festivities, in 

which the XpEoc motif is used, leads up to the myth. 1024 Towards the end of the ode, the 

6at43Eia of the clan and their adherence to tradition are singled out for praise. 1025 A no 

plus ultra motif concludes the ode. I shall revert to this praise presently, but shall first 

discuss some features in the myth. 

1020 Cf. O/ 3.43, O/ 2.48-51. The victory is securely dated to 476 BCE. Cf. P. Oxy. 222, Moretti 

(1957: 90). That the scholia give conflicting dates for Pindar's second O/ympian is of no 

consequence since they err often. They provide conflicting information for Pindar's fourth, fifth, 

ninth and tenth Olympian odes, a wrong date for Pindar's fourteenth Olympian ode and no date 

for the sixth Pythian ode. 

1021 And praise for the clan precedes praise for Theron at O/. 3.2-3 and O/. 3.38. 

1022 Cf. B. 4.1 where Syracuse precedes Hieron. Contrast with O/. 2.5f.: first Theron, then 

Acragas and O/. 1.11ff.: first Hieron, followed by nothing less than the whole of Sicily. 

1023 7 O/ 3.1 b äv-Tx rrpTrrai Ur T6kis. The scholiast offers the 'correct' order: first victory, then 

song, in course of which praise of city and, finally, the hope that invoked gods may be pleased. 
1024 O/ 3.7ff. 

1025 O/ 3.38-41. 
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5.1.3.1 The mythical sections. 

Taugeta and the story of the hind appears to have been brought into the ode to explain 

how Heracles unexpectedly 'came upon the olives'. 1026 Her story serves as motivation 

for the introduction of the Hyperboreans as well. 1027 As such, Taugeta is irrelevant in a 

discussion of Theron's patron message. 1026 Matters, however, stand differently with the 

Dioscuri and Heracles. Both choice and representation of these heroes in this ode 

appear to be adapted to the needs of the laudandus. 

In the proem of the ode Pindar promises the audience something new in a 

Dorian manner-1029 Pindar often claims originality, 1030 but in this ode that claim appears 

not to be of a general nature. Heracles is introduced after a short linking passage. 1031 

He stands out because of his uncharacteristically peaceful behaviour. During his first 

visit to the Hyperboreans for example, he does not take, but persuades, 1032 while later 

in the ode, the Hyperboreans could trust him not to take more trees, or other things, 

than was agreed upon. 1033 This ode consequently denies Heracles' characteristic 

10260/ 3.31 ff. 

1027 Only Pindar situates the Taugeta story there, pace Robbins (1984: 301). 

1028 For rhetorical reasons (rroIKiAia) Pindar might have chosen a non-linear order of events. Cf. 

Köhnken (1983a) on the complicated chronology in this ode. 

1029 O/ 3.4f.... MoIaa b' oürw Troi rrap&OTa poi vcoaiyaAov Eüp6VTI rpörrov Awpiw cpwvdv 

s vappöýai rrEöiAw dyAa6Kwpov. The Dioscuri had strong links with Sparta, of. Nilsson (1955: 

686). 
1030 E. g. O/, 9.48-49, Ne. 8.20, Isth. 5.63, fr. 70b. 

1031 O/ 3.6-10. 

1032 0/ 3.16 rrEiaaiS Aöyw, Gildersleeve (1890: 158) 'Heracles does not often stoop to plead. ' 

Dornseiff (1921: 126) suggests that in the original story Heracles had taken the olive tree by 

force. Contrast O/ 2.3f.: the killing of Augeas in Heracles' fifth labour, O/ 10.24ff.: Heracles kills 

Kteatos, O/ 10.56ff.: the spoils of war after the hero had destroyed Augeas' city. 

1033 O/ 3.17f. rrlGT&, fides, rriarä cppovtwv, Ada mente. Cf. F ad loc. cpIAIKwS O'avooüpevoS. 
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violence, which often accompanies his restoration of order and the bequeathing of 

benefits to mankind. 1034 Heracles' concern is moreover uncharacteristically 

agricultural-1035 The association between tyranny and I3ia was a commonplace; 1036 

hence a benign Heracles in this ode helps to dissociate the laudandus from tyranny. 

Whereas in Bacchylides' fourth ode Hieron's tyranny was toned down by way of its 

transformation into something lawful, 1037 in this ode Theron's tyranny is wholly denied 

and is replaced with imagery of benign persuasion. However, there are more features 

of the hero in this ode that can be mapped onto the laudandus and his clan. The ode 

stresses religious activity: Heracles' dedication of the Zeus altars, 1038 the judging of the 

Olympian games, 1039 and the banks of the Alpheos, 1040 are all described in religious 

terms. This is picked up by praise of the 'pious minds' of /audandus and clan. 1041 

Second, Heracles did not abuse the guest friendship of the Hyperboreans, and 

accordingly Theron and his clan are praised because of their hospitality. 1042 In fact, 

1034 Cf. Pi. h: 169, Ne. 3.20ff, 0/. 9.29ff. 0/. 10.39-40. 
1035 Cf. 0/. 3.24 TOOTWV [SC. öLVöpWV] £60&£V yUpV6g al1Tc) KäTTOS ö&Eiais ÖTTQKOU 4JEV aCiyaIS 

äEAiou as motivation for the quest. 

1036 Cf. Pl. R. 344a7 TTdvTwv öE pgoTa pa66r7n, rrcrv trri Tr)v TEAEWTÖTgV 66IKiav A6ns, ... i oTIV brr 
TOOTO TUpaVVi', n 00 KQTQ QNIKpöv TC AAOTpia Kai Ac 9pg Kai pig 6(paip£irai, Kai iEPO Kai öaia Kai 

ibia Kai önpöaia, 6AAdi auAArjßönv Cf. Arist. Pol 1313a10,1281al1, E. Her. 112. Isoc. ad Tim. 
6.3, [Dem. ] 4.4.6, Pl. Pit. 276e10, Pl. Thg. 126a7- 

1037 B. 4.2: Apollo honours Hieron, Syracuse's lawful ruler. 

1038 0/ 3.19 3Wpwv äylG9r vrwv. 
1039 0/ 3.21 äyVdV KpiQiv. Farnell (1932: 26) 'sacrosanct character of the judges, bound by 

religious oath to give righteous judgement. ' Alternatively, 'consecrated to a god' as in Hom. cp 
258-9 topTr cryvrj. 

1040 0/ 3.22 ßa6: oIc ETri KPENvoic. Cf. Paus. 5.14.6: Alpheos' cult. 

1041 0/. 3.39-41. The TEAETai might allude to mystery initiations, yet this need not necessarily be 

the case in view of other passages where they appear to be civic celebratory feasts and 
festivals honouring the gods. Cf. 0/. 10.51, Py. 9.79. 

1042 Cf. 0/. 3.16ff, 0/ 3.40. 
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after the mention of the clan's e6atpeia and hospitality, not much more is added before 

the ode ends with a ne plus ultra motif, 1043 a topos of high praise, 1044 the more so since 

Heracles' achievements appear to be paralleled with those of the laudandus. 1045 It is 

worth noting that the c perai which have led to Theron's arrival at 'the furthest point' 

remain unspecified. 1046 This allows for the possibility that the laudandus can be 

bracketed with his fellow aristocrats. In other words, whereas the laudandus is highly 

praised, he is applauded as an aristocrat amongst his fellow aristocrats. 

Some motivations for the appearance of the Dioscuri in this ode have already 

been given. 1047 They are associated with immortality and death, 1048 and were both god 

and men, 1049 features that sit well with the eschatology expressed in Pindar' second 

O/ympian. '°5° Their quality as horsemen makes them even more appropriate in an ode 

that celebrates an equestrian event. 1051 

1043 O/. 3.43-45. 

1044 Cf. note 409. 

1045 Heracles reaches the ends of the world, cf. O/. 3.14, O/. 3.44. Accordingly, Theron has 

reached all that can be achieved for mortals. 

1046 O/ 3.43-44 vüv & Trp6s EQXaTiäv Orjpwv äpETdCF1V IKC(vwv ärrrcTai 

oIKo8Ev ̀ HpaKMoS QTa, \ v. 
1047 Cf. § 5.1.1. 

1048 Cf. Burkert (1985x:: 213), Gantz (1993: 323). E. g. Py. 11.61-64, Ne. 10.49-91, E. Hei 6.3.6: 

Dioscuri as a guiding light for those hoping to break out of the mortal sphere into the realm of 
the gods. 
1049 Divine parentage is attested as from the sixth century, cf. CEG373,391,427, /G X113 359. 

The Dioscuri, as part of the Indo-European heritage, predate Homer. In Homer and Pindar there 

is ambiguity: at r 237-244 they are treated as dead, whereas at A 300-4 they are alive even 

when ToOS äpcpw 4woOc KaTEXEI (puGir oos aia". At Pi. Ne. 10.80-82 Castor is not the son of Zeus, 

while at Py. 11.61-64 they are both uioi OEWV. 

1050 Cf. §§ 5.2.3. 

1051 O/. 3.39. Cf. Alcm. PMG2, Stesich. PMG 178, Hes. fr. 150.22 MW, Pi. Py. 1.66, Paus. 

2.22.5. 
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The mention of the Dioscuri together with Helen, at the beginning of the ode, 

must mean that Castor and Pollux here function as protectors, 1052 yet the ode also 

singles them out as TiA6i; Eivoi. 1053 However, nothing in particular is known of the 

Dioscuri in the role of hosts. '054 That they are evidently guests later in the ode, 1055 is of 

little consequence; 1056 the ode as a performance is a linear event and a meaning 

should not be projected back. Tentatively, I suggest a solution based on the Homeric 

formulaic usage of cpM ivoi. 1057 In the Homeric passages the formula occurs when a 

contrast is set up between two worlds: one governed by traditional Greek values where 

men are cpiAöi; Eivoi governed by Eü&ßEia, and another where those values do not hold, 

where the inhabitants are 'hubristic, wild and unjust'. On that interpretation, the 

Tindaridae are cpiAöýEivoi because they are pious, protect strangers and foreigners, 1058 

and are trustworthy. The quality of trustworthiness also explains why the Dioscuri in 

this ode are suitable judges of the games. '°59 

1052 Cf. Alcm. PMG 21, E. Or. 1636-38, He% 1666-68. 

1053 O/. 3.1-2 Tuvöapiöaic TE cpiAoýEivois äöciv KaAAITrAoKäpw O''EAr vgl. 
1054 Pace Gildersleeve (1890: 156) 'in an especial manner gods of hospitality. ' Only in the 

Cypria do the Tyndaridae appear to entertain Alexander, cf. Procl. Chr. Ep. p. 103 Allen 

AA£&avöpoc &EVi4Tai Trapä Tois Tuvöapiöais. 

1055 O/ 3.40 >; Eiviais aÖToOs [Sc. the Dioscuri] rtrroiXovrai rpaTrgi; ais, 
1056 Pace Köhnken (1983a: 60). 

1057 Horn 4 120f. r) p' of y' üßpioTai TE Kai äypioi oü&E öiKaioi, ijE cpiA6&Ervoi Kai C(Piv vboc IaTi 

oEouöris; In this passage vöoS taTi ecouörjS appears to be epexegetic of cpIA6ýEivoi. The other 
instances, with only minor variations, are O 576,1 176, v 202. 

1058 On Zeus =a vioc, cf. Nilsson (1955: 419) 'Der Name bezeichnet den Zeus nicht nur als 

Schützer der Gastfreundschaft, wie er gewöhnlich übersetzt wird, sondern auch, und zwar 

besonders als den Schützer des Fremden. ' 

loss Cf. O/. 3.37. Not much is known about the Dioscuri as patrons of the Olympian games. 

Moretti (1953: 12-13) notes /GIX1 649 (550-540 BCE) where they are patrons of the local 

games in Ceffalia. In this ode they are judges of the chariot event only, perhaps in their quality 

as horsemen. 
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The land of the Hyperboreans cannot be entered by mortals, t°6° a characteristic 

it shares with the other terminiof the known world mentioned in this ode; the river Istros 

and the pillars of Heracles are accessible to Heracles only. 1061 However, in Pindar's 

second Olympian ode, 1062 as well as in Bacchylides' third ode, 1063 there are strong hints 

that mortals with outstanding cüatpEia can attain a blessed state of literal immortality in 

the land Hyperboreans (or on the Isles of the Blest). 1064 Apparently the laudandus 

wished to be advertised as an example of piety in this ode, yet the demands and 

restrictions of insituodes might have prevented him from such strong declarations as 

occur in the eschatological passage of Pindar's second Olympian ode. Be that as it 

may, when the ode was reperformed at Acragas, Emmenid statßCia would surely have 

been understood in the light of such possibilities of attaining literal immortality. On that 

interpretation, the ode serves the intention of the laudandus at Olympia as well as at 

home. 

1060 Cf. 0/. 3.31f. ... rrvoia? S örn8Ev Bopta ipuXpoo. It is even beyond the reach of the Northern 

wind. 
1061 Cf. Py. 10.29-44. 

1062 Cf. 0/. 2.56,68-70 access to the paKäpwv vrtaos for those with a Eüae3Ei yvwpp, cf. § 5.2.3. 

1063 Cf. B. 3.58ff. Croesus, a positive model for Hieron, is taken away to the land of the 

Hyperboreans because of his EOatIEia. 

1064 §§ 5.2.3,8.3.4. 
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5.2 Pindar's second Olympian ode for Theron of Acragas. 

Argument. 

This ode appears to have been first performed in Acragas, probably not much later 

than 476 BCE. The laudandus does not make ostentatious claims to power nor is he or 

his clan praised for their military glory. Instead, the laudandus is praised as cl vic- 

minded. This might reflect the possibility that the relations of the tyranny with the 

general population and the political elite were less strained in the case of the Emmenid 

tyranny than in case of the Deinomenids. Praise for laudandus and clan looks 

backward and is firmly linked with i/lud tempus' whereby the laudandus is presented as 

the endpoint in a line of distinguished ancestors. The religious perspective presented in 

this ode is that of the laudandus, not of the poet. It strongly suggests influences of 

mystery religions of the Pythagorean or Orphic type. The eschatology as presented in 

the ode promises rewards and punishments to all, proportionally to their behaviour in 

the days of their mortality. The rele vance of the eschatology as depicted in this ode 

surely was not limited to the laudandus alone. The ode acknowledges the supremacy 

of knowledge over learning, probably hinting at initiation as part of such mystery 

religions. Whereas religions of the Pythagorean or Orphic type appear to have rejected 

the values of the city, something which sets them apart from traditional Greek religion, 

this ode suggests that civic values are prerequisites to a blissful state. A description of 

this blissful state is offered to the audience. The ode has relevance for larger parts of 

the home city of the laudandus. Praise of civic values, especially justice, surely was 

beneficial for the tyrant's rule. Moreover, the accommodation of Pythagorean or Orphic 
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eschatology to civic values and traditional religion might have made the content of the 

ode more acceptable for audiences outside Sicily. 

5.2.1 Introduction. 

The ode does not contain any trace of the military exploits in which Theron or his clan 

were involved. 1065 Whereas the laudandus could have commissioned inclusion of his 

role in these battles, he apparently did not see fit to do so. 1066 Whereas Hieron portrays 

the Carthaginian threat as a real and present danger in Pindar's first Pythian ode, 

Theron apparently did not see reasons for such tactics in Pindar's second Olympian 

ode. This arguably reflects characteristics of the Emmenid tyranny. In contrast with the 

Deinomenid tyranny, the Emmenids appear to have been to a much lesser extent at 

variance with the population and political elite than the Deinomenid tyranny. 1067 For 

example, there is no documentary evidence that Theron used mercenary troops, 1068 a 

1065 The Emmenids were involved, first, in the war of the emporia (during Gelon's reign, possibly 

as late as 483 BCE), cf. Hdt. 7.158, Justin 4.2.6,19.1.9. Second, in the capture of Himera, of. 
Hdt. 7.165 (483 BCE? ). Third, in the battle of Himera in 480 BCE, cf. Hdt. 7.167-67, D. S. 11.20- 

11.25.1 
1066 § 8.3.1. 

1067 Luraghi (1994: 271) notes that Theron was able to avoid alternating between tyranny and a 

proper constitutional rule which might have been imposed upon them. R. van Compernolle 

(1992) is recent survey of Theron's reign. 

1068 The one exception being Polyae. 6.51: Theron convinced Acragas' citizens to hand over to 

him some money which was needed to finalise the construction works of a temple for Athena 

and with which he then paid mercenaries and became tyrant. This is a highly suspect story 

since Theron probably already was a man of considerable influence and wealth before he 

became tyrant in ca. 489 BCE, cf. D. S. 10.28.3, F Pi. 0/. 2.15d (= Hippostratus FGrHist4 F 433). 

Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 413), R. van Compernolle (1959: 359), (1992: 71). Freeman (1891: 114) 
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modus operandi so characteristic for Gelon, Hieron, Thrasybulus and Theron's son 

Thrasydaeus. 1069 Second, Acragas' rich agricultural potential resulted in its 

phenomenal wealth long before Theron's rise to power, 1070 and Acragas' prosperity 

could have played an important role in forging consensus among the aristocracy, 

something which would have allowed Theron's rise to the tyranny in the first place. 1071 

Third, the period before, during and after Theron's rise to power seems to have been 

one of continuity rather than upheaval, since nothing suggests a break in the 

development of Acragantine society in the early fifth century. 1072 This might also be the 

reason for Theron's generally positive portrayal in our literary and historical sources. 1073 

Theron in Acragas appears to have been a primus interpares. 1074 On that 

interpretation, the laudandus might voluntarily have avoided being praised in epinician 

notes 'all stories of rise of tyrants are suspicious, .... differing in detail but essentially of the 

same kind. ' 

1069 Cf. D. S. 11.72.3,48.3,53.2,67.5. 

1070 Cf. D. S. 13.82.7,13.84-86. Cf. Luraghi (1994: 267n. 170). 

1071 Berve (1967: 135) '... Therons Herrschaft kaum noch als Tyrannis empfunden wurde, ja, 

durch ein allgemeines Votum gebilligt werden konnte... 
. starke Anhang im Adel wie im Volk... ' 

This remark of course should be contrasted, and not equalled, with the observation that the 

Deinomenid tyrants were not wholly champions of the aristocracy nor altogether cpiAbögpoi. Cf. 

note 1432. 

1072 Luraghi (1994: 268). 

1073 Cf. X. Hier 8ff., D. S. 11.53.1,10.27.3. 

1074 Accommodating tendencies of Emmenid Acragas c. 510 BCE can be discerned in the 

numismatic record: the Emmenids appear to have had no influence whatsoever on the 

monetization of Acragas, not in types, nor in weight nor denominations. Sharp conflict with 

Selinus notwithstanding, that city was nevertheless a model for Acragas with respect to 

monetization and urban layout. Cf. Böhringer (1984-85: 124), T. van Compernolle (1989: 54). 

The Deinomenids did use the possibilities for propaganda that coinage offered, cf. Rutter 

(2000b: 80). 
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with a royal title, 1075 unlike Hieron of Syracuse who apparently thought it necessary to 

be addressed in epinician odes as king. 1076 Pindar1077 only goes so far as to praise 

Theron as the %pciap' AKpcyavToc. 107s 

The ideology in the ode has more in common with Po/isideologie than with a 

Herrschaftssystem, notwithstanding the status of the /audandus. 

5.2.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

The date of first performance appears to have been not much later than 476 BCE. 1079 

The ode is clearly an epinician ode, 1080 considering the stress which is laid on Theron's 

Olympic victory in the proem of the ode. However, the laudandus was interested in the 

propagation of religious sentiments. The ode appears to have been performed for the 

first time in Acragas. 1081 

1075 Mention of a royal title for Theron is very rare in the historical sources. Cf. D. S. 11.20.5, 

11.53.1,4.79.5. Haillet (2001: 153n. 5) however, argues that Diodorus' use of buvamT q or 

buvaolciais is imprecise, cf. D. S. 11.48.2. Problematic remains a passage in Tim. FGrH/st566 

F 93b (= E Pi. 0/. 2.29d) Oripwv 6 rwv AKpayavTivwv ßaciAcus. Haillet (2001: 157n. 5) '6tonnant 

que Timee, si hostile ä la tyrannie, lui donne ce titre. ' 

1076 Cf. Appendix four, § 8.3.2. 
1077 Surely on instructions of the laudandus. 
10780/2.6. 

1079 The victory celebrated is the same as the one celebrated in Pindar's third Olympian ode. Cf. 

§ 5.1.2. 

1080 Cf. 0/ 2.5-6,2.48ff. The ode is not a conso/iatio, pace Wilamowitz (1922: 244): 'den trüben 

Sinn des Fürsten aufzuhellen. ' Lehnus (1981: 25) suggests that the ode could be especially 

concerned with the troubles of a dying man, 'ma niente lo prova. ' 

1081 Cf. 0/. 2.48. 
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5.2.3 Religion and patron message in the second Olympian ode. 

A notable feature of this ode is the manner in which it deals with the religion of the 

laudandus. It should be stressed that the religious sentiments in epinician odes are 

reflections of the patron's beliefs rather than Pindar's. 1082 Contradictory religious 

notions in different epinician odes are of no consequence. 1083 Undoubtedly, Pindar held 

certain religious beliefs, but we are unlikely to be able to distil these from the Pindaric 

corpus-1084 

Diodorus mentions a hero-cult for Theron at Himera; 1085 however, unlike Hieron, 

Theron was not an oecist, 1086 and arguably did not actively seek to become a hero. In 

other words, hero-status, if Diodorus can be believed, was given to Theron as tyrant of 

Acragas and was not sought by him as city-founder of Himera. 1087 With regard to the 

description of piety in the odes, odes composed for Hieron appear to differ from odes 

composed for Theron. Whereas Hieron's EOaipEia in the odes composed for him is 

more often than not expressed as a result of large and expensive dedications he made 

1082 van der Kolf (1924: 121) rightly remarks on O/. 2 '... Orphicam religionem praedicans non sui 
iudicio usus est, sed patroni sententiae obsecutus est. ' 

1083 E. g. metempsychosis in Pi. O/. 2 versus the finality of death for men in Ne. 7.19,10.76-88, 

11.15-16,0/. 1.81-84, Py. 10.41-44, fr. 121. 

1084 pace Rohde (1894: 204): Pindar believed in the afterlife. Lloyd-Jones (1985: 103): Pindar 

had Pythagorean or Orphic beliefs. 

1085 D. S. 11.53.2. 

1086 Theron did introduce fresh colonists into Himera, cf. D. S. 11.48.6. However, Himera was not 

refounded by Acragas, nor was it a colony of Acragas. Cf. Luraghi (1994: 248n. 87) who notes 
Th. 6.5: a list of all the relationships between metropoleis and colonies prior to the Athenian 

expedition that does not mention any link between Himera and Acragas. 
1087 Cf. Appendix 8.3.4. 
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at Panhellenic sanctuaries, 1088 Theron's piety seems based on altogether different 

premises. The religious attitude of do utdes, so characteristic of Hieron's piety, seems 

absent in Theron. The absence of any evidence, material, 1089 or literary, 1090 of 

Emmenid Panhellenic dedications so characteristic of Hieron's religious attitude 

supports that observation. 1091 Instead, the theology of the second Olympian ode 

appears to have been a mystery religion; hence the religious attitude of the ode surely 

was relevant to larger groups of the community. 1092 In other words, whereas in the odes 

composed for Hieron the laudandus is separated from all others because of his 

extraordinary piety, 1093 in Pindar's second Olympian ode the laudandus is integrated 

with at least part of the audience since the eschatology of the ode promises that, in 

principle, rewards can be attained by all. 1094 

1088 E. g. B. 3.11-14. Cf. Adkins (1960: 134f. ) piety 'proportional to one's pocket book. ' 
1089 The Delphic inscriptions /GDS 182a, b are not contradictory evidence; they should be linked 

with the story in Ael. VH2.33.17: at Delphi the people of Acragas Töv irrwvupov rft TrblEWS 

rrorapöv rraiöi wpaiw EiK6aavTSS eüouaiv. Hence these were dedications by Acragas, not by 

Theron. Cf. Jacquemin (1999: 71,308) numbers 9 and 10. 

1090 Paus. 5.25.5-7 is not evidence to the contrary. Pausanias describes a group of bronze boys 

stretching out their right hands in an attitude of prayer to the god, set up from the spoils roCiTOIq 

ToIS >rv MoTÜl1 ßappdpoic AKpayavTivoi KaTaaiOVTES ES Tr6AEpov yet they appear to be dedicated 

by Ducetius, not by Theron. Cf. de Waele (1971: 120n. 608). 

1091 Luraghi (1994: 379) links the absence of such dedications with the less militaristic character 

of the Emmenid tyranny. 

1092 A priori it would be very unlikely that Theron would have been the only member in Acragas 

of such a group of initiates. 

1093 Hieron is outstandingly pious because of his immense wealth. This does not mean, 

however, that the odes composed for Hieron never attempt to portray Hieron inclusively, cf. §§ 

8.2,8.3.1. 

1094 Although with certain conditions attached, see below. 
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Problems around the eschatology in Pindar's second Olympian ode have been 

endlessly debated. 1095 For the present purpose a detailed discussion of the 

eschatological passage is unnecessary-1096 Suffice to say that the concepts of 

judgement and salvation as depicted in the second Olympian ode clearly have 

similarities with Orphic or Pythagorean eschatology. 

The study of Orphic ideas and Bacchic Mysteries is still in considerable flux; 1097 

nevertheless, the main outline of these beliefs seems clear and allows for the following 

remarks. The Eleusinian as well as the Orphic-Pythagorean Mysteries offered to all 

initiates hopes for betterment in the after-life. 1098 Initiation would lead to prosperity in 

this life and to some sort of blessed state in the life thereafter. 1099 All the mystery cults 

would teach how to live in joy and how to die with better hopes. 1100 Orphism is closely 

1095 Especially the passage O/. 2.56-83: some sort of punishment for wrongdoers, an account of 
the afterlife with a transmigration of the soul, future rewards and punishments and finally a 
description of the Isles of the Blest, inhabited by those who have passed successfully through 

three (? ) cycles. Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 248-52), Long (1948), Hampe (1952), Thummer (1957), 

Von Fritz (1957), Bluck (1958), Gianotti (1971), Züntz (1971: 84-88), Graf (1974), Solmsen 

(1982), Lloyd-Jones (1985), Nisetich (1988). Similar eschatological issues appear to be 

addressed in Pi. Irr. 129,130,131ab, 133,137, but the context of those fragments is unknown. 

1096 van Leeuwen (1964: 161f. ) lists eleven caveats for those who do want to enter into such a 
discussion. Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 248) '... daß Theron an einen Lohn seiner Lebensführung in 

jenem Leben glaubt; dass Einzelne ist Nebensache. ' 

1097 Mainly due to the absence of reliable texts. Cf. Zuntz (1971), Parker (1995), Laks and Most, 

(1997), Janko (2002), Betegh (2004) on the Derveni Papyrus. Cf. Dubois (1996: 154ff. ) on the 
Olbian bone tablets. Cf. Pugliese Carratelli (1993) on the Orphic gold leaves (known as 

symbo/a). 
1098 Cf. Parker (1995: 503). An escape from 'that after-life of utter emptiness to which almost 

every soul is condemned in the Homeric poems. ' 

1099 The initiated would become TpiaOAßioi, the uninitiated TrdvT' 1XEI KaKO, cf. h. Cer. 480-82, Pi. 
fr. 137a. 
1100 Cf. Cic. de Leg. 2.36 non so/um cum /aetit/a vivendi rationem accepimus, sed etiam cum 

spe me/lore moriend/. Cf. Burkert (1987: 21). 
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related to Pythagorean ism: 1101 in both beliefs the immortal soul played a central part 

and both embody 'ascetic values. ' Behaviour in this life had far-reaching consequences 

for what could be expected to happen after death, 1102 as crimes committed in an earlier 

life would have to be atoned for. 1103 Because the origin of men was believed to have 

arisen through the death of a god, men had to pay a penalty as a requital for this 

`ancient grief, 1104 something which stands in sharp contrast to the traditional Homeric 

conception of the immortality of the gods. Modern scholarship points out important 

differences between Orphism and Pythagorean ism. 1105 For the present purpose, 

however, these differences can be safely ignored as we have no way of telling which of 

either concept was the dominant influence for the eschatology in the second Olympian 

ode. More important for the present purpose are the similarities: Orphic-Pythagorean 

beliefs were often coupled with contempt for the body and its pleasures. 1106 The 

1101 Parker (1995: 501) '... yet without being reducible to it. ' 

1102 Burkert (1987: 87) notes that such belief systems are therefore not a theo%gia but an 
anthropology. 
1103 Cf. Pl. Leg. 870DE, Arist. Et. Nic. 1132b25, Pi. fr. 131a. 

1104 Admittedly, the interpretation of this so-called 'Zagreus myth' as well as links with Orphism 

and/or Pythagoreanism are still highly controversial. The theory appears to be old, of. Pi. fr. 133, 

Holzhauser (2004). Cf. Xenocr. fr 20, Hdt. 2.49, Pl. Phd62B, Crat4000, Leg701C, D. S. 

1.22.7, Plut. De Is. et Os. 358B. 

1105 Cf. Bremmer (1999: 74n. 18,79), Vogel (1966: 151-59), van den Horst and Mussies (1990: 
141-42). In summary: Orphism is all text and little community, stresses purification, is interested 

in mythology (however strange and still largely unexplained), favours Dionysus and has a 
pessimistic view of the world. Pythagoreanism: a community without a text. It stresses ethics, 
friendship and community of goods and displays little interest in mythology. It favours Apollo, 

and is not as pessimistic in its outlook on the world as Orphism. See also Zuntz (1978). 

1106 Cf. the so-called OMA FHMA duality. Plato's Phaedo gives an appreciative summary of 

this duality. Parker (1995: 504), however, notes that Plato's discussions tend to lump together 

Eleusinian and Orphic initiation in a way that illustrates such an assimilation. He further argues 
that at Pl. R. 363e-365a and 366a, Plato very probably misrepresented the values of the Orphic 

initiators. 
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Pythagorean belief represents a clear step towards disenchantment with the world, 1107 

and, more specifically, would reject central norms of Greek society of their day. 1108 It 

appears that such a rejection of the values of the city was central to Orphism as 

well. 1109 It should be noted that this stands in sharp contrast with Eleusinian 

Mysteries, 1110 which would not reject the basic values of the city but instead were 

intimately linked with the city. Interestingly, in the second Olympian ode, the laudandus 

is consequently praised for his civic values, whereas part of his patron message 

appears to link civic values with his (and his audience's) eschatology: 1111 the keeping of 

oaths is a sine qua non for the attainment of the status of ultimate bliss. This matters 

since the concept of süopKia is linked with that of justice, 1112 and hence the laudandus 

in the second Olympian ode presents himself as an even-handed judge. In other 

words, the ode appears to accommodate Orphic-Pythagorean eschatology with the 

values of the city. 

Propagation of the religious sentiments presented in this ode was surely a 

concern of the laudandus. Arguably, an accommodation of these religious sentiments 

with values of the city would have made the religious concerns of the ode more 

acceptable to audiences outside Sicily. 

1107 Bremmer (1999: 76). 

1108 E. g. Pythagorean vegetarianism versus the basic ritual acts of animal sacrifice. 
1109 Parker (1995: 503). Cf. D. L. Cairns (1997: 53) fora discussion of Euripides' Hippolytus in 
this respect. 
1110 The Demeter-Kore worship in Sicily, in which Hieron was a Hierophant, were of the 

Eleusinian type. 

1111 Cf. 0/. 2.65-67 &Ad Trapä pEv TIpIoic eE(WV oITIVES %Xaipov EüopKialS 65 KpUV vEpovTai 

aiG va. 

1112 The link appears to be old. Cf the oaths and punishments in Horn T 259f., Hes. Op. 289, 
803-4, Theogn. 231f., Hdt. 6.86y. 2., Aesch. Ctes. 233. Cf. Sy/13173 lines 27ff. in Rhodes and 
Osborne (2003: 196-201), the Athenian arrangements for lulls in 363/2 BCE. 
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Whereas the laudandus clearly speaks of his hope for literal immortality and 

frankly discusses the terms upon which such a state of bliss can be attained, he 

evidently also sought the glory of becoming an Olympic victor and by commissioning 

an ode tried to perpetuate his KMOS &peiTOV through epinician song, the conventional 

mode of survival in the memory of the group. 

5.2.4 Praise for the laudandusand clan. 

The opening of the ode and the predominantly third-person deixis give the ode a 

flavour of an rhapsodic hymn. 1113 Such hymns focus on statements of a more general 

validity, and so rhetorically the ode seems concerned with objective truths about the 

iaudandus. 

The structure of the ode is straightforward. Opening with doubt on the choice of 

the subject or theme, 1114 the ode continues with a mythical excursion in which Theron's 

genealogy forms the background. 1115 Gnomae supply a negative foil and positive 

exempla. The ode then returns from the myth to the actuality of the celebrations, 1116 

which is followed by the so-called eschatological passage-"" After short discussions of 

1113 The c rropia of the opening lines and the announcement of the poet's intention to sing are 

characteristic of that hymn type, cf. Race (1990: 104). 

1114 0/. 2.1-7. 

1115 O/ 2.8-45: Theron's clan is linked with the descendants of Oedipus. 

1116 O/ 2.46-55. 
1117 O/ 2.56-83. 
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the role of poetry in general and that of the poet in particular, 1118 the ode closes with a 

ne plus ultra motif. '119 

There is no need to take the opening word of the ode, cvai; upbppiyycs, 1120 as a 

veiled hint at the elevated status of the patron. 1121 Instead the element ävaý- in the 

compound gives us an important clue about the pre-eminence of the words in the 

epinician odes over the other elements during performance. 1122 This matters since it 

suggests that music, dance and mime were secondary to the patron message of an 

ode. "23 

The status of the laudandus appears to have been a lesser concern in the ode 

and instead he is consistently advertised in terms of civic values: Theron is just with 

regard to his guests, '124 he is a bulwark for his City, 1125 he 'sets up' his the city in a 

proper way, 126 and is again praised, now in epic terms, 1127 as a proper host, 1128 and 

1118 0/ 2.83-95. 

1119 0/ 2.95-100. The ne p/us ultra motif takes the form of a well-known archaic model, viz. 
öApoS > cp06vog > Kop6S > Oppig > äg. 

1120 Echoed at B. 4.8, B. 6.10,16.66. 

1121 Pace van Leeuwen (1964: 43). 

1122 Gentili (1988: 26) music's 'primary purpose was to provide the poetic text with a set of 

overtones'. 
1123 Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 244n. 1). 'Die Musik ist also nur Begleitung des Wortes. ' 

1124 0/. 2.6 6Tff biKaiov i; Evwv. Proper >; EVia. 

1125 0/. 2.6 i pEiap' AKpdyavros. There is no need to take this as a veiled hint at the naval battle 

of Himera, pace van Leeuwen (1964: 51). The sense seems more general, 'protector, now and 
in the future'. Cf. Homer's description of heroes, e. g. at A 284. 

1126 0/ 2.7 EüwvCNwv TE TraTepwv äWTOv opeorroAiv- a kenning in which opeorroAis is active, 'he 

who constructs the city in a proper way', qu/ urbem claram, conspicuam, f/orentern fecit 

(Dissen). Cf. Ol. 3.3, /sth. 1.46, Ne. 4.48. van Leeuwen (1964: 52) notes that the meaning of 
opeorroAic as 'proper ruler' of a city is later. Cf. T. van Compernolle (1992: 51-61), (1989) on 
Theron's building programme. Cf. Diod. Sic. 11.25.3-4,13.82.1,7- Pi. 012 15c. 

1127 0/ 2.92 aC ööaopai £vopKIOV Aoyov dka9Ei vow. Cf. van Leeuwen (1964: 522n. 276): an 
expression of an absolute truth. Cf. Hom. ý 151,116, A 507, T 245,269, qi 265. 
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generous to the city, 1129 and even as a son of Acragas. 1130 Finally, the closing ne plus 

ultra passage mentions the Xäppara the laudandus provides for others. 1131 

Two passages merit a more detailed discussion. The first one occurs at the end 

of the third antistrophe. 1132 This is a difficult passage, the general sense of which, 

however, seems clear: 'if one has wealth, and if this wealth is embellished with virtue, 

then there is a basis for various achievements. ' Wealth in itself can be a dangerous 

thing, as is clear from the parallel in the Theognis passage quoted in the preceding 

note. Perhaps for that reason wealth is often qualified in the epinician odes. An ode 

composed for Hieron, for example, notes that wealth should not be stashed away, 

hidden in darkness, 1133 and continues with a description of Hieron's conspicuous 

sacrifices. Hieron is consequently praised for his traditional piety: he has given much 

and can expect much in return, yet he enjoys these rewards in lone splendour. In the 

second Olympian ode, however, wealth used in accordance with äpsrä, 1134 is only part 

of the qualities that candidates for blessedness should posses. 1135 These persons, the 

1128 O/ 2.94-95 (piAoiS ävöpa päAAov... OrjpwvoS. 

1129 O/. 2.2.93-94 TTOAiv ... EOEpyETaV. Cf. X. Hieron 10-11 with the advice to manipulate public 

opinion by spending one's wealth on the public good. 
1130 O/. 2.94 TEKEIV Theron is portrayed as a son. van Leeuwen (1964: 522n. 276) notes Hom. v 

295, T 113, b 86, B 548. 

1131 O/ 2.99 Kai KEivoc äaa XöppaT' äAAoiS £enKEV. 

1132 O/ 2.53-55 O pay TTAOOTOS C pETaIs bcöaibaAp vos (pEpEi TWV TE Kai TWV KalpÖv RaeLlav 

CTT£Xwv ptpipvav tccypoTEpav. Cf van Leeuwen (1964: 150-56). Cf. Theogn. 227-232 'IIAoüTOu 

5'065N Ttppa TTEq)aapivov cvepwTroialy- 
... Xpr para TOl evr)TOIs yiv£Tai p(ppoaüvrl, KTA. 

1133 B. 3.13f. ollö£ TrupyW9EvTa TTAOOTOV pr] pEAap(papEl Kpl1TTTEIV CORP. 

1134 In other words, the traditional piety. Cf. O/. 2.53. 

1135 Cf. O/ 2.56 Ei öE vlv iXwV 
.... KTA. Another vexed passage. Cf van Leeuwen (1964: 162-65), 

Lehnus (1981: 43f. ). The phrase as it stands does not have an apodosis, an dvarröborov 

whereby the main clause is suggested but never occurs. E. g. Hom. Q 41 ff. The complement, if 

indeed the phrase needs one, has troubled scholars. I follow the scholiast E O/. 2.102d who 
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QAoi, who surely include Theron, 'know the future'. 1136 The ode continues with a 

clarification of what it is that such taAoi know, 1137 offering what appears to be some sort 

of doctrine-1138 Obviously, this part of the doctrine, if indeed there was more, is not 

secret. Clearly a restricted class of people is intended, 1139 and among them is one of 

Theron's ancestors, Cadmus. 1140 Clearly not everyone automatically will attain the state 

of blessedness, 1141 yet many would have had aspirations to such a blessed state, 

namely other initiates. 1142 Consequently, the patron message hence advertises the 

laudandusas united with larger parts of the audience. 1143 

Initiation might be reflected in the manner in which the ode stresses knowledge 

and knowing, most clearly in the passage which refers to 'those who know the 

future', 1144 but also in a passage in the fourth strophe. 1145 In that last passage, the 

summarises O/ 2.57-60 then adds OCIK 8v alJTGJ £k 66IKiav EXprjaaro. Hence I take O/. 2.56 to 

refer to a sine qua non for the blessedness of the r aAoi (O/ 2.63). 

1136 O/. 2.56 o16EV T6 PEAAov. 
1137 O/. 2.56f. ... oibEV T6 p AAov, 6TI KTA. 

1138 From O/. 2.55 6TI eav6VTwv K. T. A. until O/. 2.83 TroAAd Pol K. T. A. Attaining the blessed state is 

dependent on correct behaviour (cf. O/. 2.68-70), not simply on being initiated. 

1139 Cf. O/ 2.68ff. öaOI b' r TÖApaaav K. T. A. where öaol has a restrictive value, as a variation of 

oiTIvcq at O/. 2.66. Cf van Leeuwen (1964: 492n. 80), 'een elite, die iets bijzonders moet hebben 

verricht. ' Lehnus (1981: 46) 'al paradiso degli eletti. ' 

1140 O/ 2.78. 

1141 PaceThummer (1957: 127) who argues that Theron would be of the opinion that 'alle 

Menschen der Seelenwanderung unterworfen seien. ' Dover (1993: 252) notes that Aristoph. 

Ran. 454-49 presupposes virtue as well as initiation as conditions for entry and parallels with S. 

fr. 837 P., Pl. Phd250c, Smp. 209e. Dickie (2005: 37ff. ) notes similar restrictions and cites 

parallels with regard to blessedness in the epitaphs in the new Posidippus' papyrus. 

1142 And not just those in Sicily, assuming that the ode was reperformed in other parts of the 

Greek world. 

1143 Contrast with Hieron's piety which separates him from all others, cf. B. 3.64-66. 

11440/ 2.56 016Ev Tb ptAAov. 
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phrase aocpäc ö rroAA61 Eiöws Tup appears to refer to the poet, 1146 but it is hard to 

believe that in the context of the 'eschatological passage' the wisdom of the laudandus 

is not paralleled by the 'knowledge by nature' of the poet. 1147 

It worth noting that in the eschatological passage the laudandus is consistently 

advertised in terms of civic virtues: the >zaAoi are in the company of the gods since they 

have kept their oaths. 1148 The importance of keeping oaths is clear from the penalty 

mentioned: a pain too terrible to behold. 1149 This might not be the only instance where 

the laudandus accommodates civic values and notions from traditional or regional 

Sicilian religion with innovative Pythagorean or Orphic beliefs. Some have argued that 

the puzzling 'tower of Cronus' mentioned in the fourth antistrophe, 1150 is connected with 

Orphic mysticism. 1151 Although not much is known about this tower, 1152 worship of 

Cronus appears to have been widespread in Western Greece. 1153 Since Rhea, Cronus' 

1145 O/. 2.82-88.... cpwvO£vra auvETOlaly ES & TO Träv IzppavEwv XaTi4El. aocpOs O TrOAAä Eiöws 

cpup- paOOvTES & Aäßpol KTA. 

1146 Cf. Sol. 13.5, Pi. Py. 10.22, No. 3.40, O/. 9.100-102. 

1147 Gentili (1988: 62-63) observes that in Pindar's poetics, excellence is valued above the mere 
learning of a craft through the imitation of the traditional poetic models. For Bacchylides, 

however, the point of departure seems the pöOrlais of those traditional models. Cf. B. fr. 5, Hes. 

Th. 22ff. 

1148 O/ 2.65-67 äAAQ Trap& ptv TlpioiS O£wv omv£S %Xalpov £COpKialc äöaKpuv vtpovral aiwva, 
1149 O/. 2.67 TOi ö' äTrpoaöparov OKXI oVTI Trövov. 

1150 O/. 2.70 i TEuAav &oS Oöbv Trapä Kpbvou Tüpaiv 

1151 Cf. Usener (1896: 208), van Leeuwen (1964: 496n. 143). Cf. Hes. Op. 121ff. with 169ff. 

1152 Cf. F O/. 2.123a.... äyEIV Eic Tä5 paKäpwv yr aouc Kai Trapä Tr V TGpaIV TOO Kpövou, TouTtaTi 
TdI TEIXrI Kai Tf V TOO KpÖvou ßaalAEiav. Atyci öE Tac paKCIpWV vrjaouS TuEpKppaoTiKws. Similarly Z 

recens O/. 2.122-28.10. Gelon's burial place is referred to in similar terms, cf. D. S. 11.38.4 

CTäcprl ö' aOTOO [ sc. Gelon's] Tö awpa KaTä TOV äypov TfjS yuvalK6g Cv TaiS KaAoupCvals'Evvta 

TOpa£oIV, oUaaic TW RCIpEI TwV ¬pywv eaupaoraig. 

1153 Cook (1925: 555). Cf. Lyd. Mens. 4.71.6ff. Wünsch, D. S. 3.61,15.16, Polyae. 5.10.5, Cic. 

de nat deor 3.44, Philochor. FHG 1 fr. 184, Charax FHG 3 fr 640 T[I V TOTE NEV AEy]optVgV 

Kpoviav, vüv öE 1£päv TrOAIv. 
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wife, is associated with the corona muralis, 1154 her crown could be associated with the 

'tower of Cronus' which Pindar situates on the Isles of the Blest. On that interpretation 

Diodorus' report of the tomb of Gelon and his wife conflates crown and existing 

tomb. 1155 

5.2.4.1 Praise for laudandus and clan in terms of i//ud tempus. 

The common topos of nauXia after the növos of the victory1156 appears to be applied to 

the whole clan and Acragas. The clan 'suffered much in their hearts' yet then acquired 

'wealth and glory', 1157 and now celebrate Theron's victory and his excellence. 1158 That 

Theron's ancestors had suffered in the past might reflect recent Emmenid history. 1159 

Events during that coup d'etatmight be conflated with memories of stasis after the 

foundation of Acragas. 1160 Rhetorically, the sufferings of the past are the foil for the 

1154 E. g. Virg. Aen. 6.784f. Phrygias turrita (referring to Cybele) the battlement crown or corona 

mura/is Cf. Lucr. 2.606-610, Proper. 4.11.52, Virg. Aen. 10.253, Ov. Met. 10.696, Ov. Fast. 

4.219. As a Roman military decoration, cf. Aul. Gel. 5.6.4, Liv. 10.43.6,26.4. Suet. Aug. 25. Cf. 

Haebler in RE IV, p. 1640f. s. v. corona. Rhea literally towers above others since she 'has the 

highest throne of all', cf. Pi. 0/ 2.77. 

1155 Note the 'nine towers' in D. S. 11.38.4. They were destroyed by Agathocles bict T6v cpObvov, 

D. S. 11.38.5. 

1156 The locus classicus is Pi. Ne. 4 init. 

1157 0/ 2.8-11, paralleled with a mythical exemplum at 0/ 2.53. The past afflictions of the clan 

are paralleled with the tribulations of Cadmus' daughters. 
1158 Cf. § 5.2.4. 

1159 Cf. 0/ 2.5-8. Theron's great-grandfather (or uncle, according to other sources) deposed the 

tyrant Phalaris in the mid 6th century BCE. Cf. Cf. f 0/. 3,68ad. Cf. G. Swoboda REV/2, 

p_2498-2500, Luraghi (1994: 263n. 153). 

1160 Gela, during the time of the foundation, contained Cretan as well as Rhodian elements, cf. 
Th. 6.4, D. S. 8.23, fF Pi. 0/. 2.16bc) and by extension so did Acragas. Acragas' two cecists, cf. 
Th. 6.4.4, were appointed to avoid strife because the initial populations were heterogeneous. 
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current happiness-1161 Arguably, past suffering is directly proportional to current 

happiness. Interestingly, the allusions to that fairly recent misfortune of the clan appear 

to have a distinct epic flavour. 1162 This has the effect of pushing back those events in 

time as well as making them more momentous. Together with the genealogy in this 

ode, 163 it gives the distinct impression of laudandus and clan as an end-point in a long 

line of achievements: the alterations of fortune in Emmenid history1164 culminate in 

Theron's victory as a deliverance from grief and as proof of a properly fulfilled life. In 

other words, the hic etnunc is defined in terms of i//ud tempus. 1165 Future concerns in 

this ode are not worldly but appear to pertain to the afterlife only. The reiteration of 

existences as described in the eschatological passage, 1166 is a process at the end of 

which eternal bliss might ensue: happiness enjoyed on the Isles of the Blest. 

Tentatively, it could be argued that portrayal of Theron and his clan as an end-point in 

Such attempts were not always successful, cf. Hdt. 7.153, Th. 6.5 (three cecists). Cf. Leschhorn 

(1984: 17,85,92) on multiple cecists. 

1161 A well as an instance of the healthy admixture of good and bad fortune. Cf. note 475. 

1162 van Leeuwen (1964: 55) notes that O/ 2.8-9 appears to be a lyrical adaptation of the proem 

of the Odyssey: Kap6VTEc - Trd9EV äAyEa (Hom. a. 4), of TroAAä 6q - NäAa TroAAd (a. 1), eup - 6v 

Karä eupöv (a. 4), iEpöv 
.... o! Kgpa TrOTapoO - Tpoinq iEpöv rrroAiEepov (a. 2). 

1163 On which see below. 

1164 Beginning with recent events in Emmenid history, via an excursion into the remote past with 

Cadmus and the Labdacidae. 

1165 With one exception, viz. 0/. 2.14-15: a prayer for continuation of current happiness. Be that 

as it may, there is a contrast with the concerns in odes composed for Hieron. They appear to be 

directed towards the (worldly) future. Cf. 0/. 1.109: hope for new victory, O/ 1.115: the hope 

that Hieron's rightful power may continue and many instances in the first Pyfhian ode, cf. Py. 

1.46,1.56,1.67,1.70,1.71,1.85,1.91. Cf. § 8.3.1. 

1166 Palingenis or metempsychosis or whatever we want to call it. 
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a long line of achievements167 parallels the terminus of the blessed state described in 

the eschatological passage. 1166 

The genealogy in the ode introduces a link between the house of Oedipus and 

the Emmenid clan. 1169 The name of the ill-fated Oedipus is avoided"70 whereas for 

obvious reasons the episode of incest is passed over. 1171 Interestingly, Oedipus' 

misfortunes are offset by the glory won by Thersandros in his agonistic and military 

battles. At this point the mention of Theron's military exploits would not have been out 

of place, but admittedly this is an argument e siientio. That, however, does not happen 

and the parallel is strictly with Theron's (and his brother Xenocrates') agonistic 

victories. Emmenid lineage is traced to the Labdakidai through Thersandrus the son of 

Polyneices, and Argeia the daughter of Adrastus. 1172 However, in an encomium for 

Theron, 173 the Theban connection is stressed through a lineage traced from Oedipus' 

elder son, Eteocles. 174 Interestingly, the encomium apparently cuts out Eteocles' 

sojourn in Thebes, Athens and Gela, 175 suggesting that the Emmenid clan had arrived 

directly in Acragas without having been in Gela at all. 176 The portrayal in the 

1167 Aptly capped at Cf. O/. 2.95ff. with a ne plus ultra topos. 

1168 of. 2.68-70. 

1169 of. 2.37-47. 

1170 Instead 0/ 2.38 Apov p6p, Noc uiöS. Cf. Hom a 35. Gildersleeve (1890: 147) notes that 

Pindar only names Oedipus when he wants to honour him, cf. Py. 4.263. 

1171 An audience in Pindar's time probably knew the whole story, cf. Hom. A 271 (marriage with 

the mother), Hom 4) 679 (killing of father), Hesiod Op. 161ff.. 

1172 O/ 2.41-47. Cadmus, father of Semele (O/ 2.25-7) and Ino (2.28-30). Then Oedipus (2.38). 

Polyneices (2.43), the Adrastidae (2.45) and finally Aenisidamus (2.46). 

1173 Only fragments remain. Cf. Pi. fr. 118,119. 

1174 Cf. FF Pi. O/. 2.61ce, 70 f. 

1175 Cf. Pi. fr. 119.1-2 äv ör Pööov KQTwK, aOEV..., iv9cv 6' äcpoppa8i vTEq, tit, nAav TTaA, v 
äpcplvs povra,, [sc. Acrigentam]. 

1176 Cf. Hdt. 7.153, Th. 6.4.4. For the inscriptional evidence, of. de Waele (1971: 268). 
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encomium of Theron's clan having arrived directly in Acragas might have had some 

ideological advantages, testifying to Theron's autonomy and independence from the 

Deinomenids. Apparently, in one commissioned poem the laudandus did see fit to 

portray the clan as more independent, whereas in another poem, the second Olympian 

ode, this was not seen as appropriate. We can only guess as to the reasons for such a 

decision. 1177 It should be noted that we do not know which genealogy was the official 

one or even whether there was a single authoritative Emmenid version. Be that as it 

may, there could well have been a more down-to-earth reason for those muddled 

genealogies, namely the possibility that the first members of Theron's family who 

arrived in Sicily were mercenaries and not aristocrats at all. The improved genealogy in 

this ode would conveniently bury such a past. 1178 Such emendation of the past does 

not occur in odes composed for Hieron. In fact, in odes composed for Hieron 

genealogy is conspicuously absent. 1179 Some think that this is so since the 

Deinomenids had no illustrious pedigree to boast of, 1180 or, alternatively, that they even 

had been a low-status family up to the time of Telines. 1181 This, however, misses two 

1177 The performance context for an encomium could have been more personal and intimate, 

allowing for such praise of the clan, whereas such praise might have been more problematic in 

an epinician ode. 
1178 Cf. E Pi 0/. 2.15d (=Hippostr. FGrHist568 F 3) lrrrröoiparos & io-ropEi auTbv TrAoOTW 

51EvrivoXivac. cäAA' of YE Trpöyovoc TOO Orjpwvos [TOO Orjpwvos Drachmann : TWV AKpayavrivwv 

BEHQ] 1EAWOI oOX ocTwc rlOTroprjKEQav, d(AAd Kai Träv ToiivavTiov NöyiS Kai TarrEivcjs öitCwv, 

ETri cpuAaKO Trjs TröAEwc piaüapvoOvTES. 

1179 Pindar's first and ninth Nemean odes also do not contain genealogy. 

1180 Poli-Palladini (2003: 302). Indeed all that our sources tell is that Hieron, Gelon, Thrasybulus 

and Polyzelus were sons of Deinomenes, cf. Pi. Py. 1.79, B. 3.7,4.13,5.35, E Py. 1.112, and 

that a remote ancestor, Telines, had taken part in the foundation of Gela, cf. Hdt. 7.153, E Pi, 

0/. 6.158a. 

1181 Poli-Palladini (2003: 302n. 8) noting that Gelon was a öopucpöpos of Hippocrates, cf. Hdt. 

7.154.1. However, Luraghi (1994: 177n. 22) rightly argues that Tim. FGrH/st566 F18 implies 
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important points. First, an ode contains genealogy because the laudandus wants to 

advertise that lineage. Hence vice versa, absence of genealogy means that the 

laudandus did not see fit to include one. 1182 Second, the genealogies that do occur in 

the odes promote the interests of the iaudandusand are not necessarily reflections of 

the truth. 1183 

that Hippocrates courted the favours of the Geloan aristocracy (among them the Deinomenids) 

and that therefore Gelon was appointed magisterequitum. 

1182 Instead, odes composed for Hieron often advertise the links between heroes or gods and 
the laudandus. 

1183 Pace Poli-Palladini (2003: 302) 'not only do we know that Theron descended from 

Telemachus, a founder of Acragas, ... ' All we know, however, is that Theron wanted to be 

advertised as such. 
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CHAPTER SIX - TWO ODES COMPOSED FOR OTHER EMMENIDS. 

6.1 Pindar's sixth Pythian and second Isthmian odes for Thrasybulus of Acragas. 

Argument 

Several unknowns hamper an enquiry into the patron message of these two odes. 

There is no scholarly agreement over the identity of the /audandus, nor is there 

agreement over whether the odes were first performed before, during or after the 

Emmenid tyranny. It is moreover not entirely clear whether the sixth Pythian ode was 

performed for the first time at Acragas. It is argued that the laudandus in both odes is 

Thrasybulus, a nephew of Theron ofAcragas. Xenocrates, the father of the /audandus, 

was victorious in 490 BCE at Delphi The laudandus effectively appropriates the 

victories of his father, something that might explain the prominence of civic values and 

filial devotion in Pindars sixth Pythian ode. In that ode, Thrasybulus' uncle, Theron, is 

held up as a model Pindar's second Isthmian ode appears to hark back to a better 

past, something which supports the assumption that Theron s tyranny might not have 

been in conflict with the population and the political elite ofAcragas. The manner in 

which the laudandus is advertised in both odes surely would have done him no harm in 

the a vent of a performance at Acragas during the tyranny, yet it might have served him 

particularly well in the turbulent times after the fall of the Emmenid tyranny in 472 BCE. 

6.1.1 Introduction. 
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Scholarly opinion is divided on the question of the identity of the laudandus. The 

problem centres on the interpretation of a statement in the scholiast on Pindar's second 

Isthmian ode. 1184 The question is whether the scholiast refers to one or two odes by 

Simonides. I follow the argument that it was Simonides who was officially 

commissioned to commemorate both Xenocrates' Pythian and Isthmian victories. 1185 

These official odes by Simonides, probably commissioned by Xenocrates himself, have 

left no trace except perhaps in the (confused) scholia on Pindar's second Isthmian ode 

and in a fragment of Artemon. 1186 Hence whereas Pindar's sixth Pythian ode and his 

second Isthmian ode mention Xenocrates' victories they were commissioned by his 

son, Thrasybulus. 1187 That the addressee in the sixth Pythian ode is clearly 

Thrasybulus and not Xenocrates further supports this view. There are no other odes in 

our corpus in which a person other than the victor is so prominently placed in the 

1184 1 Pi. /sth. 2 insrc. a oüroS öE ö =EVOKpärnS oli pövov la9pia VEViKnKEV TTMOiS, ä&Ad Kai 
flüOia Kö' IluOiäöa (sc. 490 BCE), wS ApiaTOTiAnc (Arist. fr 617 R. ) ävaypd9Ei" Kai iipwvianS air 

(Sim. PMG 513) £Traivwv aliTÖV 6PTOTtpac aüTOO TOS ViKas KaraTdaOEI. 
1185 This is the opinion of Bury (1892: 27-28), Gaspar (1900: 45), van Groningen (1960: 344), 

Gentili et al (1995: 183), R. van Compernolle (1959: 353,355), de Waele (1971: 109n. 555). At 

I Pi. 0/. 2.87g 'Xenocrates' must be read for'Theron'. For a different view, cf. Podlecki (1979: 

7), Molyneux (1992: 233), Luraghi (1994: 239n. 42). They argue that Sim. PMG 513 refers to 

one ode by Simonides which mentioned two victories, and hence the ode by Simonides must be 

an ode for the later, Isthmian, victory. Consequently, Pindar, it is argued, was officially 

commissioned to compose the ode for Xenocrates Pythian victory of 490 BCE. The former view 

is, however, preferable and below I shall give additional arguments in support of it. 

1186 E /sth. 2 incr., 10/ 2.89e, Artemon FGrHist596 F 8. They are confused about the 

genealogical position of Xenocrates, even with regard to his relationship to Thrasybulus, cf. 

Miller (1970: 55). However, Py. 6.15 and /sth. 2.44 straightforwardly imply that Thrasybulus is 

Xenocrates' son. 

1187 For /sth. 2 this is obvious, as Pindar speaks of Xenocrates in the past tense. Cf. lsth. 2.36- 

37. 
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foreground. 1188 That Thrasybulus is both patron and /audandus is significant since it 

means that the patron message in the ode is his. It also means that Thrasybulus 

effectively appropriated his father's victories, perhaps with intentions that went further 

than merely to commemorate those victories. Unfortunately, we do not know whether 

the odes were composed and performed before, during, or after the fall of the Emmenid 

tyranny in 472/1 BCE. This is relevant since it appears that after the fall of the tyranny 

serious troubles ensued, 1189 and whereas the last lines of Pindar's second Isthmian 

ode need not necessarily reflect such troubles, 1190 the manner in which the /audandus 

is praised in the odes nevertheless does not seem to exclude that troubles are hinted 

at. 1191 The opening of the second Isthmian ode appears to hark back to better times. 1192 

Since Theron's tyranny appears to have been to a much lesser extent at variance with 

the population and the political elite of Acragas, 1193 the fact that the laudandus is 

advertised as emulating that tyrant supports the suggestion that the ode served 

Thrasybulus' interests after the fall of the tyranny. It is a fair assumption that the 

/audandus was especially in need of some positive advertisement after the fall of the 

tyranny. Diodorus, for example, tells us that Thrasydaeus, Theron's son who ruled 

1188 Much more than e. g. Damophilus in Pindar's fourth Pythian ode. Damophilus was surely 

the person who commissioned the ode, yet the ode celebrates Arcesilas of Cyrene more than 

anyone else. 

1189 Cf. Haillet (2001: 157n. 5). Cf. D. S. 11.53.5,11.72-73,11.76, Tim. FGrHist566 F 134, Diog. 

Laert. 8.63-66, Plut. adv. Co%ten 32. An oligarchy of the thousand was installed for three years 

after which Empedocles installed an egalitarian (democratic? ) regime. 

1190 Isth. 2.43 'envious hopes hang about the minds of mortals'. 

1191 von der MühII (1964: 170). Contrast with O/. 6.101 where allusions to impending dangers in 

Syracuse are highly unlikely since Hieron himself was present during the performance. Cf. 

Erbse (1999: 17). 

1192 /sth. 2.1-11. Oi ptv TräAai, WI OpaaüßouAE, cpwiss, ... vüv b'... 

1193 Cf. §5.2.1. 
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Himera on his behalf, administered Himera with great brutality, 1194 and compares 

Theron's rule favourably with Thrasydaeus'. 1195 Assuming that Thrasybulus in these 

odes appropriates the glory of his father's victories, part of the rhetoric of the ode can 

be understood as concerned with the unease which might have ensued from this 

appropriation. 

Since much of the praise for the father of the laudandus stresses beneficial 

effects on the polis, 1196a the ideology in this ode is best described as an instance of 

Po/isideologie. 

6.1.2 Circumstances of the first performance of the odes. 

The date of Xenocrates' Pythian victory appears to be 490 BCE. 1196 The ode mentions 

Thrasybulus as 'approaching his uncle in all manners of splendour'. 1197 Scholars who 

assume that the sixth Pythian ode was performed not long after 490 BCE, take a 

reference to Theron as his 'uncle' as evidence that the tyrant some two years before 

the beginning of his rule, 1198 was already the most important member of the Emmenid 

1194 D. S. 11.48.6 f3apüTEpov TOO Ka9r)KOVTOS. 

1195 Cf. D. S. 10.28.3,11.53.2 Theron TrjV äpXr V ITTIEIKGJS biwKOKws, versus his son ßiaioc rev Kai 

c ovIK6c ... 
6PXE Tr)S TraTpiboc Trapav6PW Kai TupawIKws. Diodorus observes similar 'decline' in 

the Deinomenid tyranny. Gelon was best and after him it all went downhill, especially after 

Hieron's demise. Cf. D. S. 11.67.2-5. 

1196a Cf. Isth. 2.17,2.35-40, discussed below. 

1195 Cf. Sim. PMG513. 

1197 Py. 6.46 TTÖTpw T' ETr£pX6PEvoc äyAaiav ärraaav. 

1198 The date of the beginning of Theron's rule probably belongs to ca. 489 BCE, but see note 
983. 
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clan. 1199 However, since Thrasybulus appears to be the /audandus in this ode, this 

assumption is very much open to question and there is no proof whatsoever for the 

assumption that the ode was performed shortly after 490 BCE. 

Pindar's second O/ympian ode mentions Xenocrates' Pythian victory of 490 

BCE and an Isthmian victory. 1200 This means that the terminus ante quern for 

Xenocrates' Isthmian victory appears to be 476 BCE. The second /sthmian ode 

mentions the Pythian victory of 490 BCE and a further chariot victory of Xenocrates at 

the Panathenaea. 1201 On the view taken that the odes were first performed after his 

death one would like to be able to establish a terminus post quem but the problem 

remains that we do not know when Xenocrates died. 1202 The upshot of this discussion 

is that only internal evidence can suggest whether the sixth Pythian ode was first 

performed before, during or after the Emmenid tyranny and whether the second 

Isthmian ode was first performed during or after the fall of the tyranny. 

Pindar's second /sthmian ode surely was performed for the first time at 

Acragas. 1203 With regard to the sixth Pythias ode, some scholars suggest Delphi as the 

place of the first performance, 1204 with a procession as performance context. 1205 There 

1199 Luraghi (1994: 241) 'implica evidentemente una sua posizione privilegiata rispetto al fratello; 

Terone dovevo essere una sorta di "capo della casata". ' Wilamowitz (1922: 136) suggests that 

Xenocrates in Delphi had conceded his victory to Theron. 

1200 p/ 2.48ff. The ode is securely dated to 476 BCE, cf. § 5.1.2. 

1201 /sth. 2.18-20. 

1202 Cf. E /sth. 2 inscr: Asciepiades 'conjectured from probability' (KaraEiKOßoAE) that the ode 

was written after Xenocrates had died. That Xenocrates is not mentioned by name in odes for 

Theron or that Theron is not mentioned by name in the sixth Pythian ode does not prove 

anything. 

1203 /sth. 2.47 implies that the ode has arrived at Acragas for performance. 

1204 E. g. Gelzer (1985: 101), Gentili etas (1995: 184,199n. 3), Lloyd-Jones (1973: 119n. 61). 
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are good reasons to suggest that the ode was not, however, an in situode, 1206 but was 

probably first performed at Acragas. 

6.1.3 Praise for the laudandus and clan in Pindar's sixth Pythian ode. 

In the proem of the ode, the clan, home city of the victor and the father of the 

laudandus are praised, in that order. 1207 Consequently, the u'pvwv Ogaaup6S is erected 

primarily for clan and home city. Thrasybulus, not himself a victor, only implicitly shares 

in the 'treasure house of hymns' built for the clan. 1208 Xenocrates' chariot victory 

appears to be dedicated to clan and home city as well. 1209 Be that as it may, after the 

second strophe, the focus of praise clearly shifts to Thrasybulus, yet with praise that 

1205 Cf. Py. 6.3 ävarroAii; opEv we proceed, with the üpvwv egaaup6q referring to an actual cult 

place. 
1206 Py. 6.4 rrpoooiX6pcvor has perfective value and points to arrival having already taken 

place. Imagery of the 'treasury house of song', Py. 6.7f. üpvwv 6naaup6q, refers to the efforts at 

continuation of Thrasybulus' glory, his KAEOS äcp9irov, rather than to an actual building. Cf. 0/. 

6.1-4. There is no evidence for dedications of the Emmenid clan at Delphi. Cf. § 5.2.3. 

Moreover, an epinician ode as the sixth Pythian ode is surely too complicated to have been 

performed and understood by an audience during a procession, pace Lloyd-Jones (1973: 

119n. 61) who suggests a religious procession even for an ode as complicated as Pindar's 

second Pythian ode. 
1207 Py. 6.1-6. 

1208 Cf. Py. 6.5-9 lu8i6vIKOS 1v9' 6Aßioiaiv'Eppcviöaiq Trorapig T' AKpäyavTi Kai päv _EVOKpäTEI 

ETOipoc üpvwv 6naaup6S .... 
Hönle (1972: 110) notes that the order of the words suggests a 

Familiensieg. 

1209 Py. 6.14-18 cpäci öE Trpöawrrov Ev Ka8apw TraTpi TEw, OpaaCßouAE, KOIVäV TE yEVE I 

A6yoioi 6vaTWV EÜboýov äppaTI ViKav Kpiaaiais Evi Trruxaic äTrayyEAEi. The allusion could be to 

a dedicated chariot as part of the envaupös of a temple. The possessive adjective TEw does not 

mean that Thrasybulus necessarily has to be present. There is as yet no proof of dedications of 

the Emmenids, cf. note 1089,1090, yet Py. 6.14-18 can still allude to such dedications for 

audiences abroad as well as at home. 
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can hardly be called contentious. '210 Quoting an example of wisdom literature, 1211 the 

laudandus is praised for having followed the precepts of Cheiron: to honour Zeus and 

one's parents-1212 Even Achilles was taught these Panhellenic moral lessons, 1213 and 

surely nobody in the audience would argue with such Panhellenic precepts. The short 

myth, dealing with Nestor and his son Antilochus, reintroduces this praise, 1214 and 

explicitly names the laudandus as someone who comes closest to the standards of filial 

devotion, 1215 at the same time emulating his uncle Theron in 'all manner of 

splendour'. 1216 Antilochus in this ode is an example of a (pIAorrärwp, 1217 and a clear 

parallel for the /audandus The Homeric Antilochus was an excellent charioteer, 1218 

perhaps the reason why the scholiast thought the laudandus drove his father's chariot 

in 490 BCE. 1219 

1210 Py. 6.19-27. Cf. Arist. Top. 1.1.100a27-b24 'contentious reasoning starts from opinions that 

appear to be generally accepted, yet are not. ' The praise in the third and sixth strophe of this 

ode are not contentious. 

1211 Supposedly from the collection of X£ipwvoS'YTTOerjKai. Cf. E Py. 6.22 (= Hes. fr. 283 MW). 

On wisdom literature, cf. West (1978: 3-25). 

1212 Py. 6.23-27, Py. 6.20 Ecpnpoa6vav goes with viv, cf. Gentili etal. (1995: 184n. 3) and E Py. 

6.19a 5£ýIwc Kai cAn&CA)S äy£IS TIjV r VTOAr'lV Kai Trapaiv£QIV. 

1213 Py. 6.21. 

1214 Py. 6.28-43. 

1215 Py. 6.44f. 

1216 Py. 6.46 Trärpw [sc. Theroni] T' ETr£pXÖp£voS cryAaiav ärraaav. 

1217 Cf. X. Cyn. 1.14 AVriAoXoc b£ TOO rrarpoS CTr£paTToOavwv ToaaOTnS ITUX£v £tJKA£iaS, GOTE 

pövoc cpiAoTTärwp TTaptx TOTS"EAAnvly t vayop£u0ijval. 

1218 Cf. Hom. 4J 402ff. 

1219 Ef Py. 6.13e, 6.15. Correctly E Py. 6.15 ToOrov U twc cpiAoTr6TOpa Kai Trpo£oTtwra TfjS 

ITTTTIKIc ETra1V£I, OOX GiJ TIV£S ERouAnenaav, nvioXov. 6 yap rivioXoc NIKopaXbs tQTIV, WS ELK TGJV 

1aOpIOVIKwV (sc. /sth. 2.22f. ) bnAös tcrriv. If Thrasybulus indeed had been the charioteer, surely 

this would have been mentioned in the ode. 
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The laudandus in an epinician ode can conduct a debate asking the audience to 

make a judgement, 1220 yet these praise passages can hardly be said to be an example 

of this. This raises the question of why the laudandus wanted the relationship between 

himself and his father to be advertised as such an uncomplicated affair. A key to a 

possible answer might be the statement at the end of the myth. Whereas the 

outstanding behaviour shown by Antilochus is something of the past, 1221 the laudandus 

nevertheless comes close to the standard set by Antilochus. By stressing filial piety the 

ode advertises the laudandus as someone who is not hubristic, 1222 something that is 

alluded to in the last strophe of the ode-1223 Assuming that the ode was first performed 

in the turbulent times after the fall of the tyranny, the links between the laudandus and 

men such as Theron, who represented better times, 1224 could have served 

Thrasybulus' interests well. 1225 

6.1.4 Praise for the laudandus and clan in Pindar's second Isthmian ode. 

1220 Cf. § 1.4. 
1221 Py. 6.43 TD ptv TrapiK£I' 

1222 Mention of filial piety alludes to an absence of ü(3piq within the family. Cf. Fisher (1992: 88- 

91) on wrongs inside the family. Cf. Lys. 32.10 üßpiaNa: vouc ücp' wv fKioTa tXpPly. 

1223 Py. 6.47 äöiKOV oüO' üTrEporrAov i Oav ÖptTrwv. Cf. Arist. Rhet. 1389b7: the insolence to 

which youth is so often prone, cf. Fisher (1992: 97f. ). Py. 6.52-54 yAuK£ia öt cpprjv Kai 

aupTT6TaiQrv 6piA£iv KTA. Cf. Slater (1981: 206), Dickie (1984: 89), Fisher (1992: 99-102) on the 

absence of üßpic in a proper symposium. Cf. Xenoph. fr. 1.13-7 W., A. Ag. 1596-1611. 

1224 Cf. § 6.1.1. 

1225 it is tempting to read such longing for better times in an encomium Pindar composed for the 

/audandus. Cf. Pi. fr. 124ab. 7-8 Tr&VT£S lag VEON£V lp£uön Trp6s 6KT6v" bq ptv 6Xpnpwv, Etcpv£6S 

T6T£, TOi b' aÜ TrAOUTtOVT£S. 
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The proem of the ode is remarkable since it is the only ode in our corpus in which a 

human is addressed in the first line. 1226 It is noteworthy that the Hindernismotiv 

used, 1227 represents an irrea/is even an audience in antiquity would surely not have 

believed that the Muse received money-1228 The proem moreover appears to 

distinguish sharply between past and present. 1229 Pindar does not normally make such 

a distinction since he usually wants to stress the links between laudandus and the 

heroic past. 1230 Whereas in the sixth Pythian ode the laudandus was linked with the 

mythical past, in the second Isthmian ode no such attempt is made. All associations 

are between laudandus and his father and between laudandus and clan. Supporting 

the view taken here that part of the rhetorical strategy of the ode consists in reminding 

the audience of better times, the proem and the manner in which Xenocrates and clan 

are praised in this ode is relevant. The proem might allude to unrest after the fall of the 

tyranny or even at the oligarchy of the Thousand. 1231 In that event it deftly touches on 

1226 Kambylis (1964: 181n. 3). 1sth. 2.3-4 is similar to so-called rraINKoi üpvoi, in archaic lyric 

apparently a conventional way in which a person could be praised. The genre does not imply 

any erotic involvement of the poet with the laudandus, cf. Welcker(1844: 234-37) who notes on 

Ibyc. PMG 282, '... das man so tut as wäre man verliebt. ' Cf. lbyc. PMG 287,288, Pi. fr. 123. 

1227 Cf. Schadewaldt (1928: 302). 

1228 Thummer (1969: 36). 

1229 Isth. 2.6 Trw rör'... versus /sth. 2.9 vOv b' .... Similarly in the sixth Pythian ode, cf. Py. 6.43 

lC Pt TrapiK£P 

1230 Crotty (1982: 98) '... the persistence through time of patterns in mortal life and better to 

connect his athletes to the heroic past. ' Cf. Ne. 8.51-52. 

1231 On that interpretation, the aristocratic values in the first strophe are contrasted with the 

adage that'money is now everything', /sth. 2.11 'XprjIara Xpr paT' bvrjp'. Verdenius (1988: 125) 

notes that someone who lost his money also lost his friends (Isth. 2.11) since 'friendship is 

maintained by the reciprocity of benefits. ' Cf. Hom. A 359f., Hes. Op. 313, S. f. 88 Pearson. 
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the current political situation and presents a veiled critique contrasting the hicetnunc 

with i//ud tempus, 1232 but this may be pressing the evidence too far. 

Be that as it may, the manner in which Xenocrates is praised clearly notes how 

important Xenocrates had been for Acragas; he was 'a light to its people', 1233 

something which does not simply allude to Xenocrates' prominent position at Acragas 

but implies that he brought welfare and salvation. 1234 Xenocrates is further praised in 

the third strophe and antistrophe for his proper ai&bS towards his townsmen, 1235 his 

s6aißsia, 1236 and for his generosity as an unfailing host. 1237 This is a veritable catalogue 

of praise, 1238 which omits any references to the clan's (former? ) political power but 

instead concentrates on Xenocrates' Panhellenic aristocratic values. 1239 

Pindar's second Isthmian ode opens with Thrasybulus and closes with him. 124° 

The laudandus appears to be the focus of attention, yet is praised strictly in terms of 

the clan and his father. 1241 Thrasybulus is responsible for keeping the memory of the 

1232 /sth. 2.6 TrW TOT' versus /sth. 2.9 vOv b'... 

1233 /5th. 2.17 AKpayavrivwv cpdoq. 
1234 Verdenius (1988: 132). Cf. 0/. 5.14, Py. 3.75, LSJ s. v. cpdoq 11.1, A. Ag. 522 ýKEI yOp üpiV 

cpwS Ev Eücppövp cptpwv. 
1235 /sth. 2.37 aiboios pt v riv äaioIc OpikEiv. 

1236 Isth. 2.39 Kai OEwv baTTas rrpoaETrTuKTo Trccaaq. 

1237 /sth. 2.40f. Verdenius (1988: 143) 'the image emphasises both the extension and the 

continuity of Xenocrates' hospitality. ' 

1238 Race (1990: 23n. 24) notes the four-fold rising praise with widening progression from 

citizens to Panhellenic games, to festivals of the gods, and climactic depiction of Xenocrates' 

generosity to guests. Theron is praised in a similar manner, of. 0/ 2.6,93-94: respect in 

communion with others, especially with friends, 0/ 2.17-18,2.28,2.41 his EüatIEia, the 

absence of any expression of military or personal power. 

1239 Cf. /sth. 2.38 irrrrorpocpiac TE VOpI WV £v lavcmdvwv vöpw" 

1240 107.2.47f.... 6rav &Eivov tp6v [sc. Thrasubulem] rjOaiov IA8t 
. 

1241 The apostrophe at /sth. 2.12f. rraai yap wv aocp6q OOK äyvwT' OEIÖW 
... is not praise but a 

KOpoc motif. Cf. 0/. 2.95 ... 
ääA' aivov tTrtßa KOpos. 
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clan and his father alive, 1242 not only in Acragas but also throughout the Greek 

world. 1243 That excellence should not be forgotten is a common topos, 1244here 

presented as part of filial duty. On the view taken here of the patron message, 

Thrasybulus might, however, have had other reasons to keep the memory of his father 

and Theron alive. 

1242 Cf. Isth. 2.43 prj vuv, ÖTI cpeovcpai evarWv cpptvac ceJcpIKptpavrai Wriöes. The 'envious 

hopes' that the ode and the memory of Xenocrates might soon fall into oblivion. 
1243 /sth. 2.45f.... ErrEi TOI otK LkIvtiaovras aüroüs rtpyaa6pav. Cf. No. 5.1 f. 

1244 Cf. 0/ 7.92-93, Py. 9.93-94, Ne. 9.6-7. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN - THREE ODES COMPOSED FOR OTHER SICILIANS. 

7.1 Pindar's twelfth Olympian ode for Ergoteles of Himera. 

Argument 

The ode appears to have been performed for the first time after the fall of the 

Deinomenid and Emmenid tyrannies during a period, which is sometimes called the 

democratic interlude. That designation, however, is slightly misleading and continued 

stasis and battles between new' and bld' citizens appear to have been rife during this 

time. The opening of the ode with its invocation ofZeus Eleutherios could hence be 

read as an expression of hope for peace in a time of unrest, rather than as an 

expression ofgratitude for a return ofpeace. The laudandus, an exile from Crete who 

had settled in Himera probably about ten years before the ode's first performance, 

advertises himself as a new citizen' and carefully hints at his acquired rights. He 

praises Himera and presents his victory as the result of his emigration. 

7.1.1 Introduction. 

Ergoteles was of Cretan descent, 1245 and after having being exiled from there, 1246 he 

might have taken up residence in Himera during the repopulation of 476/5 BCE. 1247 It 

1245 Cf. Paus. 6.4.11, Pi. O/. 12.16. 
1248 Cf. O/. 12.16.1: O/. 12 incr., 10/ 2.29c, Paus. 6.4.11 Kpr}S öt Eivai As`y£TaI KvwaaloS" 
£KTr£a(. UV bE IJTrÖ aTaaiWTWV iK KVWQUOÜ Kai ES IplzpaV CupIKÖNEVOs TrOAITEIas T' ITUxE. Cf. 

Luraghi (1994: 270n. 182). 
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appears that the ode was first performed after the fall of the Deinomenid tyranny. 1248 

The period between the fall of the Deinomenid tyranny and the installation of the 

tyranny of Dionysius I is sometimes called the 'democratic interlude'; 1249 however, that 

label appears to be slightly misleading and it appears that the traditional ruling group 

regained control. 125o Unrest was a feature of the period prior to the fall of the 

Deinomenids and it appears to have continued unabated after 466/5 BCE. The re- 

establishment of the rights of former aristocrats, combined with some new rights for the 

demos, led to an explosive situation throughout Sicily. 1251 The results of post- 

Deinomenid restoration were most harshly felt in Syracuse where Gelon's 

disenfranchised mercenaries soon revolted. 1252 Admittedly, Theron's repopulation of 

Himera should be contrasted with the 'demographic engineering' projects of other 

Sicilian tyrants. 1253 Theron's repopulation is perhaps better described as an irroiaia, 1254 

1247 Theron, after a conflict in 476/6 BCE (D. S. 11.48.6-8) which left Himera depopulated 

introduced new citizens into the city (D. S. 11.49.3). Cf. Luraghi (1994: 329,329n. 235). 

1248 Cf. § 7.1.2. 
1249 466-406 BCE. 

1250 Cf. Rutter (2000x: 141) who notes Aristotle's confusion with regard to this period. Cf. Arist. 

Pol. 1304a27-29: The Syracusan constitution between 466 and 406 BCE was a poiiteia, which 

changed only in 412 BCE into a democracy. Pol 1305b39-1306a2: an oligarchy. Pot 1316a2-3: 

a democracy. 
1251 Cf. D. S. 11.76.3: battles after 467 BCE between 'new' and 'old' citizens in Acragas, Gela, 

Himera, Zankle, Rhegion, Aetna and Syracuse. D. S. 11.76.1-2: continued stasis. D. S. 11.86: 
(453/3 BCE) Tt q 91AOTINias pr) Afgau Tt'ts TTOA£IS ..... 

fv0aouv cii TT6A£IS Kai rräAIV £iS TrOAITIK6s 

QTäa£IS Kai TapaXäs t`vtdTTRTTov- Arist. Pot 1303a38-b2: in Syracuse Kai FupaKo JQIOI IJ£TdI TdI 

TUpaWIK6 TOIJS Z; £vOUq Kai TOÜS piaeocpbpouq TrOAITaq TroIrIadpF_voI toaTacriaaav Kai £is pätXgv 

rjAeov- 
1252 Cf. D. S. 11.72.3,463/2 BCE. 

1253 Who heavily interfered in the process and made sure that the final make-up of the new 

populations was to their liking, often by introducing large quantities of mercenaries. 

'Demographic engineering' was practised by Hippocrates in Camarina, Gelon in Syracuse, 

Hieron in Aetna, and possibly Anaxilas in Messena. Such demographic engineering projects 
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and appears to have been more of an open invitation. 1255 Possibly as a result, 

oppositions between 'old' and 'new' citizens in Himera would have been less felt. 1256 Be 

that as it may, Diodorus includes Himera in a list of cities where 'men who had 

wrongfully seized for themselves the habitation of others' were expelled, 1257 and 

Himera was bound to be affected by the convulsions in the rest of Sicily. It appears that 

when 'old' and 'new' citizens were pitted against each other the 'new citizens' were 

singled out as a common enemy facing the traditional aristocracy and demos. They, for 

the time being, were united in a common goal of defeating these 'new citizens' often 

with the aim of reclaiming lost assets-1258 

The upshot of this discussion is that commentators on this ode who are of the 

opinion that it is filled with sentiments of hope or of a new beginning might be 

mistaken. 1259 Consequently, the mention in the ode of the cult of Zeus Eleutherios is 

perhaps not so much an indication of a new phase of prosperity for Himera or for the 

could result in sharply opposing factions within the body politic. Cf. the events at Aetna after the 

fall of the Deinomenid tyranny in 466 BCE, D. S. 11.67.6-11.68.7, Arist. Poi. 1312b10-16. 
1254 Cf. Asheri (1967: 334-58) on the practice of introducing irTrOIKO1. 

1255 Luraghi (1994: 297n. 106). Cf. D. S. 11.49.3 Toils TE AwpiEis Kai Twv äAAwv Toils 
ßouAoptvous. Contrast with Hieron's practice, cf. D. S. 11.49 ibious oiKrjropas äTTiaTEIAEv. 

Himera is never mentioned as a colony of Acragas. Luraghi (1994: 248n. 87) notes the silence 

on Acragas in Th. 6.5.1. 

1256 D. S. 11.49.4 notes that at Himera newcomers and original population lived together on good 

terms. 
1257 D. S. 11.76.4, pace D. S. 11.49.4. 

1258 Hdt. 7.155. Cf. Asheri (1966: passim), Luraghi (1994: 180n. 235). 

1259 E. g. Wilamowitz (1930: 305) 'Himera ist frei geworden', Gaspar (1900: 125) 'dälivree et 

pacifiee', Barrett (1973: 35): new era, new beginning for whole Sicily, Lehnus (1981: 184): 

liberation of Himera, democracy for the whole of Sicily. 
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whole of Sicily, 1260 as the hope for the return of peace in turbulent times. 1261 Arguably, a 

restorative drive towards the status quo ante would have been particularly strong 

immediately after the fall of the Deinomenid tyranny, and hence near the date which is 

argued here as date of first performance. 1262 However, Ergoteles was not among those 

who were forcibly removed from Himera. This follows from the left half of an inscription 

that belongs to the statue which Pausanias saw at Olympia. Its script is dated to after 

464 BCE, possibly as late as ca. 450 BCE. 1263 The conjectural supplements in the right 

half are mainly concerned with the location and number of Ergoteles' victories and 

need not concern us here. 1264 Since it mentions all of his victories, it must have been 

set up after his retirement. Thus, at the time when it was erected (or possibly even a 

few years later still), Ergoteles continued to enjoy the status of a citizen of Himera. 1265 If 

Pausanias can be believed, 1266 then Ergoteles declared himself as from Himera after 

his victories, thus offering the icüöoS of his victory to his new home city, not to his clan. 

1260 The association of Zeus Eleutherios with national freedom notwithstanding. Cf. Hdt. 3.142, 

Hom. Z 526, EM 329.50. The cult of Zeus Eleutherios is discussed in Raaflaub (2004: 102-118). 

Barrett (1973: 34f. ) argues for a cult of Zeus Eleutherios in Himera. Dunbabin (1948: 429) 

argues for a temple of Zeus Eleutherios in Himera. 

1261 That Diodorus mentions a period of relative peace of five years after the fall of the 

Deinomenids (D. S. 11.72.1), is not an argument against this assumption. Cf. Wentker (1953: 

163-64) who argues that this interval of five years is probably due to a mechanical repartition of 

what must have been a continuous narration. Alternatively, as is argued by Scherr (1933: 24- 

27) and Haillet (2001: 168) it is due to sources that were hostile to the Deinomenids. Cf. D. S. 

16.83, D. S. 12.26.2 with equally false impressions of idyllic peace. 

1262 Cf. § 7.1.2. 

1263 CEG393. Cf. Hansen (1983: 213): 464 BCE, Jeffery (1990: 246-47) 'unlikely to be much, if 

at all, later than 450. ' 

1264 Cf. Barrett (1973: 25n. 7), Hansen (1983: 213) on the supplements. 

1265 CEG393lptpg 69ävarov pv [äp' äpETäs £NEvai. 

1266 Paus. 6.4.11. 
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The /audandus in the twelfth Olympian ode appears to be doing the same. 1267 Finally, it 

should not be excluded that Ergoteles acquired citizenship in Himera because he 

registered himself as from Himera after one of his victories. 1268 

On the view taken here that the laudandus is praising Himera as well as 

asserting his rights, the ideology in this ode could be called, for want of a better term, 

challenged Po//sideolog/e. 

7.1.2 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the ode. 

Pausanias' report of the statue of Ergoteles at Olympia tells us that Ergoteles won 

twice at Olympia and twice at Pythia. The wording leaves room for doubt as to the 

other victories at Nemea and at the Isthmus. 1269 The ode mentions that the laudandus 

'had himself crowned at Olympia'. 1270 One Olympic victory of Ergoteles is recorded in 

the victory list P. Oxy222 under the 77th Olympiad, 472 BCE. 1271 There is a gap in the 

victory list for the three böaiXoc-victors between 468 and 452 BCE. The victors in 476 

and 468 BCE are not Ergoteles and hence Ergoteles' second Olympic victory must 

have been either earlier than (or in) 480 BCE or after (or in) 464 BCE. The last date 

1267 Cf. § 7.1.3. 

1268 We are told of others who changed their allegiances. Cf. Paus. 5.27.2: Phormis of Arcadia, 

Paus. 6.13.1: Astylus of Croton, CEG 380,1.2.3: Praxiteles of Mantinea. 

1269 Cf. Paus. 6.4.11 öoAiXou öüo t; V OAupTrig ViKac, Toaaürac ö16AAag flueoi Kai tv IQ8p4 TE 

Kai NENEiwv &vgprlp£vos, either two victories at Nemea and two at the Isthmus, or two 

altogether? Cf. Pi. 0112.17-18 vOv b' OAupTrig oitpavwaöpEVOS Kai biS tK flue(. i)vos IQANOI T' 

with similar ambiguity. 

1270 0/. 12.17 vüv ö' OAu. Trig OTECpavwadPEvoS. The Alexandrian grammarians probably 

classified the ode as an Olympian one because of this passage. 

1271 Cf. Moretti (1957: 91) number 224. 
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seems the more probable one, 1272 as Ergoteles presumably only came to Himera after 

476/5 BCE and the ode celebrates Himera. It has been convincingly argued that 

Ergoteles' Pythian victories were won in 470 and 466 BCE. 1273 Since the ode mentions 

only one victory at Olympia, 1274 the first performance of the ode must hence be dated to 

somewhere between 466 and 464 BCE, 1275 after the fall of the Deinomenid tyranny. 1276 

It also follows that Ergoteles' Olympic victory was not the immediate occasion for the 

ode. 1277 The rule that an epinician ode always mentions the current victory first, 1278 

appears not to be observed in this ode. Some think that this suggests that all the 

victories mentioned in the ode are in fact a foil for a political programme. 1279 

Because of the opening lines and praise for Himera, 1280 a first performance in 

the victor's home city appears likely. 

7.1.3 Praise for the laudandus and his home city. 

1272 Cf. Moretti (1957: 94) number 251. 
1273 Barrett (1973: 24-28). 

1274 Pi. 0/. 12.17. 

1275 Or later still, in the event that the second Olympic victory was won after 464 BCE. 

1276 In 466/5 BCE. Cf. D. S. 11.67.1-68.7. 

1277 Cf. Kraay (1976: 215n. 2) for the suggestion that Ergoteles' Olympic victory of 464 BCE was 

celebrated with the issue of a commemorative coin. 

1278 Thummer (1968: 26) 'das Lob des aktuellen Sieges steht immer an erster Stelle des 

Siegeslobes, auch dann, wenn dieser Sieg nicht der Ranghöchste Sieg des gefeierten ist'. Cf. 

Wilamowitz (1922: 305). 

1279 Gelzer (1985: 114) 'das neue Glück der Freiheit seiner Stadt als Geschenk der Tyche zu 

proklamieren'. I would agree that the purpose of the ode, at least partly, could have been a 

political programme, but not the one Gelzer identifies. 

1280 Cf. the local detail of the warm baths at 01 12.19 on which see below. 
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The laudandus is exclusively praised for his athletic achievement, 1281 and, importantly, 

the ode specifically links his victory and the Kübos associated with it with his home city 

Himera, 1282 not with his clan. 1283 The same tactic can be observed in the odes 

composed for Psaumis of Camarina, a laudandus, it is argued, who had good reasons 

to praise his home city, 1284and in an ode composed for Midas of Acragas. 1285 

The twelfth Olympian ode parallels the good fortune of Ergoteles with the expectation 

that the might of Himera can be preserved. 1286 The context is the mutability of life, 1287 

with a personified Tyche as protagonist. A cult of Tyche appears to have existed in 

Sicily from the early fifth century onwards, 1288 yet we know nothing of her province. In 

this ode TciXa acwTEipa is the child of Zeus Eleutherios, 1289 and has battles and 

12810/12.17-19. 

1282 0/. 12.13-16 does not necessarily mean that all Ergoteles' victories were won after he had 

emigrated. It rather suggests that by becoming a citizen of Himera, his victories have become 

well-known. This is hence more praise for Himera. 

1283 As e. g. in Py. 8.38 aütwv be TräTpav MEIöuA16äv Aöyov q pEIS, Aristomenes honours the 

clan of the Meidulids with his victory. 

1284 Cf. §§ 7.2.5-6 on 0/. 5.4 6s [sc. Psaumis] TäV aäv rroAiv aütwv, Kapäpiva. 0/. 4.1If. ... 
K06oc äpaai arrEÜÖEI Kapapivg.... 

1285 Cf. Py. 12.4-6 ... &tai [sc. Acragas] arECpävwpa Töb' EK IlueWVOs Eüöätw Mg atTbv TE viv 
`EAAäba viKäaavTa TEXv4, .... Cf. /sth. 1.10-12 ... ErrEi oTETdvouc It wrraaev Käbpou arparw Et 

äEeAWV, KaAAiVIKOV TraTpibi KüSOS. An unidentified group of (six? ) Theban victors honour 

Thebes. They do not all belong to the same clan, of. Bury (1892: 12). 

1286 0/. 12.21ptpav E6pua9Evt' äpcpiTT6AEi. Lehnus (1981: 188) 'constatazione e soprattutto 

augurio. ' 

1287 Cf. 0/. 12.5-12a. In particular 0/. 12.6 Tr6AA' äVW, Tä b' aü KOTW 4. E66n pETapwvia räpvoiaai 

KuAivbovT' EArriÖEg- Cf. /sth. 3.18 aicbv 6t KuAiVbopevaS äptpais äAA' äAAor' EE äAAatEV., Alc. fr 

326 LP (stasis). The sentiment of the mutability of life also at 0/ 12.7: man has no trusty 

aüp(3oAov ('token' or'tally'), 0/. 12.8: man's ignorance of the future. 

1288 Thummer (1957: 29), K. Ziegler in REVIIa, p. 1690-91. Cf. Cic. Very 4.119: a satellite town 

of Syracuse was called Fortune fanum antiquum. 

1289 0/. 12.1f. 
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assemblies in her power. 1290 She is regularly, as in this ode, a reminder of the 

vicissitudes of life. 1291 That TOXn in Pindar often stands for 'good luck' or 'good 

fortune', 1292 is irrelevant for the present purpose, 1293 and the opposition in the ode 

between hope1294 and realism can best be understood as a common topos, namely that 

of the healthy alternations of good and bad fortune. 1295 The ode appears to allude to 

such alternations when adversity in the life of the laudandus (Ergoteles' past as an 

exile) is contrasted with a string of athletic victories-1296 Mention of Ergoteles' past as 

an exile, 1297 is significant for three reasons. First, it parallels the topos of the agonistic 

necessity for the individual to leave home, 1298 and to return with the glory of the 

victory. 1299 Second, it is a further illustration of the workings of fortune: Ergoteles has 

1290 O/. 12.3-5 Tiv yap Ev TravTw Kuß£pvwvTai Goal vacs, s`v X> pacd TE AaigigPoi TrOAENor 

Kayopai ßouAapöpoi. Lehnus (1981: 188) notes that jurisdiction reaches from the uncivilised 

world (iv Travrw, cf. Hom. 5 499-501, Nostoi p. 108 Allen, A. Ag. 648-80, E. Tro. 88-91) to the 

cultivated world (iv XEpa(p), and finally to a most cultivated activity (Kayopai ßouAacpbpor). Cf. 

No. 3.23. 

1291 In view of the connection with TuyXavErv, the sudden change and fortuitous happenings in 

someone's life. Cf. N. Robertson and B. C. Dietrich in OCDB p. 1566 s. v. Tyche. 

1292 Cf. O/. 13.115,14.16, Py. 9.72, Ne. 5.48,10.25, Isth. 4.31,8.67, fr. 38. 

1293 An enquiry into the patron message in a particular ode does not require the whole corpus as 
background since a contemporary audience surely would not have been intimately familiar with 

the whole corpus. 

1294 O/ 12.1-2 Aiaaopai, Trai Zrlvas'EAEUGEplou, iptpav EüpuaGcvt' äpcpITTOAEI, awTElpa TIXa. 

1295 Cf. note 475. 

1296 O/ 12.13-18. 
1297 O/ 12.16 Ei prj araais avrlavEIpa Kvwaias a' äpEpaE Trarpas. 

1298 Race (1990: 65-6) notes O/ 8.67-71 versus Py. 4.32 and No. 9.22-23. He lists good and 
bad nostos O/. 12.15, Ne. 2.24, O/. 1.81-84, /sth. 1.68. Kurke (1991: 34) sees the whole ode as 

a nostos, yet disregards the historical context. 

1299 The telltale sign is the 'rooster that fights within'. Cf. O/ 12.14 Jv5opdXas and to-rig: the 

private sphere where KAEoS cannot be won. Cf. Ibyc. PMG282b, Ne. 1.31, /sth. 67, Py. 4.186. 
Pi fr 42 (in litotes). 
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gone from 'grievous storms', 1300 the stasis in Crete, to his current victories. 1301 Third, it 

draws attention to the fact that the laudandus no longer persists in stasis but instead 

has become a credit to his new country and is moreover someone who surely will 

cause no trouble. Importantly, mention of exile portrays the /audandus as an immigrant 

and 'newcomer', notwithstanding his ten-year Himeran citizenship. This surely must 

have been a deliberate strategy and, on the view taken in the introduction to this ode, 

mention of Ergoteles' lost citizenship can be linked with mention of lands which he now 

holds in Himera as his own; 1302 rhetorically, the ode sets up a contrast between two 

sentiments: on the one hand Ergoteles has been deprived of his former homeland, 1303 

yet now he is in possession of lands that are legitimately his. 1304 I draw attention to the 

fact that the endings of lines 16 and 19 are metrically identical, which suggests that this 

contrast could well be intentional. Admittedly, the last line of the poem is a difficult 

one, 1305 yet the general sense seems clear: with mention of its famous springs, 1306 

Himera is praised as the place where Ergoteles finds relief for his Trovoc. This is a 

common epinician topos1307 However, this topos can arguably be linked with the 

13000/ 12.12 ... 
äviapaiS ýdAaic... 

1301 Race (1990: 97). 

1302 0/. 12.19. 
1303 0/ 12.16 

... a' dpepcrE rrdrpaS 
1304 0/. 12.19 ... crap' oiKEiaic dpoüpaiq. Gildersleeve (1890: 224) notes the '... jealously guarded 

right of holding real estate. ' Gildersleeve (1890: 226) 'Characteristic is the stress laid on 
EyKrqois. ' 

1305 O/ 12.19 BEppd Nupcpäv Aourpä ßaaT6 Eiq 6piA£wv Trap' oiKEiais E poüpais. I translate, with 

Race (1997: 185), Gerber (1970: 384), 'exalting Himera by lands that are your own. ' Lehnus 

(1981: 190) 'e vivi in poderi the sonno tuoi. ' 

1306 Well-known in antiquity. Cf. A. fr. 32 N., D. S. 4.23.1,5.3.4. Cf. Jenkins (1976: 30f. ), Rutter 

(2000b: 77). 

1307 It is a variant of the topos ? auXia after rrövoq, cf. Ne. 4.1-8,0/. 4.22,5.21 f., Ne. 1.69f. 9.44. 
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personal circumstances of the laudandus. In other words, the laudandus advertises his 

legitimate rewards for his athletic rrovoS as the lands that are legitimately his. 

It has been noted that Ergoteles and Himera are closely paralleled and that city 

and victor mirror each other. 1308 On that interpretation, proclamation of Ergoteles' good 

fortune is a cautious hint of good fortune for Himera. In other words, while 'no human 

has yet found a sure sign from the gods', 1309 the audience is led to believe that 

Ergoteles' good fortune might be such a aüpßoAov for Himera's good fortune. 

1308 Gildersleeve (1890: 225). 

1309 OL 12.7 aupßoAov 6' oü rrw ris trriXAoviwv moTÖV 6Ncpi rrp6l; ioS iaaoNa: vaS EüpEV 6E66EV. 
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7.2. Pindar's fourth and fifth Olympian odes for Psaumis of Camarina. 

Argument 

The odes appear to have been composed in the second half of the fifth century BCE, 

after the fall of the Deinomenid and Emmenid tyrannies in Sicily. The patron message 

of the /audandus in both odes is concerned with countering suspicions. The fourth 

Olympian ode, composed for a first performance at Olympia, counters suspicions a 

Panhellenic audience might have entertained with regard to Psaumis' unprepossessing 

home city and his ethnic background as Sicel. The ode informs the Panhellenic 

audience that 'acta virum probant' and that the laudandus deserves to be judged by his 

current success In the fifth Olympian ode, composed for a first performance at 

Camarina, the laudandus reassures his fellow citizens that they need not be suspicious 

about any political aspirations the /audandus might have. This is relevant since it 

appears that in the home city of the /audandus a democratic constitution of sorts was 

installed by the time the ode was performed for the first time. The ode deals with 

Psaumis' acts of extraordinary peyaAorrpErreia but p/aces his munificence firmly in the 

context of his home city. Praise for Camarina defines the relationship between 

laudandus and home city: Psaumis does stand out because of his victory yet he is a 

model citizen. The fourth Olympian ode, surely reperformed at the victor's home city at 

some stage, contains features which further the patron message in the fifth Olymp/an 

ode as well 
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7.2.1 Introduction. 

In Pindar's fourth Olympian ode Psaumis is advertised as an equal among other 

Panhellenic victors, worthy of the praise of his peers, the other >=QAoi. 1310 Assuming that 

this ode was an in situode, this is unsurprising. The ideology in the ode can be labelled 

Ade/sideologie. 1311 

In the fifth Olympian ode the /audandus appears to be continuously praised in 

terms of his pEyaAorrptTrEia for his community. 1312 Hence the whole fifth Olympian ode 

has been described as an expansion of 90\61roAiv in the fourth Olympian ode. 1313 

Judging from recently discovered inscriptions, 1314 it appears that after the final 

reconstruction of Camarina in 460 BCE, a democratic TTOAiTEia was put in place with 

civic reorganisations organised along Cleisthenic Athenian lines. 1315 Assuming that a 

Panhellenic victory was one of the modi operand/for those aspiring to tyranny, 1316 

Psaumis could very well have been perceived as a threat and his victory as a 

destabilising factor for his community, especially under the new democratic rroAllEia. 

This might explain why the ode attempts to reintegrate the laudandus in his community. 

The ideology of the ode appears to be a clear-cut example of Po/isideologie. 

1310 Cf. the plural in 0/ 4.4 l; sivwv. 

1311 Cf. § 2.4.2 note 424. 

1312 Cf. 0/. 5.4 rr6Aiv, 5.4 Aaärpocpov, 5.8 T &V V OlKOV i". bpav, 5.10 w rroAiäoXc faAAäs, aTparäv 
5.12,5.15 bälov äoTwv, 5.16 TroAiraic, 5.20 rr6Aiv. 

1313 Race (1990: 95n. 30). Cf. 0/. 4.16 Kai rrp6sIlauXiav cpiAörroAiv. 

1314 Sy//341.778-795,42.846. 

1315 Cf. Hornblower (2004: 191n. 239), Murray (1997: 497). 

1316 Cf. § 1.3, note 9 and § 8.5, note 1492. Psaumis appears to fulfil two out of the three 

conditions mentioned there. 
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7.2.2 Authorship of Pindar's fifth Olympian ode. 

The scholia express doubt about genuine Pindaric authorship for the fifth O/ympian. 1317 

Many scholars accept authenticity, 1318 and it has been rightly remarked that a local 

forger would have to be familiar with Pindar's whole oeuvre, something which seems 

hardly imaginable. 1319 On balance, the arguments for genuine authorship are sound. 

7.2.3 Occasion and circumstances of the first performance of the odes. 

All ancient evidence ascribes the victory celebrated in the fourth Olympian ode to 452 

BCE, and the event as the chariot race. 1320 The place of first performance of the fourth 

Olympian is disputed. 1321 The main argument against performance at Olympia is that 

the sedes in the invocation supposedly implies performance in Camarina. 1322 That, 

however, need not necessarily have been the case and the qualification A7rvav could 

1317 F O/. 5 incr a. AÜTq ? wörj v pEv roil töa9ioiq OOK rjv, arv ö$ roil iiö ipou ürropvrjpaaiv 

WYETo nvöäpou. Late antiquity accepted Pindaric authorship. Cf. Lib. Or. 11.262ff. Race 

(1990: 95n. 30) summarises the arguments for and against authorship. 

1318 Cf. Wilamowitz (1992: 420ff. ), Fernandez-Galiano (1942: 140-8), Bowra (1964: 414-421), 

Mader (1990: 109-113). Lehnus (1981: 76) shrewdly remarks 'ed a persino dubbio the senza 
I'avviso dei commentatori antichi it problema si sarebbe mai posto. ' 

1319 Farnell (1932: 35). A Hellenistic forgery is a possibility. However, Didymus accepted 

authenticity. 

1320 Gerber (1987: 7-8) discusses and dismisses the objections against 452 BCE. Cf. P. Oxy. 

222, Moretti (1957: 99), Z O/. 4.3-4,101 5.19d. 

1321 At Olympia: Wilamowitz (1922: 418f. ). At Camarina: Gerber (1987: 7-9), Gildersleeve (1890: 

162), Fernandez-Galiano (1942: 133ff. ). Undecided, either Olympia or Camarina: Farnell (1932: 

32f. ), Mader (1990: 32), Calame (2004: 430). 

1322 O/ 4.6 W Kpövou rrai, 6 Airvav 1XEIS. 
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have been inserted in order to identify an otherwise unknown Sicilian town. 1323 I follow 

the scholars who have suggested that the fourth Olympian ode was composed for first 

performance at Olympia. 1324 I further suggest that O/. 4.6, far from being evidence 

against first performance at Olympia, is in fact part of the strategy of the laudandus. 1325 

The event celebrated in the fifth Olympian ode is the mule-cart race. 1326 The 

terminus ante quem for the victory celebrated in the ode must be 444 BCE, 1327 and the 

terminus post quem 46 1/0 BCE. 1328 A date of 460 BCE seems too soon after the 

refoundation of Camarina. 1329 Modern scholarship is divided as to the other possible 

available dates. 1330 That, however, is not relevant for the present purpose. What is 

important is that the ode was first performed after the fall of the tyrannies and at a time 

when a democracy of sorts had been installed. The fifth Olympian was first performed 

at Camarina. 133' 

1323 Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 415): 'Kleinstadt, [sc. Camarina] von der die wenigsten Festgenossen 

auch nur den Namen kennen konnte. ' Zeus can be called AirvaioS because he is the divinity 

foremost concerned with the mountain. Cf. 10/ 4.1g. Airva öpoS XIKEjkiaS" oiKEi6TaTa öi`, 

FIKEÄIWT% yäp ö viKgcpbpoc. 

1324 A Kwuoc mentioned at O/. 4.9 öti; ai XapiTwv e' EKaTI T6v6E Kc0pov could also have taken 

place at Olympia. 
1325 § 7.2.5. 

1326 Cf. O/. 5.3 äKapavröTroööc T' ärrrjvas &KEU'Paüpiös TE öcwpa- Mule-cart victories are not 

recorded in the extant victory lists, yet they must surely have been recorded at the time when 
they were held. Cf. 10/ 6 inscr a. 

1327 The discontinuation of the event. Cf. Paus. 5.9.1-2,5.5.2, Plut. Mor 303b. 

1328 The refoundation of Camarina. Cf. Pi. O/. 5.8 &äpUýE Kai TäV VLOIKOV 16pav. Hdt. 7.154, Th. 

6.5.3. Diod. Sic 11.76.5, Philistus FGrHist556 F 15, Tim. FGrHist566 F 19ab. Cf. Dunbabin 

(1948: 407-409). 

1329 Cf. Pi. O/. 5.8 iKäpuZ E Kai Täv vtOiKOV i öpav. Cf. Hdt. 7.154, Th. 6.5.3. Diod. Sic 11.76.5, 

Philistus FGrHist556 F 15, Tim. FGrHist566 F 19ab. 

1330 Lomiento (2000) is a recent survey of the evidence. She opts for 448 BCE. 

1331 Cf. O/. 5.1-3 öEKEU, O/. 5.14 Töv&E öäpov deixis, O/. 5.20 Tr6, kiv .... Td(VÖE. 
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7.2.4 Status of the victor and his home city. 

We know nothing about the /audandus except for what is told in the two odes. 1332 While 

the laudandus must have been a Greek, 1333 his name tells us that he was of Sicel 

descent. 1334 The name Psaumis might have had Libyan or Egyptian connotations. 1335 

Obviously, Psaumis was a Greek-speaker and surely well integrated in his home 

city, 1336 yet at Olympia, Psaumis arguably would have stood out. 1337 Moreover, a 

Panhellenic audience would readily associate Psaumis' unprepossessing home city 

with a rather inauspicious proverb. 1338 Whether the ethnicity of the laudandus would 

have been problematic in his home city is a question that is difficult to answer. Data on 

Sicel prosopography in fifth-century Camarina suggest that Sicel names were under- 

1332 The scholia do not seem to add any independent information. Based on the odes, Psaumis 

does not appear to have been a military man. 
1333 Since only Greeks could participate in Panhellenic games, cf. Hdt. 2.160. Psaumis' father 

has a Greek name, cf. O/. 5.8 AKpwv. It is unknown whether Psaumis' was a citizen by birth, or 

whether he was given citizenship. Cf. Hdt. 9.33 the enfranchisement of the seer Tisamenes 

because of his particular talents. 

1334 Cf. D. W. W. Ridgway in OCD3p. 1401s. v. Sicels. Sicel is the generic term the Greeks used 
for the people on the East Coast of Sicily when they colonised the island. They were relative 

latecomers. Cf. Th. 6.2.5, Dion. Hal. 1.22, Hellanicus FGrHist4 F 79b. 

1335 Cf. Th. 1.104.1, Hdt. 3.14. The Pindaric scholiast cannot agree on a single spelling; in 

addition to 4Paiipic they give'PöppiS and 9 oÜpIxoc. 

1336 Masson (1976: 110ff. ) has onomastic material on another colonial city, Cyrene. Fifth-century 

data show that there were a fair number of native Libyans who were well integrated in that 

Greek polis. 
1337 It is worth noting that P. Oxy. 222 does not record a single other Sicel victor. Cf. Moretti 

(1957: 128), whereas we know of only one other Olympic victor from Camarina, Parmenides, 

who won in 528 BCE, cf. D. S. 1.68. 

1338 Viz. prj Kivei Kapdpivav. For the pejorative meaning, of. Sudap 903. Wilamowitz (1922: 

415n. 1) argues for the antiquity of the saying. Cf. Luc. Pseudolog. 32 with 71, A. G. IX. 685, 

Orac. Syb. 3.763, Didymus Caecus De trinitate 2.8.27. Herodianus de pros. cath. 3.1.258. CPG, 

Zen. V 18, Greg. Cypr. III, 7, Apost. XIII, 1, Serv. ad Virg. Aen. 700. 
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represented. 1339 There seem to have been attempts in the mid fifth century BCE at the 

construction of a native Sicilian identity. For example, the foundation of Ducetius' Sicel 

federation' 340 is almost contemporary with the date of first performance of the fourth 

Olympian ode. This suggests that there could have been ethnic tensions in Camarina 

at the time of first performance. Hence it should not be excluded that the great stress 

which is placed in the fifth O/ympian ode on Psaumis' beneficiary works and 

pcyaAorrptrrcia counters political as well as ethnic suspicions his fellow citizens might 

be harbouring against him. On that interpretation, part of the patron message in the 

fourth Olympian ode assists in countering such ethnic suspicions as well. 1341 

Finally, it should be noted that the mule-cart race, whatever the reason might 

have been for its removal from the programme in 444 BCE, could not have been 

considered a poor affair or a cause for ridicule when held. 1342 Hence any unfavourable 

associations attached to the laudandusor his home city should not be extended to the 

event of the mule-cart race. Both Hieron and Anaxilas of Rhegium participated and won 

in this event, 1343 hence the anecdotes on the subject are surely apocryphal. 1344 

1339 Cordano (1984: 31,52-54) collects a total of eighty-three identifiable names (eight from the 

sixth century and seventy-five from the fifth century BCE). Only three Sicel names occur down 

to the fifth century. 
1340 Cf. D. S. 6.35,11.88,8.84; 453/2 BCE. 

1341 Assuming that the fourth Olympian ode was reperformed in Camarina. 

1342 Pace Puech (1949: 77) 'le poete semble avoir ä cceur de faire oublier... qu'il ne s'agit que 
d'une victoire d'äTrrjvrl. ' 

1343 Cf. F Ar. Aves 940 for Hieron of Syracuse. Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 398n. 4, n. 6) on Anaxilas's 

participation, probably in 480 BCE. Anaxilas commemorated his victory with a coin, cf. Arist. ft. 

578 R., Kraay (1976: 214,216), Rutter (1997: 120). 

1344 E. g. Sim. PMG 515, Heracl. Lemb. Excerpta po/itiarum 55.12. These anecdotes might have 

tried to explain the removal of the event. 
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7.2.5. Praise for the laudandus and patron message in Pindar's fourth Olympian ode. 

Assuming that the ode attempts to prop up Psaumis' image before a Panhellenic 

audience, it seems relevant that the first strophe of the ode, in which it moves from 

Olympia to Sicily, contains two loci ab auctoritate. The first instance is the invocation of 

Zeus with which the ode opens. 1345 It might seem logical that Zeus is introduced, the 

victory being an Olympic one, 1346 yet this is the only ode in the extant epinician corpus 

where an appeal is made to the highest authority, Zeus. 1347 Perhaps hyperbole might 

have been an intended rhetorical effect. The second instance is the statement that the 

poet has been sent as a witness. 1348 What the poet testifies to, however, is important 

with regard to Psaumis' intention of gaining peer-group status: the laudandus is 

advertised as already possessing Panhellenic links, namely his guest friends, who, as 

true taAoi, rejoice in this success of their ý> voc. 1349 Hence . aavav must be taken in a 

positive sense here. 135° It should not be ruled out that the chorus at Olympia that 

performed the ode consisted of these guest-friends of the laudandus. On that 

1345 0/. 4.1 ff. 'EAarýp OTrt praTE ... 
ZEO" with the mention of genealogy and sedes followed by the 

actual petition. 
1346 Cf. Y-7- 1.1 c EiKÖTwS t. aOTOO TOO A16g TTOIEITal T6 Trpooipiov TOO ETnviKOU. 

1347 Ne. 2 init is not evidence to the contrary since it is not an invocation of Zeus. 

1348 This locus ab auctoritate is repeated at 0/. 4.17-19. Cf. Arist. Rhet. 1356a4-6 i$ßä ptv oüv 

TOO neoUS, 6Tav OOTW AEXAO 6 AäyoS waTE äl; iöTnOTov Troiijaai T6v As yovra" The speaker thus 

projects a character, which invites pistis in the audience. The topos is conventional, cf. Sim. 

PMG531.7, Pi. 0/. 2.92,2.101,4.3,6.20,13.108, Ne. 11.24, lsth. 5.48, B. 5.42. 

1349 0/. 4.4-5 &Eivwv 6' Eu Trpaaaovrwv i aavav a0TiK' äyyEAiav TroTi yAUKEiav r=aAoi- Cf. Hdt. 

7.237.3. 
1350 Gildersleeve (1890: 164). Farrell (1932: 32) 'the dog leaping up to lick his master's hand. ' At 

Py. 1.52 IcaVEV is negative. 
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interpretation, there would be a direct link between Psaumis and members of the 

audience during the performance of the ode at Olympia. 

The ode moves from Olympia to Sicily. 1351 Zeus is invoked, this time as Kpövou 

rro7, implying that Zeus stretches out his protection over Aetna as well, 1352 and from 

there, presumably, over Camarina. Rhetorically, hyperbole might be intended. 1353 

The ode advertises Camarina with the /audandus eager to arouse glory for his 

home city, Küöoc öpaai cnTE6&i Kapapivg. 1354 Camarina is mentioned in passing, 

without further detail. The invocation ends with the hope that Psaumis' future prayers 

may come true. The audience, however, learns nothing about the content of the prayer. 

Instead, the /audatoroffers a catalogue of praise, 1355 including Psaumis' wealth, his 

hospitality and his devotion to the interests of his home city. 1356 That a laudandus has a 

right to enjoy rlauXia after rrövos is a common epinician topos, 1357 yet the statement in 

this ode that the laudandus is 'devoted to city-loving Hesuchia' is important. 1358 It 

13510/4.6. 

13520/4.5. 
1353 ZZ 0% 4.1e r1 bE crKOAoueia" w ZEO, ös Airvav EXEis" KaA' OTTE ppa-r6v. 

1354 0% 4.11-12. 

1355 0/ 4.14 rzTfEi... 

1356 0L 4.14-16. Wealth is implied in horse breeding. 

1357 Cf. 0% 12.17-19, Ne. 1.70-71 (Heraclem) ýQuXiav KaN6rwv NEyäAwv rroiväv AaXövr' 

>: ýaipErov aAßioiS iv iScwNaOi. 

1358 0/ 4.16 Kai rrpdS'HQuXiav cpiA6rroAiv Kaeapp yvWNp rErpaNNEVOV. 
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advertises Psaumis' disposition as of quiet restraint and as not hubristic. 1359 Such 

praise would be relevant during a reperformance in Camarina. 1360 

A gnome ends the antistrophe. The climactic positions of the statement suggest 

that something important is communicated. 1361 Trial is truly the test of mortals, acta 

virumprobant. 1362 The myth which follows, or, in view of its brevity, the exemplum has 

puzzled scholars. 1363 However, it can be explained as an illustration of the gnome. As is 

often the case in Pindar, only the relevant part of the story is told: the victory of Erginus 

in the games and the receiving of the crown. 1364 Erginus matches the excellence of his 

feet with his XcTpES and 6rop. 1365 In this way Erginus, in a very Greek manner, is 

portrayed as a complete person, and, by extension, so is the laudandus. This and the 

sentiment of acta virum probant, is probably all there is to gain from this short 

exemp/um. 1366 The sentiment that men should be judged by their actions disperses 

possible suspicions the audience might have had against the /audandus and advertised 

Psaumis as a peer among other aristocrats. 

1359 Dickie (1984: 90) notes the importance of the term ? auXia for the symposium, however, it 

'has a significance that goes far beyond the symposium'; e. g. Sol. fr 4.7-10 W. He notes that 

(1984: 91) nQuXia is a 'virtue that is equally necessary for the well-being and internal harmony 

of the state. ' Cf. Fisher (192: 223-25,232), D. L. Cairns (1996: passim) with different opinions 

about the role of 00piS in the process. 

1360 Farrell (1932: 33) 'testimony to the quiet constitutional temperament of Psaumis - who 
being so wealthy might be suspected of aiming at tyranny. ' 
1361 Cf. note 377. 

1362 0/. 4.18 öiärrEipd roi ßpoiWV EAEyXoS. 

1363 Kurz (1974: 33) even suggests 'ein gewissen inneren Humor. ' 

1364 Cf. Braswell (1988: 14ff. ) for other versions of the Erginus myth. 

1365 Gerber (1987: 23) notes that XETpEc is 'overall strength', not hands, of. Ne. 8.8,9.39. rjrop is 

'courage' or 'spirit', not simply'heart', cf. Ne. 8.24. 

1366 The assumption in 10/ 4.29b that Psaumis was old, or even too old to compete is false. 

That Erginus was in fact young follows a fortiorifrom Kai in 0/. 4.25 cpüovrai b> Kai vioic Iv 

avöpcäaly. 
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7.2.6. Praise for the laudandus and patron message in Pindar's fifth Olympian ode. 

In the fifth Olympian ode Camarina does not receive the cursory treatment it received 

in the fourth Olympian ode, unsurprising for an ode that was first performed there. The 

relationship between city and victor is constantly stressed. In fact, the whole fifth 

Olympian ode is built up of hymns and prayers, with each triad devoted to a different 

deity and in climactic progression: Camarina, Athena and Zeus. Each triad and each 

deity serves as a vehicle of praise for victor and city. 

The proem of the ode, for example, appears to reflect on the actual events that 

took place at Olympia and demonstrates before an audience at Camarina Psaumis' 

efforts at putting Camarina on the Panhellenic map. 1367 The adjective AaörpocpoS 

makes Camarina more important than it was in reality, 1368 while Psaumis persistently 

links his glory with K0604; for Camarina. 11369 

The proem relates that Psaumis sacrificed during the athletic contests. 

Depending on which reading is adopted at the end of the first antistrophe, he did so 

either during the five days (TrEprrapipois) or only on the fifth day (rrgirapipo1q). 1370 If 

the first reading can be accepted there are two possibilities: Psaumis really sacrificed 

1367 D/. 5.5ff.: sacrificial procedures and announcement of town and the father of victor. 
1368 Jurenka (1896: 14) notes that'... dem kleinen Camarina das Attribut großer Städte 

AaoTp6(poc beigelegt wird. ' 

1369 0/. 5.4 6s [sc. Psaumisj TdV aäv TröAiv aüýwv, Kapäpiva. Cf. 0/. 4.5-12, Py. 12.4-6,0/. 

12.17-19. 
1370 0/ 5.6. Whereas most manuscripts have TrENTapipoic, papyrus f139 reads rrcpTrapipoic, 

which is printed by Snell-Maehler. We do not know when the equestrian events were held. 

According to Pausanias, early in the programme, but this was rzcp' rjpcwv, cf. Paus. 5.9.3. Robert 

(1900: 149-151) believes that they came at the end of the programme. 
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conspicuously throughout the duration of the festival 'dedicating luxurious glory' to 

Camarina, 1371 or, alternatively, this is a suggestio fa/siand the home audience is 

treated to some hyperbole. The second alternative seems the more likely one. 

The second triad moves from Olympia to Camarina and Psaumis' 

pcyaAorrpETrcia forms the climax of the second triad. 1372 The insistence on Psaumis' 

pEyaAorrpETrEia raises the question of whether we can tell anything about the extent of 

Psaumis' beneficial works. This question is relevant in view of the association between 

pcyaAorrpErrtia and tyranny. 1373 There are two passages in this respect which merit 

attention: first, a difficult and much discussed passage in the second triad, 1374 and 

second, the statement which opens the second epode. 1375 For a detailed discussion of 

the first passage, I refer to Appendix five. On the view taken there, Psaumis' 

pcya, korrptrrcia would have been considerable. He would have been intimately involved 

in the refoundation of Camarina and 'brought his townsmen from helplessness to 

light. '1376 The second passage seems to comment on the first passage. 1377 Some key 

1371 Famell (1932: 38), however, notes that only the directors of the whole festival could sacrifice 

for five days. 

1372 Because of position of the statement. 

1373 § 2.4.3.1, note 466. 

1374 O/ 5.10-14. 

1375 O/ 5.15-16. 

1376 O/. 5.14 ürr' dpaXaviac äywv tý (PdOq rövöE 6apov äarwv. Cf. Py. 9.89aff. where bpEXavia 

simply means 'not being famous'. In the fifth Olympian, however, something more serious 

seems hinted at. 

1377 O/ 5.15-16 aici 5' äpcp' äpETaIoi rrövoq barräva rE päpvarai rrpös i pyov KIV66VLP 

KEKaAuppiVOV" EU' U ruXövlEc UOCpoi Kai TroAiTm; i öoýav EppEV. In early Greek lyric rroAirai has 

no political implications, it means citizens. Cf. /sth. 1.51. 
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epinician terms are used: TrövoS, öQTravd, äpETai, KivöivoS, päpvupi. 1378 The statement, 

stressing toil and expense, appears to comment on Psaumis' way of life 'which the 

people in general, the politai, cannot share but, given a successful outcome, will 

approve. '1379 In other words, just as the EaAoi rejoiced in the success of their ýtvoc 

Psaumis at Olympia, 1380 so Psaumis' fellow townsmen praise him in Camarina. 1381 

Whereas at Olympia the laudandus is advertised as a peer among fellow peers (the 

iaAoi), in this ode he is defined as a citizen among his fellow citizens, despite his 

wealth. That the passage touches delicately on the subject of local jealousy, 1382 is more 

praise for the /audandus since it is only natural that success generates envy. Praise of 

the laudandud pcyaAorrpETrEia in this ode is a careful balancing act since 

pcya, korrptrrEia could have roused suspicions in the first place. The laudandus tackles 

the problem head-on. 

The last triad is a prayer, the first part of which offers more praise for Psaumis 

and Camarina with the invocation of Zeus as the highest authority. 1383 The poet comes 

as a suppliant to the sound of the Lydian pipes. The Lydian musical mode was 

appropriate for supplications, 1384 and particularly at home in a symposiastic setting. 1385 

1378 On these key terms, cf. § 1.4. The passage O/. 5.15-16 is epinician shorthand for the 

following sentiment striving for success is dangerous, toil and expenses are needed, but when 

one succeeds, one's fellow citizens should do the proper thing, viz. rejoice. 
1379 Adkins (1960: 161). Cf. Lehnus (1981: 82) 'la scarsa e tardiva propensione a riconoscere i 

meriti dei propri concittadini. ' 

1380 0/ 4.4-5. 

1381 0/ 5.16 EU' Öe TuXÖVTES ao pOi Kai TroAiTals 16oýav ENNEV, Cf. O/. 11.4-8, B. 5.190f. 

1382 Cf. Py. 11.28, No. 4.36f. 

1383 O/. 5.17 ! WTrjp CnpIvECpeS ZE0. Cf. Nilsson (1955: 415) on Zeus Soter, a house god as well 

as saviour and protector of the state. 

1384 Gildersleeve (1890: 170), 10/ 5.44g yAuKÜ be T6 Aübiov ptAoS, 10/ 5.44i (LOTE CIE Ta6TqV 

Ti V TrÖAiv, Tr v Kapdpivav, TC% Eiiav6piais Kai Tail Eücpgpiaig aüi; ElV Kai äycäAAEiv. EOpu9piaic U. 
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Tentatively one could argue that this might be hinting at Psaumis' behaviour as not 

hubristic. 1386 The third antistrophe, at a climactic position at end of the antistrophe, 

leads up to the heart of the prayer. A wish for more Olympic victors for Camarina 

should be understood as a wish for more Kübos for Psaumis' home City. 1387 This is 

followed by the hope that Psaumis may continue to 'delight in 'Poseidon's horses', 1388 a 

discreet way of making a plea for the continuation of the wealth of the /audandus. 

Implicitly this means more psyaAorrptrrEla for Camarina. 

Finally, the ode touches on the aspirations of the /audandus a 'cheerful old age 

with your sons about you. '1389 The sentiment of the primacy of the father and the need 

for sons to be devoted to the father is not uncommon in an epinician context. 1390 The 

laudandus includes traditional family values in his patron-message. However, it also 

defines the sphere of future activity of the /audandus as that of the family and hence 

tells the audience that Psaumis in the future will not extend authority inappropriately. In 

other words, his intentions exclude attempts at tyranny. 

The statement is capped with a ne plus ultra, which in essence repeats the 

heart of the prayer: the highest has been achieved; do not strive for the impossible. 1391 

1385 Pl. R. 398e-399a. Cf. Nilsson (1955: 415) Zeus ELTrjp 'bei dem Gelage die erste oder die 
dritte Spende gewidmet. ' 

1386 Psaumis will not upset the balance of his own claims and the rights of others. Cf. D. L. 

Cairns (1996: passim) for a discussion of hubris in terms of Tiprj. Cf. Dickie (1984: passim) on 

proper symposia and absence of hubris. 

1387 0/. 5.20-21 aiT1 c7wv TT6Aiv tiiavopiaiai T6v6E KAurais balbpAAtiv. 
1388 0/ 5.21 aE T', IOAupTnövIKE, flouatiavioiaiv Turrois KTA. 

1389 O/. 5.22-23 EüOupov ES TEAEUTäv uiwv, WaOpi, Trapiarapivwv. 
1390 Howie (1989: 57). Cf. Py. 6.19ff. (=Hes. fr. 283-5 MW), Ne. 7.98ff. 

1391 0/. 5.24 prj paTEÜap OEbs ytvEa9ai. Cf. D. L. Cairns (2003: 250) 'the /audandus is reminded 

of the danger of doing so [sc. attracting divine envy] and implicitly complimented on recognising 
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The concluding part of Pindar's fifth Olympian ode can be compared with the 

end of the eighth Olympian ode, an ode written for a boy-victor of the Aeginetan clan of 

the Blepsiadae. Pindar composed more odes for Aegina than for any other city and 

mentions six conspicuous Aeginetan families. 1392 The clans eagerly competed in the 

crown games. 1393 In 458/7 BCE Aegina was forcibly incorporated into the Athenian 

empire and much in the odes for Aeginetan victors can be understood in terms of 

conflictual situations before and after that event. 1394 The Aeginetan clans would 

arguably vie for power, 1395 and Aegina must have been a city with a 'problematised 

elite', if ever there was one. Yet the end of the eighth Olympian ode voices the same 

sentiment as the end of the fifth Olympian ode: the aspirations of the clan do not go 

further than 'a lifetime free from pain' and pEyaAorrpFrrsia for Aegina. 1396 

this danger'. This is a common epinician topos, cf. O/. 13.24-28, Py. 8.71f., Py. 10.20f., Ne. 

11.15f. , 
/sth. 5.14,7.3 9-42. 

1392 The Bassidae (Ne. 6.31), the Blepsiadae (018.75), the Chariadae (Ne. 8.46), the 

Euxenidae (Ne. 7.70), the Midylidae (Py. 8.38), the Theandridae (Ne. 4.73). 

1393 The sixth major victory for the Blepsiadae was celebrated with the eight Olympian ode. Cf. 

01.8.70-79. 
1394 Cf. the relevant passages in Pfeijffer (1999). 

1395 Cf. Figueira (1993: 112-25). 

1396 O/ 8.88-89. The patron message in an ode for a boy-victor surely is that of the clan, not of 
the boy-victor. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT - CONCLUSIONS. 

8.1 Introduction. 

This enquiry set out to investigate the patron message or self-representation in the 

epinician odes composed by Pindar and Bacchylides for Sicilian /audandi. Modern 

scholarship on the epinician odes often plays down the historical record or neglects it 

altogether, whereas historical studies of Sicily in the first half of the fifth century BCE 

often use the scholia to the odes to the exclusion of the poems themselves. Since this 

enquiry assumes that the poets accommodated the political and social aspirations of 

the patrons who commissioned the odes, the historical record is scrutinised in a fair 

amount of detail. I shall outline some of these results in more detail presently, but first 

shall summarise the key findings with regard to the four objectives stated in the 

introduction. 

With regard to the first objective, 1397 this enquiry comes to the following 

conclusions. First, differences in patron message between odes for tyrants and other 

/audandi can be observed. Unsurprisingly, considering their distinct status, tyrants will 

be advertised and praised differently from non-tyrants. The tyrant is more often than 

not praised in terms of power and wealth, whereas other /audandiare mostly praised in 

terms of their poleis. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that no attempts are made in the 

odes composed for tyrants to present the /audandus' successes as linked to his home 

city, nor is the tyrant invariably separated from the rest of humanity. Especially in the 

1397 To describe how patron messages differ between odes composed for tyrants and odes 

composed for other iaudandi. 
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earlier odes composed for Hieron, strategies of inclusion can be found. Consequently, 

it would be wrong to argue that in odes composed for tyrants the dominant strategy is 

invariably one of exclusion. In like manner, in odes composed for /audandiother than 

tyrants the dominant strategy need not necessarily be one of inclusion. Second, a 

tyrant can be shown to have considerable influence over the patron message in an ode 

composed for one of his associates. 1398 Third, an epinician ode, as a celebration of the 

victory, is first and foremost praise, yet it has the potential to engage in debate as well. 

This enquiry identifies these debates, 1399 and suggests that there is a relation between 

the status of the /audandus and the content of the debate, especially in cases in which 

the ode was first performed in the home city of the victor. In odes composed for tyrants 

legitimisation of tyrannical rule is a major concern, while in odes composed for laudandi 

other than tyrants the concern appears to be countering suspicions which the 

community of the laudandus might have harboured against the /audandus. 1400 Fourth, 

the historical record shows that potentially a Panhellenic victory could be an 

opportunity for those aspiring to tyranny. 1401 A Panhellenic victory would surely have 

put the laudandus in the spotlight. Some argue that, since the /audandus has 

temporarily stepped outside the bounds of conventional experience, an epinician ode 

could have facilitated his reintegration into his community. However, this enquiry 

suggests that the suspicions that are countered in the odes are mostly unrelated to the 

newly acquired status of the /audandus as Panhellenic victor. On that interpretation, the 

1398 Hagesias of Syracuse accommodates his overlord Hieron, cf. § 3.2.7. Chromius of Aetna 

was apparently allowed to celebrate his victories without mention of his overlord Hieron, cf. § 

3.1.1. 

1399 They are summarised in the next paragraph. 

1400 There are apparently two exceptions, cf. § 8.2 

1401 Cf. § 1.3, note 9. 
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laudandus was already problematic before he entered into Panhellenic competition. 

This challenges the notion of the 'reintegration of the victor into his home town', 1402 at 

least insofar as the Sicilian odes are concerned. Tentatively, it is argued that the 

opportunity which epinician odes offered to the laudandus to engage in debate with 

audiences might have been an important incentive to participate in Panhellenic games 

in the first place. 

With regard to the second objective, 1403 this enquiry comes to the following 

conclusions. First, the patron message in Pindar's second Olympian ode for Theron of 

Acragas can be linked with Deinomenid - Emmenid relations in the first half of the fifth 

century. 1404 Since the Emmenids appear to have been the junior partner in the alliance, 

this might explain why Pindar's second Olympian ode does not contain any claims to 

power and appears to be preoccupied with the past. 1405 Second, whereas in the earlier 

odes composed for Hieron the laudandus speaks of his rule and power with 

considerable reticence, 1406 the later odes defiantly speak of the tyrant's autonomy. 

1402 The expression 'reintegration of the victor into his home city' assumes that his new status as 

Panhellenic victor is problematic, cf. § 1.3. McGlew (1993: 37n. 48) rightly stresses that an 

epinician ode is less concerned with assuring the community that the patron's athletic victory is 

not a stepping-stone to political domination than with restructuring the relationship between a 

patron and his city. However, he mostly neglects the historical context and moreover takes 

epinician statements at their face value. Consequently, he entirely fails to appreciate the notion 

of Selbstdarstellung, cf. e. g. his discussion of Pi. 0/. 6.92-98 (1993: 39). Similar neglect of the 

political circumstances in Stoneman (1984: 43-49). 

1403 To investigate differences in patron message between odes composed for the tyrant Hieron 

of Syracuse and those composed for the tyrant Theron of Acragas. 

1404 Since the extant epinician corpus contains only two odes composed for Theron, one of 

which appears to be an in situ ode, some caution is needed. 
1405 Odes composed for Hieron tend to look to the future. 

1406 Possibly as a consequence of Hieron's position as usurper at the start of his career as 

tyrant of Syracuse in 478 BCE. Cf. § 2.1.3.1. 
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Hieron's rule in those later odes is advertised as unchallenged and the tyrant as 

someone at the apex of his political power. 1407 The distribution of regal terminology in 

the odes for Hieron supports this view. Third, the odes composed for Hieron fairly 

consistently touch on human envy. This does not contradict the previous observation, 

but can be explained as a reflection of the militaristic nature of the Deinomenid 

tyranny, 1408 circumstances under which simmering discontent and envy would be 

unsurprising. In the odes composed for Theron, envy is not a problem. This is in 

accordance with earlier suggestions that the Emmenid tyranny was to a much lesser 

extent at variance with citizens and political elite. 1409 Fourth, in all odes composed for 

Hieron wishes for literal immortality can be found. These wishes are hinted at in the 

odes composed early in Hieron's career and become more openly expressed in the 

later odes composed for the tyrant. Whether this change in tactics reflects the tyrant's 

growing confidence or his growing preoccupation with posthumous self-representation 

must remain undecided. 1410 

With regard to the third objective, 1411 this enquiry shows that self-representation 

of the laudandus in the so-called in situ odes is different from that in odes that were 

performed for the first time in his home city. Hence a first performance at the games 

1407 Yet again Pindar's first Pythian ode is different. It shows a unusual blend of different 

ideologies (Po/is- as well as Herrschaftsideologie) and a mixture of rhetorical strategies (of 

inclusion as well as of exclusion). It presents Hieron's autonomy in a defiant manner, yet uses 
(non-existent) threats to underpin his rule. Cf. Appendix 6.1. 

1408 On which see Luraghi (1994: 364). 

1409 Cf. § 5.2.1. 

1410 There is no need to look for references to Hieron's illness beyond the first and third Pythian 

odes. Cf. §§ 2.4.4.2,2.6.1. 

1411 To investigate how the patron message in a particular ode is tailored to different audience 
types. 
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appears to have placed certain restrictions on the manner in which the /audandus could 

be advertised. 1412 Patron messages in odes other than in situ odes show a much 

greater variation and are often tailored to engage in debate with audiences abroad as 

well as with the home audience. 1413 Pindar's third Olympian ode, however, shows that 

the content of an in situ ode need not necessarily be restricted to a catalogue of 

traditional epinician elements. 1414 

With regard to the fourth objective, 1415 this enquiry cautions against some 

generalisations of other scholars regarding patron messages in the epinician odes. 

Admittedly, all models, as simplifications of reality, will invariably overlook certain 

details. However, the results of this enquiry suggest that some models and concepts 

obscure important differences and could thus be too monolithic. 1416 Hence this enquiry 

argues that the nuancing and the variety of patron message employed in epinician 

odes are much greater than has hitherto been thought. 

8.2 Detailed discussion of results: Tyrants versus non-tyrants. 

1412 Cf. § 2.4.3 on the 'strategy of silence'. 

1413 The odes that are most clearly designed to engage with different audiences are Pindar's 

ninth Nemean ode and Pindar's first Pith/an ode, cf. §§ 3.1.2,2.4.4.3 

1414 The name of victor, the name of father, mention of home country of victor, venue, event and 

mention of victory. Such a catalogue reflects the Dokumentationsfunktion of an in situ ode. Cf. 

Gelzer (1985: 102). 

1415 To contrast the results of this enquiry with other scholarship that addresses patron message 

and self-representation: in particular the models of Po/isideo%gie versus Herrschaftssystem, the 

contrast between elitist- and 'middling' ideology, the concepts of 'home-coming of the victor' and 
're-integration of the victor in his home city. 
1416 Cf. § 8.5. 
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First and foremost, an epinician ode, as celebration of a victory, praises the laudandus 

and must surely have added to the joy of audience and laudandus during the festivities. 

However, this enquiry argues that the concerns of an epinician ode are not limited to 

praise: the epinician odes can attempt to persuade as well. In odes composed for 

laudand/other than tyrants, more often than not, debates can be identified that address 

and counter suspicions which fellow citizens or the wider Greek community might have 

harboured against the laudandus. These debates can be summarised, somewhat 

crudely, as follows: 1417 

In Pindar's sixth Olympian ode, the laudandus Hagesias counters suspicions 

vis-ä-vis his overlord, Hieron. Since he might rightly have been suspected of attempts 

at tyranny, he advertises himself as someone without any political ambitions and 

instead praises Hieron extensively. His Olympic victory arguably adds to such 

suspicions, yet is not the sole ground for those suspicions. 

In the fifth Olympian ode, the laudandus Psaumis counters suspicions vis-ä-vis 

his fellow citizens since his considerable pEyoAorrpt rEia could be linked with attempts 

at tyranny. His Olympic victory arguably encourages such suspicions, yet is not the 

sole ground for those suspicions. Possibly the laudanduswas subject to suspicions 

based on his ethnicity as well. 

In the sixth Pythian and second Isthmian odes for Thrasybulus it is difficult to 

pinpoint the character of the suspicions which his fellow citizens might have had. 

However, the Iaudandusapparently thought it necessary to appropriate his father's 

1417 1 refer to the relevant §§ in the main text for a more balanced discussion. Some /audandi, I 

suspect, had more dangerous suspicions to counter than other /audandi. I have ordered the 

summaries starting with what I think were the most urgent debates. Hence the last debates in 

this list touch on suspicions that only tangentially bear on the /audandus. 
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victories for his own use. The manner in which the second Isthmian ode harks back to 

a better past and the manner in which the /audandus praises his father and his uncle 

Theron as role models in the sixth Pythian ode suggests that the laudandus reacts to 

circumstances in the turbulent times after the fall of the Emmenid tyranny in 472 BCE. 

Since the Iaudanduswas not a victor himself, the victories celebrated in the odes have 

of course no bearing on these suspicions. 

In the twelfth Olympian ode, which was first performed after the fall of the 

Deinomenid and Emmenid tyrannies, the laudandus Ergoteles asserts his legal rights 

and possibly counters suspicions of his fellow citizens towards him in his capacity of 

'new' citizen. The fact that he returned to his home city as an Olympic victor has no 

bearing on such suspicions since the /audandus was surely not suspected of attempts 

at tyranny. 

In the fourth O/ympianode, an in situ ode, the /audandusPsaumis counters 

possible suspicions of a Panhellenic audience with regard to the /audandus' 

unprepossessing home city and his ethnic background as Sicel. Some features of the 

ode would assist in countering more serious suspicions when the ode was reperformed 

in his home city. 

Pindar's ninth Nemean ode is partly a political programme, namely an attempt 

to attract new settlers to Aetna. Assuming that it was widely known in the Greek world 

that Aetna's refoundation was a project aimed at increasing the safety of the 

Deinomenid tyranny more than anything else, the praise in the ode for Aetna attempts 

to counter suspicions prospective settlers might have had against the new city. 

Two conceivable candidates are excluded from this list, namely Pindar's first 

Nemean ode and his twelfth Pythian ode. In the first Nemean ode, it is difficult to 
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identify any debate at all. Interestingly, in the other ode composed for the same 

laudandus, Pindar's ninth Nemean ode, the suspicions that can be identified only 

tangentially bear on the /audandus Hence Chromius of Aetna is arguably the most 

unproblematic victor among the Sicilian /audandi. This sits well with the suggestion that 

he had come to the end of his career and at the same time was a very close associate 

of the tyrant Hieron: 1418 unlike Hagesias of Syracuse, he could afford to leave Hieron 

out of the odes he commissioned. If indeed Chromius was an unproblematic victor, this 

might explain why Pindar's first Nemean ode forfeits the opportunity of a final recap of 

praise for the /audandus, 14t9 and instead extends the central narrative to the end of the 

poem. 1420 The other ode that is excluded from the above list of odes countering 

suspicions, Pindar's twelfth Pythian ode for Midas of Acragas, is best hived off in a 

separate discussion. 1421 

Importantly, the suspicions that are countered in the odes are mostly unrelated 

to the newly acquired status of the laudandus as Panhellenic victor. The exceptions 

appear to be Pindar's sixth Olympian ode for Hagesias of Syracuse and, to a lesser 

extent, Pindar's fifth O/ympianode for Psaumis. In those odes, the Olympic victory 

might have added to existing suspicions, yet it is not the sole ground for such 

suspicions. Hence this challenges the notion of the 'reintegration of the victor into his 

home town'. 

1418 A long military and diplomatic career in service of Gelon and Hieron, family connections 

through marriage, guardian to Hieron's (or Gelon's) son, and viceroy of Aetna. 

1419 An epinician ode normally returns in one way or another to the laudandus with some 

concluding praise, a prayer or a gnome relevant to the laudandus. 

1420 A feature it shares with Pindar's tenth Nemean ode for a victor from Argos. 

1421Cf, §4.1. 
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At least on the basis of the odes composed for Sicilians, it seems wrong to 

argue that epinician odes primarily deal with the position and aims of tyrants and quasi 

tyrants. 1422 While Hagesias and Psaumis may or may not have aspired to tyranny, 1423 

this enquiry suggests that Chromius, Ergoteles and likely Thrasybulus should not be 

labelled as quasi tyrants. 

In most odes composed for tyrants, legitimisation of tyrannical rule appears to 

be a more important concern for the laudandus than countering suspicions. However, 

Pindar's first Pythian appears to be an exception since in that ode both concerns are 

prominent. 1424 

Whereas in the odes composed for Hieron of Syracuse, perhaps unsurprisingly 

considering the strong militaristic nature of his tyranny, attempts are often made to 

legitimise his tyrannical rule, this enquiry does not support the view that all odes 

composed for tyrants invariably make such attempts. 1425 The odes composed for 

Theron as well as the odes composed for Hieron early in his career are a case in point. 

In Pindar's second Olympian ode considerable efforts are made to integrate the 

laudandus in his community and there are no claims to power by the laudandus or his 

clan, and hence in that ode there is no trace of Hen-schaftsideologie. The ideology of 

1422 Nagy (1990: 175) argues that quasi tyrants are aristocrats who aspire to the political status 
of tyrants. 

1423 And I think it is very unlikely that Psaumis had aspirations to tyranny. 

1424 The ode forcefully argues for Hieron's tyrannical rule but also counters negative attitudes 

which an audience abroad might have harboured towards the Western Greeks, cf. Appendix 

three. 

1425 Pace Mann (2000: 39) 'In Fall Hierons dienten Epinikien also nicht dazu, die Person des 

Siegers in die Polisgemeinschaft zu integrieren, sondern die Herrschaft des außerhalb, bzw. 

über der Polisordnung stehenden Tyrannen zu untermauern. Sie verkündeten nicht Polis-, 

sondern Herrschaftsideologie. ' The odes composed for Theron of Acragas are not considered in 
Mann's (2000) article. 
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that ode, when pressed, would best be described as Adelsideologie. In the odes 

composed for Hieron there are certainly efforts to present the laudandus as integrated 

in his community. 1426 The ideologies in the odes for Theron and Hieron have similarities 

with odes composed for non-tyrants. It would perhaps be wrong to label their ideology 

Pofisideolog/e, yet it would be equally wrong to say that the tyrant is invariably and 

dramatically separated from mankind in general and from his subjects in particular. 1427 

In other words, the status of the laudandus does not necessarily decide the dominant 

ideology in an ode. 

8.3 Detailed discussion of results: Hieron versus Theron. 

A relativity high proportion of the Sicilian epinician odes were composed for Hieron of 

Syracuse. Since most victories celebrated in those odes can be dated with some 

confidence, 1428 valid observations over time should be possible. This enquiry orders the 

odes composed for Hieron chronologically according to the date of the victory 

celebrated in the ode, 1429 as follows: Pindar's second Pythian ode (victory date 477 

BCE), Bacchylides' fifth ode (victory date 476 BCE), Pindar's first Olympian ode (472 

BCE), Bacchylides' fourth ode and Pindar's first Pythian ode (470 BCE), Bacchylides' 

third ode (468 BCE), Pindar's third Pythian ode (unknown date of victory, but probably 

1426 Cf. § 2.1.3 in Pindar's second Pythian ode, § 2.2.1 in Bacchylides' fifth ode. Cf. § 8.3.1. 

1427 Pace Stenger (2004: 275ff., 315). 

1428 With the exception of Pindar's third Pythian ode. 
1429 Under the assumption that the date of victory celebrated in an ode is more or less 

contemporaneous with the date of first performance. Pindar's third and sixth Pythian odes and 
his second Isthmian ode are exceptions. 
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after 470 BCE). The victory celebrated in the two odes composed for Theron is 

securely dated to 476 BCE. 

This enquiry argues that four features of the Sicilian tyrannies of the first half of 

the fifth century BCE are instrumental in explaining self-representation and patron 

message in epinician odes composed for tyrants. First, Hieron appears to have 

usurped the tyranny in 478/7 BCE and consequently did not have any legal claims on 

Syracuse. 1430 Second, by becoming an cecist, Hieron actively sought posthumous hero 

status, whereas Theron does not appear to have done so. 1431 Third, the Deinomenid 

tyrants were not wholly champions of the aristocracy nor were they altogether 

(piA65riuoi. 1432 Fourth, by the 470s BCE, the Emmenid dynasty appears to have been 

the junior partner in a Deinomenid - Emmenid alliance. 1433 These points help to clarify 

a number of features in odes composed for Hieron and Theron: the manner in which 

the odes advertise power and rule (§ 8.3.1), the distribution of the regal terminology in 

the odes (§ 8.3.2), the manner in which the odes address human envy (§ 8.3.3) and, 

finally, the manner in which the odes deal with eschatological concerns of the tyrants (§ 

8.3.4). 

8.3.1 Power and rule - reticence versus confidence. 

1430 Cf. § 2.1.3.1. 
1431 Cf. Appendix five. 

1432 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 286ff., 371-73). Pace McGlew (1993: 67f. ) who argues that T6Troi about 

tyrants in Solon and Theognis show that tyrants drew their support from the mass of citizens 

against a corrupt aristocracy, a view to which apparently Aristotle subscribed, cf. Pol. 1305a4-5: 

Peisistratus as the champion of the poor, platform of hatred towards the rich. 

1433 Cf. Kukofka (1992: 71-75), Luraghi (1994: 328-32). Cf. § 2.1. 
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Since tyranny appears to have been viewed as äöIKia per se from the early fifth century 

onwards, 1434 unsurprisingly, both Hieron and Theron are advertised as agents of 

justice. 1435 The distribution of those passages in the odes suggests that Hieron used 

this strategy earlier rather than later in his career. The odes composed early in Hieron's 

career moreover show considerable reticence in the manner in which his power and 

rule are expressed. This can be contrasted with odes composed later in Hieron's 

career. In those odes the laudandus is presented as autonomous and his power 

defiantly advertised, '436 or simply taken for granted. 1437 This sits well with the 

assumption that Hieron usurped the tyranny in 478/7 BCE. Such reticence might very 

well reflect the actual political situation early in Hieron's career as tyrant of Syracuse. 

However, in Pindar's third Pythian ode, the first performance of which this enquiry 

dates to after 470 BCE, there are features that place the laudandus in proximity with 

his subjects. 1438 

It is worth noting that there are only two odes in which Hieron is praised for his 

wisdom as counsellor. 1439 One is composed for Hieron and is early (477 BCE) whereas 

in the other ode someone who might have been perceived as a threat to the tyrant 

praises Hieron. Arguably, Hieron's position in Syracuse was more precarious in 478/7 

BCE than it was by 468 BCE. Since Hagesias in Pindar's sixth Olympian ode thought it 

1434 Cf. Hdt. 3.142.1,7.164. 

1435 Hieron explicitly at Py. 2.65ff., B. 5.6, Py. 1.86. Theron explicitly at 0/. 2.65ff. Hieron implicitly 

at Py. 2.86 'the straight talking man excels under every form of government', 0/. 1.12, Py. 3.7f. 

the king who rules with gentle hand, B. 4.3. Theron implicitly at 0/. 2.6. Hieron's associate 
Chromius is praised for his reputation for justice at Ne. 9.44. 

1436 E. g. Pindar's first Pythias ode (470 BCE), cf. § 2.4.4, note 482. 

1437 Bacchylides' third ode, first performed in 468 BCE, presents his rule as a matter of fact. 

1438 Cf. § 2.6.1. 

1439 Py. 2.65a, 0/. 6.94. 
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necessary to counter suspicions his overlord might be harbouring against him and 

since that ode praises Hieron in terms similar to those in Pindar's second Pythian ode, I 

tentatively suggest an earlier rather than a later date of first performance for Pindar's 

sixth O/ympian ode. 1440 

The unusual blend of Po/isideologie and Herrschaftssystem in Pindar's first 

Pythian ode, 1441 can be explained by the suggestion that Hieron was neither exclusively 

a cpiAöbrtuoc or exclusively a champion of the aristocracy. However, passages in 

Pindar's second and third Pythian odes show that the tyrant took the interests of the 

aristocracy into consideration as well. This is in accordance with the observation that 

the Deinomenid tyrants were not wholly champions of the aristocracy nor altogether 

(piA66rlpot. 1442 

The absence of any ostentatious claims to power in Pindar's second Olympian 

ode sits well with the state of relations in the Deinomenid-Emmenid alliance around 

476 BCE. More importantly, Pindar's second Olympian ode tends to look back to the 

past: the hic etnunc is defined in terms of illud tempus and Theron's future concerns 

do not appear to be worldly but almost exclusively pertaining to the afterlife. 1443 This 

enquiry explains this feature of the second Olympian ode as a result of the laudandus' 

eschatology. 1444 This can be contrasted with odes composed for Hieron, especially the 

odes composed early in his career, in which the outlook is directed more to the 

1440 Cf. § 3.3.2. 

1441 Cf. Mann (2000: 36n. 21)'... Iediglich in der 1. Pythischen Ode läßt sich ein stärkerer 

Polisbezug festzustellen. ' 
1442 Py. 2.96, Py. 3.71, cf. §§ 2.1.6,2.6.3. 
1443 Cf. § 5.2.4.1. 

1444 Cf. 5.2.4.1: Theron and his clan are the end-point in a long line of achievements, paralleling 

the terminus of the blessed state described in the eschatological passage. 
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(worldly) future. 145 This contrast supports the suggestion that the Deinomenids of the 

first half of the fifth century had much stronger militaristic and expansionistic tendencies 

than had the Emmenid tyranny. ' 

Finally, the absence of any substantial genealogy in odes composed for Hieron 

should not be taken as evidence that the Deinomenid clan had no forebears to boast 

of. On the contrary, other evidence suggests that, in fact, the Emmenids might have 

been the clan more in need of some genealogical touch ing-u p. 1447 

Unsurprisingly, in epinician odes that present the laudandus as highly confident 

or autonomous, reintegration and the notion of the 'homecoming of the victor' will be 

concerns of lesser importance than in odes which adopt a strategy of inclusion. 

8.3.2 Regal Terminology. 

1445 Cf. 0/ 1.109: the hope for new victories, 0/. 1.115: the hope that Hieron's rightful power 

may continue. Many references to the future in the first Pythian ode: Py. 1.46,1.56,1.67,1.70, 

1.71,1.85,1.91. B. 5.35: a wish for future victories, B. 5.197-200: a wish for the continuation of 

peace. Possibly B. 5.193f. It should be noted that the negation of worldly concerns at B. 3.88-90 

(468 BCE) is a foil for the statement that follows and which asserts that Hieron's glory will 

survive. 

1446 Luraghi (1994: 378f. ) on Deinomenid policy: 'si trattava di una politica the possiamo, con 

tutta la circospezione del caso, definire imperialista, una politica the cerca la guerra, la vittoria, 

la conquista, probabilmente anche perche era questa l'unica possibile fonte di legittimitä cui it 

tiranno poteva attingere per esorcizzare la sua cronica illegittimitä, oltre the per giustificare la 

militarizzazione della societä the lui stesso aveva provocato, ... Terone sembra rimanere, per 

cosi dire, un passo indietro. Nel suo caso le fonti ripropongono la connessione tra 

accantonamento di ricchezza pubblica, edilizia templare e avvento della tirannide, ... '. Cf. Th. 

1.17. Luraghi (1994: 378n. 3) links Thucydides' remarks with Deinomenid politics. Differently 

Gomme (1945: 128) who thinks that Thucydides was thinking of Phalaris rather than of the 

Deinomenids. 
1447 Cf. § 5.2.4.1. 
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There are several passages in the epinician odes where Hieron is either explicitly 

addressed as king, 148 or where his kingship is implied by association. 1449 The 

Deinomenids apparently did not use the royal title, 1450 and propaganda is obviously at 

work. The question can be asked how regal terminology is distributed in the odes 

composed for Hieron. When considering this, Pindar's third Pythian ode should be 

disregarded so as to avoid circular argument, 1451 while caution is needed with 

passages in Pindar's first Olympian ode. 1452 Explicit regal terminology for Hieron is 

very strong in an ode composed in 470 BCE and, if a date of 472 BCE can be accepted 

for Pindar's first Olympian ode, does not occur before 472 BCE. Implicit regal 

terminology is arguably weak in earlier odes and becomes progressively stronger in the 

later odes, culminating in a strong instance in Bacchylides' third ode (468 BCE). This is 

in accordance with the observations in § 8.3.1. It also supports an earlier rather than 

later date of first performance of Pindar's third Pythian ode, since Hieron is explicitly 

advertised as king. 

Theron apparently did not use the royal title. 1453 This is in accordance with the 

language of Pindar's second Olympian ode. In that ode, Theron is praised as a bulwark 

for Acragas, 1454 surely high praise, but not praise that separates him from all other 

citizens of Acragas. 

1448 At 0/. 1.23, Py. 1.60, Py. 1.68, Py. 3.70. The passage Py. 2.13-15 should not be seen as 

regal terminology, cf. § 2.1.4. 

1449 B. 5.6 his straight mind; 0/. 1.12 the sceptre; B. 4.3 oaTÜAEpiv; B. 3.11-2 Zeus as source for 

Hieron's position. 

1450 Cf. Appendix four. 

1451 Since the regal terminology in the ode is used in the argumentation to date the ode. 

1452 For the same reason, but less obviously so, cf. § 2.1.1, Appendix 2.2. 

1453 § 5.2.1, note 1075. 

14540/2.6. 
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8.3.3 Envy in the epinician odes. 

8.3.3.1 Divine Envy. 

Divine envy, as opposed to human envy, is a topos of praise. 1455 Since it does not 

appear to have a direct bearing on the circumstances of the laudandus, it is discussed 

in the main text. 1456 

8.3.3.2 Human envy. 

A recent enquiry into envy in the epinician odes suggests that the odes which deal with 

envy have a common link: a situation of exceptional political instability and unrest to 

which the victor was directly exposed. 1457 The same enquiry suggests that it is 

remarkable that many passages that deal with envy occur in odes composed for 

Sicilians and Aeginetans, both regions for which political unrest in the first half of the 

fifth century is well documented. 1458 Those passages, however, merit closer scrutiny 

1455 Cf. D. L. Cairns (2003: 250). 

1456 E. g. Pi. Py. 1.85, cf. § 7.2.6, note 1391. 

1457 Most (2003: 136) '... if Pindar's references to envy occur most frequently in poems for which 

we can be fairly confident that they played against a background of political unrest, then those 

references are compelled neither by Greek lack of sportsmanship nor by the generally 

applicable laws of the epinician genre, but are instead a response to a real but limited social 

and political situation, one of potential danger and of the urgent necessity of conciliation and 

mediation. ' 

1458 Most (2003: 135). In odes composed for Sicilians: Pi. 0/. 1.47, Py. 1.85, Py. 2.88-90, Py. 

3.71,8.3.67, B. 5.187 (all for Hieron), 0/. 2.94 (Theron), 0/. 6.7,6.74-76 (Hagesias), /sth. 2.43 

(Xenocrates/ Thrasybulus). Pi. 0/. 5.24 is generic praise, cf. D. L. Cairns (2003: 250). Cf. § 7.2.6 
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and it is argued that some of them only apparently refer to circumstances of the 

laudandus. A passage in Pindar's first Olympian ode, 1459 for example, deals with 

envious neighbours in a section of the Pelops myth. It is part of Pindar's myth revision 

and is surely only tangentially linked with the circumstances of the laudandus, 1480 if at 

all. A passage in Pindar's second Olympian ode, 1461 is praise in litotes for Theron's 

munificence, 1462 and has very little to do with envy of other citizens towards the 

laudandus in his capacity of victor or tyrant. The two passages in odes composed for 

Hagesias at first sight are more ambiguous, but they, too, can be explained in generic 

terms. 1463Apart from a passage in Pindar's second /sthmian ode, 1464 there are five 

other instances, all in odes for Hieron. 1465 These passages all relate to human envy. 

They warn against its negative consequences, and they deny its applicability to the 

note 1391. Envy in odes composed for Aeginetan victors: O/. 8.55 (Alcimedon) Py. 8.72 

(Aristomenes), Ne. 3.9 (Aristocleidas), Ne. 4.39 (Timasarchus), Ne. 8.21 (Deinias), /5th. 5.24 

(Phylacidas), B. 13.199 (Pytheas). Envy in odes for Theban victors: Py. 11.29,54 

(Thrasydaeus), /sth. 1.44 (Herodotus), /sth. 7.39 (Strepsiadas). 

1459 O/ 1.47 iVVETTE Kpu(pý TIS a: TiKa (peovepwv yEITbvwv. 

1460 Unless one is ready to accept that at this stage of the ode, a contemporary audience would 

parallel the /audandus somehow with Tantalus envied by his neighbours for having entertained 

the gods. Surely, the /audandus is here, as Most (1993: 136) remarks on O/. 7.6, 'removed 

from the immediate circumstances of the victor's situation. ' On Pindar's myth revision in the first 

Olympian ode, cf. § 2.3.3. 

1461 O/ 2.94 EOEpV: Tav Trpanlaiv ä(peov CITEpöv TE Xipa OrjpwvoS. 

1462 A rhetorical device which is very common in Pindar, cf. Race (1983). 

1463 Cf. § 3.2.4.1 on O/. 6.7, O/. 6.74-76. Erbse (1999: 17) rightly remarks that allusions to 

political unrest would have been out of place since Hieron was present during the first 

performance of the ode. 
1464 /sth. 2.43 prj vuv, 6TI (peovEpal evaTWV (ppivas C p(plKp4pavTal AT1IöES. Cf. § 6.1.3, § 6.1.4 

where it is argued that this passage might well refer to political unrest. 

1465 Py. 2.88-90: envious people cause their own ruin, B. 5.187: when one is successful, envy 

should not obstruct praise, Py. 1.85: envy [sc. human envy, not divine envy, cf. D. L. Cairns 

(2003: 250)] is better than pity, B. 3.67: when one is not inherently envious, one praises Hieron, 

Py. 3.71: Hieron does not begrudge the dyaeoi [sc. the wealthy upper class, cf. § 2.6.3]. 
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laudandus, stressing that envy, although a necessary concomitant of success, cannot 

or should not prevent praise. It was surely Hieron's own choice to include the topic of 

envy in these odes. 1466 Interestingly, these references seem to crop up in odes that 

span Hieron's whole career as tyrant of Syracuse. 1467 That observation does not 

necessarily contradict the suggestion of this enquiry that in the earlier odes for Hieron 

the /audandus speaks of his rule and power with considerable reticence, while the later 

odes show much more unconditional and defiant expressions of power and rule. 

Instead, it can be understood as support for the suggestion that the Deinomenid 

tyranny was militaristic to a considerable degree. 1468 In such an environment simmering 

discontent would be unsurprising. Tentatively one could argue that in the earliest ode 

composed for Hieron, Pindar's second Pyth/an, envy is taken very seriously as a real 

and present danger, 1469 whereas in later odes envy is presented as something more 

manageable. In an ode for which a late date of first performance is suggested, Pindar's 

third Pythian ode, envy is dealt with from the perspective of the laudandus, which 

suggests that envy harboured by others was no longer a problem for the /audandus. 1470 

If envy in odes composed for Hieron indeed reflects underlying political unrest, 

then the absence of the envy motif in odes for Theron can be explained as a 

consequence of the relations of the tyranny with the general population and the political 

1466 In odes composed for Theron, human envy does not appear to be a concern, see below. 

1467 In odes composed in 478,476,470 and 468 BCE. 

1468 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 364) and § 2.1.6 on the concluding section of Pindar's second Pythias 

ode. 

1469 Cf. Py. 2.84-100 where the enviers are prominent. The ode leaves little doubt as to how 

they will be dealt with. 
1470 Consequently, Kurke's (1991: 220f. ) argument that in odes composed for tyrants there are 

no attempts to defuse cpOövoc as a result of success, oversimplifies matters. Moreover, Pindar's 

second Pythian ode shows that not always 'the enviers are mocked rather than mollified. ' (ibid. ). 
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elite, which appear to have been less strained in the case of the Emmenid tyranny than 

in case of the Deinomenids. 1471 

8.3.4 Expressions of literal immortality in the odes. 

By becoming the cecist of a newly founded Aetna in 476 BCE, Hieron seems to have 

actively sought literal immortality. 1472 In the odes composed later in his career wishes 

for literal immortality appear to be openly expressed. There surely can be little doubt, 

for example, about the laudandus' intention in Bacchylides' third ode. 1473 In the odes 

composed early in his career it appears that such wishes are only deftly touched 

upon, 1474 or expressed with much reticence. Those odes show a certain reticence on 

the subject of literal immortality. This raises the questions why this wish for literal 

immortality becomes progressively more clearly voiced in later odes. Possibly, such a 

wish to be put on a par with real heroes already during one's lifetime may have been 

perceived as presumptuous. On the view taken above this would have been particularly 

problematic in the earlier odes for Hieron, but less so in the later ones. In Pindar's first 

O/ympian ode, for example, a rhetorical stance is adopted which allows the expression 

of such wishes without incurring accusations of presumptuousness. Be that as it may, 

in Pindar's second Olympian ode for Theron literal immortality is clearly an important 

concern and is expressed without any reticence. Some have argued that this makes 

1471 CC § 5.2.1. 
1472 Cf. Appendix five. 

1473 Cf. § 2.5.4. 

1474 E. g. the sentiment of Lebensbejahung in B. 5, cf. § 2.2.4. 
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the ode atypical. 1475 This enquiry, however, argues that the 'eschatological passage' in 

Pindar's second Olympian ode is a principled statement on the possibility of such 

immortality, not so much an expression of Theron's wish to be worshipped 

posthumously as a hero. 1476 This enquiry maintains that the 'eschatological passage' 

was addressed to a wider range of people and not solely to the /audandus 

In odes for laudandiother than tyrants, perhaps unsurprisingly, expressions of 

literal immortality do not seem to be a concern. Arguably, for these /audandi the 

expression of such wishes was not to be considered. This enquiry argues against the 

suggestion of some scholars that a passage in an ode for Chromius alludes to literal 

immortality. 1477 However, it is perhaps significant that scholars raise this possibility for 

an ode which this enquiry identifies as the most unproblematic one composed, and 

commissioned by a close associate of Hieron. 

8.4 Detailed discussion of results: Audience types. 

In the corpus of eighteen odes composed for Sicilians, this enquiry categorises three 

odes as in situ odes. Bacchylides' fourth ode, and Pindar's third and fourth Olympian 

odes all appear to have been performed for the first time as part of the celebrations at 

the games. The only ode for which there is general consensus on its in situ status is 

1475 Robbins (1997: 259f. ): atypical in its directness of expression of literal immortality. 

1476 Cf. § 5.2.3, Appendix five. 

1477 Ne. 1.32f. Cf. § 3.1.5.2. 
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Bacchylides' fourth ode. 1478 But there are good reasons for also considering Pindar's 

third and fourth Olympian odes as in situ odes. 1479The strategy of silence, which this 

enquiry identifies in Bacchylides' fourth ode, 1480 can be felt in Pindar's third Olympian 

ode as well. The laudandus is praised in that ode as if the tyrant-victor were a private 

citizen and the home city of the laudandus is singled out for praise, in accordance with 

the practice in dedicatory monuments at Panhellenic sites. That Camarina in Pindar's 

fourth Olympian ode for Psaumis is only mentioned in passing, however, should not be 

interpreted as evidence against the in situ status of the ode: Camarina was an 

unprepossessing city and the ode attempts to prop up her image before a Panhellenic 

audience. 1481 

All odes were surely reperformed at later occasions, at home and abroad. 1482 

Consequently, they will have been composed with different audiences in mind. Pindar 

is first Pythian ode and his ninth Nemean ode are particularly clear examples of odes 

that were designed with the purpose of addressing audiences in different parts of the 

Greek world. 1483 This could potentially pose difficult problems for the poet since the 

margin of disagreement between patron message and beliefs of the audience could be 

1478 Cf. Gelzer (1985) for an overview of scholarship. He includes Pi. O/. 4,11,14, Py. 6,7, Ne. 
2, B. 2, B. 4, B. 6. Contrast with Lehnus (1981: 125) who accepts only two odes as in situ odes, 
Pi. 0/ 8 'verosimile', 0/. 3, 'Acrigenti, ma anche, se si vuole, Olimpia. ' 

1479 Cf. § 5.1,7.2.3. 

1480 Cf. § 2.4.3. 

1481 Cf. § 7.2.4,7.2.5. 

1482 Cf. § 1.4. 

1483 In Py. 1: attracting mercenaries and new settlers. In Ne. 9: attracting mercenaries and new 

settlers, securing reperformances. Possibly in 0/. 2: accommodating Pythagorean or Orphic 

eschatology to civic values in order to make the content of the ode more acceptable for 

audiences outside Sicily. 
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rather large. 14a4 The potential of an epinician ode to engage in debate a variety of 

audiences is a feature of the epinician genre that is often underestimated. 

8.5 Detailed discussion of results - Other scholarship. 

With regard to the notions of 'middling' ideology versus a more elitist tradition, 1485 this 

enquiry comes to the following conclusion. In most of the odes composed for laudandi 

other than tyrants 'middling' ideology can be detected since the /audandi often 

assimilate themselves to the civic values of the polis when they attempt to counter 

suspicions which their fellow citizens might have harboured against them. Assuming 

that most of the /audandi were very wealthy, it is rather unsurprising to notice attempts 

at neutralising the effects of excessive wealth. 1486 However, this also happens in odes 

composed for tyrants. 1487 Unsurprisingly, in odes composed for tyrants the laudandus is 

frequently advertised as having privileged links with the gods, something which defines 

them as belonging to the elitist tradition. Epinician can stress such extraordinary links 

between mortals and gods, however, in odes composed for /audandi other than tyrants 

as well. 1488 

1484 Pace Walker (2000: 164f. ). He is right, however, to say that the archaic poets could not 

place themselves in total opposition to the dominant value-schemes of their culture. Surely 

concepts such as e. g. guest-friendship could never be contradicted in epinician odes. 
1485 Cf. § 1.3 note 16. 

1486 A feature of 'middling' ideology. 

1487 E. g. Pi. 0/. 2.94, Py. 2.58-61, B. 3.63-66. B. 3.10-17, 

1488 E. g. 0/. 6.72: one of Hagesias' ancestors is a god, but this passage is foremost praise of the 

clan and the laudandus is praised mainly for civic values. Ne. 1.8-9: Chromius is praised for his 

'divine beginnings'. Perhaps he could be praised in such terms since he appears to be an 

unproblematic victor. 
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Deception, or better 'spin', lies at the heart of the epinician form. 1489 While 

neither Pindar nor most iaudandiwere interested in strict fidelity to the truth, surely not 

all claims that epinician makes are wholly insincere nor mere propaganda. However, it 

is often difficult to tell where truth ends and propaganda begins, with the possible 

exception of the odes composed for Hieron, 1490 especially in Pindar's first Pythian ode. 

In the case of most other iaudandi it is often difficult to tell whether they genuinely 

embrace the dominant civic values of the polis or only do so for reasons of 

propaganda. Consequently, the epinician odes should be handled with care when used 

as tools to investigating differences between 'middling' ideology versus elitist traditions. 

The notions 'home-coming of the victor' and 'reintegration of the victor in his 

home town', 1491 are challenged in § 8.1. The historical record shows that being a 

Panhellenic victor could indeed be a prelude to tyranny. 1492 It is undoubtedly true that 

an athlete with a Panhellenic victory temporarily steps outside the bounds of 

conventional experience. However, this enquiry does not support the view that a 

returning victor's status is problematic in so far as he, in his capacity as victor, might be 

aspiring to tyranny. 1493 Instead, this enquiry suggests that if the iaudanduswas 

problematic, then in most cases he was already problematic before entering into 

1489 On epinician truth, cf. Pratt (1993: 7f., 110ff. ). 

1490 Since more is know about the socio-political circumstances under which the odes for Hieron 

were composed than for any other Sicilian /audandus. 

1491 Cf. § 1.3. 

1492 Cylon e. g. was an Olympic victor before he acquired the tyranny, cf. Hdt. 5.71, Th. 1.126 

Paus. 1.28.1, Berve (1976: 539ff. ) The same is true for Miltiades the Elder, cf. Hdt. 6.36.103, 

Paus. 6.19.6, Berve (1976: 566ff. ) and Miltiades the Younger, cf. Andok. 4.33, Berve (1976: 

568). 

1493 E. g. Dougherty's (1993: 103) use of 'temporarily' indicates that she thinks of the victory as 

problematic in that context. 
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Panhellenic competition. This enquiry shows that in an epinician ode /audandi can 

address possible suspicions among mainland Greeks, 1494 and the wider Panhellenic 

community, 1495 as well as his fellow citizens, 1496 their overlord, 1497 or even prospective 

migrants to their home community. 1498 

While some have argued that moderation of praise is not a concern in odes 

composed for tyrants, 1499 this enquiry suggests that in odes composed for Hieron early 

in his career the laudandus is certainly more careful. Admittedly, portrayal of 

pcyaAorrpETrcia in odes for tyrants appears to be less problematic than in odes for other 

the /audandi150° 

In the case of some /audandi the opportunity offered by a Panhellenic victory to 

engage in debate with audiences may well have been an incentive to compete at all. In 

particular, for Hagesias of Syracuse and for Psaumis of Camarina, the odes and 

1494 As e. g. in Pindar's first Pythian ode in which suspicions about the efforts of the Western 

Greeks in the Persian wars are countered. Cf. Appendix three. 

1495 As e. g. in Pindar's fourth Olympian ode in which suspicions around the ethnicity and 

unprepossessing home city of the laudandus are addressed. 

1496 As e. g. in Pindar's fifth Olympian ode in which the laudandus assures his fellow citizens that 

he, his great pEyaAorrptrrEia notwithstanding, does not harbour political ambitions irreconcilable 

with the democratic constitution of the time. Cf. § 7.2.1. Tentatively, the same could be true with 

regard to Pindar's sixth Pythian ode and second Isthmian ode, although there the laudandus 

himself is not the victor. 

1497 As e. g. in Pindar's sixth Olympian ode in which the laudandus counters suspicions Hieron 

might be harbouring about the political ambitions on Hagesias' part. These suspicions arose out 

of a complex of factors, not only because the laudandus was an Olympic victor. 

1498 As e. g. in Pindar's ninth Nemean ode in which hints at Eüvopia advertise Hieron's military 

camp Aetna as a congenial place to settle, cf. § 3.1.4.1. Likewise in Pindar's first Pythian ode 
EAEueEpia and undertones of Eüvopia and iaovopia serve the same purpose, cf. § 2.4.4.3. 

1499 Pace Kurke (1991: 220ff. ). 

1500 Less problematic in view of the links between tyranny and pEyaAorrpitrrcia. Hence in 

Pindar's fifth Olympian ode, advertisement of Psaumis' NEyaAorrpirrEia is a careful balancing 

act, cf. § 7.2.6. 
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accompanying festivities might have been excellent opportunities to accommodate 

reconciliation. 

With regard to the notions of Po/isideologie and Herrschaftsystem, some 

remarks can be added to what is said in § 8.2. This enquiry does not deny that these 

outlooks are often associated with rhetorical strategies of inclusion and exclusion. 

Indeed, strategies of exclusion are more at home in odes composed for tyrants. 1501 

However, such strategies are also found in odes for /audandiother than tyrants, 1502 

whereas strategies of inclusion are used in odes for tyrants. 1503 Consequently, the 

notion that a certain ode promotes either a Herrschaftssystem or, alternatively, a 

Po/isideologie is in many cases too schematic since the odes seldom portray the 

laudandus exclusively as ruler or as citizen. 

1501 Especially in Pindar's first Pythian ode, but much less so in Pindar's second Olympian ode. 

1502 E. g. Py. 6.45, Ne. 1.8f., Ne. 9.46ff. and everywhere else where this ne plus ultra motif is 

used, cf. note 409. 

1503 E. g in Pindar's second Olympian ode, in his second Pythian ode and in Bacchylides' fifth 

ode. 
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APPENDICES. 

Appendix one - Two notes on chronology. 

App. 1.1 Chronology of the Pythian festival. 

The majority of modern scholars take 582 BCE as the beginning of the Pythian era. 

Much of earlier scholarship, however, followed Pausanias' date of 586 BCE as the start 

of the Pythian cycle. 1504 This date is also used in the Pindaric scholiast and four years 

need to be subtracted. Whereas a few scholars still accept Pausanias' date, 1505 in this 

enquiry the Pythian dating with 582 BCE as the starting point is used. 

App. 1.2 Diodoran chronology. 

Ephorus' KaTO yivoc style ('by topics') was adopted by Diodorus to accommodate the 

material to an annalistic, 1.506 year-by-year presentation. 1507 As a consequence of this 

method and perhaps also because of horror vacui, Diodorus noted for every year at 

least one event. 1508 Much of the Sicilian history which concerns this enquiry is 

contained in Diodorus' book eleven. There are discrepancies in that book between 

1504 Cf. Marmor Parium FGrHist239 F 52-54, F Py. hyp. a-d Kai brj ToOiov XprluaTiTgV pbvov 
%BETO... ÜOTEpoV Kai QTE(paviTr)V i eEVTO KaTOpO(JaavTEs. Paus. 10.7.2-7. Gildersleeve (1890) is a 

scholar who follows the Pausanian dating. 

1505 E. g. Miller (1978), Brodersen (1990). 

1506 His anchors are Olympiads, archons and consuls. 

1507 Cf. D. S. 5.1.4. 

1508 E. g. D. S. 38.1 ETT' dpXovioS 5' A9rjvrral TIuoa9r: vouc KTA...... iTTi 5 TOÜTWV KaTt1 T? V T-IKEAlaV 

K. T. A.. Haillet (2001: xxix) lists the instances. 
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Diodorus and Varro. 1509 At the beginning of Diodorus' book eleven the discrepancy 

between the two is seven years, whereas for the Diodoran years 477/6-453/2 BCE 

Diodorus is six years ahead. In the last chapters (451/0 BCE) the difference is again 

seven years. Scholarly opinion is divided, yet this is not the place to go into the details 

of that debate. 1510 For the inauguration of Hieron's Aetna, Diodorus gives 476/5 BCE. 

The vast majority of scholars now accept this date and only very few dissenting voices 

date it to 471/0 BCE. 1511 This enquiry follows the traditional chronology throughout. 

1509 Cf. Haillet (2001: xxix). 

1510 Cf. Scherr (1933), Bickermann (1969), Samuel (1972). 

1511 E. g. Will (1972: 28). Bicknell (1986: 29-35) disputes the traditional date for the fall of the 

Emmenid tyranny, 472/1 BCE, and dates that event to 467/6 BCE. 
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Appendix two - The date of the victory celebrated in Pindar's first Olympian ode. 

App. 2.1 Hieron's victories. 

Hieron seems to have been victorious seven times in equestrian events: four times in 

the category of the single-horse race (KE%rlc), 1512 and three times in the category of (the 

more prestigious) four-horse chariot race (T>repm-rroc or äppa). 1513 After Hieron's death 

in 467/6 BCE, his son Deinomenes set up a votive offering on his behalf. Pausanias 

reports the epigram on the base, and from that we learn that Hieron won one Olympic 

chariot victory as well as two Olympian race-horse victories. 1514 Pausanias also 

describes the votive offering itself. 1515 This led Ebert to suggest that Pherenikos could 

only have been involved in one Olympic victory and that a horse other than Pherenikos 

must have won the other Olympic victory. 1516 On that interpretation, Bacchylides' fifth 

ode and Pindar's first Olympian celebrate the same victory since both odes mention the 

horse Pherenikos. 1517 

1512 Cf. E Pi. Py. 1 incr., E Pi. Py. 3 incr.: two victories at the Pythian games, viz. in 482 BCE 

and 478 BCE. Cf. P. Oxy222, Moretti (1957: 90,92) numbers 221 and 234: two victories at the 

Olympic games, viz. in August 476 BCE and 472 BCE. 

1513 Cf. E Pi. Py. 1 incr.: at Delphi in 470 BCE. Cf. E Pi. O/. 1 incr., P. Oxy222, Moretti (1957: 

92) number 246: at Olympia in 468 BCE. Cf. E Py. 2 incr.: another victory at an unknown 

locality. 

1514 Paus. 8.42.8-9. 
1515 Paus. 6.12.1 KEAgTES Öt TTTTT01 TTapd( T6 CIppa £TS tKaTtpWe£V I0'TI1KE. 

1516 Ebert (1972: 73). 

1517 Pi. O/. 1.18,8.5.37,5.184, cf. Jebb (1905: 198), Severyns (1933: 76,89f. ). 
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This, however, need not necessarily be true. There could well have been more 

than one Pherenikos, 1518 assuming that the name of the horse would be a generic one. 

Alternatively, the composition of the votive offering as described by Pausanias could 

have been influenced by a desire for symmetry. 

There are other mentions of Pherenikos as a victorious horse, owned by 

Hieron, 1519 and Pherenikos has become a focal point in establishing dates for other 

victory odes. 1520 

App. 2.2 An alternative dating for Pindar's first Olympian ode. 

It is worthwhile, however, to explore the possibility that Pindar's first Olympian ode and 

Bacchylides' fifth ode in fact celebrate different victories. The mention of two KtArlc 

victories in P. Oxy222 gives two possible dates for the victory celebrated in Pindar's 

first Olympian, namely August 476 BCE and August 472 BCE. 1521 Against the latter 

date, three arguments are invariably levelled. First, Pindar's first Olympian ode does 

not mention the foundation of Aetna, 1522 or Hieron's victory at Cumae in 474 BCE. It is 

then argued that an ode, composed in 472 BCE, should not fail to do so. Second, 

neither Pindar's first Olympian ode nor Bacchylides' fifth ode mention an earlier 

Olympic victory, which would, it is argued, have been necessary had the odes, or at 

1518 Fennell (1893) on Py. 3.74, 'Surely the Pherenikos of Py. 3 was grandsire to the Pherenikos 

of 0/ 1. ' 

1519 Cf. Pi. Py. 3.74, B. fr. 20C. 9 (in an encomium for Hieron), FE Pi. Ol. 1 adinit. Cf. P. Oxy222: 

once under 01.76/1 and once under 01.77/1. 

1520 Cf. Fraccaroli (1901: passim), Jebb (1905: 198), Wilamowitz (1922: 283), Farnell (1932: 3- 

4), Severyns (1933: 76,89ff. ), Gentili et al (1995: 417), Maehler (1982b: 64,78-80). 

1521 Both times Hieron is referred to as FupaKdoios. 

1522 Sometime in 476 BCE. 
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least one of them, been performed in 472 BCE. Third, Pherenikos would have been too 

old to be victorious again in 472 BCE. 1523 Fraccaroli convincingly dealt with these three 

arguments. 1524 The refutation of the first objection is non de rebus omnibus. If Aetna is 

mentioned in Pindar's first Pythian ode, this is because Pindar's first Pythian ode 

specifically deals with the foundation of Aetna. The fact that Aetna does not feature 

explicitly in Pindar's first Olympian ode or in Bacchylides' fifth ode may be explained by 

the fact that Hieron did not consider it necessary to mention Aetna. 1525 Bacchylides' 

third ode may serve as refutation of the second objection. It certainly celebrated 

Hieron's Olympic chariot victory in 468 BCE, yet mentions no other victory at all. 1526 

Finally, against the third objection a number of ancient sources can be levelled, which 

testify that a career for a race-horse of eight or even twenty years was not 

impossible. 1527 Perhaps Pherenikos is best left in peace, as he seems to generate 

more problems than solutions. Likewise, all arguments based on sojourns in Sicily of 

Bacchylides and Pindar are also best avoided. 1528 

1523 Since he seems to have won already in 478 BCE and in 476 BCE (and possibly in 482 BCE 

as well). Cf. Wilamowitz (1922: 283). 

1524 Fraccaroli (1901: 385-395). Astonishingly, modem scholarship keeps mentioning these 

three objections against a date of 472 BCE, but seems to have forgotten Fraccaroli's solutions. 
1525 Fraccaroli (1901: 389) adding '.. a me pare molto pericoloso il voter affermare a priori the 

cosa il poeta debba dire in quale tale occasione ea the Cosa debba alludere'. Be that as it may, 
0/. 1.24 ctrrolKia and the passage at 0/. 1.90-93 might be alluding to Aetna. Cf. § 2.3.1. 

1526 And neither does Pindar's first Pythian ode of 470 BCE mention the Olympic victories of 476 

and 472 BCE. 

1527 Cf. Jebb (1905: 198n. 1) notes Pelagonius de arte veterin. p. 32 Ihm equos circo sacrisque 

certaminibus quinquennes usque ad annum xxplerumque idoneos adseverant Cf. Hdt. 6.103 

where one and the same team of horses is victorious in three consecutive Olympic games. Cf. 

Plut. Alex. 61.2 Bucephalas thirty years old. 
1528 The suggestions in Fraccaroli (1901: 396-401) are attractive. However, there is no external 
documentary evidence for any such visits or, for that matter, for any direct contacts between 
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The upshot of the discussion is that there are no major objections in assigning 

different victories to Bacchylides' fifth ode and Pindar's first Olympian ode. Moreover, in 

view of the importance of the victory ode as a tool in the victor's or clan's self- 

expression, it seems positively odd that Hieron should have commissioned two odes 

for his victory in 476 BCE, whereas the victory of 472 BCE should not have been 

celebrated with an ode. 'm The manner in which Bacchylides' fifth ode mentions a 

Pythian victory, 1530 strongly suggests that Bacchylides' fifth ode celebrated the victory 

won in 476 BCE. Consequently, there is nothing that prohibits dating the victory 

celebrated in Pindar's first Olympian ode to 472 BCE. 1531 

poets and patrons in Sicily. Lefkowitz (1981) shows that all ancient biographical material relating 
to the lives of poets should be treated with great scepticism. 
'sue Fraccaroli (1901: 389). Cf. Gentili (1958: 14) 'ipotesi questa poco verosimile'. Two odes for 

one victory of course is not an anomaly: Pindar's fifth Nemean and Bacchylides thirteenth ode 

celebrate the same victory. However, two odes for one victory and another equally prestigious 

victory uncelebrated might be problematic. That one ode for an important patron as was Hieron 

was lost seems unlikely: in any case we seem to possess the complete epinician corpus of both 

Bacchylides and Pindar. Cf. Maehler (2004: 28), Irigoin (1952: 20). That another poet had 

composed the ode for the victory of 472 BCE cannot be excluded but seems unlikely in view of 
Hieron's choice of either Pindar or Bacchylides for his victories from 476 until 468 BCE. 
'° B. 5.37-41. Cf. Maehler (2004: 107). 

1531 Cf. § 2.3.3 for the internal evidence. 
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Appendix three - Attitudes towards the Western Greeks post 480/79 BCE. 

It is suggested that the success of the Western-Greeks at Himera in 480 BCE was not 

well known. 1532 Hence for mainland Greeks, Salamis must have been of a totally 

different order than Himera. For citizens of Sparta or Athens, the barbarian in 480 BCE 

was only one, the Persian. 1533 The Sicilian achievements against the barbarian in the 

West (which includes Himera as well as the battle of Cumae in 474 BCE) might even 

have been looked upon with disdain by mainland Greeks. 1534 Arguably this might have 

been a reason to publicise counter-propaganda. 1535 Pindar's first Pythian ode might be 

such a piece of propaganda designed in part to counter such negative attitudes. 1536 

The Herodotean Sicilian Embassy scene might support this suggestion. This scene, 

part of an elaborate Rahmenerzählung, relates the four failed attempts of the mainland 

Greeks at procuring assistance against the Persians. 1537 Modern scholarship is 

1532 Cf. Gauthier (1966: 24). He surveys the literary tradition of the fifth century and argues that 

mainland Greeks were not well-informed in 415 BCE. Cf. Th. 6.1.1,17.6,20.2. This situation, he 

argues, must have been worse half a century earlier. Sartori (1992) is a survey of the Sicilian 

efforts against the Carthaginians. 

1533 And based on the Thucydidean passages in the note above, this was still the case in 450 

BCE. 

1534 Gauthier (1966: 24). Cf. Hubbard (2001: 394n. 27). 

1535 It is worth noting that the games in 476 BCE were exceptionally rich in victories for Western 

Greece. Cf. Moretti (1957: 89-90). Six out of thirteen victors were Sicilian. It is tempting to link 

those eagerly participating Sicilians with counter-propaganda. 

1536 Similar propaganda may well lay behind D. S. 11.23.2: the victory at Himera actually gave 

the Greeks the courage to defeat the Persians. Meister (1976: 42f. ) suspects the patriot 

Timaeus behind this statement in Diodorus. 

1537 Hdt. 7.157-162. The other Greek embassies: to Argos (Hdt. 7.148ff. ), to Corcyra (Hdt. 

7.168ff. ), to Crete (Hdt. 7.169). Cf. Bichler (1985: 62): all four stories answer the implicit 
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generally of the opinion that they are altogether unhistorical. 1538 Be that as it may, what 

the Herodotean Sicilian Embassy scene tells is that for a mainland Greek, Gelon (and 

by extension, Hieron), even taking into account the Deinomenid victory over the 

Carthaginians in 480 BCE, was not really excused-1539 The Herodotean Sicilian 

Embassy scene might in fact have been a reflection of Deinomenid pretensions 

whereby Herodotus counters the propaganda of the Deinomenids after Salamis. 1540 

Pindar's first Pythian ode might have been part of such Deinomenid propaganda. The 

insistence on synchronicity between the battle of Salamis and that of Himera might be 

part of the same propaganda. 1541 However, we cannot tell whether this originated with 

the Deinomenids or was a later Deinomenid-friendly addition. Finally, an anecdote 

related by Plutarch is worth mentioning. Plutarch tells a story in which Themistocles at 

the Olympian games of 476 BCE roused the Greeks to tear down Hieron's tent and 

prohibit him from taking part in the games. 1542 Aelian connects the story with the failure 

to assist the Greeks earlier. 1543 The whole episode seems improbable and the attack of 

Themistocles in all likelihood is modelled on similar stories by Lysias, who attacked 

question Warum traten diese mächtigen Staatswesen anno 480/79 nicht auf Seiten der 

Hellenen in den Krieg ein? ' 

1538 Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 421-23), Gauthier (1966: 19), Bravo (1993: 55-56), Luraghi (1994: 

367n. 409). 

1539 Cf. Gauthier (1966: 20-25) on Hdt 7.157-162: '... sans valeur, mais revelatrice. ' 

1540 Zahmt (1993: 374). 

1541 Synchronicity is prima facie very unlikely. It was first noted by Ephorus (FGrHist70 F 186). 

Hdt. 7.166 synchronises Himera with Salamis. D. S. 11.24 with Thermopylae. Cf. Dunbabin 

(1948: 420ff. ), Luraghi (1994: 304ff. ). 
1542 Plut. Them. 25.1. 

1543 Aelian V. H. 9.5 ray pry pETaAap6vra (sc. Hieronem) Too pEyiarou Twv KIV66IVLWWV rwv 

TravrlytipEwv IEraAapßävciv prj &Eiv- Cf. Plut. Them. 24.7: Themistocles asks Hieron to give his 

daughter in marriage, promising aOTG Toüc"EAArtvas ürrgKC ouc rroirjQEiv. 
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Dionysius the Elder during the games of 388 or 384 BCE. 1544 Be that as it may, 

importantly, Plutarch says he took his story from Theophrastus. This suggests that in 

the fourth century BCE the mainland Greeks still might have perceived the 

Deinomenids as traitors. 1545 

1544 Gauthier (1966: 31). He notes that in particular the mention of luxury (Hieron's QKnvrj) and 

the inviation to pillage the tent clearly point to a doublet. Cf. D. S. 14.109, Dion. Hal. Lysias 29ff. 

(= Lys. 33 hypothesis). 
1545 Gauthier (1966: 32). 
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Appendix four- Did the Deinomenids use the royal title? 1.546 

Instances of historical persons who are named 'king' are rare in our corpus of early 

Greek lyric. 1547 Pindar refers to Arcesilas IV of Cyrene as a legitimate king, something 

that accurately reflects Arcesilas' status. 1148 However, in a number of Pindaric 

passages Hieron is referred to as ßaaiAEÜc as well, 1549 whereas a contemporary 

audience would surely associate a few other instances with kingship. 1550 Apart from 

some information in Herodotus and Diodorus, 1551 there is only one piece of epigraphical 

data which could be advanced in favour of use of the royal title: an inscription on the 

base supporting the bronze statue of the charioteer of Delphi. 1552 How exactly this 

1546 That Theron did not use the royal title is argued in § 5.2.1, note 1075. 

1547 Apart from the Pindaric instances, cf. Sim. PMG531.7: Leonidas, Thimot. PMG791.171, 

174: the Persian king. 

1548 Cf. Hdt. 4.159-67,200-5. Carlier (1984: 474-76). 

1549 Hieron: O/. 1.23, Py. 3.70. Deinomenes: Py. 1.60, Hieron and Deinomenes: Py. 1.68, 

Arcesilas of Cyrene Py. 4.2 and Py. 5.15. The passage Py. 2.13-15 should not be included in 

this list, cf. § 2.1.4. 

1550 Significantly, all for Hieron: B. 3.11-12. Zeus as source for Hieron's position. B. 4.3 

äarüeEply, B. 5.6 cppEva 6' ECGCÖIK[o]v his straight mind, cf. Maehler (1982b: 88), Pi. O/. 1.12 

6ENIQTEIOV 6S äpcptTrEi OKäTTTOV, Cf. Mann (2000: 39) who notes that traditional elements (like the 

sceptre) are assimilated to legitimise leadership. 

1551 Hdt. 7.161.1 T ßaaiAEÜ EupnKOQiwv (Gelon), Hdt. 7.159: Gelon compared with the 

paradigmatic king Agamemnon who is ßaaikEOTaroc, of. Hom 169, cf. Griffiths (1976: 23f. ), 

Diod. 11.26.6: El1EpytTrIv Kai 7WTIjpa Kai (3aaikia (Gelon), D. S. 11.66.1: Hieron paaikEÜS 

explicitly contrasting tyranny with kingship. 

1552 CEG397. Cf. Ebert (1972: 13), Zambelli (1952), Rolley (1990), Maehler (2002). The first line 

of the inscription has been altered, but the original text is not completely erased and reads ... r- 

EAAE ANE[O]EKE[N] A[N]AZZ[ON]. Using the ionic alphabet, this was later changed into 

... 
rl]OAYZA/\OF M ANEOHK[EN]. 
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inscription should be interpreted is much disputed. 1553 Most scholars, however, accept 

that the Deinomenids did not use the title of king. 1554 On that interpretation, Hieron did 

not use the title but wanted it to be mentioned in epinician odes composed for him 

order to be portrayed as a legal ruler. Some scholars argue that this can be linked with 

a contemporary antithesis between tyranny and freedom, especially after the Persian 

Wars. 1555 

1553 ANAFFON is crucial. Much of the later literature is concerned with who was actually the 

dedicator, and at what point the change was made and by whom. Zambelli (1952: 155ff. ) and 

Maehler (2002) suggest that 8.4.11-13 alludes to a relinquished victory by Hieron as 

compensation for depriving Polyzelus of the rule of Gela. Robbins (1990: 318), Luraghi (1994: 

330-31,331n. 243) argue for a chariot victory of Polyzelus in 474 BCE. Harrell (2002: 458ff. ) 

argues that Polyzelus was responsible for ANAEEON, which was then removed because it was 

not in accordance with the idiom required at Panhellenic sites, see § 2.4.3. 

1554 Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 385,426ff. ), Stauffenberg (1963: 202), Berve (1967: 144,603f. ), Asheri 

(1992b: 149), Luraghi (1994: 356f. ). Differently Oost (1976: 225-36). 

1555 Ferrill (1978: 394-98), Harrell (2002: 455). 
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Appendix five - The desire for posthumous hero-worship. 

Modem scholarship routinely reports that all Sicilian tyrants of the first half of the fifth 

century received a posthumous hero-cult. 1556 This assumption is based on three 

passages in Diodorus. 1557 Gelon, Hieron and Theron might well have received 

posthumous hero-cult, but a closer look at the sources shows that it is not at all clear- 

cut whether those tyrants had a wish to be posthumously honoured as a hero, 

something which is surely an important point for an enquiry into self-representation. 

These sources merit further attention. 

Diodorus reports that Gelon was buried together with his wife and that he was 

accorded heroic honours, rtpwiKais Tiuaic ETipnQE. 1558 He was buried, however, outside 

the city walls, not in the agora, intra muros. Moreover, mention of his being buried in a 

tomb where his wife was already buried looks suspicious as well in the event he really 

had sought heroic honours. 1559 If indeed he was worshipped as a hero posthumously, 

then not as an cecist. 156° This suggests that whatever his reasons were for the 

refoundation of Syracuse in 485 BCE, posthumous worship as a hero was not among 

them. Diodorus appears to have followed Timaeus in these passages, 1561 and that 

1556 Recently Currie (2005: 171). 

1557 Cf. D. S. 11.38.5: Gelon, D. S. 11.66.4: Hieron and D. S. 11.53.2: Theron. 

1558 Cf. D. S. 11.38.4 £Täcprl 5' Ql1TOO TÖ aWpa KQTCI TÖV äypOV Tns YUVQIK6c rzV Talc KQAOuIJ vaIc 

Ew£a TupoEOIV, oüaalS Tw 06PEI TwV Epywv eaupaorais... D. S. 11.38.5 ivTaOOa b' aOTOO 

Tacp&Tos O pi v bnpos Tcupov 616Aoyov lTnQTrjoaS ipwiKaIS rlpais NpgOE TOv rtAwva,... 

1559 It is worth noting that Gelon had left meticulous instructions for his burial, cf. D. S. 11.38.3. 

1560 Cf. Leschhom (1984: 121f. ). Malkin (1987: 236) stresses the key elements of 'a heröon, an 

annual cult, and a tomb inside the city walls. ' Pace Berve (1953: 514,544). 
1561 Meister (1976: 44). 
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historian appears to have been particularly favourable to Gelon, 1562 perhaps influencing 

the report on Gelon's posthumous honours. 

Theron allegedly was honoured at Himera after his death. 1563 Theron had 

repopulated Himera, 1564 yet this appears not to have been a foundation but rather a 

(QUV)oiKlapös or i rrOlKOS. 1 5 Consequently, the heroic honours were accorded to him 

as tyrant of Acragas and not as cecist. There is nothing in our sources that suggests 

that Theron wanted to be remembered as an oecist. 

For Hieron matters seem altogether different. Two Diodoran passages suggest 

that one of Hieron's objectives as cecist was to secure heroic honours, l566 whereas a 

Pindaric scholium tells that Hieron wanted to become an cecist instead of being a 

tyrant. 1 7 To this should be added that Hieron apparently attached great importance to 

his role as cecist and he made sure he was thoroughly advertised as a city founder: 1568 

both Aeschylus and Pindar were commissioned to celebrated him as such. 1569 Since 

1562 Cf. Luraghi (1994: 179). 
1563 D. S. 11.53.2 KQi t; WV NEYQArjs äITObOXns ETllyXavE TTapä TOIS TTO%1iTals Kai TEA£UTr)aas 

ýpWIKCJV iCTUXE TII. IÜJV. 

1564 Cf. D. S. 11.48.8. 

1565 Luraghi (1994: 248n. 87). Cf. § 7.1.1. 

1566 D. S. 11.49.2 TOOTO 6' IiTTpaýE OTrEVbwv äNa uEv i: XEIV (3o6eElav a~TOiurty ät; 10Aoyov Trpbs räs 
irrlOÜaas XpEiQs äNa ÖE Kai iK Tfjs y£VOpiVrts NUpläVbpOU TTOAEWS TIIJäs i: XEIV ýpWIKäs. D. S. 

11.66.41Epwv 6'6 TCJV EupaKOaIWV ßQQIAEÜs iTEAEIJTrjaEV Ev To KaTäVn, 

Kai TIIJGJV ýpWIKCJV i: TUXEV, ws äv KTiaTrtS YEYovws Tljs TrOAEws. Meister (1967: 44) argues for 

Ephorus as the source. 

1567 E Ne. I inscr = Timae. FGrHist566 F 142a 1Epwv yap oiKlaTrjs äVTi TUpävvou ßouA6PEVOS 

, EIvaI. 

1568 Malkin (1987: 238). 

1569 Aeschylus in his play Aetnaeae. Cf. Herrington (1967), Poli-Palladini (2003). Pindar in his 

first Pythian ode. Py. 3.69 ... Trap' AiTVaiov ýEvov, Py. 1.31 KAEIvOS oiKlaTýp. Parodied in 

Aristoph. Av. 926 Eü bE TräTEp, KTiarop Airvas. 
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the association between cecists and posthumous heroic honours appears strong, 1570 it 

is a fair assumption that Hieron differed from both Gelon and Theron. The former 

clearly had a wish to be honoured posthumously as a hero, whereas the other two 

tyrants probably had not actively sought such hero-worship. For an enquiry into self- 

representation it is of little consequence whether Gelon and Theron actually were 

posthumously honoured as heroes if they were honoured as such not of their own 

volition. 

1570 Malkin (1987: 241-60). Cf. D. S. 11.66.4. Cf. Malkin (1987: 262ff. ) on cecist culture. 
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Appendix six - Some external events relevant to Pindar's first Pythian ode. 

This Appendix focuses on the evidence referred to in the main section of this enquiry. 

For a continuous historical narrative I refer to the handbooks. 1571 

App. 6.1 The refoundation of Aetna. 

Under Hieron's tyranny there appears to have been a considerable influx of new 

settlers. 1572 Since safety had always been a major concern for tyrants, 1573 and since 

Sicily saw continuous stasis in the period before the Athenian expeditions, 1574 it is a fair 

assumption that most of the new settlers must have been mercenaries. 1575 Deinomenid 

society was militarised to a considerable extent, in part because of the sheer number of 

these mercenaries. 1576 Gelon in 485 BCE had introduced all the inhabitants of Gela and 

1571 Cf. Dunbabin (1948), Berve (1967), Luraghi (1994), De Libero (1996). 

1572 Cf. Z Pi. Py. 1.120b, D. S. 11.67.7. 

1573 Th. 1.17 tells us that tyrants made safety the great aim of their policy, adding that in Sicily 

this did not prevent them from becoming great powers. 

1574 Th. 6.17.2-4: Sicilian cities constantly changing and rearranging their citizen body. Berger 

(1992) identifies 72 cases of stasis in Greek Sicily and southern Italy in the period of 720-275 

BCE. 

1575 Kirsten (1941: 59), Demand (1990: 50-2), Luraghi (1994: 337). Cf. D. S. 11.67.7: the 

p, aOocpöpwv rrAtjOos of Aetna consisted of five thousand men. Cf. Polyaen. 5.6: Hippocrates 

was the first tyrant who is recorded to have used mercenaries, and when after his death, Gelon 

took the tyranny, he too must have employed the service of a large group of mercenaries, since 

he was able to force his way back to Gela, cf. Hdt. 7.155. Parke (1933: 1Of. ) estimates that 

fifteen thousand mercenaries were involved at the battle of Himera. 

1576 Luraghi (1994: 364) 'cittä-caserma populata di mercenati' adding that Deinomenid tyranny 

was not militaristic in order to confront any Punic threats, but that Himera and military victories 
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half of those of Camarina in Syracuse, 1577 and perhaps Syracuse had become too big 

to absorb a new influx of such magnitude. Consequently, Hieron might have been 

forced to find another place to settle his mercenaries, resulting in the refoundation of 

Aetna. 1578 Diodorus notes that the refoundation served a military purpose since it 

established a military camp conveniently close to Hieron's real power base, Syracuse, 

for which it could provide security. 1579 By becoming an cecist Hieron would also secure 

heroic honours for himself. 1580 Finally, the refoundation might also have been a novel 

way to secure allegiances with these mercenaries through expropriation of prime 

agricultural land, which was then offered to them. The Deinomenids made use of 

mercenaries for an extensive period of time, 1581 and they must have required 

substantial amounts of cash. We do not know when Gelon actually enfranchised troops 

after his campaigns, yet this would surely have involved the need for payment, either in 

the form of cash or as loot. 1582 This is supported by numismatic data: Gelon seems to 

in general were needed to legitimise the use of this instrument that gave them control over the 

city. Cf. (1994: 378f. ) 
1571 Hdt. 7.156 

1578 Sources: FF Pi. Py. 1 inscr: 1.56,1.112,1.118,1.120b, FF Pi. Ne. 1 incr., Ne. 9 incr., 9.1- 

2, D. S. 11.49.1 Str. 6.2.3. VitaAesch. 9. Cf. Böhringer (1968: 76-98), Malkin (1987: 96ff., 238), 

Leschhom (1984: 125ff. ), Dougherty (1993: 83ff. ), Luraghi (1994: 336ff. ). 

1579 D. S. 11.49.2. TOOTO b' FTrpaýE [sc. the refoundation] aTrEi &v dpa ptv IXErv ßoriOEiav 

LTOiprty äT; IÖAoyov TrpöS TdS tTrioüoas Xp£ias ... 
dpa ÖE Kai iK Trjs yEVOpr: vq> pupiavi5pou 

Tr6AEws TrpOS i XErv rjpuIKas. E Ne. 1 incr a 1£pwv yap oiKIOTns aVTi TUpawou ßouA6p£voc 

civot, KaTdvrgv EZ; EÄGJV ATTVIjv IETWVOpaaE Tr V TraAiv, kauTdv OIKIOT? V Trpoaayopcüaaq. Pace 

Malkin (1987: 238) '... the desire to obtain cecist cult was perceived as sufficient reason for the 

expulsion of the population of two cities and the creation of a new one. ' 

1580 D. S. 11.49.2,11.66.4. Cf. Malkin (1987: 238-39). 

1581 For at least seventeen years; from Gelon's incipitas tyrant in ca. 491 BCE until Hieron's 

victory at Cumae in 474 BCE. 

1582 Cf. Isoc. 12.82: tyranny depending on mercenaries and high expenditure. 
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have been in financial difficulties, before or perhaps during the Himera campaign, 1583 

and a period of intense and massive coining (Massenprägung) with a large number of 

die-types, 1584 has been identified and dated to after 480 BCE, 1585 when thousands of 

talents of silver were available from the Carthaginian indemnity after Himera. High- 

value coins are linked with the need for large amounts of cash, 1586 and the first issue of 

Syracusan decadrachms is dated to the closing stages of Deinomenid rule, 1587 not to a 

period immediately following Hieron's battle of Cumae in 474 BCE. This suggests that 

Hieron's battle in 474 BCE did not add any monies nor land to the Deinomenid empire, 

which in turn suggests that he might have needed alternative means of payment. On 

that interpretation, this might explain the location of the new settlement: land in the 

vicinity of the volcano must have been particularly rewarding because of its high 

agricultural value. 1588 This land-redistribution, if this is indeed what the refoundation 

was, would have turned Hieron into a popular champion for his new settlers. 

In the event that this complex of motivations was well known in the Greek world, 

then the Aetna refoundation would readily be identifiable as a tyrannical project. As 

such, this could explain the absence of any mention of Aetna in the Bacchylides' fourth 

ode. 1589 

1583 Cf. Rutter (1993: 173) on Pollux Onomast. 9.84-85. äTropoüvToc atiTOO. 

1584 For tertradrachms, 150 obverse and 220 reverse dies have been identified. Cf. Rutter 

(1998: 308). 

1585 Rutter (1993: 174), (1998: 308). 

1586 However, the so called 'AapaptTElov' coin (Diod. D. S. 11.26.3) appears to be unhistorical 

and must probably be linked with propaganda of Hieron II. Cf. Rutter (1993: 186-88). 

1587 BCM63, accompanied by tertradrachms (BCM64) and obols (BM 16946-1-1-1307). Cf. 

Rutter (1998: 315) on dating. 
1588 Py. 1.30 EOKC pTToIO yaiaS ptTWTTOV, Str. 6.2.3 E66puEAOV yap TrapEXETai Kai XpnoTöKapTrov. 
1589 Cf. § 2.4.2. 
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App. 6.2. The Dorian foundation myth in Pindar's first Pythian ode: was there an ethnic 

dimension to the refoundation of Aetna? 

This question is relevant in view of the description in Pindar's first Pythian ode of the 

Dorian conquest. 1590 The manner in which this myth is told has routinely led to an 

explanation of that foundation myth in terms of the ethnic composition of the new 

settlers, 1591 namely as an exclusively Dorian population. 1592 This assumption looks 

particularly attractive since the inhabitants whom Hieron removed from Aetna's territory 

were all Ionians, as were the inhabitants of Leontini, the town to which they were 

removed. 1593 The suggestion that the Aetna-project had ethnic dimensions should, 

however, be dismissed. First, our sources on the ethnic make-up of the settlers are not 

at all clear cut. 1594 Second, if Hieron had imported large groups of mercenaries from the 

Peloponnese then it would probably have been from Aeolian Arcadia which always had 

1590 Py. 1.61 ff. 

1591 Rawson (1969: 57), Hubbard (1992: 107n. 83) and most recently Hubbard (2004: 79) 

'Hieron's program of recruiting Peloponnesian Dorians to form half the population of the new 

Syracusan colony. ' 

1592 Exclusive since D. S. 11.49.1 reports that half were Syracusans (thus Dorians) and half 

came from the Peloponnese. The figure of ten thousand, mentioned by Diodorus, represents a 

'mythical' or 'perfect' number, fit for an ideal city, cf. Trumpf (1958: 131). 

1593 Chalcis in Euboae was founder of Naxos, and Chalcidian Naxos was the mother city of both 

Catana and Leontini. 

1594 D. S. 11.49.1 tells that half of them were Dorians, whereas E 120b Py. 1.62 suggests that the 

settlers were from Gela (a Cretan and Rhodian foundation), Megara (Dorian) and Syracuse. 

Luraghi (1994: 338n. 274) notes that the scholiast would certainly not have failed to mention any 
independent evidence on the Dorian origin of Aetna's settlers, had they had such information. 
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been fertile recruiting ground for mercenaries. 1595 Several of the soldiers fighting in 

Sicily can be identified as Arcadian. 1596 Third, and more importantly, the Sicilian 

Chalcidian cities (Naxos, Leontini and Catana) seemed to have formed a bloc and were 

inclined to act together. 1597 Probably as a consequence of such defiant behaviour (and 

not because they were of non-Dorian descent) they were brought under Deinomenid 

control. 159e Moreover, that the Deinomenids were interested in Chalcidian territory is 

unsurprising, as Leontini had the largest and richest wheat-growing plains of all 

Sicily. 1599 Last, Pindar's first Pythian ode singles out Pamphylus, 1600 which as figura 

etymologica might in fact hint at a mixed ethnic origin of the Aetna settlers. 1601 

The upshot of this discussion is that there is no need to assume an ethnic 

dimension (in the sense of Dorian versus Ionian) to the refoundation and that 

consequently, the Dorian foundation myth in the first Pythian ode should be explained 

otherwise. 

1595 Cf. Fields (2001: 102) on Arcadians as the main supplier of mercenaries in archaic and 

classical times. Cf. Hom. B 604, Z 134, Hdt. 1.66, X. Hell 7.1.23 'excellent soldiers', Th. 7.57.9. 

1596 Cf. Paus. 5.27.1, CEG380.1. Friedländer 142, /vO266. Possibly Hagesias celebrated in 

Pindar's sixth Olympian ode, cf. § 3.2.3. 
1597 Dunbabin (1948: 68). 

1598 Cf. Plut. Vii` Alex. 9.1: Alexander founding Alexandropolis in 340 BCE for similar reasons. 

1599 Dunbabin (1948: 67). Cf. D. S. 5.2. 

1600 Py. 1.62. After Heracles' death, Hyllus was adopted by Aegimius. Pamphylus and Dyman 

were sons of the latter. The three Dorian tribes were the'YAAEis, fläpq uAoi and Auuävcc. Cf. 

Apollod. 2.8.3. D. S. 4.57f., Str. 9.4.10. 

1601 1 owe this point to J. G. Howie. 
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Appendix seven - The interpretation of Pi. 0/ 5.10-14. 

Proposed interpretations for this difficult passage can, broadly speaking, be divided into 

two groups: one in which KOAAp and dEi&Ei are linked and a further in which äp&Ei KOAAp 

TE are linked. '602 The question then is whether the subject of KOAAp is Psaumis or the 

river Hipparis? The answer to this question matters as it could tell us something about 

the status of the laudandus in Camarina. 

The scholiast links dpbEi KOAAp TE, making the river Hipparis subject of the 

relative clause as well as of KoAAp. 1603 The scholiast somehow interprets this passage 

as cementing together new houses from bricks whereby the river would have supplied 

the loam or clay or the wooden building material for the houses. 1604 The alternative is to 

link KoAAi<c and czEi&Ei and make Psaumis subject of both verbs in the main clause. 1605 

The phrase then would suggest that Psaumis was the initiator of the reconstruction of 

Camarina. 1606 The question, I suggest, can be settled with outside evidence. 

All the great cities on the south coast of Sicily were, beyond doubt, planted 

there to exploit the agricultural land, 1607 yet none of these cities is situated at the mouth 

1602 The grammatical analyses used in this appendix can be found in Fernandez-Galiano 

(1942: 140-48). 

1603 f 0/. 5.20e. 

1604 Wilamowitz (1922: 415n. 1) notes that the scholium shows that Aristarchus knew nothing 

about the real topography of Camarina. Cf. Dunbabin (1948: 65). 

1605 Both these verbs are then equalised through the use of NEV-TE. There are then four 

accusative objects in-between KOAAQ tEv and a£i&Ei TE: they are structured AB TE C TE Kai D. Cf. 

0/ 7.81-83 s` aTECpavcJQaTO bis, KAEIVp T' tV ioei 4 TETpÖKls £cJTUX£WV, NENtg T' äAAav tTr' äAAgt, 

Kai Kpavaais iv Aeävals. 

1606 Cautadella (1981: 150ff. ). 

1607 Dunbabin (1948: 211). 
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of even a reasonably-sized stream. There is no trace whatsoever in our sources of 

trade routes from these southern cities. 1608 The south coast of Sicily in fact had, and 

still has, only shallow waters, with shifting sands and sandbars. 1609 Possibly, the beach 

and river-mouth were used as primitive anchorage, 1610 yet the small primitive harbours 

we know of were under constant threat of silting up. 1611 Rivers on the south coast were 

torrential streams with brief and violent floods during the rainy season with long periods 

of drought during spring and summer. 1612 This means that navigability or improving 

upon navigability could never have been an issue. 1613 Finally, since Sicily is not rich in 

stone, terra-cotta was mostly used for architecture. There is no building stone near 

Gela and Camarina, and hence, if it was used at all, it must have been brought long 

distances. 1614 

The upshot of the discussion is that all interpretations which imply navigability of 

the river Hipparis or transportation of building material on it are highly unlikely and, 

consequently, Psaumis, not the river Hipparis, must be the subject of KOAA in our 

passage. 1615 This suggests that Psaumis was involved in the organisation of, or may 

even have financed himself, the transport of building materials. This would have 

1608 Unsurprisingly, since the south had unfavourable prevailing trade winds. Cf. Ovid. Fast. 

4.470 verticibus non adeunde Geh? - 
1609 Dunbabin (1948: 104): Camarina's access to sea blocked by sand hills. The river spreads 

into a marsh, effective as a defence, but unhealthy. Cf. Amore (2000 ), a recent enquiry into the 

conditions in antiquity of a nearby river system. According to Matthew Fitzjohn of the Geological 

department of Liverpool University, who has kindly drawn my attention to this article, its 

conclusions should be valid for the Hipparis river as well. 

1810 Dunbabin (1948: 197,211), Amore (2000: 253). 

1611 Amore (2002: 253). 

1612 Amore (2000: 254). 

1613 cf. Amore (2002: 253). 

1614 Dunbabin (1948: 257) and Diod. 4.80. 

1615 Pace Lehnus (1981: 82), Brunel (1971: 340). 
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facilitated, or even made possible, the refoundation of Camarina in 461/0 BCE. He 

might even have financed the enlargement, or even construction, of the UENvoi oXEroi 

that are singled out for praise in the ode. 1616 Such canals were used to supply cities 

with fresh water, 16" but also they were also built to drain marshes in order to prevent 

malaria. 1618 

On balance, then, it would seem that we are to regard Psaumis' pcyaAorrpiTrcia 

in Camarina as considerable. 

1616 0/. 5.12 Kai aEpvoCic 6XETOIJc, 'Irrrrapls oialy äpö£I aTpaT6v. They should be translated as 
`great canals'. Pace Race (1997a: 97) 'sacred canals'. aEpvös is translated with 'sacred' in 

Pindar when the subjects are gods (e. g. Py. 3.79, Ne. 5.25), heroes (0/. 6.68), rivers personified 

as gods (Ne. 1.1) or domiciles of the gods (Ne. 1.72). Here, as in Ne. 7.22f. iTr£i 4EÜö£ai of 

Troiav <TE> paXavp aEpvov ETu£aTi TI, something great or impressive is meant. 

1617 Cf. D. S. 11.25.3-4: the underground piped-water supply built by Theron. Hdt. 3.60: the 

öpuypa or water channel in Samos. 

1618 Cf. Dio. Cass. 45.17. This was the only known countermeasure against malaria available in 

antiquity. Cf. Diod. Eph. FGrHistF 566 F6 (ap. Diog. Laert. 8.70): Empedocles, iöiaig baTrdvalq, 

had cleared Selinus of a plague. Cf. Jones (1909: 348-49) who argues that in view of the 

mention of affected birth rates probably this plague is malaria. Head (1911: 168) notes that on 

the reverse of a didrachm from Selinus, ca. 450 BCE, a marsh-bird can be seen behind the river- 

god, departing '... because she can no longer find a congenial home on the banks of the Hypsas 

now that Empedocles has drained the lands. ' Cf. Kraay (1976: 220,234), Rutter (1997: 139). 

Tentatively, that river-gods occur frequently on coins of the cities on the south coast, whereas 

much ampler rivers flowing into the sea in other parts of Sicily, the Himera and Longanus in the 

north, seem not honoured on coins, could reflect an apotropaic purpose of those river-gods on 

coins. 
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Appendix eight - Differences in rhetorical attitude in Pindar and Bacchylides. 

The underlying outlook of epinician odes does not appear to pose many difficulties. 1619 

However, whether a particular characteristic in an ode should be considered 

conventional, or occasional (as a result of the influence of the commissioner) or rather 

an idiosyncrasy of the poet is more problematic. 1620 Comparisons between Pindar and 

Bacchylides are nevertheless valid since the ode is a message from laudandus to 

audience and not from /audatorto /audandus. 1621 

That Pindar and Bacchylides use different rhetorical techniques should not be 

surprising. 16 This can be illustrated by considering two passages. The first passage 

occurs in Pindar's first Olympian ode. 1623 It appears to have been well known in 

antiquity-1624 It gives a detail of the single-horse race, namely Pherenikos as aKtvTgTOS, 

'ungoaded'. The second passage occurs in Bacchylides' fifth ode, 1625 where it is said 

1619 Cf. § 1.4. 
1620 Maehler (1982a: 23) 'Infolgedessen läßt sich oft nicht entscheiden, ob ein bei Bakchylides 

oder Pindar zu beobachtendes Stilmerkmal "konventionell" oder "individuell" ist. ' 

1621 Cf. § 1.4. Mann (2000: 46): the ode is a message from patron to audience, yet 'die 

stilistischen Unterschiede zwischen Pindar und Bakchylides resultieren daraus, daß bei der 

künstlerischen Umsetzung die persönliche Note des Dichters ins Spiel kam. ' 

1622 E. g Carey (1998: 18): Bacchylides' tendency to avoid the first person. (1998: 24f. ): Pindaric 

tone more austere, Bacchylides more compassionate... in general Bacchylides uses more 

subtle means than Pindar to generate emotion. 

1623 Pi. 0/ 1.18-23 
... Ei Ti TOI rliaas TE Kai CDEpEVIKOU XäpiS vbov OTTE YAUKUTdffaic ¬6nKE 

(ppovTiQIV, 6TE Trap' AAcpEW QUTO ötpac QKEVTIITOV iv öpö joiGi TiaptXWV, KpäTEI 6t Trpoal`iEIýE 

ÖEQTTOTaV, Eupa 6oriov imTOX6ppav ßaaiAna". 

1624 Cf. Suid. a 1692, Eusthat. //. 1.757.7 (Ka8ä bgAoI Kai Ilivöapoc äKEVTnTÖV Tlva imTOv 

iTTaiv(Z, v (1S ECTrp60upov), Liban. 345.2. 

1625 8.5.43-44 oürTW VIV OTTE TTpOTE[pW]V imTwv Ev OYwvl KaTtXpavEV Kbvic TTp6S TtAOS 

öpvOpEVOV-. 
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that Pherenikos never had any other horse in front of him and consequently was 

untouched by dust. The scholiast on Pindar explains in terms of rjOorroiia: the poet 

alludes to the speed and eagerness of Pherenikos. The scholiast points to a Homeric 

passage in which Apollo deprives Diomedes of his whip, as a consequence of which 

his horses lag behind since they are no longer goaded. 1626 We cannot tell whether 

Pindar had this Homeric example in mind, yet a clue to the explanation of the rhetorical 

effect of the use of the adjective äK>VTfros can be gained by a comparison with the 

passage in Bacchylides. 

Aristotle in the Poetics discusses the manner in which a poet can describe 

things: either things are oia qv rj i ariv, or oia tivai &i, or oiä cpaQiv Kai ÖOKEl. 1627 In the 

Bacchylidean passage, the description of the race seems to be an example of oia rjv; 

during the whole course of the race, Hieron's horse was always in first position, out in 

front. In the Pindaric passage, on the other hand, the horse was never goaded and still 

won. The description as oia Eivai & achieves the rhetorical effect Aristotle approves of: 

poets should follow the example of good portrait painters: producing a likeness, yet 

making it more beautiful. 1626 Pindar's use of hyperbole by describing Pherenikos as 

aKavrrlroc achieves a rhetorical effect of (conceivable) exaggeration. As a corollary the 

audience is reminded of the divine component in human achievement (OEÖS, rrörpos), 

without which the splendour of success cannot be achieved. The gods favoured 

1626 f Pi. Q/ 1.33a QiJQOTIKTOV al1TÜJ TGi) KaTCt cp(lolv TC(XEI TÖ oGJpq KaTCI Tbv 6yClva ÖlacpUMi; aý. 

>sK Öi: TO(1TOU TÖ TQXÜ KQi TTpOeUuOV TOO ITTTiOU bQAOI. Kai TTapC( TGJ'ONrjpw and quotes Hom. W 

387. 
1627 Arist. Po. 1460b10-1461a. 

1628 Arist. Po. 1454b10-15 Kai y(]p iKEIVOI C(TToÖ1bÖVTEs Tnv iöiaV NOpcprjV dpOioUS TrotoOvTES 

KaMouS ypcicpouarv. 
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Hieron's horse and since human endeavour and the favour of the gods concurred, 

Pherenikos did not needed to be urged on. 
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Appendix nine - New interpretations proposed. 

At Pi. 0/ 5.10-14 the subject of Ko1Up is Psaumis, not the river Hipparis. 1629 

At Pi. Py. 2.66-68 mention of 'Phoenician merchandise' can be explained as a 

reference to material dyed with the pigment derived from the mollusc Murex. The dye, 

phoinix, was indelible and it is for this reason that is was particularly prized. Hence 

'Phoenician merchandise' is used as a kenning for epinician song. The song is 

indelible, lasting in time and proof against destruction, and so will be the glory of the 

patron. 163o 

Rhea's corona muralis can help to explain what is meant by the puzzling 'tower 

of Cronus' mentioned at Pi. 012.70 and according to Diodorus the place where Gelon 

was buried. 1631 

There are good reasons for supposing that Pindar's sixth Olympian ode for 

Hagesias of Syracuse was first performed earlier rather than later in Hieron's 

career. 1632 

Pindar's third Pythian ode for Hieron was probably first performed after 470 

BCE. The occasion for its composition might have been alluded to in 8.4.11-11. Hieron 

did not carry away the victory in the single-horse event in 470 BCE and since the third 

Pythian ode appears to address the healthy admixture of good and bad fortune, 

Pherenikos is mentioned in that ode as a fitting exemplum for that sentiment. 1633 

1629 Cf. Appendix seven. 

1630 Cf. § 2.1.6, note 183. 

1631 Cf. §. 5.2.4, note 1154. 

1632 Cf. § 8.3.1. 

1633 Cf. § 2.6.2. 
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The myth in Pindar's first Nemean ode is carried through until the end. This is 

arguably a result of the unproblematic status of the /audandus 1634 

1634 Cf. §§ 3.1.5,8.2. 
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Appendix ten - Suggestions for further investigation. 

This enquiry briefly discusses a passage in the ninth lsthmian ode in relation to a 

passage in Pindar's first Pythian ode-1635 Pindar and Bacchylides composed thirteen 

odes for victors from Aegina. 1636 An enquiry into Selbstdarstellung of Aeginetan 

laudandimight be rewarding since recent scholarship has made great progress in the 

understanding of the relationships between Aegina and the rest of the Greek world. To 

my knowledge, such an enquiry has not yet been undertaken. An unfortunate 

complication, however, is that of the total of thirteen Aeginetan odes, eleven are won in 

a Nemean or Isthmian event and these odes are notoriously difficult to date. 

Consequently, linking the content of the odes with socio-political events can prove to 

be difficult. 

1635 Cf. § 2.4.4.4. 

1636 VZ. Pi. O/. 8, Py. 8, Ne. 3,4,5,6,7,8, Isth. 5,6,8, B. 12,13 (both Nemean victories). 
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